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QUOTATION 
 
“Don’t tell the Lord how big the problem is, tell the problem how great the Lord is “ – Anonymous 
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ABSTRACT 
Energy absorption mechanisms have been investigated intensively for the past decades by 
various authors and institutions, and numerous articles and other literature sources are available 
in print, as well as on the Internet.  Energy absorbers and crashworthiness structures are two 
main research components in the energy absorption field under investigation today. 
 
In this research geometric changes are introduced on Al 6063-T6 circular tubes in the  form of 
horizontal and spiral grooves to asses their influence on energy absorption characteristics.  The 
horizontal and spiral grooves were cut into the tube to a cut depth of half the wall thickness of 
the tubes.  The pitch was varied for both the horizontal and spiral grooves, while the cut width 
was kept constant.  A specially designed static impact sleeve was used to compress the test 
specimens axially in an Instron 250 kN universal hydraulic testing system.  Load vs. displacement 
graphs were generated from the captured experimental data for the uncut, horizontal and  spiral 
grooved tubes.  Energy vs. displacement graphs were created from the experimental data.  The 
final deformed tubes were visually examined to determine the effect the geometric change had 
on the circular tube form, as well as the deformation pattern of the crushed tube. 
 
A Finite Element Method model is presented for each of the experimentally investigated tube 
impact models.  A two dimensional (2D) model for the uncut as well as horizontally grooved 
tube is generated and analysed using a quasi static loading approach. Non-linear material 
properties are assigned to the model, and the Riks algorithm is used to model the non-linear post 
buckling behaviour of the various tubes.  The results from the FEM analysis are used to generate 
load vs. displacement and energy vs. displacement graphs that are compared with the 
experimental data. 
 
Three dimensional (3D) FEM models of the normal, spiral and horizontal cut tubes were also 
generated in a CAD environment.  A dynamic explicit non-linear analysis was done for each of 
the models to determine the reaction force and energy output values of each of the models. All 
analyses extend into the plastic material domain.  Reaction force vs. displacement and energy vs. 
displacement graphs are generated from these analyses. 
 
A comparison is made between the numerically and experimentally determined gradients of the 
energy vs. displacement graphs of each of the tubes investigated. This forms the basis for an 
energy absorber design with application in the transport industry.   
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ABSTRACT             IV 
Unique geometric imperfections were investigated experimentally and numerically for aluminium 
tubes.  A lower buckling load than that for the normal tubes was achieved with the introduction 
of these geometric imperfections.  New deformation patterns on tubes with imperfections not 
previously observed were described and analysed extensively.  The load vs displacement graphs 
showed a constant increase in the load for the spiral grooved tubes.  From the comparison 
between the numerically and experimentally investigated geometric imperfections a design guide 
line was esthablished and used in the conceptual design of an energy absorber for the 
automotive industry. 
 
Keywords: Energy absorber, circular tubes, aluminium, axial compression, Riks algorithm, 
dynamic explicit, gradient, AL 6063-T6 
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OPSOMMING 
Die studie in energieabsorbering meganismes is die afgelope paar dekades ondersoek deur 
verskeie outeurs en organisasies, en verskeie artikels en ander literatuur is gepubliseer, in 
gedrukte formaat asook op die Internet.  Energieabsorbeerders en pletterwaardige strukture ( 
energie absorberende strukture ) vorm die twee hoof onderwerpe van die energie 
absorberingsnavorsingsveld . 
 
Geomteriese veranderings word aangebring aan Al 6063-T6 buise in die vorm van horisontale en 
spiraal groewe in die navorsing om die effek daarvan op energie absorberingskarakteristieke te 
bepaal.  Die groefdiepte wat in die buise gesny is, is helfte van die wanddikte van die buise, en 
die steek is gevarieer vir beide die horisontale en spiraal groewe.  Snywydte is konstant gehou vir 
beide groewe wat in die buise gesny is.  `n Spesiaal ontwerpte impakhuls is gebruik om die 
gegroefde buise aksiaal saam te druk.  Die samedrukking het plaasgevind deur gebruik te maak 
van `n Instron 250 kN hidrouliese toets sisteem.  Las vs. verplasing grafieke is gegenereer vanaf 
die eksperimentele data vir die normaal, horisontaal en spiraal gegroefde buise.  Energie vs. 
verplasing grafieke is verkry deur die area onder die las vs. verplasing grafieke te bereken vir die 
eksperimentele data.  Alle buise wat aksiaal saamgedruk is, is visueel bestudeer om die impak van 
die groef op die ronde vorm van die buis te bestudeer.  `n Vervormingspatroon is ook 
geidentifiseer vir elke gegroefde buis wat aksiaal saamgedruk is. 
 
`n Eindige Element Metode (EEM) model is geskep vir elke buis, gegroef of normaal, wat 
eksperimenteel getoets is.  Twee dimensionele (2D) modelle vir die normaal, ongegroefde buis, 
en die horisontaal gegroefde buise is geskep en geanaliseer deur `n kwasie statiese benadering te 
volg.  In die kwasie statiese benadering is nie-linêre materiaaleienskappe gebruik, tesame met die 
Riks algoritme om die nie-linêre swigtingsmeganisme te modelleer.  Die resultate van die Eindige 
Element Metode analise is gebruik om las vs. verplasing en energie vs. verplasing grafieke te skep 
wat gebruik is om `n vergelyking te tref met die eksperimentele gemete waardes.  
 
Drie dimensionele (3D) modelle vir die normaal, spiraal en horisontaal gegroefde buise is geskep 
in `n ontwerp sagteware pakket wat ingelees is in die Eindige Element Metode sagteware pakket.  
`n Dinamiese eksplisitiete nie-linêre analise is gedoen vir elk van die aksiaal saamgedrukte buise.  
Reaksiekrag en eksterne werk gedoen op die model was die uitsetwaardes wat gebruik is om 
reaksiekrag vs. verplasing en eksterne werk vs. verplasing grafiekte te skep.  
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OPSOMMING            VI 
Die numeriese en eksperimentele energie absorbering waardes word vergelyk om die gradiente te 
bepaal vir elke buis.   
  
Unieke geomtriese veranderings is eksperimenteel en numeries ondersoek vir aluminium buise.  
`n Laer swigtingskrag in vergelyking met die normaal buise is verkry in die geval van die buise 
met geomtriese veranderings.  Nuwe vervormingspatrone op die buise met die veranderings, wat 
voorheen nie waargeneem is, word beskryf en in diepte geanaliseer.  `n Konstante toename in die 
krag word waargeneem uit die krag vs. verplasing grafiek vir die spiraal gegroefde buis.  Uit die 
vergelyking tussen die numeriese en ekseprimentele resultate is `n ontwerpsriglyn geskep wat 
gebruik is vir die konsep ontwerp van `n energie absorbeerder vir die motor industrie. 
 
Sleutel woorde: Energieabsorbeerder, ronde buise, aluminium, aksiale samedrukking, Riks 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION TO ENERGY ABSORPTION 
MECHANISMS 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Energy absorption mechanisms have been investigated intensively for the past four decades by 
various authors and institutions, and numerous articles and other literature sources are available 
in print, as well as on Internet [1-4, 17-21].  An Internet search with a typical search engine on 
the word energy absorbers resulted in 41 000 sites being identified, ranging from automotive to 
aerospace applications.  Energy absorbers and crashworthiness structures are the two main 
research components in the energy absorption field under investigation today.  Bigger and faster 
cars, trains and aeroplanes came with the technology boom during the last five decades, and 
coupled with the evolution of super computers, these complex structures can now be more easily 
analysed. 
 
In the automotive industry the structure of the vehicle is mainly manufactured from square, 
rectangular or circular tubes, and these structural members are made from a variety of metals 
ranging for mild steel to light weight metals like aluminium, high strength steel and magnesium.  
Impact and crashworthiness testing has become an integral part of vehicle design for ensuring 
maximum safety for the motoring public.  Aluminium is used more today by motor 
manufactures due to its weight saving capability, and easy workability in modern saloons and 
Sport Utility Vehicles (SUV’s) [39].  Structures manufactured from aluminium can be designed to 
fold in a predictable manner during a crash, absorbing maximum energy [39].  Some of the 
advantages of using aluminium in an automotive application are given as: 
• The high strength-to-weight ratio of aluminium allows strong, yet lightweight body 
structures to be built. It also allows larger crush zones due to the weight reduction 
benefit of this material, which serve to reduce forces on vehicle occupants in a crash.  
• Aluminium structural members can be engineered to collapse in a predictable manner in 
severe impacts and, as a result, can be readily designed to provide the desired amount of 
crash energy absorption.  
• The superior corrosion resistance of aluminium minimizes deterioration of the crash 
energy absorption capabilities over the life of the vehicle.  
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• Kilogram for kilogram, aluminium absorbs twice as much crash energy than typical 
automotive steel.  Due to the weight reduction capabilities of aluminium an 
improvement in the fuel economy may be possible [39].   
• Other advantages of substituting aluminium for steel is in the improvement in the 
performance and safety of automobiles [39] 
 
Figure 1.1 Normal aluminium tube under compressive load [39] 
 
In Figure 1.1 a circular aluminium tube is shown that is under a compressive load.  A distinct 
deformation pattern can be seen for the progressive buckling that is occurring in the tube during 
compression.  Actual automotive structures are generally made out of round, square and 
rectangular sections.  
 
Statistics show that in South Africa annually between 9,600 and 10,000 people die on our roads, 
and nearly 150,000 people are injured in the approximately 500,000 automobile crashes that 
occur.  The CSIR estimates that the annual automobile crashes cost R11,9 billion to the 
country's economy [37].  Automobile crashes also leave traumatic scars on our community. 
 
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
In previous work done by Coetzee [1-2], no geometric changes or material defects were used in 
the proposed energy absorber that was under investigation.  The axi-symmetric progressive 
buckling yielding mechanism were analysed for an internally supported Al 6063-T5 tube, and the 
practical investigation results compared with the Finite Element Method model developed [1].  
Coetzee compressed these tubes initially by 2 mm statically to induce progressive buckling at one 
of the ends of the tube.  The endpoint where yielding occurred was turned around and mounted 
with the endpoint in the opposite direction.  The reason for turning the tube around was to 
ensure no yielding would take place at the bottom end of the tube that would induce additional 
frictional forces during the dynamic testing of the tubes [1]. 
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In this thesis geometric and material changes will be introduced for an Al 6063-T6 tube, and the 
following questions are addressed:  
• If a geometric defect such as a horizontal or spiral groove is introduced, or if the material 
properties were altered for the tube, what effect will it have on the yielding mechanism 
of a supported and unsupported aluminium Al 6063-T6 tube? 
• Will there be an increase in the maximum energy absorbed by the tube? 
• In what application, or applications can these geometric altered extruded tubes be best 
used, and what criteria will be used to compare the results obtained? 
• Can the buckling load be reduced or induced with the geometric and material changes on 
the tubes, and what effect will these changes have on the buckling shape of the tube? 
 
A single material [Al 6063-T6] was used to minimize the parameters under investigation.  
Aluminium 6063 – T6 is also used for window frames and glazing bars in the architectural field, 
and in agricultural field for irrigation tubing [38]. 
1.3. AIM OF THE THESIS 
The aim of the dissertation is to investigate the yielding mechanism through experimental and 
numerical methods, for commercially available aluminium 6063-T6 tubes with horizontal and 
spiral grooves cut into the tube wall for a wall thickness of 3.18 mm.  The yielding mechanism 
with geometric imperfections was not previously investigated for the specific material under 
investigation.  The yielding mechanisms resulting for the grooved tubes will be classified, and the 
energy absorption characteristics evaluated.   
 
A numerical model of the experimental results will be evaluated using the Finite Element 
Method in Chapter 4, and a conceptual design will be proposed for use in an automotive 
application in Chapter 5, either in a commercial vehicle, a passenger vehicle, or in a similar 
structural application. 
 
In the thesis only the proposed geometric configurations will be analysed for aluminium 6063-
T6, without changing the material or geometric parameters during the investigation, or the 
manufacturing procedure followed in obtaining the geometric imperfections.  The tube without 
imperfections will also be analysed as a benchmark. 
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1.4. OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS CONTENT 
In the dissertation the following four aspects will be discussed, namely theoretical background, 
experimental work, numerical analysis and conclusions of the yielding mechanisms of tubes with 
imperfections, shown in Figure 1.2.  Each aspect will be briefly outlinedfor each chapter, 
Chapter 2 is a literature overview on the relevant theory and aspects with regards to progressive 
buckling of tubes and energy absorption mechanisms.  
Chapter 3 is concerned with the experimental work that was done on the different geometrically 
altered tubes, which will be analysed numerically in Chapter 4. 
Chapter 4 focuses on the numerical method used to obtain results for simulating the progressive 
buckling of the geometrically altered tubes as investigated in Chapter 3 
Chapter 5 concentrates on the conceptual design where the horizontal and spiral grooved tubes 
will be used in a transport application, after a comparison was made from the results of Chapter 
4 and Chapter 3 
Chapter 6 deals with conclusions of this investigation, and with the recommendations made for 
possible further work to be done on the subject that was under investigation.  
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1. Design and manufacture of impact sleeve
2. Uni-axial tensile tests on each material 
batch received 
3. Machining of tube test specimens  
(100 & 400 mm tubes) 
4. Testing of all specimens 
5. Data capture and processing 
1. Axi-symmetric models[Static, Riks]
• 100 mm normal tube  
• Horizontal grooved tube – 100 mm with 12.5 
and 25 mm pitch 
• Material property discontinuity models 
spaced 25 mm apart 
2. 3D models [Dynamic, Explicit] 
• 100 mm normal tube  
• 100 mm spiral grooved tube with pitch 10 
and 13 mm 
• 100 mm horizontal grooved tube with pitch 
of 12.5 and 25  mm 
• Parametric models for the spiral and 
horizontal grooved tubes for a length of 100 
mm 
• Material property discontinuity models 
spaced 25 mm apart 
3. Data capture and processing 
Problem statement  
Chapter 1
Data comparison 
Conceptual energy absorber design 
Chapter 5 
Literature study  
Chapter 2 
Conclusion and recommendations 
Chapter 6 
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CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
2.1 INTRODUCTION  
A review of the literature is given in this chapter on the subject under investigation.  A detailed 
review of collapsible energy absorbers and deformation modes will be given in section 2.2.  
Section 2.3 focuses on the buckling initiators previously used to initiate buckling at specific 
positions on a tube during compression.  Section 2.4 reviews the progressive yielding mechanism 
specifically for round tubes, and section 2.5 briefly describes crashworthiness and certain 
applications that were found in the literature review.  Dynamic loading of tubes are reviewed in 
Section 2.6.   Section 2.7 concludes the chapter on the reviewed literature under investigation. 
 
2.2 INTRODUCTION TO ENERGY ABSORBTION MECHANISMS 
2.2.1. Introduction 
Thin-walled structures have been studied intensively during the second half of the last century, 
to minimize human suffering in impact events such traffic accidents, natural collisions and 
earthquakes [1-3, 16-20, 22-23, 25-30, 42, 44-48].  The collapse of the World Trade Centre twin 
towers on September 11, 2001, indicates the tragic loss of human lives when a structure of this 
nature collapses [49-53].   
 
Automobile bodies, aircraft fuselages and ship hulls consist mainly of plates, shells, tubes, 
stiffeners and sandwich panels, which are thin-walled members [42]. During impact these 
members are subjected to compressive loads, and undergo large deflections and plastic 
deformation [48]. 
 
An energy absorber dissipates totally or partially the kinetic energy by converting the kinetic 
energy into another form of energy [26, 42].  The converted energy can be either of reversible or 
irreversible in nature.  An example of reversible energy conversions is the pressure energy in 
compressible fluids and elastic strains in solids, and for irreversible energy conversions the 
plastic deformation of metals [42, 46].  Other forms of energy dissipation by failure mechanisms 
are fracture or tearing of materials [55].  Controlled brittle fracture can also be used as an energy 
absorption mechanism [46].  Figure 2.1 shows the low speed energy absorber specific energy for 
different energy absorbers. 
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Figure 2.1 Low speed energy absorbers specific energy [46] 
 
In crash protection devices collapsible energy absorbers are placed in the critical areas of the 
structure to minimize the deceleration pulse during impact situations [54].  The major function 
of an energy absorber is to lower the impact force, and to increase the dissipation period of the 
impact [42,54].  
 
Energy absorbers are classified into three categories: 
• Reusable – hydraulic dampers, automotive shock absorbers 
• Rechargeable – energy absorber is replaced in a permanent structure 
• Expendable – vehicles structure, automobile bumpers, crash retards at harbours [46,54] 
 
An ideal energy absorber has a square load-displacement characteristic with a high reliability and 
which is repeatable [1].  The energy absorbed by the energy absorber is the area under the load-
displacement curve for the particular load application direction [44].   .   
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Figure 2.2. A typical load-displacement curve for an energy absorber [44] 
 
Figure 2.2 indicates the typical force-displacement curve for an energy absorber during 
compression of the energy absorber. In tubes this direction can be either lateral or axial in 
compression.  The curve depends on the following: 
• type of energy absorber, 
•  shape,  
• material   
• type of load applied  
The area under the curve gives the absorbed energy as a function of the compressed length of 
the absorber. 
 
2.2.2. Types of energy absorbers 
The nature of the impact load determines the specific energy absorber that is applicable for the 
impact load being reviewed.  Impact loads can either be distributed or localised on the body 
being impacted [46].  In the literature review numerous types and configurations of collapsible 
energy absorbers are investigated, and some of the most common geometric shapes are 
discussed in the sections 2.2.2.1-2.2.2.8. 
 
2.2.2.1 Square tube sections 
Abromowicz [17] examined the effective crushing distance of square columns with the 
incorporation of material hardening.  The crushing distance of unstiffened and horizontally 
stiffened square columns was theoretically derived, and compared with experimentally obtained 
results.   A major result form the work was that the effective crushing distance of a square tube 
is 70% of the original height for the unstiffened column, and 60 % for the stiffened column.  In 
Figure 2.3 the computational model comparison is shown for stiffened and unstiffend columns. 
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Figure 2.3 Computational models for stiffened and unstiffend square columns [17] 
 
DiPaolo et al [92] did an experimental investigation on commercially produced AISI 304 
stainless steel welded square box components.  The columns were axially crushed with machined 
grooved patterns into the walls which acted as collapse initiators.  An objective of the study was 
to obtain consistent fold patterns and load-displacement graphs.  Increasing the carbon content 
in the alloy composition, lead to an 18% increase in the absorbed energy.  A combination of the 
collapse initiators and alloy composition lead to an enhancement of the energy absorption 
capabilities of the specific square or box component.  
 
Wierzbicki and Abramowicz [35] used the assumption of a rigid perfectly plastic material with a 
constant yield or flow stress σo and plate elements to derive the mean crushing force for square 





56.9 CtP om σ=          (2.1) 
with C the width of the column and t the thickness of the column. 
In Figure 2.4 the load displacement graph is shown for a square tube indicating the mean crush 
force. 
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Figure 2.4 Load vs. displacement graph for a thin walled square tube [35] 
 
Abramowicz and Jones [19] derived the mean crushing force for the asymmetric mixed collapse 
mode as the following: 
( ) ( ) 435.134.35 3231 π++= hchcMP om       (2.2) 
with c the length of the sides of a square cross section, and h the wall thickness.  Mo is the equal 
to σoh2/4  
 
2.2.2.2 Frusta 
Frusta are truncated circular cones, which have a wide range of applications, as shown in Figure 
2.5.  A major advantage of this structural member is its stable plastic behaviour under axial 
compression [42].   
 
 
Figure 2.5 Schematic of frusta 
 
Postlethwaite and Mills incorporated Alexander’s [129] method for rigid- perfectly plastic 
material cones, to derive the mean crushing force for the external collapse of frusta as the 
following:  
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( ) ( )φσφσ tan69.5sin26 22/3 txdtP yyav ++=      (2.3) 
with 
Pav  - mean crushing force 
σy - yield strength 
t - frustum thickness 
x  - deformation 
d – small diameter of the frustum 
φ - angle of frustum [42] 
 Alghamdi investigated the deformation mode of inverting aluminium frusta by using an 
inversion rod, and gives a brief description on the work done by Mamalis [42].  The experimental 
work is discussed in [54].  ABAQUS finite element software is used to model the inversion of 
frusta. 
 
El-Sobky and Singace [93] used different boundary conditions to determine the elastic stress 
profile for aluminium frusta of various diameters.  All the frusta were gradually loaded so that 
the yield stress was not reached for the specific material used in the experimental investigation.  
It was observed that frusta tend to buckle near the smaller of the two diameters.  Depending on 
the position of the strain gauges that were used in the experimental investigation, with the 
progressive crushing, the deformation ring also occurred at the smaller of the diameters of the 
frusta. 
 
Mamalis and Johnson [29] subjected thin walled round tubes and frusta to axial loads in the 
experimental investigation.  The outside diameter and length of the round tubes and frusta were 
kept constant, while the wall thickness was varied for both geometries.  The convex angle for the 
frusta was also varied in the investigation to study the modes of collapse.  Buckling loads 
increased for both the round tubes and frusta when the slenderness ratio (round tube – wall 
thickness /outside diameter, frusta – wall thickness /outside mean diameter) increased.  An 
empirical expression for the post buckling load was derived to enforce the progressive buckling 
of the round tubes and frusta. 
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2.2.2.3 Multi corner columns 
Wang et al [94] conducted a theoretical investigation into the dynamic behaviour of aluminium 
foam filled hat and double hat sections made from mild steel that were crushed axially.  A good 
correlation was obtained between the experimental and theoretical investigation for the mean 
dynamic crushing load and interactive effect between the aluminium foam and the hat sections.    
 
Vafai et al [95] improved the basic folding mechanism of Wierzbicki and Abramowicz [35] by 
the introduction of a contribution factor for some part of the energy absorption and the concept 
of varying rolling ratios.  This was done to re-evaluate the basic folding mechanism and the 
amount of energy absorbed by thin walled box sections.  A numerical investigation was done 
using PAM-CRASH, an explicit finite element code, on 50 x 50 mm and 100 x 100 mm square 
box columns of length 240 mm and varying thicknesses of 1, 1.5 and 2 mm  A quarter of these 
box sections were modelled using thin shell elements.  The absorbed energy was determined as a 
function of the angle of rotation of the side plane, α, given by equation 2.4.  In Figure 2.6 the 
basic folding mechanism is shown with the relevant symbols used in Eq.2.4 . 




         (2.4) 
with 
( ) ( ) •= αβψασ coscos4. thrE ototal  and where b, t, h, r, σo ,2ψ  and α are the length of two 
adjacent plates, plate thickness, halve wave length, rolling radius, material yield stress, angle 




Figure 2.6 Basic folding mechanisms for a square box column [95] 
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The equation for the modified model energy absorption is given by Eq. 2.5 




























             (2.5) 
 
2.2.2.4 Struts 
Struts are supports in the form of either a bar, rod, brace or girder.  Alghamdi [42] describes the 
work done by various authors who did research on different types of struts. 
 
Zhou et al [96] did an experimental and numerical investigation into the deformation of a lattice 
block structure with a pyramidal core structure and triangulated planar truss faces.  In Figure 2.7 




Figure 2.7 lattice block structure [96] 
 
An aluminium alloy lattice block structure was studied as shown in Figure 2.7 with the pyramidal 
core structure and planar truss faces [96].   The behaviour of the struts depended on the length 
and the boundary conditions of the struts [96].   Progressive plastic buckling occurred under the 
applied compressive loading during the experimental investigation, with the buckling occurring 
instantaneously over several struts [96]. 
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Sugimura [97] investigated the mechanical performance of single layer tetrahedral trusses under 
shear loading.  The mechanical properties of lattice structures vary linearly with the material 
relative density, ρ, which is the density of the lightweight structure normalized by the density of 
the solid material the comprises the lightweight structure.  This only applies when the 
deformation is dominated by the axial stretching of the struts [97].  In Figure 2.8 the structure is 
shown which was tested using ASTM  STP C273-61 at a rate of 5 μm/s [97]. 
 
 
Figure 2.8 Lattice truss structure [97] 
 
From the experimental investigation it was concluded that the shear strength and modulus varied 
linearly with the relative density.   Buckling occurred with an increase in the strut ratio, length to 
diameter ratio of the strut, and excessive shear occurred with a decrease in strut ratio. 
 
2.2.2.5 Sandwich plates 
Sandwich plates are constructed from a core and a skin on each side of the core [42].   Different 
materials can be used for the core and skin, and a lot of different combinations of materials can 
be used in the design of sandwich structures, which are used in transport vehicles and the 
constructing buildings [42].  Alghamdi reviewed the literature from various authors with regards 
to sandwich structures [42] 
 
Mamalis et al [97] experimentally investigated the edgewise and flatwise compression of hybrid 
sandwich composite specimens.  These specimens were reinforced with internal tubes to 
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evaluate the load carrying capacity and energy absorption of these structures.  In Figure 2.9 the 
composite structure is shown with the reinforced tubes. 
 
 
Figure 2.9  Reinforced composite sandwich plate [98] 
 
In Figure 2.10 the load vs. displacement graph is shown for the flatwise compression of the 
composite sandwich structure. 
 
Figure 2.10  Load vs. displacement graph comparison [98] 
 
The introduction of the internal tubes improved the crash energy absorption capabilities for the 
tested sandwich panels [98]. 
 
Mohr and Wierzbicki [99] analysed the shear crushing of the core material in a double cell profile 
constructed out of soft core hybrid stainless steel assembly sheets.  A new shear folding model 
for sandwich profiles was derived, and the mean crushing force obtained by theoretical 
predictions coorelated very well with the results of the experimental investigations.  The fibre 
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core thickness was 0.8 mm, and the plate thickness was 0.2 mm for the stainless steel 304 plate.  
Double cell profiles were constructed of two U profiles, and a flat plate of the hybrid stainless 
steel assembly, shown in Figure 2.11. 
 
 
Figure 2.10 Double cell profile [99] 
 
Pedersen et al [100] evaluated the compressive response of the Y-shaped sandwich core in an 
analytical and numerical investigation.  The Y-shaped core structure is shown in Figure 2.11, and 
this structure was evaluated for stiffness, plastic collapse and elastic buckling strength.  A 
constant collapse stress with an increasing compressive strain makes this structure an efficient 
energy absorption structure. 
 
Figure 2.11 Y shaped core structure used in the construction of a ship hull [100] 
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2.2.2.6 Honeycomb cells 
Alghamdi [42] gave the average axial force for a metal honeycomb structure based on the plastic 





61.8 CtP oav σ=          (2.6) 
where σo is the average flow stress. 
 
Harrigan et al [101] investigated the inertial effect when crushing aluminium honeycombs 
dynamically, as well as the internal inversion of metal tubes in an experimental and numerical 
investigation.  The magnitude of the peak loads in the inversion of tubes and axially loaded 
honeycombs is governed by the material properties.  A new set of results were presented for 
high velocity compression of aluminium honeycombs where the high initial peak load was 
reduced by pre crushing the honey comb structures.  Aluminium 5050 and 2024 were used in the 
construction of the honey comb structure, and impact velocities of up to 300 m/s was used in 
the experimental investigation.  In Figure 2.12 the force vs. time graphs are shown for uncrushed 
honeycomb specimens. 
 
Figure 2.12 Force vs. time graph for uncrushed honey comb structures [101] 
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2.2.2.7 Aluminium foam filled tubes 
Song et al [102] investigated the interaction behaviour between aluminium foam and metal 
columns used in the construction of top hats and double top hats structures, which were axially 
compressed.  LS-DYNA was used in the numerical investigation of the foam-filled hat sections, 
and the hat sections were fabricated from mild steel in the experimental investigation.  Figure 
2.13 show the load vs. displacement graph of the interaction effect for the foam filled single hat 
section.  
 
Figure 2.13  Interaction effect on the foam filled hat section [102] 
 
Energy absorption increased with the use of aluminium foam in both the hat sections 
investigated numerically and experimentally, and this was due to the formation of an extremely 
dense region in the foam filler.    
 
Hanssen et al [103] used aluminium foam filled square columns in an optimisation algorithm to 
determine the minimum mass for specific cases.  Smaller cross section dimensions were obtained 
as compared to non filled columns leading to mass, length and volume reductions with the use 
of the aluminium foam.  Figure 2.14 indicates the filled and unfilled square columns after 
compression in the experimental investigation. 
 
Figure 2.14 Filled and non filled column [103] 
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Hall et al [104] compressed aluminium-foam filled aluminium, brass and titanium tubes laterally 
to investigate the energy absorption capabilities of these tubes.  During the experimental 
investigation a brazing flux was used to improve the adhesion between the foam and the tube 
wall.  Figure 2.15 shows the deformed shapes for the filled and unfilled titanium tubes. 
 
 
Figure 2.15 Filled and unfilled titanium tubes transversely tested [104] 
 
A greater specific energy for the laterally compressed tubes was obtained compared with axially 
compressed tubes, and the aluminium tube had the highest specific energy value.  Lateral 
displacement of the aluminium foam also occurred. 
 
Seitzberger et al [105] did an experimental investigation into the quasi-static crush behaviour of 
different tube and filler arrangements.  Monotubal and bitubal filled and unfilled steel profiles 
with different materials, dimensions and cross sectional profiles were used in the experimental 
investigation.   Square, hexagonal and octagonal profiles were used and the aluminium foam 
(AlulightTM) density varied between 0.37 and 1 g/cm3.  In Figure 2.16 the compressed profiles 
are shown for a square tube for unfilled, monotubal filled and bitubal filled. 
 
Figure 2.16  Square tube with unfilled, mono and bitubal filled tubes [105] 
 
Seitzberger et al [105] concluded that the mean force improved by filling the steel tubes with 
aluminium foam, and that the interaction between the tubes and the foam also contributed to 
this improvement.  A decrease in the energy absorption capability is observed when the density 
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of the aluminium foam is increased.  Bitubal energy absorption capabilities were better than the 
monotubal arrangements due to the presence of the inner profile. 
 
2.2.2.8 Other geometric configurations 
Reid and Reddy [32] studied the axial crushing behaviour of polyurethane foam filled tapered 
square and rectangular tubes in quasi static and dynamic loading conditions.  Amplitude of the 
load fluctuations reduced, and the mean crushing load increased with the use of the polyurethane 
foam.   In the paper the analytical results were compared with the experimental results. 
 
Singace et al [91] experimentally studied the energy absorption characteristics of corrugated 
tubes to initiate the plastic deformation at predetermined areas on the tube.  This was done to 
control the collapse mode and to improve the uniformity of the load – displacement behaviour 
of the axial compressed metal tubes.  PVC tubes were used for comparison, and the effect of 
heat treatment of the tubes, as well as using foam filling was studied in the paper.  In Figure 2.17 





Figure 2.17 Load vs. displacement graph for aluminium and PVC tubes [91] 
 
Quality and quantity of the energy absorbed could be controlled with the use of the corrugated 
tubes. 
 
Mahdi et al [106] did an experimental investigation on the axially compressed cone-tube-cone 
composite system.  63 specimens of glass/epoxy and carbon/epoxy filament wound laminate 
(FWL) cone-tube-cone composite systems were tested in a quasi-static axial crushing test.  Load 
vs. displacement graphs were generated for the different cone vertex angle and tube heights.  
Figure 2.18 gives the notation used for the cone-tube-cone system used during the experimental 
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investigation, and Figure 2.19 the load vs. displacement graph for a cone vertex angle of 15°  for 
the glass fibre/epoxy specimens. 
 
Figure 2.18  Cone-tube-cone schematic [106] 
 
 
Figure 2.19 Load vs. displacement graph for the glass fibre / epoxy specimens with vertex angle 
15° [106] 
 
The crashworthiness for the composite cone-tube-cone composite system depended primarily 
on the height of the tube section of the system.  The height of the tube also influenced the crush 
integrity of the composite system.  Tube height and the cone vertex angle controlled the crush 
failure mode of the system. 
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Park and Lee [107] investigated the crushing behaviour of L and I section beams using simplified 
kinematic models.  Minimization of the plastic work in the early stages of the collapse of the two 
profiles resulted in a reasonable estimation of the buckling mode parameters.  Energy and 
motion rotation curves were generated after the mode shape parameters were determined.  A 
numerical verification of the analytical kinetic model was performed by the author.  The moment 




Figure 2.20 Moment vs. angle graph for L shape channel [107] 
 
Alghamdi [42] described the following geometric shapes that were investigated by the several 
authors: 
1. W-frame made of four rods connected by three elbows 
2. Polygonal cross section cylinders subjected to lateral and axial loads 
3. Wave shape guard fence made of bent pipes 
4. Cubic rod cell 
5. Three dimensional tubular system 
6. Inversion of spherical cells 
7. Axial crushing of spherical cells between rigid plates 
8. Symmetric stepped circular thin-walled tubes 
9. Single and double hat thin walled sections 
 
Coetzee [2] simulated and obtained experimental results for an adjustable hydraulic energy 
absorber used in a crashworthy seat of a helicopter. 
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2.2.3 Deformation modes of tubes 
Thin-walled tubes have been used as energy absorbers due to their frequent use in industry as 
structural members [42].  Plastic energy is dissipated in thin walled metallic tubes in several 
deformation modes, and includes: 
• Inversion of the tubes  
• Splitting of the tubes 
• Lateral indentation 
• Lateral flattening 
• Axial crushing 
In the following sections a brief description is given of the different types of energy absorbers, 
and their applications.  
 
2.2.3.1 Tube inversion 
Rosa et al [62] present a numerical and experimental modelling for the external inversion of thin-
walled tubes.  A die is used to produce double-walled parts that are difficult to produce using 
other production techniques.  AL 6060 was used in the experimental investigation in annealed 
and artificially aged condition. 
 
Sekhon et al [63] describe the inversion of round tubes over a die of circular profile.  The 
influence of the process parameters on the inversion process is also mentioned.  A Finite 
Element Method model was built using the non-linear finite element code FORGE2.  The die 
radius and friction coefficient were changed during the experimental and numerical 
investigations.  The inversion process is indicated in Fig. 2.21. 
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Figure 2.21 Inversion of a round tube [63] 
 
Sun et al [64] used tubular blanks to form complicated parts by experimentally verifying the 
influence of the shape of the free deformation zone.  The fillet radii, blank diameter and material 
varied.  The orthogonal design process was followed. 
 
Daw-Kei Leu [65] used an energy method to study the quasi – static inside – out inversion of 
round tubes in conical dies.  The critical bending radius and the range of semicircular curling 
were determined with the compressing load for aluminium tubes.  Good correlation was 
obtained between the theoretical and experimental results. 
 
Tan et al [66] used a numerical method to include the effect of anisotropy on the tube inversion 
process.  First order differential equations were developed, and solved to obtain the deformation 
behaviour and anisotropy effect of the tube inversion process.  The method can be used for the 
analysis of other axisymmetric tube forming processes and is indicated in Figure 2.22. 
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Figure 2.22 Inside-out tube inversion [66] 
 
Miscow and Al-Qureshi [108] used the quasi static results to predict the dynamic inversion load 
in an experimental and theoretical investigation.   Conservation of energy is used, and the energy 
is totally dissipated by plastic deformation.  Results for the dynamic inversion load compared 
well with the quasi static theoretical data, and the tests were done on copper and brass tubes. 
2.2.3.2 Splitting of tubes 
Tube splitting can be described as the process where the die radius is large enough to induce 
splitting, instead of tube inversion [42] 
 
Huang et al [67] investigated the axial splitting of square metal tubes, and the energy absorption 
behaviour of these tubes.  Pyramid shaped dies were used with varying angles.  A pre-slit, a small 
slit to initiate splitting made by cutting with a saw, was made, and three energy components were 
identified, namely tearing, plastic deformation and frictional energy.  Huang et al concluded that 
tubes with split and curl can be used as long stroke energy absorbers.  The splitting process is 
shown in Figure 2.23 using a pyramid shaped die. 
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Figure 2.23 Square tubes splitting experimental set-up [67] 
 
Huang et al [68] presented the axial splitting and curling behaviour of circular metal tubes.  
Conical dies were used for mild steel and aluminium tubes, with eight pre cuts made in the tube, 
resulting in a long stroke and steady load.  In the paper the tube dimensions, friction and die 




Figure 2.24 Round tube splitting experimental set-up [68] 
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2.2.3.3 Lateral indentation 
Alghamdi [42] describes the work of several authors that investigated the lateral indentation of 
tubes.  A typical example is an automobile bumper under a point load.  A schematic of the lateral 
indentation process is shown in Figure 2.25 
 
Figure 2.25 Experimental set-up for lateral indentation 
 
Thomas et al [36] examined the behaviour of circular tubes under lateral loading with the tubes 
simply supported.  A wedge shaped indenter was used, and the following deformation phases 
were observed for aluminium tubes with a constant span: 
• Local yielding 
• Local yielding and global bending 
• Total structural collapse 
 





2σ=          (2.7) 
where S the midspan of the tube,  Do initial diameter of the tube, T thickness of the tube and σ0 
the yield stress of the material. 
 
Zeinoddini et al [69] examined pre-loaded tubes under lateral dynamic impact loads.  An impact 
velocity of 7 m/s was used, and the tubes were impacted at their midspan.  Both pre-loading and 
dynamic effects were included in the study. 
 
Zeinoddini et al [70] describe an analytical solution for tubes subjected to quasi-static or dynamic 
impact loads. The responses of the tubes to these loads are also assessed.  An analytical and 
numerical method was followed to determine the tube resistance with the tubes modelled as a 
series of beams. 
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Jones [71] investigated the accuracy of a quasi-static method used in predicting inelastic 
behaviour of structures with impact problems.  An evaluation was made on the behaviour of a 
pipeline struck by an object dropped from an overhead crane. 
 
Gupta et al [72] did an experimental investigation into thin-walled square tubes of different 
lengths that were simply supported.  Loads were applied quasi – static with a wedge indenter and 
dynamically with a drop hammer.  Polyurethane foam and wood were used to fill the tubes, and 
in the analysis the formation of stationary and rolling plastic was considered. 
 
2.2.3.4 Lateral flattening 
De Runtz et al [25] crushed a thin walled cylinder between two parallel rigid plates, and 
obtained a solution using a rigid, perfect plastic material.  Yield conditions due to direct stress 
and shear are discussed from the load deformation curves generated from the experiments.    
 
Plastic deformation is better than lateral indentation for energy absorption purposes [42].  The 




Figure 2.26 Lateral flattening of round tubes [25] 
 




















σ          (2.8) 
where L is the tube length, D the tube diameter, t the wall thickness, σ0 the yield stress and  δ is 
the deflection 
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Bayoumi [73] presents in his paper an analytical solution for cold flattening of a round copper 
tube into an oblong shape by rolling the tube between two flat rolls.  The solution of the 
analytical method gives the section geometry, roll load and torque, and the pressure distribution. 
 
Leu [74] describes the lateral compression of an aluminium tube in which large displacements 
occur.  An incremental finite element model is built using an elastic plastic material model and 
incorporating an updated Lagragian formulation.  Friction is modelled as sliding-sticking, and the 
data from the model is used to generate load-deflection curves, which were used to determine 
the energy dissipation capacity for design purposes. 
 
Hwang and Altan [109] used the finite element method (FEM) to find the plastic flow patterns 
of a circular tube formed into a triangular cross section.  Hydroforming was used as the final 




Figure 2.27 Crushing and hydroforming of a round tube [109] 
 
Crushing and hydroforming resulted in the maximum internal pressure needed in the crushing 
process of 1/40 of the internal pressure in the hydraulic expansion process.  Maximum crushing 
force for the crushing process is 1/27 of the clamping force of the hydraulic expansion process.   
The combined process produces a more evenly thickness distribution than the hydraulic 
expansion process only. 
 
Guarracino [110] investigated the von Karman effect in a cylindrical tube under pure bending.  
The von Karman effect is the progressive flattening of the tube cross section under the bending 
moment for curved beams.  Another type of failure occurs before the limit load is reached, when 
the compressed region of the bent tube wrinkles axially.  This non linear effect was modelled and 
simplifications made on the elliptical shape of the deformed tube.   A model is developed for the 
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onset and development of the axial wrinkles at the compressed region of the bent tube.   Stresses 
and strains can be evaluated in the wall of the bent tube.    
 
ANSYS v.6.0 was used in the numerical investigation, and the results from the numerical 
investigation were in agreement with the results obtained from the analytical models.   Boundary 




Figure 2.28 Cylindrical tube under pure bending [110] 
y
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2.2.3.5 Axial compression of tubes 
Andrews et al [33] presented a classification of the axial crushing modes and energy absorption 
properties of aluminium alloy tubes during an experimental investigation.  In Figure 2.29 the 
axial crushing modes are given from the experimental investigation, in which HT30 aluminium 
was used, which is equivalent to Al 6082 [38].  This chart can be used to determine the collapse 
mode of a tube if the length to diameter ratio (L/D) and tube wall thickness to internal diameter 
(tw / Di) can be determined.   
 
 
Figure 2.29 Collapse modes for aluminium tubes [33] 
 
In Table 2.1 the geometric properties of the Al 6063-T6 tubes are given, which are used in the 
experimental investigation of Chapter 3, and the numerical investigation of Chapter 4. 
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Description  Value Unit 
Outside diameter (Do) 50.8 mm 
Inside diameter (Di) 44.4 mm 
Mean diameter (Dm) 47.6 mm 
Wall thickness (tw) 3.18 mm 
Tube length 1 (L1) 100 mm 
Tube length 2 (L2) 400 mm 
tw/Di ratio 0.0716  
L1/Di ratio 2.252  
L2/Di ratio 9.009  
 
Table 2.1 Geometric properties of the Al6063-T6 tubes used 
 
From Table 2.1 and Figure 2.9 using the tw/Di and L1/Di ratios a concertina mode of 
deformation can be expected if the same material is used with the corresponding annealing 
process that was followed.  For the tw/Di and L2/Di ratios an Euler buckling mode can be 
expected if the same material is used with the corresponding annealing process that was 
followed. 
 
Huh et al [111] used the finite element limit analysis to investigate the collapse behaviour of thin-
walled tubular square and rectangular sections.  In the analysis four-noded shell elements were 
used.   The numerical results were verified with experimental results, which compared well with 
each other.  An automotive S-rail was simulated using the explicit finite element dynamic code 
PAM-CRASH for various rectangular cross section ratios.  An increase in the height to width 
aspect ratio resulted in an increase in the energy absorption capabilities of the selected sections.  
In Figure 2.30 the collapse load vs. displacement graph is shown, and in Figure 2.31 the 
absorbed energy vs. displacement graph for the S-rail of various cross sectional aspect ratios. 
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Figure 2.30 Collapse load vs. displacement graph for S-rails [111] 
 
 
Figure 2.31 Absorbed energy vs. displacement graph [111] 
 
Singace [112] studied the collapse of round tubes in the multi-lobe/diamond mode to predict the 
collapse load using the eccentricity factor.  The eccentricity factor is defined as the proportion of 
the folding length of the inside to the outside of the tube.  The analysis proposed by the author 
was in agreement with the experimental results obtained for different materials and geometric 
ratios for the eccentricity factor, m, and the critical folding angled.  Eccentricity factor, m, is 
independent of the round tube’s material and geometric ratios, and given in Equation 2.9 as 
follows: 
mo =αcos           (2.9) 
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where α0 the critical angle corresponding to an established inward fold, shown in Figure 2.32 for 
an aluminium tube.   
 
Figure 2.32 Axially crushed aluminium tube [112] 
 
Gupta and Velmurugan [113] investigate the dependence of the ratio of the inside to outside fold 
lengths on the dimensions of the tube.  Aluminium and mild steel tubes were compressed in an 
Instron machine, and the dimensions of these tubes were chosen so that they collapsed in the 
axi-symmetric concertina mode.  Refer to Figure 2.29 for a description of the axi-symmetric 
concertina collapse mode parameters for aluminium tubes.  A computed mean collapse load 
from the analysis done by the authors, was compared with experimental results and previous 




Table 2.2 Mean collapse load comparison [113] 
 
In Table 2.2 Po = 2πRtσUTS where σUTS is the ultimate tensile stress in a uniaxial tension test. 
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Guillow et al [114] compressed axially Al606 –T5 thin-walled circular tubes in quasi-static tests 
to classify the collapse modes, and to develop a mode classification chart.   The ratio of the 
maximum axial force for the first peak to the average axial force (Fmax / Fave) increased when the 
diameter to wall thickness ratio (D/t) increased.  An investigation into the collapse behaviour of 
different density polyurethane filled tubes was also done by the authors.  Average axial crush 











ave          (2.10) 
with Mp the full plastic bending moment of the tube wall per unit length.  In Figure 2.33 the 
logarithmic plot is shown of the non-dimensionalised axial force vs. diameter/wall thickness 




Figure 2.33 Average force (Fave / Mp) vs. D/t [114] 
 
An observation made by the authors was that the existing theories developed were limited to a 
certain range for the D/t ratio.  For D/t >100 the maximum first peak load to the average load 
ratio (Fmax/Fave) increased till D/t=450.   Eccentricity factor was equal to 0.65 for the Al 6065-T5 
tubes that were tested.  From the foam filled tubes it was observed that the crushing force 
increased.  Increasing the density of the foam changed the mode of collapse for the filled tubes. 
 
Henning [3] determined the energy absorption characteristics of mild steel and aluminium tubes 
by quasi static axial compression of these tubes.  A specific energy insertion was used for each 
material tested statically, and the results for the dynamic and static tests compared.  From the 
experimental work done by the author it was evident that the plastic flow increased the yield 
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stress for both materials in axial compression.  For the mild steel tubes, the material strain rate 
sensitivity had a major influence on the energy absorption characteristics. 
 
Alghamdi [42] gave a review of the average static crushing force obtained by several authors in 
Table2.3: 
 
Deformation mode Researcher Equation Eq. number 
1.) Concertina mode Alexander [129] ( ) 216 DttP oave σ=  (2.11) 
 Abramowicz and Jones ( )[ ]tDttP oave 44.36 21 += σ  (2.12) 








+= σ  (2.13) 
 
2.) Diamond mode Pugsley and Macaulay ( )DttP oave 38.005.10 += σ  (2.14) 
 Pugsley 22286.2 tnP oave σ=  (2.15) 
 Wierzbicki ( ) 31215.18 tDtP oave σ=  (2.16) 
 
Table 2.3 Average crushing force equations [42] 
 
In Eq.2.15 n is the number of diamonds formed during axial crushing, and dependant on the 
D/t ratio. 
 
2.2.4 Impact velocities 
 
Impact velocities are dependant on the dynamic load, which is defined as a high load applied at a 
high rate and which is associated with large plastic strains [42].  Jones [27] describe the accuracy 
of the refinements that were made on the simple rigid plastic methods used in the study of the 
dynamic plastic behaviour of structures.  
 
Macaulay [46] divided impact velocities into three ranges: 
• 1 → 15 m/s : static or vibration behaviour , and includes survivable vehicle accidents, as 
shown in Figure 2.34 
• 150 → 1500 m/s: dynamic effects more dominant, and strain rate effects are more 
important.  Includes the study of terminal ballistics with bombs, bullets and shells, as 
shown in Figure 2.34 
• 3000 → 30 000 m/s: materials are vaporised and solids flow as liquids. 
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Figure 2.34 Energy absorber impact velocities [46] 
 
Macaulay [46] states that the intermediate ranges of 15 to 150 and 1500 m/s to 3000 m/s need 
to be studied further.  For impact velocities up to 50 m/s, the behaviour of thin walled 
structures are quasi static, and described as dynamic progressive buckling [1].  In Chapter 3 the 
normal, horizontal grooved and spiral grooved tubes were compressed at cross hair speed of 5 
mm/min (0.000083 m/s) for the tubes with a length of 100 mm, and 10 mm / min (0.0001666 
m/s) for the 400 mm tubes [16]. 
 
2.2.5 Conclusions 
In section 2.2 an introduction of energy absorption mechanisms based on the types of energy 
absorbers that are currently used, sections 2.2.2.1-2.2.2.8, and based on the type of deformation 
for the energy absorber in sections 2.2.3.1-2.2.3.5 was given.  Impact velocities were discussed in 
section 2.2.4 for the design of an energy absorber dependant on the nature of the impact load 
[46]. 
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2.3 BUCKLING INITIATORS 
In section 2.3 buckling or collapse initiators presented by various authors will be reviewed.  
These buckling or collapse initiators include compound tubes [115-116], random imperfections 
[117], intermittent tack welded cylindrical tubes [118], grooved steel tubes [119-122], ring 
stiffened steel tubes [20], axially stiffened cylindrical shells, triggering dents on aluminium tubes 
[123], collapse initiators on square stainless tubes[92] and indents, holes and a combination of 
holes and indents on square  mild steel tubes [43].  
 
Song et al [115] studied the axial impact behaviour of externally wrapped glass/epoxy round 
metal tubes.  The energy absorption capability of these composite tubes was influenced by strain 
rate, composite wall thickness, fibre ply orientation and the mechanical properties of the metal 
used for the tube.  In Figure 2.35 the load vs. displacement graph is shown for unwrapped and 
wrapped/compound aluminium tubes during quasi-static testing. 
 
Figure 2.35 Load vs. displacement graph for unwrapped and compound tubes [115] 
 
An increase in the specific energy absorption is achieved between the quasi-static and dynamic 
test with an increase in the composite wall thickness and winding angle.  An equation for the 
mean dynamic crushing load was derived by the authors incorporating the work by Wierzbicki 
and Hanefi [116] 
 
Hanefi and Wierzbicki [116] derived a simplified analytical model for externally reinforced metal 
tubes that were statically compressed.  From the experimental investigation the mean crush force 
and the length of the local folding wave were found to be in agreement with the analytical model 
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results.  In Figure 2.36 the collapse mechanism for the externally reinforced metal tube that was 
used to derive the analytical model is shown. 
 
 
Figure 2.36 Collapse mechanism for a compound metal tube [116] 
 
From the developed theory it was concluded by the authors that a compound tube had higher 
specific energy absorption per unit weight value than normal metal tubes under axial 
compression.  In the production of stainless steel bellows, the produced bellow had a similar 
shape than the final shape of the compound tube [7-8]. 
 
Schenk and Schuëller [117] studied the effect of random geometric imperfections on the limit 
load of thin-walled cylindrical shells under axial compression.  The geometric imperfections were 
modelled as a non-homogeneous Gaussian field. 
 
Ku et al [118] evaluated the influence of intermittent welds on the energy absorption 
characteristics of cylindrical tubes under axial compression.  In the experimental investigation 
empty and foam filled intermittent tack welded seam tubes were investigated.   Sheet metal was 
used to form the tubes, with either a full butt weld or a tack weld as shown in Figure 2.37.  The 
tack welds were either dense or coarsely spaced on the weld seem.  From the experimental 
investigation the following conclusions were made by the authors: 
• Unfilled tubes were not effected by the weld condition and deformed either in the 
diamond or concertina mode 
• For the filled tubes a concertina mode of deformation was observed regardless of the 
weld condition of the tube 
• The intermittent tack welds of a specific interval ruptured continuously due to the 
circumferential stretching of the tube and the stress concentration in the welds for the 
foam filled tubes. 
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• This continuous rupture improved the energy absorption capability by increasing the 
load efficiency and decreasing the load amplitude 
• Mean crush load energy was maintained during the continuous rupture of the welds 
 
Figure 2.37 Test specimens [118] 
 
Daneshi and Hosseinipour [119] introduced grooves to force plastic deformation to occur at 
predetermined intervals along the tube, with the aim of improving the uniformity of the load-
displacement behaviour of the axially compressed tubes.  Horizontal grooves were alternatively 
placed on the inside and outside of the tube as shown in Figure 2.38.    
 
Figure 2.38 Horizontal inside and outside grooves [120] 
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A theoretical expression for the initial buckling load was derived and compared with the 
experimentally obtained results.  Axial crushing of the tube could be controlled with the 
introduction of the grooves leading to a concertina mode of deformation. 
 
Daneshi and Hosseinipour [120] extended their work done in [119] to include the theoretical 
prediction of the mean crushing load, and the total absorbed energy as given in Eq.2.17 and 2.18 














⎛= wdtDtLE ooTotal λλπσσπλ 2'3
3
2
22      (2.18) 
with D the mean diameter of the tube, d the depth of the grooves, H length between two 
grooves, L is the tube length, t is the tube wall thickness, t’=t-d is the wall thickness of the 
grooves, w is the width of the grooves, λ = H+ w is the groove distances and σo is the flow 
stress for the material.  The absorbed energy and the load vs. displacement graph can be 
controlled with the introduction of the grooves by varying the groove distances. 
 
Daneshi and Hosseinipour [121] did an experimental investigation into the crashworthiness of 
thin-walled tubes with annular grooves.  In Table 2.4 the dimensions for the quasi-static test 
specimens are given, and in Figure 2.39 the load vs. displacement graphs for the test specimens 




Table 2.4 Test specimens dimensions [120] 
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Figure 2.39 Load vs. displacement graphs for test specimens [121] 
 
Hosseinipour [122] improved the work done in [120] by giving a theoretical formulation for the 
absorbed energy and mean crushing load by incorporating the effect of strain hardening.  The 
material flow curve is given by nkεσ = , and the elastic strain was neglected in the derivation of 
the two equations. 
 
Andronicou and Walker [20] studied the post failure response of ring stiffened steel tubes with a 
rigid plastic mechanism.  A comparison was made between the rigid plastic mechanism, a large 
deflection elastic-plastic finite element program and experimental results.  Good agreement 
between the results was obtained.  Figure 2.40 shows the geometry used for derivation of the 
rigid plastic mechanism. 
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Figure 2.40 Rigid plastic mechanism geometry [20] 
 
Birch and Jones [22] examined the axial impact of cylindrical mild steel tubes with axial 
stiffeners.  Stiffener depth (T), number of stiffeners (N) and placing the stiffeners internally or 
externally were evaluated statically and dynamically in the experimental investigation.   Failure 
modes differed between the static and dynamic test, and the authors stated that a optimum 
stiffener depth / mean diameter (T/D) exists for a specific value for the number of stiffeners 
(N).  Figure 2.41 show the deformed shape of the internal and external stiffeners with a T/D 
=0.37. 
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Figure 2.41  External and internal stiffened tube deformed shape for T/D=0.37 [22] 
 
Lee et al [123] did a numerical and experimental investigation on the energy absorption 
capabilities of extruded aluminium tubing.   Several dents were introduced, shown in Figure 2.42 
in the seven models that were used in the quasi static testing and finite element method 
simulation.  Figure 2.42 A show the location of the full and half dents, and Figure 2.42 B 
dimensions for the full (a) and half (b) dents.  The authors concluded that the overall safety is 
enhanced with the introduction of the dents, and that the half dents increased the energy 
absorption capabilities more than the full dents.  Results for the experimental and numerical 
investigations correlated in terms of the energy that is absorbed and deformation mode.    
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   A      B 
Figure 2.42 Dent location and dent dimension [123] 
 
DiPaolo et al [92] did an experimental investigation on commercially produced AISI 304 
stainless steel welded square box components.  The columns were axially crushed with machined 
grooved patterns into the walls which acted as collapse initiators.  These collapse initiators are 
shown in Figure 2.43 in the undeformed part of (a).  Load vs. displacement graph is shown in 
(b), and the calculation of the absorbed energy in (c).  A combination of the collapse initiators 
and alloy composition lead to an enhancement of the energy absorption capabilities of the 
specific square or box component. 
 
 
Figure 2.43 Collapse initiators on a stainless steel square tube [92] 
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Nannucci et al [43] did a numerical investigation on the effect of indents, holes and a 
combination of both on the quasi static buckling of thin-walled square mild steel tubes.   The 
numerical investigation results correlated with experimental results.  A reduction in the buckling 
load was achieved with the geometric imperfections, while holes decreased the wavelength of the 
first lobe and the spherical indents increased the wavelength.   Buckling loads were 5-10% lower 
for the numerical investigation as compared to the experimental investigation.   Holes decreased 
the buckling load after a certain diameter was exceeded, and this decrease in load was linear with 
an increase in the diameter. 
 
Dents on opposites of the square tube reduced the buckling load by 40%.  Figure 2.44 show the 
numerical investigation model deformed shape with combined geometric imperfections of 1.5 
mm dents, and 32 mm holes. 
 
 
Figure 2.44 Deformed shape plot for combined geometric imperfection [43] 
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2.4 PROGRESSIVE BUCKLING: THEORETICAL REVIEW 
2.4.1 Introduction 
In the theoretical review only the progressive buckling or axi-symmetric deformation mode of 
circular thin-walled round tubes will be reviewed.  The axi-symmetric deformation mode of long 
cylindrical tubes was used by Coetzee [1] in the development of the energy absorber for a 
helicopter seat.  The deformation mode was achieved with the use of a solid bar in the 
experimental and numerical investigations.   
 
In section 2.4.2 the calculation of the mean collapse or crush load will be reviewed, and in 
section 2.4.3 the work of several authors on the axisymmetric deformation mode will be 
reviewed.  In section 2.4.4 the method to determine the effective crushing distance will be 
presented.  The reviewed theory will be applied in Chapter 5 to determine the mean collapse 
load and effective crush distance for the chosen Al 6063-T6 circular tubes, dimensions given in 
Table 2.1, and the design parameters for the conceptual design in the chapter. 
 
2.4.2 Mean collapse load 
Gupta [124] summarized the work of various authors and in Figure 2.45-46 the models 
developed by these authors are shown for the axi-symmetric concertina mode.  In Figure 2.45 
the models developed by Alexander [129] and Abramowicz and Jones [18-19] are shown, and in 




Figure 2.45 Axi-symmetric models for progressive buckling [124] 
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Figure 2.46 Axi-symmetric models for progressive buckling [124] 
 
Abramowicz and Jones [19] improved their model from their previous model described in [18], 
to include the change in angle for the single formed lobe to be Φ+ 2π , shown in Figure 2.47 for 
the internal energy absorbed in the circumferential hinges.   
 
 
Figure 2.47 Deformed lobe for the axisymmetric deformation mode [19] 
 
For the model in [18] the mean crushing load is given in Eq. 2.19, and the length between two 

































σ  and σo the ultimate stress [113] 
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For the model in [19] the mean crushing load is given in Eq. 2.21, and the length between two 































σ  and σo the ultimate stress [113].  σo  is the ultimate tensile strength and 
equal to a minimum value of 185 MPa for AL6063-T6 extrusions [38]. 
 
Gupta and Velmurugan [113] derived an expression for the mean crush load in Eq. 2.23 from 



























m    (2.23) 
where tRL m347.1=  and α is determined from Eq.2.24 
0
2
3sinsin2 =+−− tLLL αααα        (2.24) 




Figure 2.48 Axisymmetric deformed model [113] 
 
Wierzbicki and Bhat [34] postulated a moving hinge solution to describe the load-deformation 
history of a progressively folded tube.  Figure 2.49 show the moving hinge model, with Ro = Rm , 
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ho = t , 2H the length of the folding wave and L the length of hinges.  The sequence for the 
moving hinges is described by Coetzee [1] and Wierzbiki and Bhat [34] leading to a rounded 




Figure 2.49 Moving hinge model [34] 
 
In Figure 2.49 (a) the formation of three new bending hinges is shown, and in Figure 2.49 (b) the 
fold is initiated and the hinges are moving while in Figure 2.49 (c) the fold is completed with the 
















∗∗ = σ  and oo σσ 3
2=∗  
 
Equtions 2.11-13 will be used and compared to the calculated mean crushing force values 
obtained from 2.19, 2.21 and 2.25 for the normal tube in Chapter 5.  For the horizontal grooved 
tubes, experimentally tested in Chapter 3 and numerically evaluated in Chapter 4, the mean 
crushing load will be calculated from Eq.2.17, substituting the H with the L in the equation.  The 
calculated results will be compared with the experimental and numerical investigation results. 
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2.4.3 Axi- symmetric deformation mode 
Gupta [124] analysed the influence of annealing aluminium and mild steel tubes on the axial 
collapse of round tubes.  Holes of varying sizes were drilled laterally in the tubes to study the 
effect it has on global or Euler buckling.  All the holes were drilled at a point half the length of 
the tube for varying L/D ratios.  In Figure 2.50 the load vs. displacement graph is shown for the 
annealed aluminium (a) and mild steel (b) tubes, which were compared with the as received 
specimens.  Figure 2.51 show the load vs. displacement graphs for aluminium (a) and mild steel 




Figure 2.50 Load displacement graphs for as received and annealed tubes [124] 
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Figure 2.51 Load vs. displacement graphs for tubes with and without holes [124] 
 
From the experimental investigation it was concluded the progressive collapse mode depended 
on the initial state of work hardening, annealing process and the tube geometry.  Mild steel tubes 
deformed in the concertina mode in the as received state, but in the diamond mode when 
annealed [124].  Holes drilled in the tube ensured longer tubes could be used which would other 
wise would have undergone Euler or global buckling. 
 
Gupta and Abbas [125] developed a mathematical model to incorporate the change in tube 
thickness during the forming of a fold or lobe, as well as the different yield stress values for 
tension and compression.  The model developed by the authors focussed on the concertina 
mode, and only considered straight folds.  From the developed model the size of the fold, 
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folding parameter, mean crushing load and the variation of the crush load was calculated, and 
compared with results obtained from experimental work.    
 
Gupta et al [126] did a numerical and experimental investigation on aluminium and mild steel 
tubes with varying diameter to thickness ratios which deformed in the axisymmetric concertina 
mode.  The finite element software FORGE2 was used to analyse the axisymmetric concertina 
mode where the material was modelled as rigid visco-plastic.  Figure 2.52 (a) the wall thickness 
of the tubes was varied while in Figure 2.52 (b) the diameter of the tubes was varied with a 




Figure 2.52 Energy vs. compression curves for varying parameters [126] 
 
Increases in either the wall thickness or diameter of the tube increased the absorbed energy.  
Figure 2.53 show the friction effect in the load-compression and energy-compression graphs 
between the plate and the tube for the numerical model.  A decrease in the friction coefficient 
leads to the minimum load being at a lower compression distance. 
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Figure 2.53 Friction effect for the numerical model [126] 
 
Abbas et al [127] presents a developed plastic curved fold model taking into account the 
variation of the circumferential strain with a change in the hinge angle.  The maximum hinge 
angle and final curvature radius of the fold could be determined mathematically.  All calculated 
values were compared with values obtained from an experimental investigation.  From the 
experimental and analytical investigation it was concluded that the mean crush load reduced 
when the ratio of the straight length of the fold to the half fold length increased. 
 
Bardi et al [128] did a combined experimental and analytical investigation on the onset of the 
collapse of thick circular tubes.  From the experimental investigation the crushing response, 
geometrical characteristics and material properties were determined, and a Finite Element model 
of the crushing process developed.  A comparison was made between the results obtained from 
the experimental and numerical investigation.  Mean crush load and wavelength for the fold was 
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compared, and was within a few percent for the experimental and numerical values.  It was 
concluded by the authors that the crushing energy per unit length of the tube is adequately 
predicted.  Figure 2.54 shows the experimental set-up used by the authors and Figure 2.55 the 
measurement of the geometric variables.  A comparison between the experimental and numerical 
investigation load vs. deflection is shown in Figure 2.56 for a AL 6061-T6 tube with mean 
radius, R, of 15.28 mm and wall thickness of 1.26 mm. 
 
 




Figure 2.55 Measured geometric variables [128] 
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Figure 2.56 Load vs. displacement comparison [128] 
 
The developed model was compared to models developed by Alexander [129], Wierzbicki[131] 
and Singace [112], with the models of Alexander and Singace under predicting the mean crushing 
load, and the model of Wierzbicki predicting more accurate values.  A summary of the half wave 
length (λ) and the mean load ( P ) for the models by Alexander [129], Singace et al [130] and 
Wierzbicki are given in Table 2.5 
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Alexander [129] Equation no. 
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(2.31) 
 
Table 2.5 Halve wave length and mean crush load [128] 
 
Using the geometric values of Table 2.1 with R = Rm and t= tw the half wave length or length 
between the two plastic hinges is as follows: 




































The total length between the three plastic hinges can be calculated as follows:  
• Alexander : mmL 437.232 =×= λ  
• Singace and Elsobky : mmL 802.212 =×= λ  
• Wierzbicki et al : mmL 241.322 =×= λ  
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2.4.4 Effective crushing distance 
In this section the effective crushing distance will be calculated to determine where the 
horizontal grooves should be placed.  This distance is the distance through which the tube is 
compressed axially to form two complete lobes.  
 
Abramowicz and Jones [18] took into account the rounding which occurs in the crushing of a 
circular tube under axial compression.  See Figure 2.57 for a graphical representation of the 
idealisation, and the equation describing the effective crushing distance is given by Equation 
2.32. 
 
Figure 2.57 Effective crushing distance [18] 
 
hxH me −−= 22δ                 (2.32) 
with H the distance between two plastic hinges and h the tube thickness.  Substituting 
)2/(28.0 Hxm = into equation 2.32 leading to 
hHe −×= 72.1δ                 (2.33) 
Incorporating the length between two plastic hinges, ( ) 21276.1 RhRH =  which is similar to Eq. 
2.20, equation 2.33 becomes the following equation; 
( ) 212568.086.02 RhHe ×−=δ               (2.34) 
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Using the Al 6063-T6 geometric values of the with R = Rm and h = tw the distance between the 
two plastic hinges are calculated as follows 
( )( ) mmRhRH 826.10276.1 21 =××=  
and the effective crushing distance from Eq. 2.34 is the following: 
( ) mmRhHe 443.152568.086.02 21 =⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ×−×=δ  
Using Eq. 2.32 to determine the effective crushing distance, the following value was obtained; 
mmhxH me 442.1522 =−−=δ  
 
2.4.5 Conclusion  
In section 2.4 the mean collapse load, total length between three plastic hinges and the effective 
crush distance for a normal tube are calculated.  These calculated values will be used in Chapter 
5 for comparison between the different tubes that will be used in the design for an energy 
absorber. 
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In section 2.5 a literature review will be given on the subject crashworthiness.  Structural 
crashworthiness has been studied intensively by various authors.  Jones and Wierzbicki [44] 
summarized a lot of crashworthiness ideas and concepts in their book.  Johnson and Mamalis 
[45] describe vehicle crashworthiness from gathered knowledge of the mechanics of vehicular 
impact, plastic deformation and impact consequences on human bodies.  Minimization of impact 
is also discussed in the work by the authors.   These works will form the background to the 
concept design in Chapter 5, and will be reviewed in detail in section 5.2.  In section 2.5.2 a 
literature review is done on work found from internet sources and journal articles. 
 
2.5.2 Crashworthiness 
Sidhu et al [132] implemented the design optimization of a hyrdoformed lower compartment 
automotive rail in a software package HEEDS (Hierarchical Evolutionary Engineering Design 
System).  This was done to provide a productive search capability for hundreds of variables at a 
certain time during optimization.  Vehicle crashworthiness was described by the authors as a 
multi objective optimization problem.  A hydroformed lower compartment rail was design and 
optimised for an offset loading scenario using ABAQUS/Explicit to maximize the crush energy 
in the front of the rail.  Figure 2.58 shows the geometry of the compartment rail.  A shape 




Figure 2.58 Geometry of a compartment rail 
 
Yamazaki and Han [133] developed an energy maximization technique for cylindrical tubes after 
analysing the impact crushing behaviour of cylindrical tubes using the explicit finite element code 
DYNA3D.  Experimental verification of the numerical results was done on a series of 
aluminium tubes.  The technique used for maximising the energy absorption capability is the 
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response surface methodology.  This methodology uses an approximation function of absorbing 
energy in terms of the design variables.  These design variables are evaluated by the analysis of 
variance.  Maximization of the approximation function is done under volume and mean force 
constrains using the program DOT, which is a numerical optimization program until certain 
convergence criteria is satisfied.  Shell thickness and radius was optimized under the volume and 
allowable impact force constraints for the progressive buckling mode of deformation.   
 
It was found from the optimization process that increasing the wall thickness or reducing the 
cylinder radius enhances the absorbed energy, but the impact force decreased with a decrease in 
either the radius or thickness of the cylinder.  Figure 2.59 show the numerical results for the 




Figure 2.59 Absorbed energy from numerical results [133] 
 
Bisagni [134] researched the energy absorption capability of a subfloor structure for a helicopter.  
Experimental tests were done on the intersection elements of the subfloor.  These elements can 
cause high deceleration peak loads, which cause dangerous input to the occupants of the 
helicopter.  Experimental and numerical results compared fairly well with each other, and the 
results obtained from the numerical work could be used by designers to evaluate other different 
structures subjected to impact loads.  Aluminium 2024-T3 and aeronautical rivets were used in 
the construction of the subfloor.  A numerical model for the intersection cruciform element and 
a quarter of the subfloor structure was analysed using PAM-CRASH.  Figure 2.60 indicated the 
load vs. displacement graph for the experimental and numerical analysis of the subfloor. 
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Figure 2.60 Load vs. displacement graph for helicopter subfloor [134]  
 
Langseth et al [135] studied the crashworthiness of aluminium extrusions subjected to axial 
loading conditions.  Extrusions with and without aluminium foam were tested experimentally 
either statically, dynamically or a combination of the two conditions.  Al 6060 T4 and T6 square 
tubes, 80x80 with varying thicknesses of 1.8, 2 and 2.5 mm were used in the experimental 
investigation.  The obtained numerical results were verified by using the computer code LS-
Dyna for the square tube with and without aluminium foam.  In Figure 2.61 a comparison is 
shown between the dynamic numerical and the experimental deformation of the square tube. 
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Figure 2.61  Deformed shape of the dynamic numerical and experimental test piece [135] 
It was concluded by the authors that by  increasing the foam density, an increase in the crush 
force efficiency was obtained. 
 
Langseth et al [136] investigated the response of the extruded square tube with varying impact 
velocity and mass of the projectile.  The mean load increased with an increase in impact velocity, 
but the ratio of the mass and projectile had no influence on the mean load.  Al 6060 T4 and T6 
square tubes, 80x80 with varying wall thicknesses, were used in the experimental investigation.  
A geometric imperfection in the wall acted as a trigger in the numerical analysis using LS-Dyna.  
This trigger was varied in the numerical simulation from the top of the tube, to the midsection 
of the tube.  A conclusion made by the authors from their parametric study indicated that the 
tubes are “velocity insensitive” if the mean load is used as the response parameter.  
 
Reyes et al [137] used oblique loading in their investigation to study the behaviour of AL 6060 
tubes subject to this kind of loading for three different load angles.  The numerical and 
experimental investigations were done quasi statically, and the load angle, thickness, length and 
heat treatment as well as impact velocity were varied.  In Figure 2.62 the oblique loading is 
shown, which is applied at an angle to the centreline of the column. 
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Figure 2.62 Oblique loading of square tubes [137] 
 
It was concluded by the authors that the deformation mode depended on the load angle and the 
wall thickness of the tube.  If a 15° angle was a used a significant drop in the energy absorption 
capability was observed.  The velocity had no impact on the mean load for the 30° oblique load 
angle. 
 
Esfahani et al [138] reduced the occupant injuries in their study of an ultra-low-floor city bus 
subjected to a frontal crash.  Crashworthiness and structural behaviour of the bus was studied.  
Injuries on the driver were reduced by finding the optimum position of the seat, and adding 
diagonal beams to guide the buckling in a desired direction.  A numerical model of the bus and 
occupants, using HYPERMESH for the occupants, was used and solved using LS-Dyna 970.  A 
two step approach was used to modify the original design of the bus after solving the model for 
the structural behaviour of the bus.  First a diagonal beam was added to decrease the overall 
acceleration, and secondly a diagonal beam was added under the driver seat to guide the buckling 
upward during the crash.  Figure 2.63 indicate the second modification step where a diagonal 
beam was added under the driver seat.  A reduction in the head and chest accelerations were 
achieved for impact velocities of 13.4 m/s and 15.56 m/s. 
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Figure 2.63 Added diagonal beam under driver seat [138] 
 
Caliskan et al [139] evaluated the crash behaviour of an extruded bumper and double cell rail 
system of the 2005 Ford GT aluminium space frame.  A sled was used in the experimental 
investigation to obtain data at full vehicle impact speeds, and a series of numerical analyses were 
done to determine the crush loads and collapse modes.  Comparing the numerical and 
experimental results showed that the crush loads and collapse modes were predicated accurately 
by the numerical models.  A full vehicle model was created using the results from the bumper 
and front rail assembly reducing the development time and full vehicle tests.  
 
Al 6063-T6 was chosen due to its ductility characteristic to be the material used for the rails of 
the space frame, and the heat affected zone (HAZ) properties were used as an input in the 
numerical model.  LS-Dyna was used to model first a single front rail, and secondly the full 
assembly.  Figure 2.64 show the deformed shape, experimentally and numerically, for the front 
rail assembly, and the normalised load vs. displacement curve. 
 
Figure 2.64 Deformed shape comparison and load vs. displacement graph [139] 
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Reagan et al [140] made several modifications to a deformable barrier and investigated the 
impact of four different vehicles on these modified barriers.  Secondary energy absorbing 
structures (SEAS) were incorporated into the models of the Sport Utility Vehicle (SUV), and a 
pick up truck, and compared with the results from these specific vehicles without secondary 
energy absorbing structures.  Rails from the front end of the vehicle acts as primary energy 
absorbing structures (PEAS).  Figure 2.65 shows the models with and without secondary energy 
absorbing structures. 
 
Figure 2.65 Pick up with and without SEAS [140] 
 
Total barrier force in structural interaction zone, mass of the impacting vehicle, vertical 
homogeneity of the load and the horizontal load distribution across the width of the barrier face 
were used as metrics to improve the design of the deformable barrier.  No definite conclusion 
could be made by the authors in the article because the results were not yet finalised during the 
completion of the article. 
 
Reid [141] developed basic design guidelines for crashworthiness in the automotive industry.  
For a specific stress, a 14% change in energy absorption is achieved with a 10% increase in wall 
thickness for a specific midrail component, and 7% change in energy absorption for a 10% 
increase in stress for a specific thickness.  These results are relative to the baseline model, and 
give a basic guideline when the practical range of wall thickness and vehicle component stresses 
are considered. 
 
Zarei [142] evaluated their numerical finite element results with dynamic impact tests on 
aluminium tubes.  Maximization of absorbed energy and specific absorbed energy was solved 
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using the multi objective optimization technique.  Sub problems were solved using the 
optimization algorithm in MATLAB.  In the optimization the design variables were the wall 
thickness T, tube diameter D and length of the tube L, and the constraint used was the impact 
force to reduce occupant injuries.  The mean crush load, Pm, should not exceed the allowable 
limit, Pma , of 100 kN, selected by the authors resulting in a tube with the following parameters 
given in Table 2.6 after the third design cycle. 
 
Cycle no. T (mm) D(mm) L (mm) Pm (kN) E (J) SE (J/kg) 
Third 3.3 55 450 98 34096 53359 
 
Table 2.6 Third design cycle values [142] 
 
From Table 2.6 a tube can be implemented which absorbed the maximum energy during a crash, 
while having the minimum weight for the specified allowable load.   Changing the allowable load 
will change the parameters resulting in a change in the maximum absorbed energy and weight.  
Figure 2.66 show the response surface for the energy absorption (a) and the specific absorbed 




Figure 2.66 Response surfaces for third design cycle [142] 
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2.6 DYNAMIC LOADING OF AXIALLY COMPRESSED TUBES 
In Section 2.6 the dynamic loading of axially compressed tubes will be discussed.  In section 2.4 
the theoretical background of progressive buckling was reviewed and in section 2.5 the 
crashworthiness of various structures.    
 
Abramowicz and Jones [143] experimentally crushed steel columns either statically or 
dynamically. Six square cross sections and five circular cross sections were used in the 
experimental investigation, and the lengths of the various tubes varied to encompass both global 
and progressive bending.   
 
An impact velocity of 12.14 m/s was used in the dynamic crushing of the tubes with masses of 
up to 210 kg.  Transient response, inertia and strain rate effects influence the dynamic behaviour 
of axially crushed tubes.  The slenderness ratio determines the mode of failure, either global or 
progressive, but a column which initially fails progressively, might fail further globally in an 
advanced stage.  The authors developed an approximate analytical method to describe the 
transition process for square columns under static loading conditions.  Figure 2.67 show the 
experimental results for a square column (a), and in (b) the empirical formulas separating the 
global bending and progressive buckling for the same square column. 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.67 Square columns under quasi-static loading: (a)    - progressive bending collapse, ο - 
global bending [143] 
 
Avalle and Belingardi [144] measured the axial and circumferential strains of circular tubes that 
were being axially crushed, with strain gages that were placed on the external surface of the tube.   
The measured strains were examined as a time histories and a deformation fields.  Three stages 
in the progressive buckling mode were identified, and most of the wall is pushed outward, while 
a small portion is pushed inward.  A validation of the kinematic model for plastic progressive 
buckling was achieved in the experimental investigation by the authors. 
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Lepik [145] took into account stress waves when cylindrical shells were struck axially with a mass 
when he investigated progressive buckling.  In his investigation the author developed a method 
for calculating bifurcation times and buckling modes.  Prandtl-Reuss theory was applied with the 
Von Mises yield criteria and linear strain hardening.  It was concluded by the author that it was 
possible to describe progressive buckling if the propagation of stress waves along the shell was 
taken into consideration.  Progressive buckling was transferred to plastic buckling after the 
elastic wave front was reflected from the boundary. 
 
Otusbushin [146] validated results from a non-linear finite element code with experimentally 
obtained results.  A square tube made of mild steel was used in the experimental investigation, 
and in the numerical investigation a model was created using the Cowper-Symonds constitutive 
equation to model the strain-rate sensitivity with an isotropic elastic, linear strain hardening 
model.  Energy absorption capabilities and average strain of the finite element results were 
compared with the experimental obtained results.   The non-linear software DYNA3D was used 
for the numerical investigation.  In Fig 2.68 the finite element model used in the analysis of the 
square tube is shown. 
 
 
Figure 2.68 Finite element model for square tube analysis [146] 
 
Two strain hardening modulus was used and an over prediction of the strain occurred for Et = 
1000 N/mm2 , and an under prediction for Et = 1400 N/mm2. The strain rate could not be 
compared to the analytical estimate for the whole model. 
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Kim et al [147] used extruded aluminium tubes in an experimental investigation to determine the 
impact energy capability of these tubes, which are used in space frame design.  Three different 
wall thickness tubes were tested.  It was observed that the number of plastic folds decreased as 
the wall thickness was increased, and the energy capability also decreased with an increase in the 
wall thickness.  This was due to the global buckling mode which was more evident with thicker 
walls.  A wall thickness of less than 2 mm was suggested by the authors to promote progressive 
folding.  Al 6063 square tubes were used in this investigation, and it was concluded that the size 
and the distance between the folds were non-uniform with an increase in the strain rate.    
 
Kim and Lee [148] studied the influence of the cross sectional shape of extruded aluminium 
tubes on the energy capability of these tubes experimentally.  As the wall thickness/width or 
diameter of the square or round extruded tubes increased, it was observed by the authors that 
the absorption energy increased linearly.  It was suggested by the authors that the 
thickness/width or diameter must be large enough to initiate symmetric folding of the tubes 
under dynamic loading conditions.  In Figure 2.69 the specific absorbed energy vs. 




Figure 2.69 Specific absorbed energy vs. thickness/width ratio [148] 
 
Wang and Lu [149] investigated the thickening of the cylinder wall, called mushrooming, under 
high impact speeds experimentally and numerically.  Dynamic tensile fracture of the tubes 
occurred in the experimental investigation, which couldn’t be captured in the numerical 
investigation.  Mild steel and aluminium tubes were tested experimentally.   ABAQUS/Explicit 
was used in the numerical investigation of the tubes.   Figure 2.70 show the deformed mesh of a 
mild steel tube with a wall thickness to diameter ratio (t/D) of 3/32 at an impact velocity of 500 
m/s undergoing mushrooming. 
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Figure 2.70 Deformed mesh of Tube 2 model [149] 
 
Bouchet et al [150] used etching and degreasing to improve the bonding of carbon/epoxy 
composite on aluminium tubes, which were dynamically crushed axially.  A change in crushing 
mode was observed for thicker tubes with the composite reinforcement, which resulted in a 
reduction of the energy absorption capability.  The introduction of the composite reinforcement 
increased the energy absorption capability of the thinner tube.  Tube 1, outside diameter of 48 





Figure 2.71 Tube 1 compression results [150] 
 
Chemical etching influenced the statically tested tubes more than the dynamically tested tubes, 
and the surface treatment influenced the specific energy absorption of the tubes.  The authors 
concluded that an energy absorber cannot be characterized by static tests only, and dynamic tests 
were necessary to characterize energy absorbers fully. 
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Karagiozova and Jones [151] studied the initiation of dynamic axi-symmetric buckling, and the 
buckling mechanism as a transient process.  The material was modelled as elastic-plastic with 
linear strain hardening and the Bauschinger effect was included in the discrete model.  From the 
discrete model and the experimental investigation it was found by the authors that the buckling 
shaped depended on the inertia properties of the striker and the shell’s geometry.  Stress wave 
effects influenced the dynamic buckling process, and the thickness of the shell determined the 
type of buckling which occurred. 
 
Karagiozova et al [152] used the finite element analysis software package ABAQUS/Standard to 
study the axisymmetric buckling of cylindrical shells under axial impact.  It was found by the 
authors that the shell was mass and velocity dependent, which influenced the energy absorption 
capabilities.  By decreasing the mass of the axial striker and increasing the impact velocity, more 
energy can be absorbed by the shells.  Dynamic plastic of progressive buckling was caused by the 
inertia properties of the shell together with the shell’s material properties.  Figure 2.72 show the 
influence of the striking mass on the mean crush load ( Figure 2.72 (b)), and in Table 2.7 the 
striking mass and velocities are given for Figure 2.72 (a), with their respective deformed shapes.  
In this figure the initial kinetic energy was kept constant, and different combinations of impact 




Figure 2.72  Deformed shape and mean crushing force [152] 
 
Deformed shape  no. 1 2 3 4 
Striking mass (kg) 0.2485 2.625 42 262.5 
Initial velocity (m/s) 130 40 10 4 
 
Table 2.7 Third design cycle values [152] 
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Karagiozova and Jones [153] analysed dynamic plastic buckling and dynamic progressive 
buckling from a stress wave propagation viewpoint when cylindrical shells are under axial 
impact.   Strain rate insensitive materials either buckled dynamically plastic or progressive, while 
strain rate sensitive materials buckled dynamically progressive.  Both material types were 
subjected to high impact velocities, and the shells were either stationary or moving.  Figure 2.73 
shows the deformation of the shell for a stationary shell (a)-(c) and a moving shell (d)-(f) at a 




Figure 2.73 Stationary shell (a-c) and moving shell (d-f) at 80 m/s [153] 
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Karagiozova and Jones [154] studied the dynamic elastic buckling behaviour of cylindrical shells 
subjected to axial impact loads,  and it was found that the material properties in the plastic range 
had a major influence on the on the buckling shape for a given geometry.  High impact velocities 
caused an instantaneous load, and the structural collapse depended on this load as well as the 
proportion of initial kinetic energy which the shell could absorb during axial compression.  
Figure 2.74 shows the deformed shape of the dynamic progressive buckling (a), and the dynamic 
plastic buckling (b) for a initial velocity of 75 m/s and where the tube length, L, was five times 
the diameter of the shell ( L=5D). 
 
 
Figure 2.74 (a) Progressive and (b) plastic buckling [154] 
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2.7 CONCLUSION 
In Chapter 2 a literature review was given on collapsible energy absorbers and deformation 
modes in section 2.2.  Section 2.3 focused on the buckling initiators previously used to initiate 
buckling at specific positions on a tube during axial compression, and in section 2.4 the 
progressive yielding mechanism for round tubes specifically was reviewed. Section 2.5 briefly 
described crashworthiness and certain applications that were found during the literature review 
in this section.  The dynamic loading of round and square tubes was reviewed in Section 2.6.  
 
From the literature review done in this chapter, some of the theory will be applied in Chapter 3 
to determine the spacing for the horizontal groove in the experimental investigation, and in 
Chapter 4 for the numerical investigation.  In Chapter 5 the crashworthiness theory will be used 
to determine the design parameters for the conceptual design. 
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CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION  
3.1 INTRODUCTION  
In this chapter the experimental procedure followed to obtain the progressive buckling 
configurations under investigation is discussed for normal, horizontal and spiral grooved Al 
6063-T6 tubes.  A material model of the Al 6063 – T6 is first generated by using the Instron 
1195 test machine in uni axial tension (tensile) test, as described in section 3.2.  The 
manufacturing process for the horizontal and spiral grooves is discussed in section 3.3.  In 
section 3.4 the equipment used for the progressive buckling, and the method followed to 
generate the results are described [16].  A comparison of the results between the normal, 
horizontal and spiral grooved tubes is made in section 3.5.  Final conclusions and 
recommendation are made in section 3.6, before the numerical investigation is done in Chapter 
4. 
3.2 MATERIAL MODEL FOR AL 6063-T6 TUBING 
3.2.1. Introduction 
 
Al 6063-T6 was chosen as the material due to its commercial availability, and general use.  It is 
classified as medium strength alloy suitable for extrusions, with a high corrosion resistance.  Al 
6063 has good formability in the T4 condition [38].  The 6000-alloy group comprises magnesium 
and silicon in various proportions to form magnesium silicide, which makes this alloy group heat 
treatable [39].  In Table 3.1 the general characteristics of the alloy are given.  In Table 3.2 the 
mechanical properties of the 6063 alloy are displayed, while in Table 3.3 the specific heat 
treatment process is given.  A tube with a length of 400 mm, wall thickness of 3.18 mm is 
displayed in Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1 Al 6063-T6 extruded 400 mm length tubes 
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Density 2,71 g/cm3 Corrosion 
Resistance : 
Very Good 
Modulus of Elasticity 67 GPa Weldability : Good 
Modulus of Rigidity 25,5 GPa Formability: Good 
(in T4 temper)
Melting Range 600-650 °C   
Specific heat between 
0-100°C (273-373 K) 
0,88  Anodising : Very Good 
Coefficient of linear expansion between 
20-200°C (293-473K) 
23 x 10 -6 /K Brazeability : Good 
Thermal Conductivity at 100°C (373K) 180-218 W/mK   
Resistivity at 20°C (293 K) 0,035 x10-6 Ωm   
 
Table 3.1 Al 6063-T6 characteristics [38] 
 
Commodity and Gauge 








Elongation     Brinell 
A5               Hardness 




Extrusions     
O                         up to 75  140 13  
F                          up to 75  100(165) 12 (20)  
T4                        up to 75 70(115) 130(175) 14(20)  
T5                        up to 25 110 (205) 150 (235) 7(12)  
T6                        up to 75 160 (250) 185 (245) 7(13)  
T3                        up to 10 100(195) 155 (235) 15  
T8                        up to 10 180 (220) 200 (240) 8  
 
Table 3.2 Mechanical properties of Al 6063-T6 [38] 
 
Temper     Temperature °C Time (h)                          Ageing 
Quenching                 Temperature (°C) 
Time (h) 
T6              520 +/-5     In water                     170+/-3    10 
 
Table 3.3 Heat treatment for T6 condition [38] 
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Solution heat treatment of extrusions is attained by air quenching to 200°C at a minimum rate of 
50°C/minute after extrusion. 
 
3.2.2. Experimental testing method 
3.2.2.1. Specimen preparation 
A 250 mm length of tube was cut into quadrants, flattened in a hydraulic press, and machined 
on the milling machine to obtain the required dog bone shape according to SABS ISO 6892 
[55], as shown on Figure 3.2, for the tensile test on the Instron 1195.  The test was done 
according to SABS ISO 6892 [55].  Work hardening occurred when the test piece was 
flattened, which lead to increase in yield strength of the material tested.  Flattening of the test 
piece was necessitated because no suitable grippers were available to test the test piece as a 
longitudinal strip cut from the tube.  Constant wall thickness along the length of the tube was 
measured and recorded. 
 
The procedure followed to fix the strain gauges were as follows: 
• The surface was sanded for a rough surface texture 
• A gauge length of 60 mm was marked on the middle of the narrow section 
• Etanol was used to clean the surface after sanding  
• Adhesive tape was placed onto the strain gauges, and the gauges carefully placed 
onto the cleaned surface 
• Locktight™ was placed onto the surfaces, and pressure applied on the strain gages 
for a few seconds 
• The adhesive tape was removed, and the connector mat soldered onto the strain 
gauge 
• Wires were soldered onto the connection mat 




Figure 3.2 Dog bone shape tensile specimen photo 
 
In Figure 3.2 a test piece is shown with total length of 210 mm.  An average total length of 210 
mm was measured for the four test pieces used in each of the tensile tests. 
Length of test piece = 210 mm 
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Figure 3.3 Test specimen dimensions [55] 
 
In Figure 3.3 the dimensions is given as described in SABS ISO 6892 [55], and tabulated in Table 
3.4: 
 
No. Description Value Unit 
L1 Total length of test pieces 210 mm 
L2 Parallel length 110 mm 
L3 Original gauge length 60 mm 
H1 Width of parallel section 15.75 mm 
H2 Width of test piece at jaw side 25 mm 
W1 Wall thickness 3.05 mm 
 
Table 3.4 Test specimen dimension table 
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3.2.2.2. Data acquisition equipment 
The data acquisition equipment consisted of the following: 
• Instron external controller { Instron 1195} (Figure 3.4) 
• Data logging system {3530 Orion} (Figure 3.5) 
• Computer {386} (Figure 3.6) 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Instron external controller [56] Figure 3.5 3530 Orion Data logging system 
 
  
Figure 3.6 386 Data logging computer Figure 3.7 Universal Electromechanical testing 
system set-up [56] 
  
3.2.2.3. Data processing 
Captured data was saved in the ASCI file format with file extension prn, before it was imported 
into Microsoft Excel®, and processed to give the engineering stress vs. engineering strain 
graphs. 
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3.2.3. Material model results 
Two test specimens were prepared and tested on the Instron 1195 uni axial test machine.  The 
results are shown in Figure 3.8 (Tensile Test 1), and in Figure 3.9 (Tensile Test 2).  An ultimate 
tensile strength of 185 MPa is predicated by the Aluminium Federation of South Africa [38].   
 
Figure 3.10 shows the stress vs. mean strain for the two tests.  The mean or average stress and 
strain are the average for the two tests done on machined specimens.  In Appendix E the tensile 
test results is shown for the same material obtain from different batches from the same material 
supplier.  Engineering stress and strain is calculated from the tensile test data.  For the ABAQUS 
simulations, the engineering stress (nominal stress) and engineering strain (nominal strain) are 
transformed to true stress, true strain and plastic strain.  See Appendix E for the calculations to 



























Nominal strain 1 [%]
 
 
Figure 3.8 Tensile Test 1: Nominal stress vs. nominal strain 
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Figure 3.10 Mean stress vs. mean strain for Tensile Test 1 and 2 
 
In Table 3.5 the tensile results are compared with the given values in Table 3.1 for the modulus 
of elasticity. 
 
 Tensile Test 1 [GPa] Table 3.1 Value [GPa]  
Modulus of Elasticity 66.8 67 
 
Table 3.5 Experimental and theoretical modulus of elasticity 
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A graphical method was used to obtain the modulus of elasticity value for Tensile Test 1 and 2.   
Regression data analysis was used to obtain the other batches modulus of elasticity.  See 
Appendix E for the values. 
 
The obtained tensile values of the test specimens will be used in Chapter 4 for the Finite 
Element Method elastic-plastic material model.  In Appendix E the nominal stress vs. Strain 
graphs are shown for all three tests done on the material. 
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3.3 MACHINING OF THE TUBES TO BE TESTED 
3.3.1  Introduction 
Pertaining to the machining of the tubes to be tested, the following procedure was followed in 
preparing each section: 
 
• The 6 m length tube was cut into 1.2 m or 1.5 m sections, depending on whether a 100 
mm or 400 mm section was needed for machining 
• The cut section was placed in the lathe [Figure 3.11], and the tube cut square using a 
parting tool [Figure 3.12] 
• Each section was cut to the required length for further machining 
• Special stock ends were machined for aligning the tubes between the chuck and centre 
used in the lathe tower.  See Appendix D for more details 
• A mixture of paraffin and lard was used as the cutting fluid 
 
 
Figure 3.11 Colchester Triumph 2000 lathe  
 
 
Figure 3.12 Parting tool [Tool tip width 3.5 mm] 
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3.3.2 Tube specifications 
The general geometric specifications for the tubes used in the machining are as follows: 
 
• Outside diameter: ØO=50.8 mm 
• Inside diameter : ØI=44.4 mm 
• Wall thickness: tWall= 3.18 mm≈ 3.2 mm 
• Tube length: L100=100mm ; L400=400 mm 
 
Classification of the tubes is based on the machining process preformed on each of the tubes: 
• No machining needed after initial preparation: Tube machined with squared top and 
bottom pieces, and inside of the tube deburred ⇒Normal Tubes (Figure 3.13) 
• Horizontal machining: horizontal grooves machined into the wall of the tube, and inside 
of the tube deburred ⇒ Horizontal Grooved Tubes (Figure 3.14) 
• Spiral machining: Spiral grooves machined into the wall of the tube, and inside of the 
tube deburred ⇒ Spiral Grooved Tubes [Figure 3.15] 
In Figure 3.13-15 the required tube specifications are given for the three tubes under 
investigation.   P is the pitch for the cut, and CD is the cut depth.  Both parameters are in mm. 
 
 
Figure 3.13 Normal Tubes flow chart 
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Figure 3.14 Horizontal Grooved Tubes  
 
 
Figure 3.15  Spiral Grooved Tube flow chart 
Spiral grooved tubes
Solid bar support No Solid bar support
Const CD – P varies Const CD – P varies
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3.3.3 Machining parameters 
The machining parameters used in machining the different tubes are: 
 
• Cut speed : vcutspeed= 45 rpm 
• Cut width : tcw= 3.5 mm 
• Cut depth : dcd= 1 or 1.6 mm 
• Pitch : P=7, 10, 12.5, 13 and 25 mm  [See Table 3.6-3.8] 
The pitch for the horizontal grooves were calculated using Eq. 2.28 and the width of the parting 
tool, and given in Equation 3.1 
cwtLP += 2           (3.1) 
Using the geometric values from the received tubes, the pitch for the horizontal groove tubes 











This calculated pitch of 25 mm was halved to obtain the second pitch for the horizontal grooved 
tubes. 
 
The pitches for the spiral grooved tubes were chosen to be 7, 10 and 13 mm due to the 
limitations of the specific lathe that was used in the experimental investigation.  In Chapter 4 the 
pitch value is increased to 25 mm and 50 mm in the parametric study of section 4.5.4.2 
 
 
A    B    C 
Figure 3.16 Machining a spiral groove with pitch 13 mm 
 
Figure 3.16 A shows the position of the parting tool relative to the longitudinal axis of the tube.  
In Figure 3.16 B a top view is shown of the parting tool and tube or work piece that is being cut.  
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In Table 3.6-3.8 the machining parameters are given with the test file name for each group of 
tubes tested. 
 








Test A NTSBTestA X  X  
Test B NTNSBTestB X   X 
Test C NTSBTestC  X X  
Test D NTNSBTestD  X  X 
 














No Solid  
Bar Support 
Test A HGTSBTestA 1.6 25 X  X  
Test B HGTSBTestB 1.6 12.5 X  X  
Test C HGTSBTestC 1 25 X  X  
Test D HGTNSBTestD 1.6 25 X  X  
Test E HGTNSBTestE 1.6 25 X   X 
Test F HGTNSBTestF 1.6 12.5 X   X 
Test G HGTSBTestG 1.6 25  X X  
Test H HGTSBTestH 1.6 12.5  X X  
Test I HGTSBTestI 1 25  X X  
Test J HGTSBTestJ 1.6 25  X X  
Test K HGTNSBTestK 1.6 25  X  X 
Test L HGTNSBTestL 1.6 12.5  X  X 
 
Table 3.7 Horizontal Grooved Tube machining parameter table with corresponding file names 
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No Solid  
Bar Support 
Test A SGTSBTestA 1.6 13 X  X  
Test B SGTSBTestB 1.6 10 X  X  
Test C SGTSBTestC 1.6 7 X  X  
Test D SGTNSBTestD 1.6 13 X   X 
Test E SGTNSBTestE 1.6 10 X   X 
Test F SGTNSBTestF 1.6 7 X   X 
Test G SGTSBTestG 1.6 13  X X  
Test H SGTSBTestH 1.6 10  X X  
Test I SGTSBTestI 1.6 7  X X  
 
Table 3.8 Spiral Grooved Tube machining table with corresponding file names 
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3.4 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
3.4.1 Equipment 
The static experimental equipment consisted of the following: 
• Static impact sleeve (Figure 3.17).   
• Instron 250 kN universal hydraulic testing system (Figure 3.18) 
• Instron IST control module(Figure 3.19) 
• Data capture and processing equipment (Figure 3.20) 
 
Figure 3.17 shows the static impact sleeve used during the compression tests done on the tubes 
under investigation.  Adaptor pieces were made to accommodate the lengths of 100 and 400 mm 
for the test pieces.  The adaptor pieces were used to provide extra length to the impact sleeve for 
the 100 mm test pieces, and were removed for the 400 mm test pieces.  All the drawings for the 




Figure 3.17  Static Impact sleeve 
Adaptor piece Impact sleeve
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   A      B 
Figure 3.18 Instron 250 kN universal hydraulic testing system.  Load cell shown in enlarged view. 
 
In figure 3.18 A the Instron hydraulic testing system is shown mounted in the I-beam structure.  
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Figure 3.20  Data capture and processing equipment 
 
3.4.1.1 Static impact sleeve 
The impact sleeve consists of the following components: 
• Impact sleeve - hollow bar (80 OD x 50 ID x 400 mm) machined on the outer surface, 
and on the inside to a diameter of 52.6 mm (Figure 3.21)  
• Phosphor bronze bush – machined from a hollow bar (63.5 OD x 38.1 ID mm) to a ID 
of 42.6 mm, and compressed into the impact sleeve. (Figure 3.21) 
• Solid bar – mild steel round bar turned to a outside diameter of 42.5 mm.  Sanded with 
sanding paper to a smooth finish (Figure 3.22)  
• Bottom positioning plate – mild steel plate (150 x 130 x 10 mm).  Bottom of the plate 
turned to inside diameter of 80.2 mm, and a depth of 2 mm, and centre hole of 
diameter 42.4 mm (Figure 3.22)  
• Top tube positioning plate - mild steel plate (150 x 130 x 10 mm), with centre hole of 
diameter 42.4 mm (Figure 3.22)  
See Appendix D for the detail drawings of the impact sleeve components. 
 
Data capture and processing equipment
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Figure 3.22 Solid bar and positioning plates assembly 
 
3.4.1.2 Data capture and processing equipment 
The data capture and processing equipment consisted of:  
• Pentium 1 166 MHz computer 
• Pico Technology ADC-11 analog to digital converter (Figure 3.23) 
• PicoScope and PicoLog programs  [40] 
• Microsof Excel® 
A brief description is given for the data logging equipment:  
• Pico ADC-11 is a medium speed analog to digital converter with twenty two analog 
input channels and one digital output. [40] 
• PicoScope is virtual instrument program 
• PicoLog is a data logging and analysis program 
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Figure 3.23 Pico ADC-11 analog to digital converter  
 
3.4.2 Experimental procedure 
The experimental procedure can be divided into two phases:  
• Positioning of the test piece 
• Data capture 
3.4.2.1 Tube positioning 
The tube was positioned either by placing it over the solid bar, or between the two plates (Figure 
3.24).  The following procedure was followed: 
• Solid bar inserted into the impact sleeve with the tube (Figure 3.21 and Figure 3.22) 
• Assembly placed onto spacers in the universal hydraulic testing system 
• A ball bearing placed on top of the assembly and aligned with the actuator head plate 
(Figure 3.25) 
• The actuator head is moved down using the IST controller until there is no clearance 
between the ball bearing and the bottom hole in the actuator plate 
Testing of the particular tube can now commence. 
 
 
Figure 3.24 Tube buckling positioning plates 
 
Terminal block 
Input / output 
connector 
2 mm recess to fit 
tube into plates 
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Figure 3.25 Ball bearing on top of tube assembly 
 
3.4.2.2 Data capture 
Data capture was made possible using the PicoLog software [40].  A sampling rate of 1 second 
was used in all the tests.  The load and displacement parameters were defined respectively for 
channel 1 and 2 in the settings file, and recorded in the recorder file.  A recorder window was 
opened where the data capture could be started.  IST software was used in manipulating the 
actuator.  The destination point of the actuator head was filled in, and the duration time as well.  
A displacement rate of 10 mm/min was chosen for the 400 mm tubes, and 5 mm/min for the 
100 mm tube.  Both the IST software and Pico recorder were activated to start the testing.  
Figure 3.26 shows typical captured data from the Pico logger, and in Figure 3.27 the IST 
software. 
 
Figure 3.26 Pico data logger graph and 
spreadsheet 






Solid bar connecting disk
Spacer plate
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3.5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
3.5.1. Introduction 
Each of the machined tubes was tested according to the tube specifications in Table 3.6 – 3.8.  A 
displacement rate of 10 mm/min was chosen for the 400 mm tubes, and 5 mm/min for the 100 
mm tubes.  The difference in deformation rate is to speed up the compression to reduce the 
experimental time for the longer tube.  Aluminium is strain rate independent [1].  A load vs. 
displacement graph was generated for each test case using the captured data.  This data was then 
used to generate an energy vs. displacement graph by calculating the area under the force-
displacement graph.  See Appendix C for the data processing method.  In the following sections 
[3.5.2-3.5.4] the load vs. displacement and energy vs. displacement graphs will be provided with 
photographs showing certain tests. In section 3.5.4 the Euler buckling calculations will be done 
to correlate the theoretical values with the experimental values for the normal tube only.  No 
local buckling load can be calculated for the other geometric altered tubes. 
 
3.5.2. Normal tubes 
Firstly the 100 mm tubes will be presented in section 3.5.2.1, and secondly the 400 mm tubes in 
section 3.5.2.2.  Refer to Figure 3.13 and Table 3.6 for a description of the tubes. 
 
3.5.2.1. Normal 100 mm tubes 
In section 3.5.2.1.1 the results for the 100 mm with solid bar support is given, and in section 
3.5.2.1.2 the results for the 100 mm tube without solid bar support. 
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Figure 3.28 Load vs. displacement graph [Test C1] 
 
Figure 3.28 indicates the load vs. displacement graph of the normal tube of length of 100 mm 
which was axially compressed with a solid support bar.  The maximum and yield loads are 
indicated by point A with a value of 114.475 kN at a compressed distance of 7.58 mm.  Two 
definite lobes formed during compression as seen from the graph at the bottom end of the tube, 






























Energy  - EXP [J] Linear (Energy  - EXP [J])
 
 
Figure 3.29 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test C1] 
A 
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In Figure 3.29 a legend is added called linear to the graph.  It is a trend line based on regression 
analysis of the data being plotted, and can be used to predict possible future values.  On the 
chart is shown the linear equation of the trendline with the intercept set at the zero value of the 
data.  The R-squared value [R2], also known as the coefficient of determination, is an indicator 
that ranges in value from 0 to 1 and reveals how closely the estimated values for the trendline 
correspond to the actual data [57]. 
 
























Figure 3.30 Load vs. displacement graph [Test D] 
 
Figure 3.30 shows the load vs. displacement graph of a 100 mm tube without solid bar support.  
Buckling of the tube is shown in the single rise in the graph.   The buckling load is 107. kN at a 
compressed distance of 7.30 mm, indicated by point A in the graph. 
A
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Figure 3.31 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test D] 
 
In Figure 3.31 the displacement during the test was 13 mm, before the tube buckled and the test 
stopped.  The data was captured and processed to give Figure 3.31 where a 3rd order polynomial 
was used to fit a curve to the calculated absorbed energy.   
 
3.5.2.2 Normal 400 mm tubes 
In section 3.5.2.2.1 the results are given for the normal tubes with a length of 400 mm with solid 
bar support. 
3.5.2.2.1. Solid bar supported tube [Test A] 
A 400 mm tube was compressed at a compression speed of 10 mm/min with the solid bar 
present.  In Figure 3.32 the load vs. displacement graph for the compressed tube is indicated, 
and in Figure 3.33 the energy vs. displacement graph is shown.   A linear curve fit was done on 
the calculated absorbed energy.  The maximum load is 140.4 kN at a compressed distance of 
188.8 mm in Figure 3.32 at point B.  The yield load was 119.9 kN at a compressed distance of 
6.7 mm, indicated by point A in the graph. 
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Figure 3.33 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test A] 
 
In Figure 3.34 A the second lobe is formed, and in Figure 3.34 B-C the third lobe is being 
formed.  In Figure 3.34 D the lobe is completed.  A crack is clearly visible on the second lobe.  
The crack also starts on the third lobe. 
B
A 
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  A    B   C   D 
Figure 3.34 Development of lobes 2-3 [Test A] 
 
In Figure 3.35 the sets of lobes formed are indicated for the top and bottom of the compressed 
tube.  More than double the number of lobes had formed at the bottom of the tube as compared 




Figure 3.35 Development of lobes on supported tube [Test A] 
 
Crack on lobes
Set of formed lobes at 
the bottom of the tube. 5 
lobes formed 
Set of formed lobes at 
the top of the tube. 2 
lobes formed 
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Figure 3.36 Load vs. displacement graph [Test B] 
 
In Figure 3.36 the force vs. displacement graph is plotted for the normal tube with length of 400 
mm with no solid bar support.  An Euler buckling mode can be seen from this graph as shown 
by the photograph of the tube in Figure 3.38.  The buckling load is 104.025 kN at a compressed 
distance of 20.67 mm at point A in the graph.  The test was stopped after compressing the tube 
to a length of 65 mm, and the captured data processed to give the two graphs in Figure 3.36 and 
Figure 3.37. 
 





















Energy [NTNSBTestB] Poly. (Energy [NTNSBTestB])
 
 
Figure 3.37 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test B] 
A 
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Figure 3.38 Buckled shape of 400 mm normal tube without inner solid support bar [Test B] 
 
In Figure 3.38 the buckled shape of the normal tube without inner solid support bar is shown.  
On the edges of the tube small lobes were formed in the direction of the buckling mode, before 
the tube collapsed nearly halfway along the length of the tube. 
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3.5.3. Horizontal grooved tubes 
The results for the horizontal grooved tubes are presented in the section.  The results for the 400 
mm tubes will be presented firstly in section 3.5.3.1, and the results for the 100 mm tubes will be 
shown in section 3.5.3.2 where horizontal grooves are made into the tube wall.    
 
3.5.3.1 Horizontal grooved 400 mm tubes 
The machining parameters are given in Table 3.7.  In section 3.5.3.1 the pitch will be varied 
while the cut depth will be kept constant at 1.6 mm.  In section 3.5.3.2 the pitch will be kept 
constant at 25 mm, and the cut depth varied. 
3.5.3.1.1 Constant cut depth – pitch varies [Solid bar support] 
3.5.3.1.1.1 Pitch = 25 mm and cut depth = 1.6 mm 
 
In Figure 3.39 the load vs. displacement graph is shown for the tube with a pitch of 25 mm and 
a cut depth of 1.6 mm.  A maximum load of 122.6 kN is recorded at a compressed distance of 



























Figure 3.39 Load vs. displacement graph [Test A] 
 
The yield load for the first lobe to form is 81.6 kN, point A in the graph, at a compressed 
distance of 19.7 mm in Figure 3.39. 
A 
B
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Figure 3.40 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test A] 
 
The maximum energy absorbed is 15590.037 J at a compressed distance of 198.8 mm.  In Figure 
3.41 the formation of the lobes can be seen.  A similar deformation pattern as for the normal 
tube can be seen in Figure 3.39.  Lobes were formed firstly between the first four midsections as 
seen in Figure 3.41 A.  Figure 3.41 B indicates the midsection and groove positions. 
 
 
A     B 
Figure 3.41 First three lobes formed, with the fourth starting to form 
 
Fourth lobe
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Figure 3.42 Test A tube after the compression test 
 
In Figure 3.42 the final compressed tube is shown after the test is completed.  A lobe was 
formed between two groove sections.  A midsection lobe formed after all the lobes between the 
groove sections were formed.  No lobes formed at the bottom and top of the tube as with the 
normal tube.   
 
3.5.3.1.1.2 Pitch = 12.5 mm and cut depth = 1.6 mm 
 
In Figure 3.43 the machining parameters are shown for the 400 mm tube with a pitch of 12.5 
mm and a cut depth of 1.6 mm.  The tube was compressed to obtain the load vs. displacement 
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Figure 3.44 Load vs. displacement graph [Test B] 
 
In Figure 3.44 a change in the form of the load vs. displacement graph is seen as compared to 
Figure 3.39.  A yield load of 63.7 kN at a compressed distance 6 mm, point A, is obtained from 
the graph, and the maximum load for the compressed tube is 175.4 kN, point B, at a compressed 






























Figure 3.45 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test B] 
 
From Figure 3.45 the R2 value has decreased, but the slope increased as compared to the tube 
with a pitch of 25 mm shown in Figure 3.40 for the linear trend line.  A 3rd order polynomial was 
A 
B
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fitted to the absorbed energy curve shown in Figure 3.40 and Figure 3.45 respectively to obtain 
the best curve fit for the data. 
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3.5.3.1.2 Constant pitch – cut depth varies [Solid bar support] 
The results for the horizontal grooved tube are presented in this section where the pitch is kept 
constant at 25 mm, and the cut depth varied. 
 
3.5.3.1.2.1 Pitch = 25 mm and cut depth = 1 mm 
In Figure 3.46 an increase in the measured load can be seen for a horizontal grooved tube with a 
decrease in the cut depth.  For both tubes compressed to a distance of 20 mm, a load 99.4 kN is 


























Figure 3.46 Load vs. displacement graph [Test C1] 
 
In Figure 3.46 the maximum load is 117.9 at a compressed distance of 190 mm, point B, and the 
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y = 79.492x
R2 = 0.9993
























Figure 3.47 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test C1] 
 
A comparison between the slopes in the Energy vs. Displacement graphs for the tubes with 
constant pitch, but differing cut-depths shows an increase in slope with a decrease in cut depth.  




Figure 3.48 Test C1 compressed tube 
 
3.5.3.1.2.2 Pitch = 25 mm and cut depth = 1.6 mm 
 
Test D1 is similar than Test A of section 3.5.3.1.1.1 because the pitch and the cut depth are 
similar.  The difference can be attributed to a different batch being used in the manufacturing of 
the tube.  A different pattern was noticed in the Load vs. Displacement graph of test D. 
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Figure 3.49 Load vs. displacement graph [Test D1] 
 
The yield load is 100.3 kN at a compressed distance of 41 mm, indicated by point, and the 





Figure 3.50 Deformed shape of Test D1 tube 
 
In Figure 3.50 the deformed shape of the tube for Test D1 is shown.  On the right hand side of 
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y = 89.698x
R2 = 0.9943


































Figure 3.51 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test D1] 
 
A decrease in the cut depth with a constant pitch leads to an increase in the slope of the energy 
vs. displacement graphs.   In Test C1 the slope was 79.492, while in Test D1 the slope is 89.698.  
This increase in the slope can be attributed to the amount of material removed from the groove 
section.   Less mass can absorb the energy if the cut depth is 1.6 mm, as compared to a cut depth 
of 1 mm. 
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3.5.3.1.3 Constant cut depth – pitch varies [No solid bar support] 
The results for the horizontal grooved tubes are presented in this section without solid bar 
support.  In sections 3.5.3.1.3.1 and 3.5.3.1.3.2 the cut depth is constant, while the pitch is varied 
for the tubes with a length of 400 mm. 
 
3.5.3.1.3.1 Pitch = 25 mm and cut depth = 1.6 mm 
In Figure 3.52 the buckling load is 63.2 kN at a compressed distance of 6.5 mm, point A in the 



























Figure 3.52 Load vs. displacement graph [Test E] 
y = 46.423x
R2 = 0.9797
























Figure 3.53 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test E] 
A 
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Figure 3.53 shows the energy vs. displacement graph where the slope has a low value of 46.423.  
At a compression distance of 18 mm the energy absorbed is 835.2 J for the horizontal grooved 
tube without solid bar support. 
 
3.5.3.1.3.2 Pitch = 12.5 mm and cut depth = 1.6 mm 
In Figure 3.54 the buckling load is 53.9 kN at a compressed distance of 5.3 mm, point A in the 





















































Figure 3.55 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test F] 
 
A 
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In Figure 3.55 the maximum energy absorbed by the tube is 738.672 J at a compressed distance 
of 22.2 mm.  A decrease in the pitch leads to a decrease in the slope and the R2 value of the 
energy vs. displacement graph for Test E and F. 
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3.5.3.2. Horizontal grooved 100 mm tubes 
The results for the horizontal grooved tubes of length 100 mm are presented in this section.  
The results for the constant cut depth and varying pitch is presented in section 3.5.3.2.1 , and the 
results for the constant pitch with varying cut depth is shown in section 3.5.3.2.2.  In section 
3.5.3.2.3 the results are presented for a constant cut depth and varying pitch without solid bar 
support.  Refer to Table 3.7 for the machining parameters, and Figure 3.14 for the test case 
specification. 
3.5.3.2.1 Constant cut depth – pitch varies [Solid bar support] 
The results of the horizontal grooved tubes with constant cut depth and varying pitch are 
presented in the following sections. 
 



















Figure 3.56 Load vs. displacement graph [Test G] 
 
In Figure 3.56 the load curve is shown for Test G.  Point A is where the yield load is recorded 
for the first lobe that formed.  At this point the yield load is 94.275 kN at a compressed distance 
of 17.41 mm.  Point B is at the midpoint in the formation of the lobe, and Point C at the 
completion of the lobe.  The load increases as the crack grows in the lobe up to point D, and 
decreases to point E before the final tube is shattered.  The maximum load is 125.125 kN at a 
compressed distance 0f 45.33 mm.  In Figure 3.58 and Figure 3.59 the photographs are shown of 
this experiment and the sequence of events. 
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y = 75.12x
R2 = 0.982
























Figure 3.57 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test G] 
 
Figure 3.57 shows the absorbed energy for the compressed tube.  The maximum energy is 




A.  B.  C.   D.       E. 
Figure 3.58  Test G-development of the lobes during the test 
 
In Figure 3.58 A the actuator is moved down, and the gaps in the cut horizontal grooves start to 
close. In Figure 3.58 B the lobe is formed between the first and second grooved- point A in 
Figure 3.55.  Figure 3.58 C shows the further development of the lobe, and in Figure 3.58 D the 
cracks start forming on the surface of the lobe.  Figure 3.58 E indicates that the crack has gone 
through the material, and a horizontal crack is forming on the circumference of the lobe (Point 
E in Figure 3.56) 
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A           B           C          D   
Figure 3.59 Test G-Pitch 25 mm and cut depth 1.6 mm 
Figure 3.59 A illustrates a brittle fracture between each of vertical cracks on the circumference of 
the lobe [Point B in Figure 3.56].  In Figure 3.59 B the tube is further compressed, and the lobe 
starts to shatter [Point C in Figure 3.56].  In Figure 3.59 C a piece of the lobe shears off (Point D 
in Figure 3.56), and in Figure 3.59 D the lobe completely shears (Point E in Figure 3.56) 
 
3.5.3.2.1.2 Pitch = 12.5 mm and cut depth = 1.6 mm 
 
In Figure 3.60 the load increases sharply the first 5 mm during compression, point A in the 
graph, and after 5 mm the slope of the load increases more gradually as the rest of the grooved 
sections are closed.   The load value at point A is 67 kN.  At a compression of 25 mm the load 
increases before decreasing at a distance of 42.4 mm.   The point B indicates the transition, and 



























Figure 3.60 Load vs. displacement graph [Test H] 
A 
B 
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y = 78.473x
R2 = 0.971

































Figure 3.61 Load vs. displacement graph [Test H] 
 
Figure 3.61 shows the absorbed energy for the compressed tube.  The maximum energy is 
4311.402 J at a compressed distance of 49.8 mm.   A slope of 78.473 is obtained from the linear 
curve fit.  A higher maximum load and absorbed energy is obtained for the horizontal grooved 
tube with a pitch of 12.5 mm, as compared to the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 25 
mm.  An increase in these two values, maximum load and absorbed energy, is obtained for a 
decrease in pitch.   
3.5.3.2.2 Constant pitch – cut depth varies [Solid bar support] 
The results of the horizontal grooved tubes with constant pitch and varying cut depth are 
presented in the following sections.   Refer to Table 3.6 and Figure 3.14. 
 
3.5.3.2.2.1 Pitch = 25 mm and cut depth = 1 mm 
 
In Figure 3.62 the load during compression of the tube with a cut depth of 1 mm increases 
during the formation of the first lobe to a maximum value at 7.3 mm, point A with a value of  
95.4 kN.  The second lobe starts to form at 26.2 mm, point B and a sharp rise in the load is seen 
at a compressed length of 30 mm, indicated by point C.  The load value at point C is 98.8 kN.  A 
crack causes the sharp decrease and increase in the load at point D in the graph.  The maximum 
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Figure 3.63 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test I1] 
 
Figure 3.63 shows the absorbed energy for the compressed tube.  The maximum energy is 
4069.804 J at a compressed distance of 49.8 mm.  A slope of 75.569 is obtained from the linear 
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3.5.3.2.2.2 Pitch = 25 mm and cut depth = 1.6 mm 
 
In Figure 3.64 the load graph is shown for the tube with a cut depth of 1.6 mm.  Point A 
indicated the yield load of the lobe with a value of 90.6 kN at a compressed distance of 8.4 mm.  
The second lobe starts to form at 26 mm, point B and a sharp rise in the load is seen up to a 
compressed length of 28.8 mm, indicated by point C.  The load value at point C is 94.7 kN.  A 
crack causes the sharp decrease and increase in the load at point D in the graph.  The maximum 
load at point E is 118.7 kN at a compressed distance of 47.8 mm. The test piece showed brittle 
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Figure 3.65 shows the absorbed energy for the compressed tube.  The maximum energy is 
3974.117 J at a compressed distance of 49.7 mm.  A slope of 75.942 is obtained from the linear 
curve fit.  The coefficient of determination, R2, is 0.9966.  A decrease in the cut depth resulted in 
lower values for the absorbed energy, slope and coefficient of determination. 
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3.5.3.2.3 Constant cut depth – pitch varies [No solid bar support] 
The results for the horizontal grooved tubes are presented in this section without solid bar 
support.  In sections 3.5.3.2.3.1 and 3.5.3.2.3.2 the cut depth is constant, while the pitch is varied 
for the tubes with a length of 100 mm. 
 
3.5.3.2.3.1 Pitch = 25 mm and cut depth = 1.6 mm 
In Figure 3.66 the force vs. displacement graph is shown for a horizontal grooved tube with 
constant cut depth, and pitch of 25 mm.  A first lobe is formed in the second midsection only on 
one side where the buckling has occurred.  Figure 3.68 shows the buckling process during the 
compression of the tube.   The maximum load, indicated by point A, is 65.5 kN at a compressed 



























Figure 3.66 Load vs. displacement graph [Test K] 
A
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y = 63.684x
R2 = 0.9715
























Figure 3.67 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test K] 
 
Figure 3.67 shows the absorbed energy for the compressed tube.  The maximum energy is 
812.846 J at a compressed distance of 12.2 mm.  A slope of 63.684 is obtained from the linear 
curve fit.  The coefficient of determination, R2, is 0.9715 
 
 
  A   B   C   D 
 
Figure 3.68 Buckling of test piece K (Pitch = 25 mm, cut depth=1.6 mm) 
 
In Figure 3.68 A the horizontal grooves for the first and second grooved sections are closed, and 
a lobe starts to form between these grooves as seen in Figure 3.68 B-C.  Figure 3.68 D indicates 
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3.5.3.2.3.2 Pitch = 12.5 mm and cut depth = 1.6 mm 
In Figure 3.69 the force vs. displacement graph is shown for a horizontal grooved tube with 
constant cut depth, and a pitch of 12.5 mm.  The maximum load, indicated by point A, is 62 kN 
at a compressed distance of 4.80 mm.  The test was terminated after compressing the tube a 



























Figure 3.69 Load vs. displacement graph [Test L] 
 
A lower buckling load is seen as compared to Figure 3.66.  At a compressed distance of 4.5 mm, 
a load of 61.5 kN is recorded in Figure 3.69, and at the same distance in Figure 3.66 a load of 


























Figure 3.70 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test L] 
A
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Figure 3.70 shows the absorbed energy for the compressed tube.  The maximum energy is 
577.822 J at a compressed distance of 12.1 mm.  A slope of 49.886 is obtained from the linear 
curve fit.  The coefficient of determination, R2, is 0.9885. 
 
 
   A   B  C   D 
Figure 3.71  Buckling of test piece L (Pitch = 12.5 mm and cut depth = 1.6 mm) 
 
Figure 3.71 shows the buckling of a tube with pitch = 12.5 mm.  Closure starts at the first and 
fourth groove in Figure 3.71 A, followed by the second and third groove in Figure 3.71 B.  
Indentation is observed for the fourth groove in Figure 3.71 C, and a lobe forms between the 
first and third groove as seen in Figure 3.71 D.  Data capture was terminated after sliding of the 
positioning plates had occurred. 
 
A decrease in the pitch resulted in lower values for the absorbed energy, slope and coefficient of 
determination for the two tests. 
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3.5.4 Spiral grooved tubes 
The results for the spiral grooved tubes are presented in this section.  The results for the 400 
mm tubes will be presented firstly in section 3.5.4.1 – 3.5.4.6, and the results for the 100 mm 
tubes in section 3.5.4.7 – 3.5.4.9.  In sections 3.5.4.4 – 3.5.4.6 the solid bar is removed for the 
400 mm tubes and the results presented for these tubes.  Refer to Figure 3.15 and Table 3.8 for 
the machining parameters and test name specification.  A constant cut depth of 1.6 mm was 
used in all the tests for both lengths of tubes.   
 
3.5.4.1 Spiral groove tube with pitch = 13 mm [Test A] 
In this section the results of a spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 13 mm will be presented.  The 
load vs. displacement graph is shown in Figure 3.72.  Point A indicates the buckling load of 59.8 
kN at a compressed distance of 4.7 mm.  From a compressed distance of 13.4 mm to 120.7 mm, 
point B, a gradual increase in load is seen.   Shearing of the groove section starts at point C with 
a load value of 141.4 kN at a compressed distance of 160.4 mm, up to point D.  A maximum 
load of 167.1 kN is reached at point E after the tube was compressed 198.3 mm.  The test was 






























Figure 3.72 Load vs. displacement graph [Test A] 
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A   B   C 
Figure 3.73 Spiral grooved tube with pitch = 13 mm 
 
In Figure 3.73 test piece A is seen being compressed in the Instron universal testing system.  
Closure of the spiral groove starts at the bottom of the tube approximately 100 mm above the 
bottom positioning plate, which leads to the sharp incline observed in Figure 3.72 up to point A 
in the graph.  A sinusoidal buckling form is observed along the length of the tubes as shown in 
Figure 3.73 A.  A gradual load incline between points A and B is observed for the tube, because 
of the forming of the lobes after the closure of the groove above approximately the first 100 mm 
of the tube (Figure 3.73 B).  In the section between points B and C in Figure 3.72, shearing 
failure starts between the closed sides of the groove as can be seen in Figure 3.73 C. 
 
In Figure 3.74 the forming of the lobes on the upper part of the tube is shown during 
compression.  The lobes form after the spiral groove has been closed. 
 
 
         A                   B                              C 
Figure 3.74 Lobes forming on the upper part of the tube 
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Figure 3.75 Crack failure on bottom of tube 
 
In Figure 3.75 a midsection, a piece between two spiral grooves, has failed after sliding over the 
bottom midsection, leading to a sharp decrease in the load (Point D in Figure 3.72).  A gradual 
incline from point D to point E can be attributed to the further closure of the groove in the last 




Figure 3.76 Final form of the tube after compression of 200 mm 
 
In Figure 3.76 the progressive buckling form is shown for the tube after compressing it 200 mm 
with a solid bar as support.  A concertina deformation mode is observed with full closure of the 
groove section along the length of the tube. 
Crack failure on spiral 
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Energy [Test A] Linear (Energy [Test A])
 
Figure 3.77 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test A] 
 
In Figure 3.77 a linear trend line is fitted to the energy values as was done for previous test cases.  
The form of the graph necessitates a second order polynomial trend line to be fitted to the data 
due to the decrease in the R2 value (coefficient of determination), and the shape of the graph.  In 
Figure 3.78 the second order polynomial trend line is shown with the linear trend line.  An 
improvement is seen in the R2 -value when the second order polynomial trend line is used.  The 


























Energy [TestA] Linear (Energy [TestA]) Poly. (Energy [TestA])
 
Figure 3.78 Energy vs. displacement graph for Test A 
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3.5.4.2 Spiral groove tube with pitch = 10 mm [Test B] 
 
In this section the compression results are presented for the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 
10 mm and constant cut depth.  The load vs. displacement graph is shown in Figure 3.79.  Point 
A indicates the buckling load of 59.4 kN at a compressed distance of 4.9 mm.  From a 
compressed distance of 5.3 mm to 24.9 mm, point B up to point C, a gradual increase in load is 
seen.  Points C, D and E indicate where midsections sheared or collapsed during the 
compression of the tube.  Point F indicates the maximum load during compression of 142.8 kN 





























Figure 3.79 Load vs. displacement graph [Test B] 
 
A similar pattern is seen for the Load vs. displacement graph as for the spiral grooved tube with 
pitch = 13 mm (Figure 3.72) for the first 10 mm of compression.  A comparison of the load 
values at 130.1 mm shows that Test B has a higher value of 114.1 kN as compared to 100.6 kN 
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y = 92.293x
R2 = 0.9728






















Energy [Test B] Linear (Energy [Test B]) Poly. (Energy [Test B])
 
Figure 3.80 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test B] 
 
In Figure 3.80 the Energy vs. displacement graph is shown for the spiral grooved tube.  The 
maximum absorbed energy for the tube is 20439.884 J at a compressed distance of 198.5 mm.  
In Figure 3.81 - 82 the photographs are shown for test B.   
 
 
A   B     C 
Figure 3.81 Test B deformation photographs 1 
 
In Figure 3.81 A the tube is showing a sinusoidal buckling mode along the length of the tube.  In 
Figure 3.81 B the bottom groove is first closed, the midsection is forced out and shearing starts 
to occur.  Figure 3.81 C shows the compression of the first and second spiral with the 
midsection shearing and touching the bottom positioning plate. 
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   A    B   B 
Figure 3.82 Test B deformation photographs set no. 2 
 
Figure 3.82 A shows the start of a lobe across the tube surface, and in Figure 3.82 B the lobe has 
increased in size.  Figure 3.82 C shows the further development of the lobe across the surface of 
the tube in the axial direction during compression. 
 
 
   A    B    C 
Figure 3.83 Test B deformation photograph set no. 3 
 
Figure 3.83 A-C shows the further development of the lobe into a spiral form with further 
compression of the tube.  The sharp downward spikes in Figure 3.79 are attributed to the 
collapse of the lobe as seen clearly in Figure 3.83 C. 
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        A          B              C 
Figure 3.84 Test B deformation photograph set 4 
 
Figure 3.84 A shows results of the final downward spike of Figure 3.79, and Figure 3.83 B-C 
indicates the final form of the compressed tube.  Clearly the lobe is visible and lies at angle of 
approximately 45o with regards to the spiral cut into the tube wall for the first 100 mm of the 
compressed tube. 
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3.5.4.3 Spiral groove tube with pitch = 7 mm [Test C] 
 
In this section the results of a spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 7 mm and constant cut depth 
will be presented.  The load vs. displacement graph is shown in Figure 3.85.   Point A indicates 
the buckling load of 68.4 kN at a compressed distance of 11.8 mm.  A maximum load of 71.6 
kN is reached at point B after the tube was compressed 87.3 mm.  The test was terminated after 




























Figure 3.85 Load vs. displacement graph [Test C] 
 
Figure 3.85 shows a sinusoidal load pattern after the tube has been compressed 12.5mm.  This 
pattern repeats itself till the tube is finally at the maximum compressed length of 200 mm. 
 
In Figure 3.86 the Energy vs. displacement graph is shown for the spiral grooved tube.  The 
maximum absorbed energy for the tube is 10664.315 J at a compressed distance of 198.8 mm. 
 
A B
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y = 53.815x
R2 = 0.9997























Energy [Test C] Linear (Energy [Test C]) Poly. (Energy [Test C])
 
Figure 3.86 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test C] 
 
In Figure 3.86 a linear trend line is used to do the regression analysis of the captured energy data.  
A second order polynomial trend line was fitted to the data to see if an improvement in the R2 
value could be obtained.   The R2 value increased from 0.9997 to 0.9999 with the use of the 
second order polynomial trendline. 
 
 
   A    B 
Figure 3.87 Test C deformation pattern photograph set no. 1 
 
In Figure 3.87 a sinusoidal buckling mode can be seen along the length of the tube.  Highlighted 
is the deformation of the first three revolutions of the spiral, and as can be seen in the enlarged 
view as the midsections are pressed outwards and over each other. 
Lobes being formed 
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Figure 3.88 Test C deformation pattern photograph no. 2 
 
Highlighted in Figure 3.88 is the deformation pattern for the next two revolutions of the spiral.  




Figure 3.89 Test C deformation pattern photograph no. 3 
 
In Figure 3.89 another two lobes are formed with the twisting deformation pattern on the 




Figure 3.90 Test C deformation pattern photograph no. 4 
Twisting of the spiral 
midsections 
Twisted spiral continues to 
form 
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In Figure 3.90 the last section is showed after compressing the tube by 200 mm.  The twisting 






Figure 3.91 Test C deformation pattern 





Figure 3.92 Test C deformation pattern 
photograph no. 6 
 
 
Figure 3.92 shows the final deformation pattern of the tube for Test C. 
125 mm 
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3.5.4.4 Spiral groove tube with pitch = 13 mm [Test D] 
 
In this section the compression results will be presented for the spiral grooved tube with a pitch 
of 13 mm and constant cut depth without the solid bar in the centre of the experimental set-up.  
In Figure 3.93 the load vs. displacement graph is shown for the test.  Point A indicates the 
buckling load of 61.3 kN at a compressed distance of 6.7 mm.  The test was terminated after the 




















































Energy [Test D] Linear (Energy [Test D]) Poly. (Energy [Test D])
 
Figure 3.94 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test D] 
 
In Figure 3.94 the Energy vs. displacement graph is shown for the spiral grooved tube.  The 
maximum absorbed energy for the tube is 997.371 J at a compressed distance of 25.2 mm.  A 
A 
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linear and third order polynomial curve was fitted to the captured absorbed energy data.  An 
improvement in the R2 – value can be seen if the third order polynomial is used for the curve 
fitting to the data. 
 





Figure 3.95 Initiation of the buckling in 




Figure 3.96 Completion of the buckling in 
the spiral grooved tube 
3.5.4.5 Spiral groove tube with pitch = 10 mm [Test E] 
 
In this section the compression results will be presented for the spiral grooved tube with a pitch 
of 10 mm and constant cut depth with out the solid bar in the centre of the experimental set-up.  
In Figure 3.97 the load vs. displacement graph is shown for the test.  Point A indicates the 
buckling load of 61.2 kN at a compressed distance of 5.5 mm.  The test was terminated after the 
tube was compressed a distance of 24.2 mm. 
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Figure 3.97 Load vs. displacement graph [Test E] 
 
In Figure 3.94 the Energy vs. displacement graph is shown for the spiral grooved tube.  The 


























Energy [Test E] Linear (Energy [Test E]) Poly. (Energy [Test E])
 
Figure 3.98 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test E] 
 
In Figure 3.98 a linear and third order polynomial was used to do the regression analysis of the 
captured absorbed energy data.  An improvement in the R2 – value can be seen if the third order 
polynomial is used for the regression analysis of the data, as compared to the linear curve that 
was used. 
A 
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          A     B         C 
Figure 3.99 Test E buckling behaviour photograph set no.1 
 
Figure 3.99 A-C shows the overall buckling behaviour of the tube with a pitch of 10 mm.  Figure 
3.99 A shows the compression of the tube after 4 mm, and in Figure 3.99 B the compression is  
indicated at 10 mm.  Figure 3.99 C indicates the compression at 18 mm.  It was observed that 
this specific tube buckled at a distance of approximately 250 mm from the bottom of the tube.  










Buckling distance  250 mm
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3.5.4.6 Spiral groove tube with pitch = 7 mm [Test F] 
In this section the compression results will be presented for the spiral grooved tube with a pitch 
of 7 mm and constant cut depth without the solid bar in the centre of the experimental set-up.  
In Figure 3.101 the load vs. displacement graph is shown for the test.  Point A indicates the 
buckling load of 64.4 kN at a compressed distance of 5 mm.  The test was terminated after the 




















































Energy [Test F] Linear (Energy [Test F]) Poly. (Energy [Test F])
 
Figure 3.102 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test F] 
 
A
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In Figure 3.102 a linear and third order polynomial trend line were used to do the regression 
analysis of the captured absorbed energy data.  An improvement in the R2 – value can be seen if 
the third order polynomial is used for the regression analysis of the data on the previous page. 
 
 
     A         B    
Figure 3.103 Test F buckling behaviour photograph set no.1 
 
Figure 3.103 A-B shows the global buckling mode for a tube with pitch of 7 mm.  Figure 3.102 
A indicates the critical buckling load (Point A in Figure 3.101), and Figure 3.103 B shows the last 
point before the ball bearing slipped out of the positioning plate, and the test terminated. It was 
observed that this specific tube buckled at distance of approximately 260 mm from the bottom 





Figure 3.104  Test F tube after Euler buckling 
 
Buckling region 
Buckling distance +/- 260 mm 
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3.5.4.7 Spiral groove tube with pitch = 13 mm [Test G] 
In this section the compression results are presented for the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 
13 mm, constant cut depth, length of 100 mm and supported with a solid bar.  Three similar test 
pieces were used in the experimental testing phase.  Figure 3.105 shows the force vs. 
displacement graph for the three tests done on the tubes.  The compression speed was set at 5 



































Load [Test G1] Load  [Test G2] Load  [Test G3]
 
Figure 3.105 Load vs. displacement graph [Test G] 
 
In Figure 3.105 a maximum load of 116.5 kN is measured at a compressed distance of 49.99 mm 
for test piece A.  A distinctive pattern is observed for all three the test pieces.  At point A, 5.08 
mm in compression, local yielding is initiated.  The yielding values differ from 59.05 kN for Test 
G1, 67.45 kN for Test G2 and 67.1 kN for Test G3.  These yielding values are lower than the 
normal tube value shown in Figure 3.28.  The maximum load of the spiral grooved tube is higher 
(116.5 kN) than the maximum load value for the normal tube (114 kN).   
A 
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Energy [Test G1] Energy [Test G2] Energy [Test G3]
 
Figure 3.106 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test G] 
 
In Figure 3.106 the Energy vs. displacement graph is shown for the spiral grooved tube with a 
pitch of 13 mm.  The maximum absorbed energy for the tube is 3968.602 J at a compressed 
distance of 49.99 mm for Test G3.  A linear and third order polynomial regression analysis was 
done on the absorbed energy data as shown in Figure 3.107 for Test G3.  An improvement in 
the R2 – value can be seen if the third order polynomial is used for the curve fitting to the data. 
 





























Energy [Test G3] Poly. (Energy [Test G3]) Linear (Energy [Test G3])
 
Figure 3.107 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test G3] 
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    A      B 
Figure 3.108 Experimental compression of the 100 mm spiral grooved tube with pitch of 13 mm 
 
In Figure 3.108 A the experimental setup is shown of the tube.  Figure 3.108 B shows the tube 
after is has been compressed 15 mm.  All the spiral groove sections are closed and the 
midsections are bulging to the outside of the tube.  The closure of the groove started from the 
bottom and progressed to the top of the tube. 
 
 
    A      B 
Figure 3.109 Experimental compression of the 100 mm spiral grooved tube with pitch of 13 mm 
 
In Figure 3.109 A the tube is shown after being compressed 25 mm, and in Figure 3.109 B the 
tube has been compressed 50 mm.  Shearing occurred between the mid sections and the spiral 
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3.5.4.8 Spiral groove tube with pitch = 10 mm [Test H] 
In this section the compression results are presented for the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 
10 mm, constant cut depth, length of 100 mm and supported with a solid bar.  Three similar test 
pieces were used in the experimental testing phase.  Figure 3.110 shows the force vs. 
displacement graph for the three tests done on the tubes.  The compression speed was 5 mm / 




















Load [Test H1] Load [ Test H2] Load [ Test H3]
 
Figure 3.110 Load vs. displacement graph [Test H] 
 
In Figure 3.110 a maximum load of 86.95 kN is measured at a compressed distance of 44.83 mm 
for Test H1.  A distinctive pattern is observed for all three the test pieces.  At point A, 4.58 mm 
in compression, local yielding is initiated.  The yielding values differ from 59.85 kN for Test H1, 
56.25 kN for Test H2 and 59 kN for Test H3.  These yielding values are lower than the normal 
tube value shown in Figure 3.28.  The maximum load of the spiral grooved tube is lower (86.85 
kN) than the maximum load value for the normal tube (114 kN).   
 
In Figure 3.111 the comparison graph for the three test pieces energies is given, with a third 
order polynomial trendline added for Test H1 on the graph.  The maximum absorbed energy for 
the tube is 3433.119 J at a compressed distance of 49.91 mm for Test H1. 
A 
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Poly. (Energy [Test H1])
 
Figure 3.111 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test H] 
 
 
    A      B 
Figure 3.112 Experimental compression of the 100 mm spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 10 mm 
 
In Figure 3.112 A the tube has been compressed 12 mm.  Figure 3.112 B shows the tube after it 
has been compressed 25 mm.  The spiral groove closed from the bottom until the lower two mid 
sections collapsed as seen in Figure 3.112 B.  After the collapse occurred, the rest of the spiral 
groove closed with scatter bulging of the mid sections.  In Figure 3.113 all three the tubes are 
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       Test piece A   Test piece B   Test piece C 
Figure 3.113 Compressed spiral grooved tubes with a pitch of 10 mm 
 
Failure of the mid section occurred leading to a decrease in the load value as indicated in Figure 
3.110 at a compressed distance of 14-16 mm.  Some of the mid sections bulged in the radial 
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3.5.4.9 Spiral groove tube with pitch = 7 mm [Test I] 
In this section the compression results for the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 7 mm, 
constant cut depth, length of 100 mm and supported with a solid bar are presented.  Three 
similar test pieces were used in the experimental testing phase.  Figure 3.114 shows the force vs. 
displacement graph for the three tests done on the tubes.  The compression speed was set at 5 

















Load [ Test I1] Load [ Test I2] Load [ Test I3]
 
 
Figure 3.114 Load vs. displacement graph [Test I] 
 
In Figure 3.114 a maximum load of 62.6 kN is measured at a compressed distance of 8.58 mm 
for Test I1.  A distinctive pattern is observed for all three the test pieces in the graph, similar to 
the graph for the normal tube.  At point A, 4.25 mm during compression, local yielding is 
initiated.  The yielding values differ from 53.2 kN for Test I1, 57.55 kN for Test I2 and 55 kN 
for Test I3.  These yielding values are lower than the normal tube value shown in Figure 3.28.  
The maximum load of the spiral grooved tube is lower (62.5 kN) than the maximum load value 
for the normal tube (114 kN) in Figure 3.28.   
 
In Figure 3.115 the comparison graph for the three absorbed energies in the test pieces are 
given, with a third order polynomial and linear trendline added for Test I1 on the graph. 
A 
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J] Energy [ Test I1]
Energy [Test I2]
Energy [Test I3]
Poly. (Energy [ Test I1])
Linear (Energy [ Test I1])
 
Figure 3.115 Energy vs. displacement graph [Test I] 
 
The maximum absorbed energy for the tube is 2262.09 J at a compressed distance of 49.99 mm 
for Test I1.  An improvement in the R2 – value can be seen if the third order polynomial is used 
for the regression analysis of the data. 
 
 
       Test piece I1   Test piece I2   Test piece I3 
Figure 3.116 Compressed spiral grooved tubes with a pitch of 7 mm 
 
 A distinctive deformation pattern is observed on all three test pieces as indicated in test pieces 
I2 and I3 in Figure 3.116.  The midsection is twisted between two adjacent grooves, and then 
pushed outwards in a radial direction.  Shearing between the mid section and the groove 
occurred as indicated in the picture of test piece I1. 
 
Shearing 
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3.6 ASSESSMENT OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
3.6.1. Introduction  
In this section a comparison is made between the results obtained in the experimental 
investigation for the normal, horizontal and spiral grooved tubes. Section 3.6.2 describes the 
global or Euler buckling load for all the tested tubes, and section 3.6.5 focuses on the influence 
the pitch angle has on the results.  Section 3.6.3 considers the maximum load experimental 
results of all the 100 mm long tubes.  Section 3.6.4 compares the maximum load experimental 
results for all the 400 mm long tubes.  In section 3.6.5 the influence of the pitch angle has on the 
maximum load values is discussed, and in section 3.6.6 the energy absorbed by all the tubes test 
experimentally is compared with the use of the linear trend line generated in the previous 
sections. 
 
3.6.2. Euler buckling load 
The following section will be used to calculated the ‘Euler buckling or global buckling’ load for 
the two tube lengths of 100 and 400 mm respectively.   The geometry of the normal tube will be 
sued for this calculation. 
 
3.6.2.1. Theoretical back ground 
The term “buckling load” or “Euler Buckling load” is derived from the axial compression of a 
column when it buckles sideways in any direction [58].  The smallest force at which a buckled 
shape is possible is the critical load for the column under compression [58].  The column will 
remain straight prior to the critical load [58]. 
The equation for the first buckling load for an elastic pin-ended column is given by the following 




EIPcr π=            (3.2) 
where  
• E is the elastic modulus = 67 GPa from the data sheet by the Aluminium Federation of 
South Africa [38] – Table 3.1 p.2 
• I is the second moment of area of the tube for a tube without any geometric changes 
[ ] 444 026.1361072
64
mmDDI io =−= π , with D0 = 50.8 mm and Di = 44.4 mm 
• L is the length of the tube, either 100 mm or 400 mm 
 
In Table 3.8 the calculated theoretical critical load values are given for the different tube lengths 
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Table 3.9 Theoretical critical load values for the two tube lengths 
 
These critical load values are higher than the experimentally observed values, as plastic yielding 




Figure 3.117 Euler buckling load schematic for a pin-ended column [41] 
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3.6.3. Comparison of the maximum load results for the 100 mm tubes 
3.6.3.1. Tubes with the solid bar 
In Table 3.10 the experimental maximum load values are compared for the normal, horizontal 
and spiral grooved tubes with a length of 100 mm with a solid bar.  Refer to Figures 3.13 – 15, 
and Tables 3.6-3.8 for a description of the tests.  In Figure 3.118 a graph is shown of the 
comparison between the maximum loads given in Table 3.10. 
 
Test name File name Displacement [mm] Maximum load [kN] 
Test C NTSBTestC3 7.663 121.175 
Test G HGTSBTestG 45.333 125.125 
Test H HGTSBTestH 42.4 127.6 
Test I HGTSBTestI1 49.7 119.3 
Test G SGTSBTestG1 50 116.85 
Test H SGTSBTestH1 44.83 86.95 
Test I SGTSBTestI1 8.58 62.6 
 























Test case name Maximum load  [kN]  
Figure 3.118 Comparison graph of the maximum loads for the 100mm tubes 
 
In Figure 3.199 the load vs. displacement graphs are given for Table 3.10 and Figure 3.118. 
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Load [NTSBTestC3] Load [HGTSBTestG] Load [HGTSBTestH]
Load [HGTSBTestI1] Load [SGTSBTestH1] Load [SGTSBTestG1]
Load [ SGTSBTest I1]
 
Figure 3.119 Load comparison graph for tubes with a length of 100 mm with solid bar support 
 
In Figure 3.119 the tube with a horizontal cut groove at a pitch of 12.5 mm has the highest load 
value of 127.3 kN at a compressed distance of 42.4 mm, while the normal tube has a maximum 
load value of 121.175 at a compressed distance of 7.663 mm. 
 
3.6.3.2 Tubes without the solid bar support 
 
In Table 3.11 the experimental maximum load values are compared for the normal and 
horizontal grooved tubes with a length of 100 mm without a solid bar.  Refer to Figures 3.13 – 
15, and tables 3.6-3.8 for a description of the tests.  In Figure 3.120 a graph is shown of the 
comparison between the maximum loads. 
 
Test  name File name Displacement [mm] Maximum load [kN] 
Test D NTNSBTestD 7.30 107.4 
Test K HGTNSBTestK 5.6 65.5 
Test L HGTNSBTestL 4.8 62 
 
Table 3.11 Comparison of the experimental maximum load results for tubes with length of 100 
mm 
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Test case name Maximum load  [kN]
 
Figure 3.120 Comparison graph of the maximum loads for the 100mm tubes with out solid bar 
support 
 
In Figure 3.120 the maximum load of 107.4 kN is measured for the normal tube, and the lowest 
value of 62 kN for the tube with a pitch of 12.5 mm and cut depth of 1.6 mm. 
 
3.6.4 Comparison of the maximum load results for the 400mm tubes 
In this section the maximum load values are compared for the tubes with a length of 400 mm.  
In section 3.6.4.1 the tubes with the solid bar will be compared, and in section 3.6.4.2 the tubes 
without the solid bar support. 
 
3.6.4.1 Tubes with the solid bar 
In Table 3.12 the experimental maximum load values are compared for the normal, horizontal 
and spiral grooved tubes with a length of 400 mm with solid bar support.  Refer to Figures 3.13 
– 15, and tables 3.6-3.8 for a description of the tests.  In Figure 3.121 a graph is shown of the 
comparison between the maximum loads.   
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Test name File name Displacement [mm] Maximum load [kN] 
Test A NTSBTestA 188.8 140.4 
Test A HGTSBTestA 198.6 122.6 
Test B HGTSBTestB 198.1 175.4 
Test C HGTSBTestC1 190 117.9 
Test D HGTSBTestD1 194.6 115.7 
Test A SGTSBTestA 198.3 167.1 
Test B SGTSBTestB 192.3 142.8 
Test C SGTSBTestC 87.3 71.6 
 



















NTSBTestA HGTSBTestA HGTSBTestB HGTSBTestC1HGTSBTestD1 SGTSBTestA SGTSBTestB SGTSBTestC
Test case name Maximum load  [kN]
 
Figure 3.121 Comparison graph for the maximum loads of the 400 mm tubes with solid bar 
support 
 
In Figure 3.121 the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 12.5 mm has the highest load of 
175.2 kN, and the lowest load was recorded for the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 7 mm 
with a value of 71.6 kN. 
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Load [NTSBTestA] Load [HGTSBTestA] Load [HGTSBTestB] Load [HGTTestC1]
Load [HGTSBTestD1] Load [SGTSBTestA] Load [SGTSBTestB] Load [SGTSBTestC]
 
Figure 3.122 Comparison of Load vs. Displacement graph for the 400 mm tubes with solid bar 
support 
 
In Figure 3.122 the load vs. displacement values are given for the tubes tested during the 
experimental investigation phase.  Distinctive patterns can be observed from the graph for each 
of the individual group of tubes.  The spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 7 mm has a similar 
pattern as the normal tube, but with a lower first buckling load.  Lower first buckling loads are 
obtained with the introduction of grooves, either horizontal of spiral, as compared to the normal 
tube. 
 
3.6.4.2 Tubes without the solid bar 
 
In Table 3.13 the experimental maximum load values are compared for the normal, horizontal 
and spiral grooved tubes with a length of 400 mm without solid bar support.  Refer to Figures 
3.13 – 15, and tables 3.6-3.8 for a description of the tests.  In Figure 3.123 a graph is shown of 
the comparison between the maximum loads.   
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Test name File name Displacement [mm] Maximum load [kN] 
Test B NTNSBTestB 20.67 104.025 
Test E HGTNSBTestE 6.5 63.2 
Test F HGTNSBTestF 5.1 54.1 
Test D SGTNSBTestD 6.7 61.3 
Test E SGTNSBTestE 5.8 61.2 
Test F SGTNSBTestF 5 64.4 
 





















NTNSBTestB HGTSBTestE HGTSBTestF SGTNSBTestD SGTNSBTestE SGTNSBTestF
Test case name Maximum load  [kN]  
Figure 3.123 Comparison graph for the 400 mm tube maximum loads without solid bar support 
 
In Figure 3.123 the maximum load for the 400 mm tubes without the solid bar is found for the 
normal tube at a value of 104.025 kN.  The lowest maximum load value is for the horizontal 
grooved tube with a pitch of 12.5 mm at 54.1 kN.   For the spiral grooved tubes, the tube with a 
pitch of 7 mm has the highest maximum load value of 64.4 kN.  The maximum load values 
differ between the pitches of 13 and 10 mm respectively by 0.1 kN. 
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3.6.5 Pitch angle maximum load results comparison for the spiral grooved tubes 
In section 3.6.5.1 the pitch angle is calculated for the given pitch for the spiral grooved tubes.  A 
constant cut depth of 1.6 mm is maintained for all the tubes, as described in Table 3.7, and only 
for the solid bar supported tubes.  Only the tested 400 mm tubes will be compared. 
 
3.6.5.1 Pitch angle comparison 




πα 2tan =           (3.3) 














Figure 3.124 Pitch angle for the spiral grooved tubes [59-60] 
 
Test name File name Pitch angle[ º] Displacement [mm] Maximum load [kN] 
Test A SGTSBTestA 2.68 198.3 167.1 
Test B SGTSBTestB 3.82 192.3 142.8 
Test C SGTSBTestC 4.96 87.3 71.6 
 
Table 3.14 Pitch angle comparison for tubes with a 400 mm length 
 
The data in Table 3.12 was extracted and the pitch angle calculated to obtain Table 3.14.  In 
Figure 3.125 the maximum load and pitch angle are compared for the different test done 
experimentally.   
α Pitch 
Circumference of cylinder
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Figure 3.125 Pitch angle vs. maximum load value comparison graph for tubes with a length of 400 
mm 
 
The maximum load values decreases as the pitch angle decreases.  By increasing the pitch angle, 
i.e. increasing the pitch, an increase in the maximum load can be expected.  The experimental 




























Load [Test A] Load [Test B] Load [Test C]
 
Figure 3.126 Comparison of Load vs. Displacement graph [400mm spiral grooved tubes] 
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In Figure 3.126 the load as a function of the displacement is shown for the different pitches for 
the 400 mm spiral grooved tubes.  The tube with a pitch of 13 mm has the highest load value, 
while the tube with the lowest pitch has the lowest load value.  See Figure 3.125 and Table 3.14 
for the specific values. 
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3.6.6 Energy comparison for all the tubes used in the experimental testing 
3.6.6.1 Introduction 
The energy graphs generated in sections 3.5.2-3.5.4 are used for comparison of the absorbed 
energy results for the tubes with solid and without solid bar, for both the 100 mm and 400 mm 
tubes.  Linear and polynomial trend lines are used to determine the energy absorbed for every 
0.5 mm increment in the test data. 
 
3.6.6.2 Absorbed energy for the 100 mm tubes with solid bar  
In Table 3.15 the linear trend line equation and coefficient of determination are given.  X 
indicates the displacement that is used in the equation and is the variable in the equation until a 
displacement of 50 mm is reached.  The energy absorbed is calculated using the linear trend line 
equation.  In Figure 3.127 the absorbed energy is given for all the 100 mm tubes with solid bar 
support using the linear trendline obtained from the experimental results. 
 
Test name File name Trend line 
equation 
Coefficient of 
determination [ R2] 
Energy absorbed 
[J]  
Test C NTSBTestC3 Y = 82.946*X R2=0.9929 4435.8 
Test G HGTSBTestG Y = 75.12*X R2=0.982 3756 
Test H HGTSBTestH Y = 78.473*X R2=0.971 3923.65 
Test I HGTSBTestI1 Y = 75.569*X R2=0.9909 3778.45 
Test G SGTSBTestG3 Y = 72.994*X R2=0.9834 3649.7 
Test H SGTSBTestH1 Y = 63.934*X R2=0.9851 3196.7 
Test I SGTSBTestI1 Y = 44.689*X R2=0.997 2234.45 
 
Table 3.15 Absorbed energy trend line equations for all the 100 mm tubes with solid bar support 
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Figure 3.127 Comparison of Energy vs. Displacement values graph [100 mm tubes] 
 
In Figure 3.127 the normal tube, NTSBTestC3 has the highest energy value of 4435.8 J at a 
compressed distance of 50 mm.  In Table 3.16 a comparison is made between the highest energy 
values from the experimental tests, and the linear trendline used in Table 3.15. 
 
Test name Test case name Compressed 
distance 
[mm] 
Energy absorbed [J]  
(Practical) 
Energy absorbed [J] 
(linear trendline) 
Test C NTSBTestC3 47.980 4356.964 4435.8 
Test G HGTSBTestG 50.083 4127.747 3756 
Test H HGTSBTestH 49.8 4311.402 3923.65 
Test I HGTSBTestI1 49.8 4069.804 3778.45 
Test G SGTSBTestG3 49.999 3968.603 3649.7 
Test H SGTSBTestH1 49.998 3440.29 3196.7 
Test I SGTSBTestI1 49.999 2262.095 2234.45 
 
Table 3.16 Absorbed energy comparison for all the 100 mm tubes with solid bar support 
 
3.6.6.3 Absorbed energy for the 100 mm tubes without solid bar  
 
In Table 3.17 the linear trend line equation and coefficient of determination are given for a 
displacement of 13 mm.  In Figure 3.128 the absorbed energy is given for all the 100 mm tubes 
without the solid bar support.  All the tests were stopped after 13 mm of compression. 
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Energy absorbed [J]  
Test D NTNSBTestD Y = 67.057*X R2=0.9314 871.741 
Test K HGTNSBTestK Y = 63.684*X R2=0.9715 827.892 
Test L HGTNSBTestL Y = 49.886*X R2=0.9855 648.518 
 
Table 3.17 Absorbed energy trend line equations for all the 100 mm tubes without solid bar 
support 
 
In Table 3.17 the absorbed energy value for the normal tube is the highest at 871.741 J at a 
compressed distance of 13 mm.  The horizontal grooved tube with pitch of 12.5 mm has the 


































Figure 3.128 Absorbed energy comparisons for all 100 mm tubes without solid bar 
 
In Figure 3.128 the absorbed energy value indicated by the linear trend lines show the difference 
in the values between the normal and horizontal grooved tubes.  The lower absorbed energy 
value is due to the mass removed from the horizontal grooved tubes by the groove being cut 
into the tube body. 
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3.6.6.4 Absorbed energy for 400 mm tubes with solid bar support 
 
In Table 3.18 the energy values are given for the 400 mm tubes with the solid bar support. 
Figure 3.129 gives the comparison of the energy as a function of the displacement for all the 
tubes tested during the experimental investigation.  HGTSBTestB and SGTSBTestB gave the 
highest energy values of 20606.85 J at 198.7 mm compression, and 20439.884 J at 198.5 mm 
compression respectively.  
 
Test  name File name Displacement [mm] Energy value [J] 
Test A NTSBTestA 198.7 19877.596 
Test A HGTSBTestA 198.8 15590.037 
Test B HGTSBTestB 198.7 20606.859 
Test C HGTSBTestC 198.8 17512.213 
Test C1 HGTSBTestC1 199 16224.235 
Test D HGTSBTestD 179.8 15996.036 
Test D1 HGTSBTestD1 198.6 18209.529 
Test A SGTSBTestA 198.8 20032.723 
Test B SGTSBTestB 198.5 20439.884 
Test C SGTSBTestC 198.8 10664.316 
 
Table 3.18 Energy values for the 400 mm tubes with solid bar support 
 
In Table 3.19 the linear trendline energy values are given for the test cases given in Table 3.18.  
The absorbed energy from the linear trendline energy values is lower than the experimentally 
measured values. 
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Figure 3.129 Comparison of energy vs. displacement values for the 400 mm tubes with solid bar 
support 
 




Energy absorbed [J] 
Test A NTSBTestA Y = 96.26*X R2=0.9966 19252 
Test A HGTSBTestA Y = 75.115*X R2=0.9986 15023 
Test B HGTSBTestB Y = 90.208*X R2=0.9706 18041.6 
Test C HGTSBTestC Y = 84.332*X R2=0.9971 16866.4 
Test C1 HGTSBTestC1 Y = 79.492*X R2=0.9993 15898.4 
Test D HGTSBTestD Y = 87.436*X R2=0.9985 17487.2 
Test D1 HGTSBTestD1 Y = 89.698*X R2=0.9943 17939.6 
Test A SGTSBTestA Y = 87.76*X R2=0.9715 17552 
Test B SGTSBTestB Y = 92.293*X R2=0.9728 18458.6 
Test C SGTSBTestC Y = 53.815*X R2=0.9997 10763 
 
Table 3.19 Linear trendline energy values for the 400 mm tubes with solid bar support 
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3.6.6.5 Absorbed energy for the without solid bar 400 mm tubes 
In Table 3.20 the linear trend line equation and coefficient of determination are given for the 400 
mm tubes without the solid bar.   
 
Test name File name Displacement [mm] Energy absorbed [J] 
Test B NTNSBTestB 64.83 4588.233 
Test E HGTNSBTestE 17.8 812.071 
Test F HGTNSBTestF 22.2 738.672 
Test D SGTNSBTestD 25.2 997.371 
Test E SGTNSBTestE 24.2 871.221 
Test F SGTNSBTestF 21 783.338 
 
Table 3.20 Absorbed energy trend line equations for all the 400 mm tubes without solid bar 
 
In Table 3.20 the normal tube has the higher energy absorbed with a value of 4588.233 J 
compared at the distance the hydraulic ram had compressed the tube.  The energy absorbed is a 
function of the compressed length and the local buckling load.  The method of constraint also 
influences the energy absorbed.  The other tests ended at different compressed distances as 
indicated in Table 3.20 with lower absorbed energy values. 
 
In Table 3.21 the linear trend line equation, coefficient of determination and energy absorbed are 
given for the 400 mm tubes without the solid bar for a compressed distance of 65 mm.  Each of 
the tests was calculated until a compressed distance of 65 mm is reached to compare the 
absorbed energy for the different tests. 
 




Energy absorbed [J] 
Test B NTNSBTestB Y = 73.956*X R2=0.9767 4807.14 
Test E HGTNSBTestE Y = 46.423*X R2=0.9797 3017.495 
Test F HGTNSBTestF Y = 38.861*X R2=0.9724 2525.965 
Test D SGTNSBTestD Y = 43.538*X R2=0.981 2829.97 
Test E SGTNSBTestE Y = 401.317*X R2=0.9631 2685.605 
Test F SGTNSBTestF Y = 43.221*X R2=0.9637 2809.365 
 
Table 3.21 Absorbed energy trend line equations for all the 400 mm tubes without solid bar 
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In Figure 3.130 the absorbed energy is given for all the 400 mm tubes without the solid bar.  The 
normal tube test was stopped after 65 mm of compression, and the other tests at different 
distances of compression when the positioning plates started slipping, as shown in Table 3.20.  
Each of the tests absorbed energy values were calculated until a compressed distance of 65 mm 





























Figure 3.130 Absorbed energy comparisons for all 400 mm tubes without solid bar support 
 
In Figure 3.130 the normal tube has the higher absorbed energy value of 4807.14 J at a 
compressed distance of 65 mm as compared with the other tests.  The horizontal grooved tube 
with a pitch of 12.5 mm has the lowest absorbed energy of 2525.965 J at the same compressed 
distance. 
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3.7 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Some conclusions will be made in section 3.7.1, and from the experimental investigations some 
recommendations will be made in section 3.7.2 for the numerical investigation of Chapter 5.   
 
3.7.1 Conclusion 
In Table 3.22 the maximum load and absorbed energy are shown for the 100 mm tubes, and in 
Table 3.23 the values for the 400 mm tubes with solid bar support which were tested. 
 
Test name File name Maximum Load [kN] Energy [J] 
(Experimental) 
Energy [J]          
(Linear trendline)  
Test C NTSBTestC3 121.175 4356.964 4435.8 
Test G HGTSBTestG 125.125 4127.747 3756 
Test H HGTSBTestH 127.6 4311.402 3923.65 
Test I HGTSBTestI1 119.3 4069.804 3778.45 
Test G SGTSBTestG3 116.85 3968.603 3649.7 
Test H SGTSBTestH1 86.95 3440.29 3196.7 
Test I SGTSBTestI1 62.6 2262.095 2234.45 
 
Table 3.22 Comparison of the values for the 100 mm tubes tested with solid bar support 
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Test A NTSBTestA 140.4 19877.596 19252 
Test A HGTSBTestA 122.6 15590.037 15023 
Test B HGTSBTestB 175.4 20606.859 18041.6 
Test C HGTSBTestC 120.5 17512.213 16866.4 
Test C1 HGTSBTestC1 117.9 16224.235 15898.4 
Test D HGTSBTestD 111.6 15996.036 17487.2 
Test D1 HGTSBTestD1 115.7 18209.529 17939.6 
Test A SGTSBTestA 167.1 20032.723 17552 
Test B SGTSBTestB 142.8 20439.884 18458.6 
Test C SGTSBTestC 71.6 10664.316 10763 
 
Table 3.23 Comparison of the values for the 400 mm tubes tested with solid bar support 
 
From the obtained experimental results, shown in Table 3.22-23 and the relevant sections in this 
chapter, the following conclusions can be made: 
• A decrease in the pitch for the horizontal grooved tubes resulted in an increase in 
maximum load, as can be seen in Table 3.22-23 for both tube lengths.  Test B (pitch of 
12.5 mm), has the greatest maximum energy value of 20606.859 J due to the crack failure 
of the midsection. 
• A decrease in the cut depth for the horizontal grooved tubes resulted in an decrease for 
all the variables measured as shown by Test I in Table 3.22 
• The compression of the horizontal grooved tube forces the grooves closed from the 
bottom upwards in the tube with a pitch of 25 mm.  The deformation pattern starts 
when, between grooves one and two, midsection 1 ise collapsed.  Directly afterwards 
midsection 2, between grooves three and four, is deformed, before the midsection 3, 
between groove two and three, is collapsed.  See Figure 3.131 for a detailed sketch of the 
process, and Figure 3.41 for a photograph for the process of deform pattern formation 
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Figure 3.131 Horizontal grooved tube sketch 
 
• For the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 12.5 mm the grooves are closed with the 
downward compression of the tube, and the midsections are forced to slide over each 
until the midsections shear 
• Increasing the pitch for the 100 mm spiral grooved tubes resulted in an improvement for 
all the measured variables 
• For the 400 mm spiral grooved tubes Test B (pitch of 10 mm) has the highest energy 
value of 20439.884 J as compared to the other two pitches investigated.   This can be 
attributed to crack failure of the midsection. 
• A distinctive deformation pattern could be identified for all the grooved tubes.  For the 
spiral grooved tubes the deformation pattern started at the bottom of each tube, and 
moved upwards.  Each of these tubes had a different deformation pattern dependant on 
the pitch of the groove 
• A 13 mm pitch spiral grooved tube deformation pattern started at the bottom with the 
closure of the gap between the midsections, followed by shearing and twisting motion 
between two adjacent midsections.  Bulging of the midsections followed the shearing and 
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Figure 3.132 Spiral grooved tube with Pitch = 13 mm  
 
• The deformation pattern development of the spiral cut tubes is more consistent because 
the deformation pattern starts at the bottom and moves upward, while the normal tube 
forms two lobes at the bottom before forming a lobe at the top of the tube (Fig. 3.35).  
In the case of the horizontal grooved tube a staggered deformation pattern is observed, 
and the pattern is dependant on the weakest midsection of the tube where local buckling 
occurs 
From the conclusions made a numerical investigation using the Finite Element Method will be 
done on the following grooved tubes with a constant cut depth of 1.6 mm in Chapter 4:  
• Horizontal grooved tube with a 12.5 mm pitch 
• Horizontal grooved tube with a 25 mm pitch 
• Spiral grooved tube with a 10 mm pitch 
• Spiral grooved tube with a 13 mm pitch 
 
A normal tube will be used as a benchmark for the grooved tubes.  A Finite Element model will 
be generated for a spiral-grooved tube with a pitch of 25 and 50 mm respectively, to be used in 
comparing the absorbed energy by increasing the pitch of the groove.  The increase of the pitch 
to 50 mm for the horizontal grooved tube will also be investigated.  The introduction of material 
discontinuities at the horizontal grooved tube pitch of 25 mm will also be investigated. Refer to 
Figure 4.1 for a description of the models that will be analysed. 
 
The experimental investigation showed a new set of yielding modes that were observed for the 
spiral cut grooved tubes.  Increasing the pitch lead to an increase in the maximum load value. 
Correspondingly an increase in the energy absorption capabilities of these tubes.   
 
A horizontal cut into the wall thickness lead to a localised yielding mode between the cut 
grooves.  A better deformation pattern than for the normal tube case was obtained.  A pitch of 
12.5 mm produced the best results.  The pitch was chosen using the method by described by 
Abramowicz and Jones [18], for determining length between two lobes.  See Chapter 2 for a 
description of the method. 
Gap closure direction 
Midsection Spiral groove
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3.7.2 Recommendations 
Based on the experimental investigation done in this chapter the following recommendations can 
be made:  
• Increasing the pitch for the spiral grooved tubes beyond the 13 mm used in this 
investigation, may lead to an optimum point in energy absorption being reached for the 
specific material used, based on the deformation patterns observed for the spiral grooved 
tubes 
• An increase in the cut depth and width may be attempted to see if an improvement in 
the maximum energy absorption capabilities can be achieved for the specific material in 
the numerical investigation 
• Using a different material for the same set of parameters can be attempted to see if an 
improvement in the energy absorption capabilities is possible 
• Instead of cutting the grooves into the wall, a cutting torch can be used toe alter the 
material properties by heating the section and inducing a localised material non linearity 
 
In Chapter 4 a numerical investigation will be done to verify the experimental results of this 
chapter for the same deformation rates that were used in the experimental procedure. 
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CHAPTER 4 NUMERICAL MODELLING OF ALUMINIUM 
TUBES WITH IMPERFECTIONS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter is devoted to the Finite Element Method models alluded to in the previous chapter 
that were used in the experimental investigation.  In section 4.2 a brief introduction into the 
Finite Element Method is given that will be used in the numerical simulation of the different 
mechanical behaviour of the tubes under investigation.   
 
Section 4.3 describes  
• the geometry generation process,  
• material model used in the analysis,  
• Riks method used for the post buckling analysis for the axisymmetric models 
• Dynamic, Explicit method for the 3D models 
• contact models used in the Interaction module,  
• applied boundary and field conditions used in each of the models,  
• meshing techniques applied for the normal, horizontal grooved, spiral and changed 
material property grooved tubes  
 
Section 4.4 gives the results for the Finite Element Method models generated in Section 4.3.  A 
comparison is made between the results from the Finite Element Method and the experimental 
investigation in Section 4.5.  Conclusions are made in Section 4.6 from the work done in this 
chapter, to facilitate the development of a conceptual design for the automotive industry in 
Chapter 5. 
 
The main purpose of this chapter is to simulate the experimental process for the post buckling 
behaviour of the normal and grooved tubes as closely as possible, and to compare the obtained 
results between the experimental and numerical investigations.  All the models generated in this 
chapter are simulated using the ABAQUS Finite Element Method software [13-15, 77, 81, 82, 
and 87].   
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4.2 FINITE ELEMENT METHOD OVERVIEW 
4.2.1 Introduction 
In the numerical investigation the Finite Element Method (FEM) was used.  This numerical 
method is used to approximately solve engineering problems in the fields of stress analysis, heat 
transfer, electromagnetism and fluid flow.  The Finite Element method is an approximation 
method in which the structure is divided into smaller regions called elements, which are 
connected at points called nodes [76].  These elements can be one-, two- or three dimensional.  
 
A variable, such as temperature or displacement, is assumed to act over the region in a 
predefined manner.  The number and type of elements are chosen to approximate the variable 
distribution through the region or body by combining their respective elemental representations.  
Elemental distributions can be defined by a polynomial or trigonometric function.  This phase of 
the analysis method is called the discretization phase [76]. 
 
After the discretization phase, each element’s governing equations are determined and combined 
to give the system equations.  The nodal coordinates, material properties, boundary conditions 
and loading conditions are added to the system equations and solved for the particular variable 
[76]. 
 
The finite element method can be used to analyse structural and non structural problems that 
include:   
• Stress analysis of structures and components 
• Buckling  
• Vibration analysis of structures and components 
• Heat transfer problems 
• Fluid flow 
• Electrical or magnetism problems 
• Acoustics 
• Impact and crash analysis 
• Soil mechanics 
• Piezoelectric analysis [77,79] 
These problems can be either linear, non linear or transient.  A wide range of finite element 
method software packages are available, and some are application specific, while the other 
software packages are more general purpose packages. 
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4.2.2 Basic steps in the Finite Element Method  
In the finite element method certain steps are generally followed to analyse a component or part 
[10, 76, 78-80].  The three basic steps used in finite element modelling are as follows: 
1. Create and discretize the geometry of the problem or part:  The part is created either in a 
CAD package or in the finite element software package itself, where after the domain is 
subdivided into nodes and elements.  
2. An approximation function is selected to model the actual physical behaviour of the part.  
The function is a continuous function using the nodal values of each element 
representing the unknown quantity such displacement or temperature.    
3. Assemble the element equations and solve.  A global stiffness matrix is constructed, the 
boundary and load conditions applied, and the set of linear or nonlinear algebraic 
equations solved to obtain the nodal results such as displacement or temperature. 
 
These basic three steps are generally implemented in the software packages as the following 
phases: 
1. Pre-processing phase 
2. Solution / analysis phase  
3. Post processing phase 
 
The pre-processing phase is the phase in which the model is created, material properties 
assigned, analysis procedure defined and the output variables selected, contact conditions 
specified, and the load and boundary conditions applied.   The geometry is meshed in this phase 
by specifying the element type and size, where after the problem is submitted for the analysis 
phase.  In the final phase the calculated output variables are evaluated and the results captured as 
contour or graphical plots.  These results are generally used in the design process firstly to 
indicate stress, vibration, buckling or thermal problem areas, and secondly to evaluate design 
changes before they are implemented in constructing a prototype [79]. 
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4.2.3 Terminology 
In using the ABAQUS/CAE® software for the analysis of the tube models, certain terms will be 
used [11, 13-15, 77, 81, 82, 87].  The generally used terms are described in Table 4.1, and are as 
follows: 
 
No. Term Description 
1. Equivalent plastic strain [PEEQ] Equivalent plastic strain at integration points in the 
model.  In a material it is a scalar variable that is 
used to represent the materials inelastic 
deformation.  If this variable is greater than zero, 
the material has yielded  
2 Explicit Refers to the explicit central-difference time 
integration rule that is used in the explicit dynamic 
procedure  
3 Explicit dynamic procedure This procedure is used to solve mainly two classes 
of problems:  
Transient dynamic  
Quasi-static problems with nonlinear effects, 
which can include geometric, material and 
complex contact 
4 Mass scale factor [MSF] Scaling the masses of all specified elements or 
geometric parts by a constant factor that is 
specified by the user of the program.  Used for the 
computational efficiency of quasi static and some 
dynamic analyses 
5 Mises Von Mises or distortion energy yielding criteria 
stress plot 
6 Riks Riks algorithm used for post buckling behaviour 
analysis 
7  Seed size Size of element or number of elements along an 
edge 
 
Table 4.1 Terminology terms [11, 13-15, 77, 81-82, 87] 
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4.2.4 Conclusion 
 
The finite element method can be applied to various problems in the structural and non 
structural fields, and has certain advantages including 
• Difficult geometries can be modelled  
• Different element types are available, and are either general or problem type specific 
• Static, linear, non linear and dynamic analyses can be run 
• Different material behaviours can be modelled with the method 
• Large and small displacements behaviour can be modelled 
• Automatic mesh generators are used 
• Selective output can be generated 
• Eliminate the building and testing of prototypes 
 
This analysis and design tool is very useful if applied correctly, and used carefully. 
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4.3. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD MODELS  
4.3.1 Introduction 
In the generation of the models for the numerical investigation, symmetry was used to simplify 
the modelling of experimental situations, leading to axisymmetric models for the normal and 
horizontal grooved tubes.  Where this simplification could not be done, a solid model was 
created and used in the numerical investigation for the spiral-grooved tubes.  Table 4.2 indicates 
the geometric parameters for the tubes used during the experimental and numerical 
investigations as received, and Figure 4.1 the geometry generation strategy followed.  A 
comparison is made on the simulation time, and reaction force values between the 2D and 3D 
models. 
 
Description Value Unit 
Outside diameter [Do] 50.8 mm 
Inside diameter [Di] 44.4 mm 
Wall thickness [tw] 3.18 mm 
Mean diameter [ Dm] 47.6 mm 
Tube length [ L ] 100 or 400 mm 
 
Table 4.2 Geometric parameters for the AL 6063-T6 tubes as received. 
 
From Table 4.2 the thickness to outside diameter ratio (tw /Do) is 0.0625; the thickness to inside 
diameter ratio (tw /Di) is 0.0716 and the thickness to mean diameter ratio (tw /Dm) is 0.0668.  
The length of 100 mm to outside diameter ratio (L1 /Do) is 1.968; length of 100 mm to inside 
diameter ratio (L1 /Di) is 2.252; length of 100 mm to mean diameter ratio (L1 /Dm) is 2.1.  The 
ratios were only calculated for the 100 mm tubes that were simulated in this chapter. 
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Figure 4.1 Geometry generation strategy 
 























NT100 100 50.8 44.4 47.6 3.2 0 0 0 
HGT100P125 100 50.8 44.4 47.6 3.2 3.5 1.6 12.5 
HGT100P25 100 50.8 44.4 47.6 3.2 3.5 1.6 25 
SGT100P10 100 50.8 44.4 47.6 3.2 3.5 1.6 10 
SGT100P13 100 50.8 44.4 47.6 3.2 3.5 1.6 13 
HGT100P25Inserts* 100 50.8 44.4 47.6 3.2 3.5 1.6 25 
HGT100P50* 100 50.8 44.4 47.6 3.2 3.5 1.6 50 
SGT100P25* 100 50.8 44.4 47.6 3.2 3.5 1.6 25 
SGT100P50* 100 50.8 44.4 47.6 3.2 3.5 1.6 50 
 
Table 4.3 Numerically investigated models with their respective geometric parameters 
Geometry generation strategy
Axi-symmetric models
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In Table 4.3 the model description for the models is given based on the parametric values of 
Table 4.1.  The tubes are assigned a specific legend based on the parameters shown in Figure 4.2 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Model legend descriptions  
 
Figure 4.2 shows that the legend of a model is dependent on the tube description, length of the 
tube and the pitch used for the specific tube currently under investigation.  Tube description is 
dependent on if the tube is left as received, no grooves made into the wall of the tube, or if 
grooves have been made into the wall of the tube, and if it is horizontal or spiral. 
In Figure 4.3 the normal and the horizontal grooved tube section views are shown, and in Figure 













Spiral grooved tube 
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Figure 4.4 Spiral grooved tube with pitch of 13 mm section view 
 
4.3.2 Geometry generation procedure 
In Section 4.3.2.1 the geometric generation procedure used is explained for the 2D models, and 
in Section 4.3.2.2 the procedure is explained for the 3D models. 
4.3.2.1 Axisymmetric models  
Axisymmetric models were created for the normal and horizontal grooved tubes of different 
lengths using the CAD software package Solidworks® 2001 Plus.  The generation of the tube 
geometry was done as follows 
• A sketch was drawn of the tube profile according to the geometric parameters for the 
specific tube [Table 4.2] 
• The sketch was converted to planar surface  
• The planar surface was then saved as a part  
• The generated part was then saved as an ACIS file (*.SAT file), and the dimensions 
options were set to be in meters, using version 6 of the file format   
The file was then imported into the Part module of the Finite Element Method software 
package, ABAQUS CAE.  See Figure 4.5 for a flow diagram of the geometry generation phase of 
the tube profile. 
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Figure 4.5 Flow diagram for geometry generation of the axisymmetric models 
 
The solid bar and compression plates were modelled as analytical rigid surfaces using the Part 
module.  The ABAQUS/CAE (Complete ABAQUS Environment) module was used to 
assemble the model, whereafter the material model, interaction and boundary conditions were 
applied for each model [11, 13].  In Figure 4.6-7 the planar surface models are shown for 
axisymmetric models. 
 
   
   A      B 
 
Figure 4.6 Planar surface model for the normal tube (a) and the horizontal grooved tube with a 





Exported as an 
ACIS file 
(*.SAT) 
Version 6 in meter 
Imported into ABAQUS/CAE 
[Ver. 6.5.1] 
As an deformable axisymmetric 
solid part 
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Figure 4.7 Planar surface model for the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm 
4.3.2.2 3D models 
A similar procedure was followed as in the generation of the 2D models.  The procedure 
followed for the model generation is as follows: 
• SolidWorks®was used to create a solid part of the current tube under investigation using 
the parameters of Table 4.2  
• The  generated solid part was saved as an ACIS file (*.SAT file), and the dimensions 
option was set to be in meters, using version 6 of the file format 
• The saved file was then imported into ABAQUS/CAE as a 3D deformable solid part.   
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Figure 4 8 Flow diagram for geometry generation of the spiral models 
 
All the geometries under investigation were generated in Solidworks®.  In Figure 4.9 the solid 
part is shown of the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 13 mm. 
  
     A     B  




     (Solid part) 
Exported as an 
ACIS file 
(*.SAT) 
Version 6 in meter 
Imported into ABAQUS/CAE 
[Ver. 6.5.1] 
As an deformable solid part in 
the part module 
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4.3.3 Material model 
Tensile tests were done on each of the tubes bought during the investigation.  In Figure 4.10 a 
comparison graph is shown of the entire range of tensile tests done during the period.  Refer to 




























Stress (AR1) Stress (AR2 ) Stress (AL1) 
Stress (AL2) Stress (HenMT1) Stress (HenMT2)
Stress (HenMT3A) Stress (HenMT4) Stress(Trek1) 
Stress (Trek2) Stress ( Trek2A) Stress (Trek2B)
 
Figure 4.10 Tensile test data for Al 6063-T6 tubes 
 
From Figure 4.10 it was decided to use the tensile test data from test AR2* due to its values 
being lower than the rest of the tests done on the different batches tensile test specimens.  The 
values in Figure 4.10 differ due to the fact that tubes from different batches were bought at 
different stages during the investigation period.  In Figure 4.11 the as received (AR) condition 
tensile test data is shown. 
 
* - AR – As Received condition 
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Stress (AR2 ) 
 
Figure 4.11 Tensile test data for test AR 2  
 
From the nominal stress vs. nominal strain graph the following constants were determined  









Δ== slopeE       (4.1) 
• yield point of the material   
Table 4.4 gives the determined values for AR 2 tensile test data 
 
Description Value Unit 
Young’s modulus 66.89e+09 Pa 
Yield point nominal stress 200.945 MPa 
Yield point nominal strain 0.005138  
 
Table 4. 4  Determined material properties from AR 2 test 
A true stress vs. plastic strain was generated using the following equations 
True stress 
( )nomnomtrue εσσ += 1       (4.2) 
True total strain 
( )nomt εε += 1ln       (4.3) 
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σεε −=       (4.4) 
with 
εpl  true plastic strain 
εt  true total strain 
εnom  nominal strain 
σtrue  true stress 
σnom  nominal stress 
E  Young’s modulus 

























True Stress ( AR 2) Nominal Stress (AR 2) 
 
Figure 4.12 Comparison of true and nominal stress for test AR 2 
 
A MicroSoft® Excel Comma Separated Values file [*.csv] was generated to be used for the 
definition of the plasticity values shown in Table 4.5 required in the ABAQUS FEM models. 
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Table 4.5 True stress and plastic strain values for AR 2 data 
 
In Figure 4.13 the true stress and plastic strain values are shown for a tensile test specimen 
partially annealed and in Figure 4.14 for a fully annealed test specimen.  These material values for 
Figure 4.13-14 were used in the model for the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm, 
where the cut out sections were replaced by inserts with the different section properties. 
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True Stress (FA1) Nominal Stress (FA1) 
 
Figure 4.14 True stress vs. plastic strain graph for fully annealed tensile test specimen 
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4.3.4 Analysis method [STEP module] 
An analysis strategy was developed for both the 2D (axi-symmetric), and the 3D space models 
under investigation for the different types of tubes that were axially compressed during the 
experimental investigation. 
4.3.4.1 Axi symmetric  models 
The following analysis strategy was followed for the 2D axi symmetric models: 
 
1) A 2D axi - symmetric model was created due to the symmetry that exist for both the 
normal and horizontal grooved tubes, and the solid bar used in the experimental 
investigation 
2) Material is assumed to be isotropic and homogenous 
3) The material model used in the analysis is an elastic-plastic model (True stress vs. plastic 
Strain – AR2 values used) 
4) The axial compression process is assumed to be a quasi static process due to the 
compression speed of 5 mm/min used in the experimental investigation 
5) Riks algorithm * is used for the post buckling analysis of the tube 
6) A displacement boundary condition is placed on the reference point of the top plate to 
simulate the compression of the tube in the y-direction  
7) All three degrees of freedom [DOF’s] are constrained for the reference points of the Inner 
Tube and the bottom plate to keep them stationary during the compression process 
8) Seed size for all models to be 0.8 mm 
9) Element type for all the 2D models to be axi symmetric solids with reduced integration 
[CAX8R- 8 node biquadratic, reduced integration].  Reduced integration reduces the 
running time of the analysis. 
10) History values for the reaction force at the top and bottom plate reference points to be 
saved together with the displacement history plot of the top plate reference point 
11) These values will be used to generated a Force vs. Displacement graph for each model 
12) An Energy vs. Displacement graph for each model is generated from the external work 
(ALLWK) values and the displacement values of the top plate reference point 
13) From the Force vs. Displacement graph certain points will be identified, tabled and used 
for the graphic representation of the reaction force and equivalent plastic strain at the 
specific time increment in the graph 
14) The Force vs. displacement graph will be compared with the 3D model graph, whereafter 
both graphs will be compared with the experimentally generated graph 
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15) The energy vs. displacement graph will be compared with the 3D model graph, whereafter 
both graphs will be compared with the experimentally generated graph 
16) Visual comparison will be made between the final deformed shape of the 2D and 3D 
models, which will be compared to the experimental deformed shape 
* The Riks method uses the load as an unknown and solves both the load and displacement 
simultaneously [24, 81-82].  
4.3.4.2 3D models 
An analysis strategy model was developed for the normal, horizontal and spiral grooved models 
that are under investigation, and is as follows: 
1. 3D models were generated in Solidworks®, and the inner tube and plate generated in 
ABAQUS CAE® part module 
2. Material is assumed to be isotropic and homogenous 
3. The material model used in the analysis is an elastic-plastic model (True stress vs. plastic 
Strain – AR2 values used) 
4. The axial compression process is assumed to be a quasi static process due to the 
compression speed of 5 mm/min used in the experimental investigation 
5. Dynamic, Explicit  procedure  is used for the post buckling analysis of the tube 
6. Mass scaling* was used with a factor of a 1000 for the tube section only, or otherwise 
specified in the model being analyzed 
7. A velocity field constraint of 1 m/s is placed on the top plate reference point in the initial 
step to simulate the downward movement of the actuator head before compression is 
initiated, or otherwise specified in the model being analyzed.  The field constraint is in the 
z direction (Direction 3 in Figure 4.15) 
8. A velocity boundary condition of 1 m/s is placed on the top plate reference point to 
simulate the compression of the tube in the z-direction, or otherwise specified in the 
model being analyzed.  (Direction 3 in Figure 4.15) 
9. All six degrees of freedom [DOF’s] are constrained for the Inner Tube and bottom plate 
reference points  
10. The seed size for the normal tube was 0.8  mm, for the horizontal grooved tube 0.8 mm, 
and  for the spiral grooved tube a combination of 0.8 and 1.6 mm seed size was used. 
11. Element type for all the 3D normal and horizontal grooved models to be linear, explicit 
3D stress hexagon solids with reduced integration [C3DR8- 8 node linear brick, reduced 
integration, hourglass control].  Reduced integration is used to reduce the running time of 
the analysis 
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12. Element type for the entire 3D spiral grooved models to be of quadratic order, explicit 3D 
stress tetrahedron solids with reduced integration (C3D10M - 10 node modified quadratic 
tetrahedron).  This type of element has an improved performance as compared to first 
order triangular and tetrahedral elements [81-82] 
13. History values for the reaction force at the top and bottom plate reference points to be 
saved together with the displacement history plot of the top plate reference point 
14. These values will be used to generated a Force vs. Displacement graph for each model 
15. An Energy vs. Displacement graph for each model is generated from the external work 
(ALLWK) values and the displacement values of the top plate reference point 
16. From the Force vs. Displacement graph certain points will be identified, tabled and used 
for the graphic representation of the reaction force and equivalent plastic strain at the 
specific time increment in the graph 
17. The force vs. displacement graph will be compared with the 2D model graph, where after 
both graphs will be compared with the experimentally generated graph 
18. The energy vs. displacement graph will be compared with the 2D model graph, whereafter 
both graphs will be compared with the experimentally generated graph 
19. Visual comparison will be made between the final deformed shape of the 2D and 3D 
models, which will be compared to the experimental deformed shape 
 
This strategy was applied to the model shown in Figure 4.15.  The tube section was changed 
from the normal tube to the horizontal and spiral grooved models in the different analysis.  The 
dynamic explicit procedure is used for general contact conditions, and uses large deformation 
theory [81-82,87].  The models that were investigated underwent large deformations during  the 
axial compression process. 
 
*Mass scaling – artificially increasing the mass of the model.  In ABAQUS/Explicit it is used in 
quasi static analyses for computational efficiency.  Mass scaling can be applied to the entire 
model, or certain elements or element sets [82].  Fixed or variable mass scaling can be used, and 
the user can define a mass scale factor directly [82].  Inertia effects can be introduced if the mass 
scale factor is greater than a certain time period or number of increments [82].  The semi 
automatic mass scaling option was used at the beginning of the step with a mass scale factor of 
1000.  See Appendix B.1.2.3 for a comparison between the different mass scale factors used in 
the 3D normal tube models. 
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Figure 4.15 Assembled normal tube 3D model 
 
4.3.5 Contact analysis  
In Section 4.3.5.1 a brief introduction is given on the contact definition used in the 2D and 3D 
models using the Interaction module of the software.  The contact definition for the 2D models 
is explained in section 4.3.5.2 for the 2D models, and in Section 4.3.5.3 for the 3D models.   
Refer to Appendix B.1.1 for a definition of the surface sets. 
 
4.3.5.1 Introduction  
The contact between the different surfaces of the bodies is defined in the Interaction module of 
the software [13-15, 77, 81-82, 87].  In ABAQUS/Standard contact interactions can be defined 
between surfaces, referred to as surface based contact simulations, and contact elements, 
referred to as contact element based contact simulations.  In ABAQUS/Explicit two contact 
algorithms are used.  The general contact and the contact pair algorithms have different 
advantages and disadvantages depending on the contact that is modelled [87].  A major capability 
is the simulation of contact between rigid and / or deformable bodies.  As explained in sections 
4.3.4.1 and 4.3.4.2 contact will be modelled between analytical rigid and deformable surfaces in 
the 2D models, and between discrete rigid and deformable surfaces in the 3D models [87].  In 
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Figure 4.16 Interaction module screen shot 
  
Surface-to-surface and self-contact interactions will be used in the 2D models, and the general 
contact interaction will be used for the 3D models.  The Interaction Manager is used to create 
and manage the interactions [81].  The contact or interaction properties between surfaces are 
defined by the set called the interaction property set.  In the set the mechanical contact between 
two surfaces are described by the tangential behaviour such as friction or slip, and normal 
behaviour between the surfaces.  The normal behaviour between surfaces can be either hard, 
soft, damped or separation behaviour [87].  Interaction properties are created and managed by 
the Interaction Property Manager [81].  In sections 4.3.5.2 and 4.3.5.3 the interaction 
properties and interaction sets will be given for the 2D and 3D models respectively. 
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4.5.3.2. 2D model contact definition 
Each of the contacting surfaces was assigned a specific legend as shown in Figure 4.16.  In Table 
4.6 the interaction properties are given for the normal tube for both the tangential and normal 
behaviours.  In Appendix B a description is given of the different combinations used in the 
model.  Contact legends 1, 3 and 4 were used in the 2D normal tube models an the results are 







No. Friction formulation Friction coefficient Pressure over closure formulation
1 Penalty 0.1 “Hard” contact 
2 Penalty 0.45 “Hard” contact 
3 Frictionless  “Hard” contact 
4 Penalty 0.3 “Hard” contact 
5 Penalty 0.6 “Hard” contact 
 
Table 4.6 Tangential friction coefficients used in the 2D models 
 
Two types of contact were modelled: 
1. Self contact – tube left (TubeLS) and right (TubeRS) surfaces with a friction coefficient 
of 0.1 [59] 
2. Surface to surface – surface pairs were created and assigned either contact legend 2, 4 





Figure 4.17 Normal tube 2D contact model  
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Contact legend 3 with tangential behaviour frictionless was used to initiate buckling of the 
normal tube, but was changed to contact legend 4 for the horizontal grooved and material 
discontinuity models for all the surface to surface contact pairs.  In Figure 4.18 the normal tube 
2D model is shown after assigning the interaction properties (contact legends) to the interaction 
surface pairs.  The interaction surface pairs were created by selecting the surfaces and creating a 
set for the selected surface. 
 
 
Figure 4.18 Numerically normal tube 2D contact model  
 
4.5.3.3. 3D model contact definition 
In the contact definition of the 3D models the general contact algorithm was chosen with the All 
surface pair definition as shown in Figure 4.19.  Contact legend 4 was used for the interaction 
property as described in Table 4.6, and assigned the name Contact.  The interaction between the 
tube section and the other parts in the model was labelled Contact. 
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Figure 4.19 Interaction manager screenshot for a 3D model 
 
4.3.6 Boundary conditions [Load module] 
The boundary conditions that were applied are discussed in section 4.3.6.1 for the 2D models, 
and in section 4.6.3.2 for the 3D models. 
 
4.3.6.1 2D model boundary conditions 
In Figure 4.20 the reference points are shown where the boundary conditions are applied, which 
are given in Table 4.7.  In the Step module the compression step stop criteria for the simulation is 
set at 0.05 m, which is the same as the displacement boundary condition for the top plate 
reference point [TPRP] in Table 4.7.  In Appendix A.1 the input file for the 2D normal tube is 
given with the specified boundary constraints. 
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Figure 4.20 Boundary conditions reference points 
 
Boundary name Initial step Compression step 
Top plate Reference point 
[TPRP] 
U1 = 0, U2 = 0 , UR 3 = 0 U1 = 0, U2 = -0. 05, UR 3 = 0
Bottom plate Reference point 
[BPRP] 
U1 = 0, U2 = 0 , UR 3 = 0 U1 = 0, U2 = 0 , UR 3 = 0 
Inner solid bar Reference point 
[IBRP] 
U1 = 0, U2 = 0 , UR 3 = 0 U1 = 0, U2 = 0 , UR 3 = 0 
 
Table 4.7 Boundary constraints for the 2D models 
 
4.3.6.2 3D model boundary conditions 
In Figure 4.15 the reference points are shown where the boundary conditions are applied, which 
are given in Table 4.8.  A field constraint (FC), to simulate the actuator speed before contact 
between the top plate and the tube section, was created and applied on the top plate reference 
point (TPRP) in the initial step.  The velocity option was activated for the field constraint (FC) 
and the magnitude of the field constraint velocity was the same as the boundary velocity 
constraint in the compression step.  In Table 4.9 the field constraint is given for the top plate 
reference point (TPRP).  All velocity vectors are based on the global coordinate system.  In 
Appendix H the input file for the 3D normal tube is given with the specified boundary and field 
constraints. 
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Boundary name Initial step Compression step 
Top plate Reference 
point [TPRP] 
V1 = 0, V2 = 0 , V3 = 0, 
 VR 1 = 0, VR 2 = 0, VR 3 = 0 
V1 = 0, V2 = 0 , V3 = -1,  
VR 1 = 0, VR 2 = 0, VR 3 = 0 
Bottom plate Reference 
point [BPRP] 
V1 = 0, V2 = 0 , V3 = 0,  
VR 1 = 0, VR 2 = 0, VR 3 = 0 
V1 = 0, V2 = 0 , V3 = 0,  
VR 1 = 0, VR 2 = 0, VR 3 = 0 
Inner solid bar 
Reference point [IBRP] 
V1 = 0, V2 = 0 , V3 = 0,  
VR 1 = 0, VR 2 = 0, VR 3 = 0 
V1 = 0, V2 = 0 , V3 = 0,  
VR 1 = 0, VR 2 = 0, VR 3 = 0 
 
Table 4.8 Boundary constraints for the 3D models 
 
Boundary name Initial step Compression step 
Top plate Reference 
point [TPRP] 
V1 = 0, V2 = 0 , V3 = -1 V1 = 0, V2 = 0 , V3 = -1 
 
Table 4.9 Field constraints for the 3D models 
 
4.3.7 Meshing strategy [Mesh module] 
 
In section 4.3.7.1 the meshing strategy followed for the normal and horizontally grooved tubes 
in 2D and 3D is described, and in section 4.3.7.2 the meshing strategy for the spiral grooved 
tubes is explained. 
4.3.7.1 Normal and horizontally grooved tubes 
The meshing strategy followed for the normal and horizontally grooved tube in 2D is as follows: 
• The part is seeded first by specifying the size of the element.  For the normal and 
horizontal grooved tube 4 elements in the thickness were specified giving a seed size 
of 0.8 mm.  The same seed size was specified for the length of the tube. 
• The seed size was changed to 0.4 mm and 1.2 mm to study the influence mesh 
sensitivity has on the solution time as shown in section 4.4.1 
• The meshing technique used is the free technique with the medial axis algorithm.   
The mesh controls are shown in Figure 4.21 
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• [CAX8R- 8 node biquadratic, reduced integration].  Reduced integration reduces the 








Figure 4.22 Element type control box for the 2D models 
 
The meshing strategy followed for the normal and horizontal grooved tube in 3D is as follows 
• The part is seeded first by specifying the size of the element.  For the normal and 
horizontal grooved tube 4 elements in the thickness were specified giving a seed size 
of 0.8 mm.  The same seed size was specified for the length of the tube. 
• For the horizontal grooved tube, the groove sections were partitioned as shown in 
Figure 4.23 
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Figure 4.23 Partitioned surfaces for horizontal grooved tube 
 




Figure 4.24 Mesh controls for the 3D models 
 
• The Element type used for the 3D normal and horizontal grooved models is a 
linear, explicit 3D stress hexagon solid with reduced integration (C3DR8- 8 node 
linear brick, reduced integration, hourglass control).  The element type control box 
is shown in Figure 4.25.  Reduced integration is used to reduce the running time of 
the analysis. 
Partitioned surfaces
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Figure 4.25 Element type control box for the 3D models 
 
4.3.7.2 Spiral grooved tubes 
The meshing strategy followed for the spiral grooved tube models is as follows 
• The part is seeded first by specifying the size of the element.  For the spiral groove 
section, referred to as the groove, the seed size was specified as 0.8 mm to capture 
the local buckling.  For the remaining tube section, referred to as the tube, a seed 
size of 1.6 mm was specified.  In Figure 4.26 the mesh tube is shown with the 
groove and tube sections 
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Figure 4.26 Meshed spiral grooved model 
 
• The meshing technique used is the free technique with the default algorithm.  The 




Figure 4.27 Mesh controls for the 3D models 
 
• The Element type used for spiral grooved models is a modified quadratic tetrahedral 
element (C3D10M – a 10 node modified quadratic tetrahedron).  An advantage of 
the specific element is that it can be used for contact and large deformation 
Tube section
Groove section 
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problems, and exhibits minimal shear and volumetric locking.  An increase in the 
solution time is experienced using this type of element.   The element type control 




Figure 4.28 Element type control box for the spiral grooved models 
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4.4 FINITE ELEMENT METHOD RESULTS 
 
In the following sections, section 4.4.1-4.4.3, the results are shown for the tube with no cut, 
the normal tube, the tubes with the horizontal cut grooves, and lastly the tube with a spiral 
cut groove made into the tube.  In section 4.4.4 parametric models for the horizontal and 
spiral grooved tube are shown where the pitch is increased, or material discontinuities are 
added. 
 
In some instances it was possible to compare the results between the quasi static method for 
the 2D models, and the dynamic explicit models for the 3D models.  In the case for the 
spiral grooved model, only a 3D model was possible because no simplification could be done 
in the symmetry due to the spiral groove that was cut into the wall of the tube. 
 
4.4.1 Normal tube 
 
A normal tube is a tube without any grooves cut into the body of the tube, see Figure 4.6 
section 4.3.1 for a sketch of the tube.  A tube with a length of 100 mm is analysed, for both 
models under investigation.  Refer to Table 4.2 for a description of the model, and the legend 
used in Fig. 4.2.  
 
Model name Seed size Tangential friction coefficient 
NT100A 1.6 0.3 
NT100B 1.2 0.3 
NT100C 0.8 0.3 
 
Table 4.10 Normal tube seed sizes used 
 
A sensitivity analysis was done using the seed sizes shown in Table 4.10, and shown in Figure 
4.29.  The seed size of 0.8 mm gave the best results as compared to the experimental 
investigation as shown in Figure 4.30. 
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Reaction Force (NT100A) Reaction Force (NT100B)
Reaction Force (NT100C) Load (NT100C-Experimental)
 
 
Figure 4.30 Load vs. displacement graph for the 2D normal tube mesh sensitivity analysis and 
experimental results 
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4.4.1.1 2D model results 
A 2D axi-symmetric model was generated for the tube geometry under investigation.  The 
boundary conditions imposed consisted of an analytical rigid surface (plate 1) that is moved 
downwards, while a second analytical rigid surface is constrained in all 6 degrees of freedom.  
The solid bar used in the experimental investigation is represented by an analytical rigid 
surface called the inner tube.  A reference point is assigned on all three the rigid surfaces.  
Model NT100C is used in the representation of the analysis results.  See Appendix B.1.1.3 
for a comparison of the results between the different models. 
4.4.1.1.1 Load values 
Shown in Figure 4.31 is the Force vs. arc length plot for the normal tube, with the maximum 
and minimum values of each variable indicated in the legend on the left hand side of the plot.  
The minimum and maximum load values shown in Table 4.11 were obtained from the graph, 
and a data file was created with these values as shown in the Table 4.12.   These values were 
used to plot the deformation of the tube as a function of the reaction force vector quantity in 
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Legend         Sequence ID      X               Y 
RF2BPRP            25        0.726335         130553. 
RF2BPRP            59         1.53395         39088.2 
RF2BPRP            81         1.68514         92137.8 
RF2BPRP            96         1.78154         82666.3 
RF2BPRP           124         1.81167         99206.3 
RF2BPRP           128         1.81255         98799.9 
RF2BPRP           169         1.81726         133317. 
RF2BPRP           209         1.82241         68659.2 
RF2BPRP           222         1.82245         84162.7 
 
Table 4.11 Selected arc length (x) and reaction force [y] values at the bottom plate reference 
point (BPRP) 
 
Shown in Figure 4.32 is the load vs. displacement of the reaction force at the bottom plate 
reference point (BPRP]), and the axial displacement of the node at the top plate reference 
point (TPRP).  Shown in Table 4.12 are the maximum and minimum values of the plotted 




Figure 4.32 Force vs. Displacement graph for 2D NT100 
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Legend                      Sequence ID       X                      Y 
RF2vsU2BPRPNT100C         25       0.00617842        130553.1 
RF2vsU2BPRPNT100C         59       0.0213836         39088.2 
RF2vsU2BPRPNT100C         81       0.0232571         92137.8 
RF2vsU2BPRPNT100C         96       0.0265417         82666.3 
RF2vsU2BPRPNT100C        128       0.0278648         98799.9 
RF2vsU2BPRPNT100C      169       0.0293744         133317. 
F2vsU2BPRPNT100C         209       0.0492871         68659.2 
RF2vsU2BPRPNT100C       222       0.0502154         84162.7 
 
Table 4.12 Value for force vs. displacement of bottom plate reference point 
 
Shown in Figure 4.33-39 are the deformation plots in the y-direction, 2 in the global 
coordinate system, at that particular increment for the reaction force vector.  The increments, 
Sequence ID, displacement, X, and the reaction force values, Y, are given in Table 4.12.  
The relevant maximum and minimum values for the reaction force are indicated in the 
legend box for both the reference point on the rigid surfaces (plates).  Plate -1.1 is the 
bottom plate, and plate-2.1 is the top plate in the figures with the red arrows indicating the 




Figure 4.33 Deformation plot for increment 25 
First lobe starts 
to form 
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A lobe starts to form in the radial direction in Figure 4.33, and the reaction force reaches a 
maximum value of 130.1 kN during the increment.  The reaction force decreases after this 




Figure 4.34 Deformation plot for increment 59 
 
In increment 59, shown in Figure 4.34, the lobe is further formed as the top part of the tube 
is first twisted away from the top plate.  This is due to the sliding of the top section of the 
tube on the bottom part of the top plate. After the twisting action has been completed, the 
top part of the tube section starts to slide against the bottom part of the top plate in the 
direction of the inner tube until it touches the inner tube. 
 
The top part of the tube section slides against the inner tube as the top plate is displaced 
further downwards in the following increments. 
 
Top part of 
tube section
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Figure 4.35 Deformation plot for increment 81 
 
A second lobe starts to form beneath the first lobe through an inward movement of the 
section shown in Figure 4.35.  This section will form the curvature of the second lobe.  The 
maximum and minimum reaction force values are the same for both reference points, and a 
value of 91.70 kN is recorded at a displacement of 23.25 mm. 
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In Figure 4.36 the first lobe is completed during this increment by the closure of the gap 
between the sides of the lobe. The second lobe starts to move outwards the inner tube in a 
radial direction as seen in the plot.  The load value has decreased to 82.66 kN at a 
displacement of 26.54 mm as seen in Table 4.12 from the previous increment. 
 
 
Figure 4.37 Deformation plot for increment 128 
 
From Figure 4.37 it can be inferred that during the formation the top part of the first lobe is 
pushed against the top plate.  The top section of the tube moves radially outwards with the 
further compression of the inner side of this lobe.  The second lobe touches the inner tube in 
the contact area as shown in Figure 4.37 during further formation.  A load value of 98.98 kN 
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Figure 4.38 Deformation for increment 169 
 
In Figure 4.38 the third lobe starts to form through an outwards movement of the tube 
section in an radial direction.  The displacement of the top plate is 29.37 mm at this 
increment and the reaction force value is 133.31 kN. 
 
 
Figure 4.39 Deformation plot for increment 209 
Lobe 3 
Lobe 2
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In Figure 4.39 the second lobe is closed by establishment of contact between the inner sides 
of the lobe.  The third lobe is near to point of establishing contact between the inner sides of 
the lobe as shown in the Figure 4.39. The displacement during this increment is 49.28 mm, 
and the reaction force value is 68.94 kN as seen in Table 4.12 from the previous increment. 
 
 
Figure 4.40 Deformation plot for increment 221 
 
Lobe three, shown in Figure 4.40, is closed during the increment by the contact between the 
inner sides of the lobe, and a fourth lobe starts to form at the bottom of the tube section.  
The displacement is recorded as 50.21 mm, and the reaction force value at 84.16 kN as seen 
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Load -BPRP Load -TPRP
 
Figure 4.41 Force vs. displacement graph for 2D FEM model 
 
In Figure 4.41 a graphical comparison is made between the reaction force of the top plate 
reference point (TPRP) and the bottom plate reference point (BPRP).  This comparison is 
plotted as a function of the displacement for the top plate reference point (TPRP). 
 
       Legend     Sequence ID       X                     Y 
        TPRP                 25        0.00617842         130565.0 
        BPRP                 25        0.00617842         130553.0 
        TPRP                 59        0.0213836           41747.1 
        BPRP                 59        0.0213836           39088.2 
        TPRP                169        0.0293744          138677. 
        BPRP                169        0.0293744          133317. 
        BPRP                209        0.0492871           68659.2 
        TPRP                209        0.0492871           68659.3 
 
Table 4.13 Reaction force value comparison between the reference points 
 
In table 4.13 the reaction force at the top plate reference point (TPRP) is higher than the 
value at the bottom plate reference point (BPRP), where the Y value is in Newton [N], and 
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the X value is in meter.  Sequence ID is the increment number during the axial compression 
step.  In Table 4.14 the percentage difference of the reaction load values is given. 
 
Displacement [m] Increment Difference in reaction force values [%] 
0.00617842 25 0.009 
0.0213836 59 6.37 
0.0293744 169 3.865 
0.0492871 209 0.00015 
 
Table 4.14 Difference in reaction force values at specific increments 
 
4.4.1.1.2 Equivalent strain 
Equivalent plastic strain plots are shown in Figure 4.42-49 for the same increments as for the 
reaction force values in Table 4.11-12. 
 
 
Figure 4.42 Equivalent plastic strain plot for step 25 
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Figure 4.43 Equivalent plastic strain plot for step 59 
 
The maximum plastic strain concentration occurs at the inner curvature of the lobe, and the 
flattened corner of the tube section as seen in the plot.  The inner tube and top plate lines 
have been omitted from the plot. 
 
 
Figure 4.44  Equivalent plastic strain plot for step 81 
 
In the plastic strain plot of Figure 4.45 an increase in the strain value at the inner bent radius 
is detected as the top plate moves down. 
Inner curvature 
Flattened corner of tube section 
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Figure 4.45 Equivalent plastic strain plot for step 96 
 
The plastic strain value increased from 1.699 to 1.731 at the compressed distance of 26.54 




Figure 4.46 Equivalent plastic strain plot for step 128 
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The equivalent plastic strain value increased with the closure of the gap between the sides of 




Figure 4.47 Equivalent plastic strain plot for step 169 
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Figure 4.48 Equivalent plastic strain plot for step 209 
 
The maximum plastic strain values occur on the inner radii of the different lobes that have 
formed during the compression of the tube as shown in Figure 4.48. 
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The maximum equivalent plastic strain value at the completion of the axial compression of 
the tube is 1.933.  All three lobes that have been formed are closed during this increment. 
4.4.1.1.3 Energy values 
In Figure 4.50 the energy value are shown for the NT100 C model.  The method used to 
calculate the energy values for the top plate reference point (TPRP) and bottom plate 

























Energy - TPRP [NT100C]
 
Figure 4.50 Energy vs. displacement graph for 2D FEM model 
 
The internal energy, plastic dissipation and external energy plots are for whole model, while 
the energy for the top plate reference point [TPRP] and bottom plate reference point [BPRP] 
are calculated from the area beneath their respective load vs. displacement graphs.  Higher 
energy values are obtained from the calculation of these specific reference points, than the 
energy values generated by ABAQUS®.   The difference in energy values can be attributed to 
heat loss during the compression of the tube.   
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Figure 4.51 Deformed shape  plot for final increment 
 
In Figure 4.51 the final step deformation plot is provided for the model, and the 2D model is 
swept through 180˚ to give the specific deformed shape plot.  In Figure 4.52 the magnitude 




Figure 4.52 Magnitude of plastic strain at the model integration points 
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Node 6 of the tube section (NT100VER6-1.320 in the plot) has the highest value of 1.923 as 
indicated by the maximum values legend in Figure 4.52.  In Table 4.13 the run time/solution 
time is given for the 2D model NT100C. 
 
Model name Run time [min:seconds] 
NT100C 31:42 
 
Table 4.15 Solution time for NT100C 
 
4.4.1.2 3D model results 
 
A 3D model was generated for the normal tube geometry under investigation.  The boundary 
conditions imposed consisted of an analytical rigid surface (plate 1) that is moved 
downwards, while a second analytical rigid surface is constrained in all 6 degrees of freedom 
(plate 2).  The solid bar used in the experimental investigation is represented by an analytical 
rigid surface called the inner tube.  A reference point is assigned on all three the rigid 
surfaces.  Model 3DNT100D is used in the representation of the analysis results.  See 
Appendix B.1.2.3 for a comparison of the results between the different models.  In Figure 
4.53 the load vs. displacement graph is shown for the models given in Table 4.16, which is 
compared with the experimental results. 
 




3DNT100A 5000 02:31:46 
3D NT100B 2500 04:16:18 
3D NT100C 1000 05:32:20 
3D NT100D 1 222:25:52 
 
Table 4.16 Mass scale factor comparison for the 3D normal tube models 
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Load [Exp - NT100C]
 
Figure 4.53 Load vs. displacement graph for 3D models 
4.4.1.2.1 Load values 
In Figure 4.54 the reaction force vs. time graph is shown for the bottom plate reference 
point in the model.  The maximum reaction force value for this reference point is 129.548 
kN at a compressed distance of 6.5 mm, as indicated in Table 4.17 for sequence 14.  The 
model used for the data was 3DNT100D with a mass scale factor of 1. 
 
 
Figure 4.54 Reaction force vs. time graph for bottom plate reference point 
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Legend     Sequence ID       X               Y 
RF3            2           0.000500033         98241.4 
RF3           14          0.00650249         129548. 
RF3           53          0.026003         66569.1 
RF3           59          0.0290031         125994. 
RF3           63          0.0310031         126160. 
RF3          100        0.0495031         66813.1 
RF3          101        0.0500031         76519.4 
 
Table 4.17 Reaction force value for the bottom plate reference point [BPRP] 
 
Table 4.17 gives the maximum and minimum values of the reaction force (Y-axis) and the 
displacement (X-axis) for these reaction forces.  In Figure 4.55 - 61 the time step plots are 
given for the reaction force and deformed shape of the tube.  See Appendix B.1.2.3 for the 
different models executed where the mass scale factor was changed. 
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In Figure 4.55 lobes starts to form at the ends of the tube as indicated in the plot.  The 
bottom lobe stays undeformed during the compression process, while the top lobe deforms 
as shown in Figure 4.56  
 
Figure 4.56  Reaction force plot for time step 20 
 
 
Figure 4.57 Reaction force plot for time step 24 
 
First lobe
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The first lobe is nearly closed in step 24, Figure 4.57, and the second lobe starts to form as 
seen in the plot for step 32, Figure 4.58 
 
Figure 4.58 Reaction force plot for time step 32 
 
 
Figure 4.59 Reaction force plot for time step 40 
 
Second lobe
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The second lobe starts to close in step 45, while the first lobe is completely closed in this 
step.  The second lobe is pushed towards the first lobe as the top plate is pushed downwards. 
 
 
Figure 4.60 Reaction force plot for time step 45 
 
 
Figure 4.61  Reaction force plot for time step 50 
 
Second lobe
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In Figure 4.62 both lobes are closed and compressed together.  The bottom lobe the formed 
during the first couple of time steps starts to bulge radially outwards and is inferred to as the 
third lobe shown in the Figure.  Figure 4.62 is a deformation plot of the tube of the tube was 
compressed 50 mm. 
 
 
Figure 4.62 Deformed shape plot for time step 50 
 
Third lobe
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4.4.1.2.2 Energy values 
The energy values for the NT100H model are used in Figure 4.63 and Table 4.18.  The 
































Internal energy Plastic Dissapation 
External work Energy - BPRP
 
 
Figure 4.63 Energy vs. Displacement graph for 3D model 
 
In Figure 4.63 the energy vs. displacement graph is shown for the model.  The area under the 
force vs. displacement graph, Figure 4.54, was used to generate the energy values of the 
bottom plate reference point [BPRP] in the figure (Energy – BPRP).  A higher energy value 
for this point is obtained as compared to the other energy values generated by ABAQUS® as 
seen in Table 4.18. 
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Energy – BPRP 
[J] 
5 546.031 522.863 546.059 640.22 
10 1161.36 1136.58 1161.46 1259.36 
15 1640.5 1612.02 1640.74 1737.79 
20 2032.17 1991.36 2032.53 2128.65 
25 2382.58 2321.67 2383.49 2479.26 
30 2867.93 2779.26 2873.57 3021.04 
35 3453.53 3356.37 3518.79 3608.63 
40 3912.09 3806.51 4031.09 4065.98 
45 4301.49 4181.71 4466.36 4454.48 
49 4589.09 4455.63 4769.58 4746.44 
 
Table 4.18 Energy value comparison for 3D normal tube model 
 
In Table 4.18 the energy values were compared in 5 mm increments.   The calculated energy 
values for the bottom plate reference point [BPRP] were higher than all the other energy 
values except for the 45 and 49 mm comparison values.    
 
4.4.1.3 Comparison between 2D and 3D model results 
In section 4.4.1.3.1 the load values are compared between 2D and 3D models, and in section 
4.4.1.3.2 the energy values between these different models. 
4.4.1.3.1 Load values 
In Figure 4.64 a comparison is made between the load values of the 2D and 3D models for 
the normal tube.  In the graph the 3D model a difference is detected between the 
compressed distance of 10 of 8.68 %, and 25 mm of 1.26% of as the shape of the curve 
differs from the shape of the 2D models shape.  These areas are indicated in the figure.  A 
difference in the shape of the graph is also noticeable between the compressed distances of 
28 and 34 mm where a dip in the graph is seen.  The differences in the shape of the graphs 
are indicated in Figure 4.64 where the reaction force values for both the bottom plate 
reference points are plotted. 
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Reaction Force (2D model) Reaction Force (3D model)
 
Figure 4.64 Reaction force vs. Displacement graph for 2 D and 3D models 
 
The top plate reference point of the 2D model has higher reaction force values than the 
bottom reference points of the 2D and 3D models as shown in Figure 4.65. This maybe 
attributed to the location of the reference points, with the top plate reference point located 
under the point where the displacement boundary condition is applied, and the bottom 

































Reaction Force (2D model-BPRP) Reaction Force ( 2D model-TPRP)
Reaction Force (3D model-BPRP) Reaction Force (3D model-TPRP)
 
Figure 4.65 Load vs. Displacement graph for the 2D and 3D models BPRP 
Areas of difference 
in the graphs 
Areas of difference in 
the graphs 
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In Figure 4.65 the major areas of difference between the reactions force values of reference 
points are indicated on the graph. 
 
In Table 4.19 a comparison is shown of the reaction force values at corresponding distances 








Load – 3D 
model [BPRP] 
Load – 3D model 
[TPRP] 
1 104.852 104.853 104.719 104.899 
5 129.794 129.8 125.012 125.007 
10 98.8303 98.9967 108.226 108.343 
15 70.0051 73.0127 78.526 80.880 
20 45.3756 48.8383 66.187 70.015 
25 88.2504 88.2504 87.151 87.137 
30 130.314 136.255 128.913 154.002 
35 95.9511 100.211 100.055 122.002 
40 80.3168 82.3212 81.079 100.123 
45 73.0609 73.8138 72.810 85.238 
50 84.1627 84.1632 74.198 74.426 
 
Table 4.19 Reaction force value comparison for the 2D and 3D models 
 
4.4.1.3.2 Energy values 
In Figure 4.66 the energy values for the 2D and 3D models are shown.  The models used are 
NT100C for the 2D model, and NT100H for the 3D model.  A close comparison exists 
between the different energy values between the two models2D and 3D models.  In Figure 4 
67-70 comparison graphs are shown for the different energy value sets of the plot in Figure 
4.66. 
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Energy - TPRP [NT100C]
Internal energy [3D NT100H]
Plastic Dissipation [3D NT100H]
External work [3D NT100H]
Energy - BPRP [3D NT100H]
 
 
Figure 4.66 Energy vs. Displacement graph for the 2D and 3D model 
 
In Figure 6.67 the internal energy for the whole model is compared, and in Figure 4.68 the 
plastic dissipation energy, and in Figure 4.69 the external work is shown.  Figure 4.70 shows 































Internal Energy [NT100C] Internal energy [3D NT100H]
 
Figure 4.67 Internal energy vs. Displacement graph for the 2D and 3D models 
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Plastic Dissipation [NT100C] Plastic Dissipation [3D NT100H]
 
































External Work [NT100C] External work [3D NT100H]
 
Figure 4.69 External work vs. Displacement graph for the 2D and 3D models 
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Energy -BPRP [NT100C] Energy - BPRP [3D NT100H]
 
Figure 4.70 Energy vs. Displacement graph for the 2D and 3D models 
 




From Figure 4.64 the load values differ for the 3D model as compared with the 2D model 
for the bottom plate reference point.  The energy values are generally higher for the 3D 
model as compared to the 2D model, Figure 4.67-70.  In Tabel 4.20 a comparison is given of 
the solution time between the models.  Depending on the mass scale factor used for the 3D 
models, the solution time is higher for the 3D models due to the amount of elements used.   
In the 3D model with a mesh size of 0.8 mm, 93000 elements are generated. 
 
Model name Solution time [hour : min :seconds] 
NT100C 0:31:42 
3D NT100H 86:06:05 
 
Table 4.20 Solution time comparison for the 2D and 3D models 
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4.4.2 Horizontal grooved tubes 
In section 4.4.2.1 the results for the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 12.5 mm are given, 
and in section 4.4.2.2 the results for the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm.  In both 
sections the 2D and 3D model load and energy results are presented for the different models 
respectively. 
4.4.2.1 Groove spaced 12.5 mm with constant cut-depth 
In this section the pitch of the horizontal grooved tube is 12.5 mm, and the cut depth has been 
kept constant at 1.6 mm.   Refer to Table 4.3 and section 4.3.1. 
4.4.2.1.1 2D model 
In Section 4.3.2.1 the geometry generation procedure is given for the 2D model, and the 
geometry used is shown in Figure 4.6 B.  The analysis strategy is outlined in section 4.3.4.1.  The 
results for the 2D model are presented in section 4.4.2.1.1.1 and 4.4.2.1.1.2 for a model with 428 
elements using a mesh size of 0.8 mm.  
 
4.4.2.1.1.1 Load values 
In Figure 4.71 the reaction force vs. displacement graph is shown for the model as captured 
from the ABAQUS software.  This data was exported as a *.prn file (formatted text - space 
delimited) and manipulated in Excel® [57].  In Figure 4.72 the manipulated reaction force vs. 
displacement graph is given for the 2D model. 
 
 
Figure 4.71 Reaction force vs. displacement plot for 2D model 
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Reaction force (BPRP) Reaction force (TPRP)
 
Figure 4.72 Reaction force vs. displacement plot for 2D model 
 
In Figure 4.72 the reaction force values are given for the top and bottom plate reference points.  
From a compressed distance of 25 until termination of the test at a compressed distance of 36.95 
mm, the bottom plate reference point (BPRP) had a lower reaction force value as compared to 
the top plate reference point (TPRP) value.  The simulation terminated after 36.95 mm due to 
the time increment required for the analysis is less than the minimum time increment (1E-08) 
specified.  
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In Table 4.21 the reaction force and displacement values are given for the bottom plate reference 
point.  In Figure 4.73 – 84 vector plots are shown for the values in Table 4.21. 
 
       Legend                            Sequence ID        X                Y 
 RF2vsU2HGT100P125BPRP            11      0.00033295          54675. 
  RF2vsU2HGT100P125BPRP           302      0.00560525         78150.9 
  RF2vsU2HGT100P125BPRP           333      0.00939224         67586.8 
  RF2vsU2HGT100P125BPRP           350       0.0111267         71760.8 
  RF2vsU2HGT100P125BPRP           378       0.0152563         67137.5 
  RF2vsU2HGT100P125BPRP           397        0.016961         71995.1 
  RF2vsU2HGT100P125BPRP           407       0.0175136         79502.7 
  RF2vsU2HGT100P125BPRP           451       0.0212172         75111.9 
  RF2vsU2HGT100P125BPRP           472       0.0233223          81808. 
  RF2vsU2HGT100P125BPRP           539       0.0325977         92015.8 
  RF2vsU2HGT100P125BPRP           575       0.0358087         83893.8 
  RF2vsU2HGT100P125BPRP           590       0.0369519         102410. 
 
Table 4.21 Selected displacement (x) and reaction force (y) values at the bottom plate reference 
point (BPRP) 
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Figure 4.73 indicates the reaction force vector plot for step 11 during the compression of the 
horizontal grooved tube.  A reaction force value of 55.36 kN is recorded for both reference 
points.  No deformation is seen in this plot. 
 
 




Figure 4.74 Reaction force vector plot for step 302 
 
Local buckling in groove 
sections 1, 4 and7 
Groove section 1 
Groove section 2 
Groove section 3 
Groove section 4 
Groove section 5 
Groove section 6 
Groove section 7 
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In Figure 4.74 the regions are indicated where local buckling occurs.  The groove section is 
pushed towards the inner tube, and buckling occurs.  In Figure 4.75 the first groove is 
completely closed as indicated with a second section in the process of being closed. 
 
 
Figure 4.75 Reaction force vector plot for step 333 
 
 
Figure 4.76 Reaction force vector plot for step 350 
 
Groove section 6 being 
closed 
Closed groove section 1
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Figure 4.77 Reaction force vector plot for step 378 
 
 
Figure 4.78 Reaction force vector plot for step 397 
Groove sections 1 and 7 closed 
and their corresponding 
midsections moving radially 
outwards during compression 
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Figure 4.79 Reaction force vector plot for step 407 
 
 
Figure 4.80 Reaction force vector plot for step 451 
Groove section 2 being 
closed above closed 
groove section 1 
Groove section 6 being 
closed below closed 
groove section 7 
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Figure 4.81 Reaction force vector plot for step 472 
 
 
Figure 4.82 Reaction force vector plot for step 539 
Groove section 4 closed
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Figure 4.83 Reaction force vector plot for step 575 
 
 
Figure 4.84 Reaction force vector plot for step 590 
 
Groove section 3 closed
Groove section 5 closed
Mid sections moving 
outwards radially 
Excessive 
distortion of the 
elements in 
these regions 
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In Figure 4.84 the midsections between the closed groove sections move radially outward and 
excessive distortion of the elements in these regions occured.  These excessive distortions of the 
elements are shown in Figure 4.85.  In the experimental testing the midsections failed due to 




Figure 4.85 Excessive distortions of elements for step 590 
 
4.4.2.1.1.2 Energy values 
 
In Figure 4.86 the external work done on the whole model is shown from the data generated in 
the software.  In Figure 4.87 a comparison is made between the external work, internal energy 
and the plastic dissipation energy for the whole model after it was manipulated in Excel®. 
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Internal Energy Plastic dissipation External work
 
Figure 4.87 Energy comparison graph for the 2D model 
 
In Figure 4.87 the difference between the internal energy and the external work at a compressed 
distance of 30.03 mm is 0.36 %, and at the termination of the simulation at a distance of 36.96 
mm the difference was 2.39% between the internal and external energy.  In Table 4.22 a 
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comparison is given between the external work, internal energy and plastic dissipation energy for 
the whole model in increments of 5 mm.   The difference in energy values shown in the table is 












0 0 0 0 0 
5.13905 315.638 301.651 319.065 1.074 
10.2463 638.682 624.821 641.436 0.42 
15.2474 955.29 939.877 957.601 0.24 
20.0659 1262.82 1245.67 1264.97 0.17 
25.0374 1591.33 1572.27 1593.86 0.16 
30.0338 1975.41 1955.43 1982.51 0.36 
35.0807 2380.59 2359.5 2423.72 1.78 
36.9983 2535.21 2513.6 2597.39 2.39 
 
Table 4.22 Energy comparison for the 2D model 
 
In Figure 4.88 the equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) plot is given for increment 590 when the 




Figure 4.88 Equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) plot for increment 590 
Regions with the highest 
equivalent plastic strain 
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4.4.2.1.2 3D model 
In Section 4.3.2.2 the geometry generation procedure is given for the 3D model, and the 
geometry used is shown in Figure 4.89.  The analysis strategy is outlined in section 4.3.4.2 for the 
3D model.  The results for the 3D model are presented in section 4.4.2.1.2.1 and 4.4.2.1.2.2 for a 
model with 52096 elements using a mesh size of 0.8 mm.  A mass scale factor of 1 was used in 
the simulation.  See Appendix B.1.2.3 for a comparison between the different mass scale factors 
used in the normal tube model. 
 
 
     A       B 
Figure 4.89 3D model of the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 12.5 mm 
 
In Figure 4.89 A the midsections and horizontal groove sections are shown together with the 
pitch and cut width parameters, while in Figure 4.89 B an isometric view is given for the tube.  
4.4.2.1.2.1 Load values 
In Figure 4.90 the reaction force vs. displacement graph is shown for the model as captured 
from the ABAQUS software.  This data was exported as a *.prn file (formatted text - space 
delimited) and manipulated in Excel® [57].  In Figure 4.91 the manipulated reaction force vs. 
displacement graph is given for the 3D model top and bottom plate reference points. 
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Reaction force (BPRP) Reaction force (TPRP)
 
Figure 4.91 Reaction force vs. displacement plot for the 3D model 
 
In Figure 4.91 the reaction force values are given for the top and bottom plate reference points.  
From a compressed distance of 25 until completion of the simulation, the top plate reference 
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point (TPRP) had a higher reaction force value as compared to the bottom plate reference point 
(BPRP) value.  A similar pattern can be observed from the Figure as compared to Figure 4.72 for 
the 2D model of the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 12.5 mm.  Figure 4.92 shows the 
reaction force vector plot for the final increment.  
 
 
Figure 4.92 Reaction force vector plot for the 3D model 
 
4.4.2.1.2.2 Energy values 
In Figure 4.92 the external work is shown for the whole model after it was manipulated in 
Excel®[57].  It was decided to use the external work done on the model to determine the energy 
absorption capabilities of the tube with horizontal grooves with a pitch of 12.5 mm.  In Figure 
4.87 the external work had higher values as compared to the internal and plastic dissipation 
energies for the 2D model. 
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Figure 4.92 External work graph for the 3D model 
 
The maximum external work value for the 3D model shown in Figure 4.92 was 4210.49 J for the 
final increment.  In Figure 4.93 the equivalent plastic strain at integration points (PEEQ) plot is 
given for the model with a mass scale factor of a 100. 
 
 
Figure 4.93 Equivalent plastic strain plot for the 3D model 
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A view cut along the x – axis (1 direction for the global coordinate system) is used to obtain 
Figure 4.93 for the 3D model.  The calculated maximum equivalent plastic strain value for node 
4268 is of 2.056.  
4.4.2.2 Groove spaced 25mm with constant cut depth 
In this section the pitch of the horizontal grooved tube is 25 mm, and the cut depth has been 
kept constant at 1.6 mm.  Refer to Table 4.3 and section 4.3.1. 
4.4.2.2.1 2D model 
In Section 4.3.2.1 the geometry generation procedure is given for the 2D model, and the 
geometry used is shown in Figure 4.7.  The analysis strategy is outlined in section 4.3.4.1.  The 
results for the 2D model are presented in section 4.4.2.2.1.1 and 4.4.2.2.1.2 for a model with 428 
elements using a mesh size of 0.8 mm. 
4.4.2.2.1.1 Load values 
In Figure 4.94 the reaction force vs. displacement graph is shown for the model as captured 
from the ABAQUS software.  This data was exported as a *.prn file (formatted text - space 
delimited) and manipulated in Excel® [57].  In Figure 4.95 the manipulated reaction force vs. 
displacement graph is given for the 2D model. 
 
Figure 4.94 Reaction force vs. displacement plot for the 2D model 
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In Table 4.23 selected reaction force values for the bottom plate reference point of the 2D 
model is shown, and in Figure 4.96 the reaction force vector plot for step 556.  The maximum 
reaction force value for the tube was 116.679 kN at a compressed distance of 29.656 mm in step 
362. 
 
Legend Sequence ID X Y 
RF2 : HGT100P25 198 0.00238462 78796.5 
RF2 : HGT100P25 228 0.00861072 75418.1 
RF2 : HGT100P25 247 0.0112852 65086.5 
RF2 : HGT100P25 250 0.0119556 69958.6 
RF2 : HGT100P25 314 0.0247657 64111.3 
RF2 : HGT100P25 323 0.0250357 80531.9 
RF2 : HGT100P25 328 0.0258779 79930.8 
RF2 : HGT100P25 332 0.026274 83153.1 
RF2 : HGT100P25 342 0.0278566 83231.1 
RF2 : HGT100P25 362 0.029656 116679 
RF2 : HGT100P25 410 0.0417337 80633.2 
RF2 : HGT100P25 410 0.0417337 80633.2 
RF2 : HGT100P25 557 0.0500587 107406 
 


























Figure 4.95 Reaction force vs. displacement plot for the 2D model 
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Fig 4.96 Reaction force vector plot for step 556 
 
Full closure of all three grooves took place with a complete lobe that formed between groove 
section 2 and 3.  Refer to Figure 4.7 for a description of the groove section. 
4.4.2.2.1.2 Energy values 
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The maximum work value in Figure 4.97 is 4354.32 J at the compressed distance of 50 mm.  In 




Figure 4.98 Equivalent plastic strain plot for the 2D model 
4.4.2.2.2 3D model 
In Section 4.3.2.2 the geometry generation procedure is given for the 3D model, and the 
geometry used is shown in Figure 4.89.  The analysis strategy is outlined in section 4.3.4.2 for the 
3D model.  The results for the 3D model are presented in section 4.4.2.2.2.1 and 4.4.2.2.2.2 for a 
model with 86848 for the tube only, using a mesh size of 0.8 mm for the grooves, and 1.6 mm 
for the tube.  A mass scale factor of 1 was used in the simulation and a friction coefficient of 0.3 
for all the surfaces in contact with each other.   The compression speed was kept constant at 1 
m/s. 
4.4.2.2.2.1 Load values 
In Figure 4.100 the reaction force vs. displacement graph is shown for the model as captured 
from the ABAQUS software.  This data was exported as an *.prn file (formatted text - space 
delimited) and manipulated in Excel® [57].  In Figure 4.101 the manipulated reaction force vs. 
displacement graph is given for the 2D model. 
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Figure 4.100 Reaction force vs. displacement plot for the 3D model 
 
In Figure 4.100 the maximum reaction force value is 124.8 kN, and in Figure 4.101 the 
































Figure 4.101 Reaction force vs. displacement plot for the 3D model manipulated values 
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In Figure 4.102 the reaction force vector plot is shown for the final step, increment 597748 for 
the 3D model of the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm. 
 
 
Figure 4.102 Reaction force vector plot for the 3D model 
 
4.4.2.2.2.2 Energy values 
In Figure 4.103 the external work is shown for the whole model after it was manipulated in 
Excel®[57].  A maximum external work value of 4196.45 J at a compressed distance of 50 mm is 
obtained from the graph. 
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Figure 4.103 External work graph for the 3D model 
 
In Figure 4.104 the equivalent plastic strain at the integration points (PEEQ) is shown for the 
final step.  A similar deformation pattern for the 3D model is observed as compared with the 
reaction force vector plot in Figure 4.96.  A fourth lobe is being formed from the direction in 
which the tube is compressed as indicated in the Figure. 
 
 
Figure 4.104 Equivalent plastic strain plot for the 3D model 
Closed lobes
Fourth lobe being formed 
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4.4.2.3 Conclusion 
In Section 4.4.2 the results for the horizontal grooved tubes with pitches of 12.5 mm and 25 mm 
respectively, were given.  2D and 3D models were generated and analysed for the horizontal 
grooved tubes, and the reaction force and external work values for each of the models were 
obtained form the analysis, and represented graphically.  An equivalent plastic strain at the 
integration points plot was given for each of the models respectively.  In Section 4.5.2 the 
reaction force and external work values will be compared with the experimental load and energy 
values of sections 3.5.3.2.1.1 and 3.5.3.2.1.2.  The deformed shape of the numerically 
investigated tubes will also be compared with the experimental investigated tubes in section 
4.5.2.  In Table 4.24 the solution time for the 2D and 3D models are given.  In Table 4.24 the 
number of elements is only for the tube section of the models.  For the 3D models a seed size of 
0.8 mm, and a mass scale factor (MSF) of a 1000 were used for a compression speed of 1 m/s. 
 
Model name 2D 3D Number of 
elements 
Solution time [hour : min :seconds] 
HGT100P125 X  428 0:52:47 
HGT100P125  X 52096 06:04:55 
HGT100P25 X  472 00:52:39 
HGT100P25  X 86848 36:20:25 
 
Table 4.24 Solution time comparison for the 2D and 3D horizontal grooved tube models 
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4.4.3 Spiral grooved tubes 
In section 4.4.3.1 the results for the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 10 mm are given, and in 
section 4.4.3.2 the results for the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 13 mm.  The analysis 
strategy is outlined in section 4.3.4.2.  A mass scale factor (MSF) of a 1000 was used in both 
models. The compression speed was varied in both models.  A seed size of 0.8 mm was used for 
the groove section, and for the rest of the tube a seed size of 1.6 mm was used for both models 
analysed.   See Appendix B.1.2.3 for the mass scale factor and time period calculations 
4.4.3.1 Groove spaced 10 mm with constant cut-depth 
In Section 4.3.2.2 the geometry generation procedure is given for the 3D model.  The reaction 
force and external work value results for the 3D model are presented in section 4.4.3.1.1 and 
4.4.3.1.2 for a model with 107978 tetrahedral elements using a mesh size of 0.8 mm for the 
groove, and 1.6 mm for the tube.  In the analysis a mass scale factor of 1000 was used, with a 
compression speed of 5 m/s. 
4.4.3.1.1 Load values 
In Figure 4.105 the reaction force vs. displacement graph is shown for the model as captured 
from the ABAQUS software.  This data was exported as a *.prn file (formatted text - space 
delimited) and manipulated in Excel® [57].  In Figure 4.106 the manipulated reaction force vs. 
displacement graph is given for the 3D model. 
 
 
Figure 4.105 Reaction force vs. displacement plot for 3D spiral grooved model with a pitch of 10 
mm 
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Figure 4.106 Reaction force vs. displacement plot for 3D spiral grooved model with a pitch of 10 
mm 
 
In Figure 4.106 for the first 3 mm of compression, no reaction force values are recorded for the 
simulation, but at 3.5 mm of compression a reaction force value of 26.47 kN is recorded.  This 
phenomenon can be attributed due to the distance between the top plate reference point (TPRP) 
and the bottom plate reference point (BPRP), and that the force is applied at the top plate 
reference point (TPRP).  A delay in the reaction force value is thus created, and only after 3.5 
mm of compression the reaction force values are recorded at the bottom plate reference point 
(BPRP). 
 
In Figure 4.107 a section view is shown for the deformation plot for the final increment of the 
simulation.  In the plot at the end where the velocity boundary condition is applied, excessive 
distortions of the elements are visible.  The groove section is closed, and bulging of the closed 
section at the bottom of the tube starts.  This bulging lead to the maximum reaction value of 
250.581 kN at the compressed distance of 50 mm. 
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Figure 4. 107 Deformation plot of the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 10 mm 
 
4.4.3.1.2 Energy values 
In Figure 4.108 the external work is shown for the whole model after it was manipulated in 
Excel®[57].  A maximum external work value of 5946.61 J at a compressed distance of 50 mm is 
obtained from the graph.  This value is higher than the experimentally obtained value of 
3433.119 J at a compressed distance of 49.91 mm for Test H1 in section 3.5.4.5. 
 
Excessive distortion 
region of elements 
Bulging region 
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Figure 4.108 External work graph for the 3D model 
 
In Figure 4.109 the equivalent plastic strain at the integration points (PEEQ) is shown for the 
final step of the mode, and the maximum equivalent plastic strain is 14.9 for node 4328 in the 
plot for the model. 
 
 
Figure 4.109 Equivalent plastic strain plot for the 3D model 
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4.4.3.2 Groove spaced 13 mm with constant cut-depth 
In Section 4.3.2.2 the geometry generation procedure is given for the 3D model.  The reaction 
force and external work value results for the 3D model are presented in section 4.4.3.2.1 and 
4.4.3.2.2 for a model with 98686 tetrahedral elements using a mesh size of 0.8 mm for the 
groove, and 1.6 mm for the tube.  In the analysis a mass scale factor of 1000 was used, with a 
compression speed of 1 m/s. 
4.4.3.2.1 Load values 
In Figure 4.110 the reaction force vs. displacement graph is shown for the model as captured 
from the ABAQUS software.  This data was exported as a *.prn file (formatted text - space 
delimited) and manipulated in Excel® [57].  In Figure 4.111 the manipulated reaction force vs. 
displacement graph is given for the 3D model. 
 
 
Figure 4.110 Reaction force vs. displacement plot for 3D spiral grooved model with a pitch of 13 
mm 
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Figure 4.111 Reaction force vs. displacement plot for 3D spiral grooved model with a pitch of 13 
mm 
 
In Figure 4.111 after 2 mm of compression, a buckling load of 61.2 kN is recorded, and after 
compressing the tube to a distance of 4.99 mm a buckling load of 70.05 kN is recorded.  From 
this compressed distance until a compressed distance of 46.06 mm is reached a fluctuation is 
observed for the reaction force, with an increase in the reaction force to a value of 96.175 kN.   
This fluctuation can be attributed to the closure of the groove section, and the forming of bulges 
in the midsection of the tube.  After this point, compressed distance of 46.06 mm, a decrease in 
the reaction force value is observed until completion of the compression process. 
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In Figure 4.112 a section view is shown for the deformation plot for the final increment of the 
simulation.  In the plot the bulging of the sections between the groove sections is evident as 




Figure 4. 112 Deformation plot of the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 13 mm 
 
4.4.3.2.2 Energy values 
In Figure 4.113 the external work is shown for the whole model after it was manipulated in 
Excel®[57].  A maximum external work value of 3808.56 J at a compressed distance of 50 mm is 
obtained from the graph. 
Bulging regions 
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Figure 4.113 External work graph for the 3D model 
 
In Figure 4.114 the equivalent plastic strain at the integration points (PEEQ) is shown for the 
final step of the mode, and the maximum equivalent plastic strain is 7.069 for node 84889 in the 
plot for the model.  A section view is used in the plot to indicate the closure of the groove 
section, and the formation of bulges in the midsection of the tube. 
 
Figure 4.114 Equivalent plastic strain plot for the 3D model 
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4.4.4. Parametric models 
Parametric studies were done on the models generated in sections 4.4.1 – 4.4.3.  In section 
4.4.4.1 the material properties were varied between fully and partially annealed discontinuities for 
a horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm.  The groove sections of this model were filled 
with inserts / rings, which material properties were varied. In sections 4.4.4.2 – 4.4.4.4 the pitch 
was changed for the horizontal and spiral grooved tube models respectively.   
 
4.4.4.1 Material discontinuities at a pitch of 25 mm  
In this section the material properties were modelled as material discontinuities at a pitch of 25 
mm.  In Figure 4.115 an exploded view is shown of the 3D model given in Figure 4.116.  In 
Section 4.4.4.1.1 the results of the 2D models will given, and in section 4.4.4.1.2 the results of 
the 3D models. 
 




Figure 4.116 Assembled model with material discontinuities at a pitch of 25 mm 
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In Table 4.26 the fully annealed (FA) property values are given, and in Table 4.27 the partially 
annealed (PA) property values are given which was used in the simulations described in Table 
4.25. 
 
Legend 2D 3D Material discontinuity 
property 
Mesh properties 
HGT100P25Ins ?  Fully annealed (FA) 
E = 72.66 GPa 
ν = 0.334 
Seed size = 0.8 mm 
HGT100P25InsA ?  Partially annealed (PA) 
E = 66.89 GPa 
ν = 0.334 
Seed size = 0.8 mm 
HGT100P25Ins  ? Fully annealed (FA) 
E = 72.66 GPa 
ν = 0.334 
Seed size for the groove and 
insert sections = 0.8 mm 
Tube seed size = 1.6 mm 
HGT100P25InsB  ? Partially annealed (PA) 
E = 66.89 GPa 
ν = 0.334 
Seed size for the groove and 
insert sections = 0.8 mm 
Tube seed size = 1.6 mm 
 
Table 4.25 Material discontinuities model description 
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Table 4.26 Fully annealed (FA) material properties 
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True Stress (Pa) Plastic Strain True Stress (Pa) Plastic Strain 
5.77E+07 0 8.69E+07 0.016221698 
5.79E+07 0.002002631 8.79E+07 0.016253454 
5.88E+07 0.002266378 8.88E+07 0.018613203 
5.97E+07 0.002573742 8.97E+07 0.018637473 
6.08E+07 0.002961497 9.09E+07 0.018696582 
6.16E+07 0.003299658 9.19E+07 0.02086888 
6.27E+07 0.003600925 9.29E+07 0.021216888 
6.37E+07 0.004052617 9.39E+07 0.021290648 
6.47E+07 0.004379726 9.49E+07 0.023613157 
6.57E+07 0.005017439 9.59E+07 0.023953568 
6.69E+07 0.005403659 9.68E+07 0.025753626 
6.78E+07 0.005560377 9.79E+07 0.026253534 
6.89E+07 0.006361608 9.89E+07 0.027069566 
6.98E+07 0.006494038 9.99E+07 0.027137268 
7.09E+07 0.006957334 1.01E+08 0.029587773 
7.17E+07 0.007829795 1.01E+08 0.029612317 
7.29E+07 0.007933717 1.02E+08 0.029686884 
7.39E+07 0.008511407 1.01E+08 0.029956399 
7.49E+07 0.009449086 1.01E+08 0.030320732 
7.57E+07 0.00950232 1.02E+08 0.030341094 
7.68E+07 0.010108295 1.01E+08 0.030357174 
7.78E+07 0.01021864 1.02E+08 0.030363809 
7.88E+07 0.011290203 1.02E+08 0.030370073 
7.99E+07 0.011892556 1.03E+08 0.030400584 
8.07E+07 0.011937744 1.03E+08 0.03041998 
8.17E+07 0.012220547 1.03E+08 0.030453319 
8.26E+07 0.013855429 1.02E+08 0.031055108 
8.38E+07 0.014000096 1.03E+08 0.032182174 
8.47E+07 0.014015398 1.03E+08 0.032631224 
8.59E+07 0.016181585   
 
Table 4.27 Partially annealed (PA) material properties 
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4.4.4.1.1 2D model results 
In section 4.4.4.1.1.1 the reaction force vs. displacement and external work vs. displacement 
results will be given for the 2D models described in Table 4.25.  In each of these models a seed 
size of 0.8 mm was used, and an axi symmetric element, CAX8R, was used in the meshing of the 
tube and insert sections.  Refer to section 4.3.4.1 for the analysis procedure which was followed.   
Figure 4.117 shows the assembly model as created in ABAQUS CAE® for the 2D material 
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In Fig 4.118 the reaction force vs. displacement graph is given for the model with the fully 
annealed material property discontinuity used in the insert.   The analysis terminated after 
26.9065 mm of compression.  The maximum compression load of 107.672 kN occurred at this 
compressed distance, and the yielding load was 105.016 kN at a compressed distance of 5.14 






























Figure 4.118 Reaction force vs. displacement graph for HGT100P25Ins 
 
A similar reaction vs. displacement curve is obtained for the model with fully annealed material 
property discontinuities as compared to the reaction force vs. displacement graph of a normal 
tube, as described in section 4.4.1.1.1 and 4.4.1.2.1.   A full lobe is formed between inserts 2 and 
3. 
 
In Figure 4.119 the deformed shape plot at the final step is indicated.   The two top inserts are 
compressed and moves outward as the tube is compressed.  A lobe formed between insert 2 and 
3 before the analysis terminated.  A lobe also started to form between insert 1 and 2 as indicated 
in Figure 4.119.  In Figure 4.120 the external work vs. displacement graph is given for the model. 
 
A 
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Figure 4.120 External work vs. displacement graph for HGT100P25Ins 
 
In Figure 4.120 the maximum external work done on the whole model is 2213.31 J after being 
compressed 26.9 mm.  Figure 4.121 indicates the equivalent plastic strain plot at the final step of 
the simulation.  Excessive plastic strain occurred in inserts 2 and 3, and the magnitude of the 
equivalent plastic strain was 1.618. 
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Figure 4.121 Equivalent plastic strain plot for the HGT100P25Ins model 
 
In Figure 4.122 the reaction force vs. displacement is displayed for the model with the partially 
annealed material discontinuities assigned to inserts 1 to 3 of Figure 4.117.  Yielding of the tube 
occurred at a compressed distance of 0.98 mm with a reaction force value of 99.52 kN.   The 
maximum reaction force from the graph is 117.755 kN at a compressed distance of 6.07 mm.  
The simulation terminated at compressed distance of 25.58 mm due to numerical convergence 































Figure 4.122 Reaction force vs. displacement graph for HGT100P25InsA 
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Figure 4.123 Deformed shape plot for final step of HGT100P25InsA model 
 
A complete closure of the first lobe is achieved in Figure 4.119, but not in Figure 4.123 where a 































Figure 4.124 External work vs. displacement graph for the HGT100P25InsA model 
Gap between inner 
sides of the lobe 
that formed 
Lobe starting to 
form 
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In Figure 4.124 the maximum external work done on the whole model is 2244.08 J after being 
compressed 25.58 mm.   
 
Figure 4.125 indicates the equivalent plastic strain plot at the final step of the simulation.   
Excessive plastic strain occurred in inserts 2 and 3, and the equivalent plastic strain value was of 




Figure 4.125 Equivalent plastic strain plot for the HGT100P25Ins model 
 
The equivalent plastic strain in inserts 2 and 3, as well as in the inner radius of the lobe that is 
being formed, are shown to between a magnitude of 1.648 and 1.797.  These values indicate that 
the material is yielding. 
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4.4.4.1.2 3D model results 
In section 4.4.4.1.1.2 the reaction force vs. displacement and external work vs. displacement 
results will be given for the 3D models described in Table 4.25.  In each of these models a seed 
size of 0.8 mm was used for the insert, and 1.6 mm for the tube section.  Element type used was 
a linear, explicit 3D stress hexagon solids with reduced integration (C3DR8- 8 node linear brick, 
reduced integration, hourglass control) in the meshing of the tube and insert sections.  Reduced 
integration is used to reduce the running time of the analysis.  Refer to section 4.3.4.2 for a 
description of the analysis procedure which was followed.   
 
Figure 4.126 shows the reaction force vs. displacement graph for the model with the fully 

































Figure 4.126 Reaction force vs. displacement graph for the 3D HGT100P25Ins model 
 
Yielding of the tube occurred at a compressed distance of 2 mm with a reaction force value of 
105.428 kN.   The maximum reaction force from the graph is 134.546 kN at a compressed 
distance of 48.5 mm.  A peak value of 124.75 kN is obtained at a compressed distance of 28 
mm.  This value is due to the forming of a second lobe.  Between compressed distance 28 mm 
and 43.5 mm the second lobe is fully closed.  A third lobe is being formed at the end of the tube, 
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as indicated in Figure 4.127, where the deformed shape plot is given for the final increment.  A 
fourth lobe is also being formed on the opposite end of the tube. 
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In Figure 4.128 the maximum external work done on the whole model is 4765.02 J after being 
compressed 49.99 mm. 
 
 
Figure 4.129 Equivalent plastic strain plot for the 3D HGT100P25Ins model 
 
Figure 4.129 indicates the equivalent plastic strain plot at the final step of the simulation.  
Excessive deformation and plastic strain occurred in all three the inserts, and the maximum 
equivalent plastic strain value was 2.7.  
 
Figure 4.130 shows the reaction force vs. displacement graph for the model with the partially 
annealed material property discontinuities assigned to the inserts. 
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Figure 4.130 Reaction force vs. displacement graph for the 3D HGT100P25InsB model 
 
Yielding of the tube occurred at a compressed distance of 5.5 mm with a reaction force value of 
123.765 kN.  The maximum reaction force from the graph is 124.868 kN at a compressed 
distance of 45.68 mm.  A second peak value of 124.75 kN is obtained at a compressed distance 
of 26 mm.  This value is due to the forming of a second lobe.  Between compressed distance 26 
mm and 45.35 mm the second lobe is fully closed.  A third lobe is being formed close to the first 
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Figure 4.131 Deformed shape plot for final step of HGT100P25InsB model 
 
Figure 4.132 shows the external work vs. displacement graph for the model with partially 


























Figure 4.132 External work vs. displacement graph for the 3D HGT100P25InsB model 
 
First lobe Second lobe
Third lobe
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The maximum external work done on the model is 4710.47 J at a compressed distance of 49.6 




Figure 4.133 Equivalent plastic strain plot for the 3D HGT100P25InsB model 
 
In Figure 4.133 excessive distortion of a node is seen in the plot.  This excessive distortion 
occurs between the tube and the inner tube of the model.   Distortion of the elements can be 
seen in the cut view of the model.  The model is compressed from the left hand side in the plot, 
and the right hand side of the model is fixed.  A maximum equivalent plastic strain value of 
2.751 is recorded for the simulation. 
 
The deformed shape plots differed for the 2D, shown in Figure 4.123 and the 3D model, shown 
in Figure 4.131.    
Excessive deformation of node on tube
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4.4.4.2 Horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 50 mm 
In this section the pitch of the horizontal grooved tube was increased to 50 mm.  In Figure 4.134 
the 3D model is shown.  In Section 4.4.4.2.1 the results of the 2D model will be given, and in 
section 4.4.4.2.2 the results of the 3D model. 
 
 
Figure 4.134 3D model of the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 50 mm 
 
4.4.4.2.1 2D model results 
In Section 4.3.2.1 the geometry generation procedure is given for the 2D model, and the analysis 
strategy is outlined in section 4.3.4.1.  The results for the 2D model are presented in this section 
for a model with 488 elements using a mesh size of 0.8 mm.   
 
Figure 4.135 shows the reaction force vs. displacement graph for the 2D model with a pitch of 
50 mm.  The simulation aborted after 19.28 mm of compression due to the time increment 
required being less than the minimum value specified of 1e-08.  A 3D model was constructed to 
simulate the complete compression process of tube with the horizontal groove at a pitch of 50 
mm in section 4.4.4.2.2. 
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Figure 4.135 Reaction force vs. displacement graph for the 2D HGT100P50 model 
 
Yielding of the tube occurred at a compressed distance of 1.13 mm with a reaction force value of 
82.13 kN.  The maximum reaction force from the graph is 114.584 kN at a compressed distance 
of 7.21 mm, where after the load decreases until the simulation terminates.  A completed lobe is 




Figure 4.136 Deformed shape plot for final step of the 2D HGT100P50 model 
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Figure 4.137 shows the external work vs. displacement graph for the 2D model with horizontal 



































Figure 4.137 External work vs. displacement graph for the 2D HGT100P50 model 
 
The maximum external work done on the model is 1759.56 J at a compressed distance of 19.28 
mm in Figure 4.137.  An equivalent plastic strain plot at the integration points is given in Figure 
4.138.  A maximum equivalent plastic strain value of 2.287 is recorded for the simulation. 
 
 
Figure 4.138 Equivalent plastic strain plot for the 2D HGT100P50 model 
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4.4.4.2.2 3D model results 
In Section 4.3.2.2 the geometry generation procedure is given for the 3D model, and the analysis 
strategy is outlined in section 4.3.4.2.  The results for the 3D model are presented in this section 
for a model with 25024 elements using a mesh size of 0.8 mm for the groove section, and 1.6 
mm for the tube.  An 8 node linear brick element (C3D8R) was used, with reduced integration 
and hourglass control.  The results are for model HGT100P50E, where the mass scale factor 
was set at 1, and the compression speed at 1 m/s. 
 






























Figure 4.139 Reaction force vs. displacement graph for the 3D HGT100P50E model 
 
In Figure 4.139 the groove section started to yield at a compressed distance of 0.5 mm with a 
recorded reaction force of 64.11 kN.  An increase in the reaction force is seen in the figure until 
a compressed distance of 5 mm is reached when the groove section is totally closed, and a lobe 
started to form on the left side of the closed groove section.   The deformation plot for the 
process is shown in Figure 4.140.  At the compressed distance of 19.25 mm the lobe is 
completed, and the lobe is pushed upwards and to the right until the inner sides of the tube 
touch as shown in Figure 4.141.  In Figure 4.142 the final increment deformed shape plot is 
shown.  
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Figure 4.140 Deformed shape plot for increment 5 of the 3D HGT100P50 E model 
 
 
Figure 4.141 Deformed shape plot for increment 42 of the 3D HGT100P50 E model 
Closed groove section Lobe starting to form
Tube inner sides touching Second lobe starting to form
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Figure 4.142 Deformed shape plot for the final increment of the 3D HGT100P50 E model 
 
Figure 4.143 shows the external work vs. displacement graph for the 3D model with horizontal 


































Figure 4.143 External work vs. displacement graph for the 2D HGT100P50 model 
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The maximum external work done on the model is 4327.3 J at a compressed distance of 50 mm 
in Figure 4.143.  An equivalent plastic strain plot at the integration points is given in Figure 
4.144.  A maximum equivalent plastic strain value of 17.75 is recorded for the simulation.   This 
equivalent plastic strain value is exceptional high, and not possible in the experimental 
investigation where shearing of the groove section should occur.  
 
 
Figure 4.144 Equivalent plastic strain plot for the 3D HGT100P50E model 
 
4.4.4.3 Spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm 
 
In Section 4.3.2.2 the geometry generation procedure is given for the 3D model, and the analysis 
strategy is outlined in section 4.3.4.2.  The results for the 3D model are presented in this section 
for a model with 81199 elements using a mesh size of 0.8 mm for the groove section, and 1.6 
mm for the tube.  The number of elements is only for the tube section of the model.  A 10 node 
modified quadratic element (C3D10M) was used for the tube section.  The results are for model 
SGT100P25, where the mass scale factor was set at 1000, and the compression speed at 1 m/s. 
 
Figure 4.145 shows the reaction force vs. displacement graph for the 3D model with a pitch of 
25 mm. 
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Figure 4.145 Reaction force vs. displacement graph for the SGT100P25 model 
 
Yielding of the groove section in the tube occurred at a compressed distance of 4 mm with a 
reaction force value of 79.19 kN.  The maximum reaction force from the graph is 106.636 kN at 
the total compressed distance of 50 mm.  Between a compressed distance of 4 and 30 mm the 
first lobe is formed, and from a compressed distance of 31 mm until a compressed distance of 
46 mm the second lobe is formed.  A third lobe is starting to form at the end where from the 
tube is compressed.    
 
A section view is given in Figure 4.146 for the deformation plot of the final increment.  Two 
completed lobes are shown in Figure 4.146, where the deformed shape plot is given for the final 
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Figure 4.146  Deformed shape plot for final step of the SGT100P25 model 
 
Figure 4.147 shows the external work vs. displacement graph for the model with spiral groove at 


































Figure 4.147 External work vs. displacement graph for the SGT100P25 model 
 
The maximum external work done on the model is 4307.54 J at a compressed distance of 50 mm 
in Figure 4.147.  An equivalent plastic strain plot at the integration points is given in Figure 
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Figure 4.148 Equivalent plastic strain plot for the SGT100P25 model 
 
4.4.4.4 Spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 50 mm 
 
In Section 4.3.2.2 the geometry generation procedure is given for the 3D model, and the analysis 
strategy is outlined in section 4.3.4.2.  The results for the 3D model are presented in this section 
for a model with 81199 elements using a mesh size of 0.8 mm for the groove section, and 1.6 
mm for the tube.  The number of elements is only for the tube section of the model.  A 10 node 
modified quadratic element (C3D10M) was used for the tube section in the simulation.  The 
results are for the model SGT100P50, where the mass scale factor was set at 1000, and the 
compression speed at 1 m/s. 
 
Figure 4.149 shows the reaction force vs. displacement graph for the 3D model with a pitch of 
50 mm. 
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Figure 4.149 Reaction force vs. displacement graph for the SGT100P50 model 
 
In Figure 4.149 the groove section started to yield at a compressed distance of 1.5 mm with a 
recorded reaction force of 66.23 kN.  An increase in the reaction force is seen in the figure until 
a compressed distance of 12 mm is reached when the groove section is totally closed, and a 
reaction force value of 98.21 kN is recorded.   The deformation plot for the process is shown in 
Figure 4.150 at a compressed distance of 12 mm.  At the compressed distance of 33 mm the 
lobe is forming, and a lobe at the bottom of the tube is nearly completed as shown in Figure 
4.151.  In Figure 4.152 the final increment deformed shape plot is shown. 
 
 
Figure 4.150 Deformed shape plot for increment 12 of the SGT100P50 model 
Closed spiral groove section Lobe starting to form
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Figure 4.151 Deformed shape plot for increment 32 of the SGT100P50 model 
 
A second, third and fourth lobe is formed during this increment as indicated in Figure 4.151. 
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The first and second lobe is closed and the third is in the process of being closed.   The fourth 
lobe is being formed in this increment. 
 
Figure 4.153 shows the external work vs. displacement graph for the 3D model with horizontal 





































Figure 4.153 External work vs. displacement graph for the SGT100P50 model 
 
The maximum external work done on the model is 4285.92 J at a compressed distance of 50 mm 
in Figure 4.153.  An equivalent plastic strain plot at the integration points is given in Figure 
4.154.  A maximum equivalent plastic strain value of 5.118 is recorded for the simulation. 
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Figure 4.154 Equivalent plastic strain plot for the SGT100P50 model 
 
 An excessive distorted element is observed is the section view of the equivalent plastic strain 
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4.5 COMPARISON OF RESULTS 
 
In section 4.5.1- 4.5.3 the numerically analysed tube results are compared with the 
experimentally obtained results.  The force vs. displacement graphs are used to compare the 
results firstly and secondly the energy vs. displacement graphs are used for comparison 
between the results generated in Chapter 3 and 4.  A deformation plot is given for the final 
increment of each of the numerically analysed tubes, and compared with an axially sectioned 
test specimen for a visual comparison between the experimental and numerical analysed 
tubes. 
 
In section 4.5.4 the parametric model tubes results will be compared with each other for the 
horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm and the material discontinuities at a pitch of 
25 mm in section 4.5.4.1.  In section 4.5.4.2 the results of the spiral grooved tubes of pitches, 
13, 25 and 50 mm respectively will be compared with each other.   The different geometries 
of the tubes are compared in section 4.5.5 
 
4.5.1 Normal tube 
 
The force vs. displacement graph result for the experimental investigation is given in section 
3.5.2.1 for Test C1, and for the numerical investigation 2D model the results are given in 
section 4.4.1.1.1 for model NT100C.  In section 4.4.1.2.1 the numerical investigation 3D 
model results are given for the model 3DNT100D.  In Figure 4.155 the force vs. 
displacement graph is given for the numerical and experimental investigation results for the 






















Figure 4.155 Force vs. displacement comparison plot for the normal tube 
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In Figure 4.155 the force values of the numerical investigation is higher than the force values 
of the experimental investigation.  A comparison between the load values of the experimental 
and numerical investigation is done in Table 4.28, and gives the difference in the load values 
at five randomly chosen points on the graph of Figure 4.155.  In Table 4.28 the difference in 













5.5 110.275 128.581 127.642 14.24 
15 74.825 76.2624 80.331 6.85 
30 106.625 134.653 130.085 20.81 
40 75.25 81.7067 81.8097 8.02 
50 64.225 80.2484 111.444 42.37 
 
Table 4.28 Load difference values 
 
The difference varied from 6.85% to 42.37% in the load values for the three sets of results 
obtained from the experimental and numerical investigations.  This difference in the load 
values between the numerical and experimental investigation is due to the type of element 
used, and the interaction conditions applied in the numerical investigation model.  The 2D 
and 3D model reaction forces are within 7.5 % on average of each other, but are higher than 
the obtained experimental results.  The largest difference in the force values between the 2D 
and 3D models is 27.99% at a compressed distance of 50 mm, and the smallest difference is 
0.13% at a compressed distance of 40 mm.   
 
The energy vs. displacement graph result for the experimental investigation is given in 
section 3.5.2.1 for Test C1, and for the numerical investigation 2D model the results are 
given in section 4.4.1.1.3 for the model NT100C.  Section 4.4.1.2.2 the numerical 
investigation 3D model results are given for the model 3DNT100D.  In Figure 4.156 the 
external work vs. displacement graph is given for the numerical and experimental 
investigation results for the normal tube.   
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Figure 4.156 External work vs. displacement comparison plot for the normal tube 
 
In Figure 4.156 the external work values for the numerical investigation is higher than the 
experimental results.  In Table 4.29 the difference in the external work values are given from 
Figure 4.156.  In Table 4.29 the difference in external work values was calculated between the 












5 321.20 595.496 608.45 47.21 
15 1325.49 1588.42 1686.63 21.41 
30 2453.38 2710.26 2892.03 15.17 
40 3381.09 3712.11 4099.95 17.53 
50 4121.71 4430.82 4855.49 15.11 
 
Table 4.29 External work difference values 
 
The difference varied from 15.11% to 47.21% in the external work values for the three sets 
of results obtained from the experimental and numerical investigations.  This was due to the 
type of elements used in the numerical investigation, and the interaction conditions. 
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In Figure 4.157-159 a visual comparison is made of the deformed shape from the 
experimental and numerical investigations.  In Figure 4.157 the deformed shape plot for the 
3D model is given, and in Figure 4.158 the deformation plot for the 2D model.  The 




Figure 4.157 Deformed shape plot for the 3D normal tube model (3DNT100D) 
 
 
Figure 4.158 Deformed shape plot for the 2D normal tube model (NT100C) 
 
 
Figure 4.159 Deformed shape of the experimental normal tube (TestC1) 
Third lobe being 
formed 
Formed first and 
second lobes
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In Figure 4.157-159 the visual evaluation of the normal tube showed that the deformed 
shape for the numerical and experimental investigations are the same for the first two lobes 
that formed at the bottom of the tube.  For the 2D model in Figure 4.158 the formation of 
the third lobe is not seen in the deformed shape plot, which is evident in the deformed 
shapes of the 3D model and the experimental test piece. 
 
4.5.2 Horizontal grooved tube 
 
In section 4.5.2.1 the results from the experimental and numerical investigations will be 
compared for a pitch distance of 12.5 mm, and in section 4.5.2.2 the results for the pitch 
distance of 25 mm. 
 
4.5.2.1 Horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 12.5 mm 
In this section the force vs. displacement graph, external work vs. displacement and 
deformed shape plots will be used to evaluate the obtained results from the numerical and 
experimental investigation for the specific horizontal grooved tube.  The force vs. 
displacement graph result for the experimental investigation is given in section 3.5.3.2.1.2 for 
Test H, and for the numerical investigation 2D model the results are given in section 
4.4.2.1.1 for model HGT100P125A.   Section 4.4.2.1.2 the numerical investigation 3D model 
results are given for the model HGT100P125.   
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In Figure 4.160 the force vs. displacement graph is given for the numerical and experimental 


























Reaction force (2D model HGT100P125A)
Reaction force (3D model HGT100P125)
 
Figure 4.160 Force vs. displacement comparison plot for the horizontal grooved tube with a 
pitch of 12.5 mm 
 
In Figure 4.160 the force values of the numerical investigation is higher than the force values 
of the experimental investigation for the first 5 mm of compression.  The values for the 
experimental investigation are higher between the compressed distance of 28 and 47 mm.  A 
comparison between the load values of the experimental and numerical investigation is done 
in Table 4.30, and gives the difference in the load values at five randomly chosen points on 
the graph shown in Figure 4.160.  In Table 4.30 the difference in load values was calculated 












5 67 77.85 75.95 11.79 
15 76.1 67.32 69.75 12.10 
25 81.2 84.19 81.38 3.55 
35 103.1 86.53 85.59 16.97 
50 116.1 No value 119.47 2.82 
 
Table 4.30 Load difference values 
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The difference varied between 2.82% and 16.97% in the load values for the three sets of 
results obtained from the experimental and numerical investigations.  The largest difference 
in the force values between the experimental and the 2D models are 16.97% at a compressed 
distance of 35 mm, and the smallest difference is 2.82% between the experimental and the 
2D model at a compressed distance of 40 mm.   
 
The energy vs. displacement graph result for the experimental investigation is given in 
section 3.5.3.2.1.2 for HGTSBTestH, and for the numerical investigation 2D model the 
results are given in section 4.4.2.1.1.2 for the model HGT100P125.  Section 4.4.2.1.2.2 the 
numerical investigation 3D model results are given for the model HGT100P125A.  In Figure 
4.161 the external work vs. displacement graph is given for the numerical and experimental 



































External work  (3DHGT100P125)
 
Figure 4.161 External work vs. displacement comparison plot for the horizontal grooved tube 
with a pitch of 12.5 mm 
 
In Figure 4.161 the external work values for the experimental investigation is higher than the 
numerical investigation results from a compressed distance of 36.95 mm.  In Table 4.31 the 
difference in the external work values are given from Figure 4.161.  In Table 4.31 the 
difference in external work values was calculated between the highest and lowest load value 
for the three obtained sets of results. 
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5.1 227.232577 368.954 333.1 38.41 
15 948.4328945 1081.82 1055.16 12.33 
25 1737.926314 1845.32 1789.72 5.82 
35 2660.243586 2762.18 2648.27 3.69 
45.1 3878.253197  3615.31 6.78 
49.8 4311.402537  4311.402537 0.00 
 
Table 4.31 External work difference values 
 
The difference varied between 0% and 38.41 % in the external work values for the three sets 
of results obtained from the experimental and numerical investigations.  The largest 
difference in the external work values between the experimental and the 2D models are 
38.41% at a compressed distance of 5 mm, and the smallest difference is 3.69% between the 
experimental and the 2D model at a compressed distance of 35 mm.  From a compressed 
distance of 35 mm only the external work values of the experimental and 3D models are 
available.  At a compressed distance of 45 mm the difference in value is 6.78 %. 
 
In Figure 4.162-164 a visual comparison is made of the deformed shape from the 
experimental and numerical investigations.  In Figure 4.162 the deformed shape plot for the 
3D model is given, and in Figure 4.163 the deformation plot for the 2D model.  The 
experimental investigation test piece was sectioned and shown in Figure 4.164. 
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Figure 4.162 Deformed shape plot for the 3D horizontal grooved tube model (HGT100P125) 
 
In Figure 4.162 the first and sixth midsections are radially pushed outwards during the 
compression of the tube.  All the grooved sections are closed, except the groove before the 
sixth midsection.  Figure 4.163 shows that the first and sixth midsections are pushed radially 
outwards during compression.  From the experimental investigation the grooves, before and 
after these sections, sheared during the compression process of the horizontal grooved tube. 
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Figure 4.164 Deformed shape of the experimental horizontal grooved tube (HGTSBTestH) 
 
In Figure 4.162-164 the visual evaluation of the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 12.5 
mm, showed that the deformed shape for the numerical and experimental investigations are 
the same for the first midsection that formed at the bottom of the tube, and the sixth 
midsection that formed at the top of the tube.  Areas where shearing occurred, are shown in 
Figure 4.164 for the experimentally investigated tube.   
 
Areas where shear 
occurred 
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4.5.2.2 Horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm 
In this section the force vs. displacement graph, external work vs. displacement and 
deformed shape plots will be used to evaluate the obtained results from the numerical and 
experimental investigation for the specific horizontal grooved tube.  The force vs. 
displacement graph result for the experimental investigation is given in section 3.5.3.2.1.1 for 
Test G, and for the numerical investigation 2D model the results are given in section 
4.4.2.2.1 for the model HGT100P25.  Section 4.4.2.2.2 the numerical investigation 3D model 
results are given for the model HGT100P25E.   
 
In Figure 4.165 the force vs. displacement graph is given for the numerical and experimental 





























Figure 4.165 Force vs. displacement comparison plot for the horizontal grooved tube with a 
pitch of 25 mm 
 
In Figure 4.165 the force values of the numerical investigation is higher than the force values 
of the experimental investigation for the first 8.5 mm of compression.  The values for the 
experimental investigation are higher between the compressed distance of 8.6 and 24.6 mm, 
where after the numerical values are higher.  A comparison between the load values of the 
experimental and numerical investigation is done in Table 4.32, and gives the difference in 
the load values at five randomly chosen points on the graph shown in Figure 4.165.  In Table 
4.32 the difference in load values was calculated between the highest and lowest load value 
for the three sets of obtained results. 
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5 68.55 76.6493 72.9107 10.57 
15 84.15 68.5239 61.7262 26.65 
25 67.8 80.5319 68.6661 15.81 
35 113.975 94.7767 92.7344 18.64 
45 124.65 130.218 130.819 4.72 
50 116.7 107.406 100.687 13.72 
 
Table 4.32 Load difference values 
 
The difference varied between 4.72% and 26.65% in the load values for the three sets of 
results obtained from the experimental and numerical investigations.  The largest difference 
in the force values between the experimental and the 3D model values are 26.65% at a 
compressed distance of 15 mm, and the smallest difference is 4.72% between the 
experimental and the 3D model values at a compressed distance of 45 mm.   
 
The energy vs. displacement graph result for the experimental investigation is given in 
section 3.5.3.2.1.1 for HGTSBTestG, and for the numerical investigation 2D model the 
results are given in section 4.4.2.2.1 for the model HGT100P25.  In section 4.4.2.2.2 the 
numerical investigation 3D model results are given for the model HGT100P25E.  In Figure 
4.166 the external work vs. displacement graph is given for the numerical and experimental 
investigation results for the horizontal groove tube.   
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Figure 4.166 External work vs. displacement comparison plot for the horizontal grooved tube 
with a pitch of 25 mm 
 
In Figure 4.166 the external work values for the numerical investigation is higher than the 
experimental investigation results to a compressed distance of 19 mm.  In Table 4.33 the 
difference in the external work values are given from Figure 4.166.  In Table 4.33 the 
difference in external work values was calculated between the highest and lowest load value 












5 211.626 377.576 354.982 43.95 
15 980.917 1108.42 1078.06 11.50 
25 1817.368 1771.07 1767.27 0.21 
35 2484.978 2794.99 2757.46 11.09 
45 3512.678 3738.74 3758.06 6.53 
50 4127.746 4354.32 4346.34 5.20 
 
Table 4.33  External work difference values 
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The difference varied between 0.21 % and 43.95 % in the external work values for the three 
sets of results obtained from the experimental and numerical investigations.  The largest 
difference in the external work values between the experimental and the 2D models are 
43.95% at a compressed distance of 5 mm, and the smallest difference is 0.21% between the 
experimental and the 2D model at a compressed distance of 25 mm.   
 
In Figure 4.167-169 a visual comparison is made of the deformed shape from the 
experimental and numerical investigations.  In Figure 4.167 the deformed shape plot for the 
3D model is given, and in Figure 4.168 the deformation plot for the 2D model.  The 
experimental investigation test piece was sectioned and shown in Figure 4.169. 
 
 
Figure 4.167 Deformed shape plot for the 3D horizontal grooved tube model (HGT100P25E) 
 
In Figure 4.167 two lobes are formed in the figure, while a third is starting to form from the 
top beneath the top plate.  A similar deformed shape can be seen for the 2D model shown in 
Figure 4.168. 
Two lobes formed 
Third lobe starting 
to form  
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Figure 4.169 Deformed shape of the experimental horizontal grooved tube (HGTSBTestG) 
 
In Figure 4.167-169 the visual evaluation of the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 25 
mm, showed that the deformed shape for the numerical and experimental investigations are 
nearly the same for the tube investigated.  Shearing occurred in the areas indicated in Figure 
4.169. 
 
Two lobes formed 
Third lobe starting 
to form  
Areas where shear 
occurred 
Two lobes formed
Third lobe starting 
to form  
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4.5.3 Spiral grooved tube 
 
In section4.5.3.1 the results from the experimental and numerical investigations will be 
compared for a pitch distance of 10 mm, and in section 4.5.3.2 the results for the pitch 
distance of 13 mm. 
 
4.5.3.1 Spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 10 mm 
In this section the force vs. displacement graph, external work vs. displacement and 
deformed shape plots will be used to evaluate the obtained results from the numerical and 
experimental investigation for the specific spiral grooved tube.  The force vs. displacement 
graph result for the experimental investigation is given in section 3.5.4.8 for Test H, and for 
the numerical investigation 3D model the results are given in section 4.4.3.1 for the model 
SGT100P10.   
 
In Figure 4.170 the force vs. displacement graph is given for the numerical and experimental 






















Load [Exp - Test H1]
Reaction Force (SGT100P10)
 
Figure 4.170 Force vs. displacement comparison plot for the spiral grooved tube with a pitch 
of 10 mm 
 
In Figure 4.170 the force values of the numerical investigation is higher than the force values 
of the experimental investigation for the first 4 mm of compression.  The values for the 
experimental investigation are higher between the compressed distance of 4.2 and 16.68 mm, 
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and between 18.16 and 44.2 mm.  After a compressed distance of 44.2 mm, the numerical 
values are higher than the experimental values.  A comparison between the load values of the 
experimental and numerical investigation is done in Table 4.34, and gives the difference in 
the load values at five randomly chosen points on the graph shown in Figure 4.170.  In Table 
4.34 the difference in load values was calculated between the highest and lowest load value 










5 61.75 55.9699 9.36 
15 66.8 62.1515 6.96 
25 69.25 63.5717 8.20 
35 73.8 64.0927 13.15 
45 86.5 110.704 21.86 
50 86.15 250.581 65.62 
 
Table 4.34 Load difference values 
 
The difference varied between 6.96 % and 65.62 % in the load values for the two sets of 
results obtained from the experimental and numerical investigations.  The largest difference 
in the force values between the experimental and the 3D model values is 65.62% at a 
compressed distance of 50 mm, and the smallest difference is 6.96% between the 
experimental and the 3D model values at a compressed distance of 15 mm.   
 
The energy vs. displacement graph result for the experimental investigation is given in 
section 3.5.4.8, and in section 4.4.3.1 the numerical investigation 3D model results are given 
for the model SGT100P10.  In Figure 4.171 the external work vs. displacement graph is 
given for the numerical and experimental investigation results for the spiral groove tube with 
a pitch of 10 mm.   
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Energy  (Exp - Test H1)
External Work (SGT100P10)
 
Figure 4.171 External work vs. displacement comparison plot for the spiral grooved tube with 
a pitch of 10 mm 
 
In Figure 4.171 the external work values for the numerical investigation is higher than the 
experimental investigation results.  In Table 4.34 the difference in the external work values 
are given from Figure 4.171.  In Table 4.34 the difference in external work values was 










5 148.99 560.685 73.43 
15 825.89 1651.22 49.98 
25 1502.13 2778.55 45.94 
35 2211.80 3992.29 44.60 
45 3016.97 5274.34 42.80 
50 3440.29 5946.61 42.15 
 
Table 4.35  External work difference values 
 
The difference varied between 42.15 % and 73.43 % in the external work values for the three 
sets of results obtained from the experimental and numerical investigations.  The largest 
difference in the external work values between the experimental and the 3D models is 73.43 
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% at a compressed distance of 5 mm, and the smallest difference is 42.15% between the 
experimental and the 3D model at a compressed distance of 50 mm.   
 
In Figure 4.172-173 a visual comparison is made of the deformed shape from the 
experimental and numerical investigations.  In Figure 4.172 the deformed shape plot for the 





Figure 4.172  Deformed shape plot for the 3D spiral grooved tube model (SGT100P10) 
 
In Figure 4.171 the groove section is closed, and all the midsections are pushed radially 
outwards.  Distortion of the surface below the top plate occurs, and the section where the 
groove starts in the bottom of the tube on the left-hand side is pushed more radially outward 
than the right-hand side at the same location. 
 
 
Figure 4.173 Deformed shape of the experimental spiral grooved tube (TestH1) 
Distortion of surface 







Areas where shear 
occurred 
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In Figure 4.172-173 the visual evaluation of the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 10 mm, 
showed that the deformed shape for the numerical and experimental investigations are nearly 
the same for the tube investigated.   The experimental tube sheared in the areas indicated in 
Figure 4.173. 
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4.5.3.2 Spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 13 mm 
In this section the force vs. displacement graph, external work vs. displacement and 
deformed shape plots will be used to evaluate the obtained results from the numerical and 
experimental investigation for the specific spiral grooved tube.  The force vs. displacement 
graph result for the experimental investigation is given in section 3.5.4.7 for Test G, and for 
the numerical investigation 3D model the results are given in section 4.4.2.2 for the model 
SGT100P13.   
 
In Figure 4.174 the force vs. displacement graph is given for the numerical and experimental 























Load  (Test G3)
Reaction Force (SGT100P13)
 
Figure 4.174 Force vs. displacement comparison plot for the spiral grooved tube with a pitch 
of 13 mm 
 
In Figure 4.174 the slope of the force values for the numerical investigation is higher than 
the force values of the experimental investigation for the first 4 mm of compression.  The 
values for the experimental investigation are higher between the compressed distance of 7 
and 30.78 mm, and between 35.74 and 40.16 mm.  After a compressed distance of 42.06 mm, 
the experimental values are higher than the numerical values.  A comparison between the 
load values of the experimental and numerical investigation is done in Table 4.36, and gives 
the difference in the load values at five randomly chosen points on the graph shown in 
Figure 4.174.  In Table 4.36 the difference in load values was calculated between the highest 
and lowest load value for the two sets of obtained results. 
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5 67.1 70.05 4.21 
15 75.5 67.25 10.93 
25 81.15 65.39 19.43 
35 79.2 83.24 4.86 
45 104 90.30 13.17 
50 111.8 83.36 25.43 
 
Table 4.36 Load difference values 
 
The difference varied between 4.21 % and 19.43 % in the load values for the two sets of 
results obtained from the experimental and numerical investigations.  The largest difference 
in the force values between the experimental and the 3D model values is 19.43% at a 
compressed distance of 25 mm, and the smallest difference is 4.21% between the 
experimental and the 3D model values at a compressed distance of 5 mm.   
 
The energy vs. displacement graph result for the experimental investigation is given in 
section 3.5.4.7, and in section 4.4.3.2 the numerical investigation 3D model results are given 
for the model SGT100P10.  In Figure 4.175 the external work vs. displacement graph is 
given for the numerical and experimental investigation results for the spiral groove tube with 
a pitch of 13 mm.   
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Figure 4.175 External work vs. displacement comparison plot for the spiral grooved tube with 
a pitch of 13 mm 
 
In Figure 4.175 the external work values for the numerical investigation is higher than the 
experimental investigation results for the first 19 mm of compression.  In Table 4.37 the 
difference in the external work values are given from Figure 4.175.  In Table 4.37 the 
difference in external work values was calculated between the highest and lowest load value 










5 189.62 328.70 42.31 
15 918.93 993.74 7.53 
25 1697.56 1675.26 1.31 
35 2521.45 2472.70 1.93 
45 3437.65 3350.69 2.53 
50 3968.60 3808.56 4.03 
 
Table 4.37 External work difference values 
 
The difference varied between 1.31 % and 42.31 % in the external work values for the three 
sets of results obtained from the experimental and numerical investigations.  The largest 
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difference in the external work values between the experimental and the 3D models is 42.31 
% at a compressed distance of 5 mm, and the smallest difference is 1.31% between the 
experimental and the 3D model at a compressed distance of 25 mm.   
 
In Figure 4.176-177 a visual comparison is made of the deformed shape from the 
experimental and numerical investigations.  In Figure 4.176 the deformed shape plot for the 




Figure 4.176  Deformed shape plot for the 3D spiral grooved tube model (SGT100P13) 
 
In Figure 4.176 the groove section is closed, and all the midsections are pushed radially 
outwards.  Excessive distortion of the midsections 3 and 4 occurs, and the section where the 
groove starts at the top of the tube on the right-hand side. 
 
Mid section 3 
Mid section 4 
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Figure 4.177 Deformed shape of the experimental spiral grooved tube (TestG3) 
 
In Figure 4.176-177 the visual evaluation of the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 13 mm, 
showed that the deformed shape for the numerical and experimental investigations are nearly 
the same for the tube investigated.   The experimental tube sheared in the areas indicated in 
Figure 4.177, which differs from the deformed shape plot in Figure 4.176. 
 
Areas where shear 
occurred 
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4.5.4 Parametric tubes 
 
In section 4.5.4.1 the results from the numerical investigations will be compared for the 
horizontal grooved tubes with pitches of 25 and 50 mm, and in section 4.5.4.2 the numerical 
results for the spiral grooved tubes with pitches of 25 and 50 mm.  Only the numerical 
investigation results for the 3D models will be used in section 4.5.4.1 and 4.5.4.2. 
 
Section 4.5.4.3 compares the numerical results for the 2D and 3D material discontinuity 
models with a pitch of 25 mm for both material discontinuities. 
 
4.5.4.1 Horizontal groove tube with pitches of 25 and 50 mm 
In this section the force vs. displacement graph, external work vs. displacement graph and 
deformed shape plots will be used to evaluate the obtained results from the numerical 
investigation for the specific horizontal grooved tubes.  The force vs. displacement graph 
result for the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm is given in section 4.4.2.2.2, and 
for the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 50 mm the results are given in section 
4.4.4.2.2.   
 
In Figure 4.178 the force vs. displacement graph is given for the numerical investigation 



























Figure 4.178 Force vs. displacement comparison plot for the horizontal grooved tubes with 
pitches of 25 and 50 mm 
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In Figure 4.178 the force values for the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm is 
higher than the force values of the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 50 mm for the 
first 2.5 mm of compression.  The values for the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 50 
mm are higher between the compressed distance of 3.25 and 12.75 mm, and between 19.75 
and 28.52 mm.  A comparison between the load values of the horizontal grooved tube with a 
pitch of 50 mm and 25 mm is done in Table 4.38, and gives the difference in the load values 
at five randomly chosen points on the graph shown in Figure 4.178.  In Table 4.38 the 
difference in load values was calculated between the highest and lowest load value for the 




HGT100P25E HGT100P50E Difference 
(%) 
5 72.91 86.49 15.70 
15 61.73 58.33 5.50 
25 68.67 95.36 28.00 
35 92.73 96.13 3.53 
45 130.82 88.89 32.05 
50 100.69 70.53 29.95 
 
Table 4.38 Load difference values 
 
The difference in the reaction force values varied between 3.53 % and 32.05 % in the load 
values for the two sets of results obtained from the two horizontal grooved tubes.  The 
largest difference in the force values is 32.05% at a compressed distance of 45 mm, and the 
smallest difference is 3.53% at a compressed distance of 35 mm.   
 
The energy vs. displacement graph results for the numerical investigation are given in section 
4.4.2.2.2.2 for the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm, and in section 4.4.4.2.2 for 
the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 50 mm.  In Figure 4.179 the external work vs. 
displacement graph is given for the two tubes.   
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Figure 4.179 External work vs. displacement comparison plot for the horizontal grooved tubes 
with pitches of 25 and 50 mm 
 
In Figure 4.179 the external work values for the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 50 
mm is higher than for the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm the for the first 15 
mm of compression.  In Table 4.39 the difference in the external work values are given from 
Figure 4.179.   
 
Displacement (mm) HGT100P25E HGT100P50E Difference (%) 
5 354.98 355.16 0.05 
15 1078.06 1081.30 0.30 
25 1767.27 1837.16 3.80 
35 2757.46 2808.11 1.80 
45 3758.06 3879.66 3.13 
50 4346.34 4327.30 0.44 
 
Table 4.39 External work difference values 
 
The difference varied between 0.05 % and 3.80 % in the external work values for the two 
sets of results obtained from the numerical investigations.  The largest difference in the 
external work values between the two horizontal grooved 3D models is 3.80 % at a 
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compressed distance of 25 mm, and the smallest difference is 0.05% between the horizontal 
grooved tube 3D models at a compressed distance of 5 mm.   
In Figure 4.180-181 a visual comparison is made of the deformed shape from the numerical 
investigations of the two horizontal grooved tubes.  In Figure 4.180 the deformed shape plot 
for the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm is given, and the deformed shape plot 









Figure 4.181 Deformed shape of the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 50 mm 
(HGT100P50E) 
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Two complete lobes are formed in Figure 4.180, with a third lobe being formed in the 
Figure. A lobe is being formed in Figure 4.181 in midsection 2, with a lobe that formed as 
shown in the Figure. 
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4.5.4.2 Spiral grooved tubes with pitches of 25 and 50 mm 
 
In this section the force vs. displacement graph, external work vs. displacement graph and 
deformed shape plots will be used to evaluate the obtained results from the numerical 
investigation for the specific spiral grooved tubes.  The force vs. displacement graph result 
for the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm is given in section 4.4.3.3, and for the 
spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 50 mm the results are given in section 4.4.4.4.   
 
In Figure 4.182 the force vs. displacement graph is given for the numerical investigation 


























Figure 4.182 Force vs. displacement comparison plot for the spiral grooved tubes with pitches 
of 25 and 50 mm 
 
In Figure 4.182 the force values for the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm is higher 
than the force values of the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 50 mm between the 
compressed distances of 2 and 5 mm of compression.  The values for the spiral grooved tube 
with a pitch of 50 mm are higher between the compressed distance of 6 and 26.5 mm.  After 
a compressed distance of 27 mm, the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm values are 
higher than values of the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 50 mm.  A comparison between 
the load values of the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 50 mm and 25 mm is done in Table 
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4.40, and gives the difference in the load values at five randomly chosen points on the graph 
shown in Figure 4.182. 
 
Displacement (mm) SGT100P25 SGT100P50 Difference (%) 
5 78.79 75.90 3.66 
15 76.80 95.16 19.29 
25 76.37 80.17 4.74 
35 93.57 71.23 23.87 
45 91.95 73.43 20.14 
50 106.64 77.59 27.24 
 
Table 4.40 Load difference values 
 
The difference in the reaction force values varied between 3.66 % and 27.24 % in the load 
values for the two sets of results obtained from the two spiral grooved tubes.  The largest 
difference in the force values is 27.24% at a compressed distance of 50 mm, and the smallest 
difference is 3.66% at a compressed distance of 5 mm.   
 
The energy vs. displacement graph results for the numerical investigation are given in section 
4.4.4.3 for the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm, and in section 4.4.4.4 for the spiral 
grooved tube with a pitch of 50 mm.  In Figure 4.183 the external work vs. displacement 
graph is given for the two spiral grooved tubes.   
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Figure 4.183 External work vs. displacement comparison plot for the spiral grooved tubes with 
pitches of 25 and 50 mm 
 
In Figure 4.183 the external work values for the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 50 mm is 
higher than spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm the between a compressed distance of  
7.5 and 48.88 mm.  In Table 4.41 the difference in the external work values are given from 










5 390.75 376.059 3.76 
15 1180.41 1324.91 10.91 
25 1988.78 2204.78 9.80 
35 2848.95 2914.45 2.25 
45 3801.93 3853.43 1.34 
50 4307.54 4285.92 0.50 
 
Table 4.41 External work difference values 
 
The external work values differed between 0.5 % and 10.91 % for the two sets of results 
obtained from the numerical investigations of the spiral grooved tubes.  The largest 
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difference in the external work values between the two spiral grooved 3D models is 10.91 % 
at a compressed distance of 15 mm, and the smallest difference is 0.5% between the spiral 
grooved tube 3D models at a compressed distance of 50 mm.   
 
In Figure 4.184-185 a visual comparison is made of the deformed shape from the numerical 
investigations of the two spiral grooved tubes.  In Figure 4.184 the deformed shape plot for 
the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm is given, and the deformed shape plot for the 








Figure 4.185 Deformed shape of the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 50 mm (SGT100P50) 
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In Figure 4.184-185 the deformed shape plots are given for the two numerical investigated 
spiral grooved tubes.  The spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm formed two lobes in 
midsection 2 and 3, with a third lobe being formed in midsection 4.  A single lobe formed at 
the bottom right hand side of the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 50 mm in Figure 4.185, 
with a second starting to form in midsection 2. 
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4.5.4.3 Material discontinuities at a pitch of 25 mm 
In this section the force vs. displacement graph, external work vs. displacement graph and 
deformed shape plots will be used to evaluate the obtained results from the numerical 
investigation for the specific material discontinuities at a pitch of 25 mm.  The force vs. 
displacement graph result for the 2D tube models are given in section 4.4.4.1.1, and for the 
3D tube models in section 4.4.4.1.2.   
 
In Figure 4.186 the force vs. displacement graph is given for the numerical investigation 
results for the 2D and 3D models with fully and partially annealed material discontinuities at 
a pitch of 25 respectively.  Refer to sections 4.4.4.1.1 and 4.4.4.1.2 for the legend of each 































Figure 4.186 Force vs. displacement comparison plot for the material property discontinuities 
at a pitch of 25 mm 
 
In Figure 4.187 the 3D model results are shown for the fully annealed material property 
discontinuity (3DHGT100P25Ins), and the partially annealed material property discontinuity 
(HGT100P25InsB). 
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Figure 4.187 Force vs. displacement comparison plot for the material property discontinuity at 
a pitch of 25 mm for the 3D models 
 
In Figure 4.187 the force values for the partially annealed material property discontinuity 
(HGT100P25InsB) are higher than the force values of the fully annealed material property 
discontinuity (3DHGT100P25Ins) for the first 8.5 mm of compression.  The values for the 
fully annealed material property discontinuity (3DHGT100P25Ins) are higher between the 
compressed distance of 9.5 and 19.5 mm.  After a compressed distance of 45.5 mm, the fully 
annealed material property discontinuity (3DHGT100P25Ins) values are higher than values 
of the partially annealed material property discontinuity (HGT100P25InsB).  A comparison 
between the load values of the two material property discontinuities are done in Table 4.42, 
and gives the difference in the load values at five randomly chosen points on the graph 
shown in Figure 4.187.   Only load values of the 3D models were used due to the fact that 
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Displacement (mm) 3DHGT100P25Ins HGT100P25InsB Difference (%) 
5 108.52 123.28 11.97 
15 82.14 69.86 14.95 
25 61.73 106.65 42.12 
35 99.80 75.25 24.60 
45 119.42 108.19 9.40 
50 129.87 110.39 15.00 
 
Table 4.42 Load difference values 
 
The difference in the reaction force values varied between 9.40 % and 42.12 % in the load 
values for the two sets of results obtained.  The largest difference in the force values is 
42.12% at a compressed distance of 25 mm, and the smallest difference is 9.44 % at a 
compressed distance of 45 mm.   
 
The energy vs. displacement graph results for the numerical investigation are given in section 
4.4.4.1.1 for the 2D models, and in section 4.4.4.1.2 for the 3D models.  In Figure 4.188 the 
external work vs. displacement graph is given for the four material property discontinuity 



































Figure 4.188 External work vs. displacement comparison plot for the material property 
discontinuities at a pitch of 25 mm 
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In Figure 4.188 the external work values are given for all four the material property 
discontinuity models.  In Figure 4.189 the external work values are given for the two 3D 
























Figure 4.189 External work vs. displacement comparison plot for the material property 
discontinuity at a pitch of 25 mm for the 3D models 
 
In Table 4.43 the difference in the external work values are given for the two 3D models 
shown in Figure 4.189.   
 
Displacement (mm) 3DHGT100P25Ins HGT100P25Ins Difference (%) 
5 525.95 533.80 1.47 
15 1476.74 1498.35 1.44 
25 2201.23 2287.27 3.76 
35 3173.12 3315.52 4.29 
45 4076.02 4104.94 0.70 
50 4765.02 4710.47 1.14 
 
Table 4.43 External work difference values 
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The external work values differed between 0.7 % and 4.29 % for the two sets of results 
obtained from the numerical investigations of the 3D models for the material property 
discontinuity.  The largest difference in the external work values between the two 3D models 
is 4.29 % at a compressed distance of 35 mm, and the smallest difference is 0.7% between 
the 3D models at a compressed distance of 45 mm.   
 
In Figure 4.190-191 a visual comparison is made of the deformed shape from the numerical 
investigations of the two 3D models of section 4.4.4.1.2.  In Figure 4.190 the deformed 
shape plot for the fully annealed material property discontinuity (3DHGT100P25Ins) is 
given, and the deformed shape plot for the partially annealed material property discontinuity 
(HGT100P25InsB) is shown in Figure 4.191. 
 
 




Figure 4.191 Deformed shape of the partially annealed material property discontinuity 
(HGT100P25InsB) 
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In Figure 4.190-191 the deformed shape plots are given for the two numerical investigated 
material property discontinuity models.  The fully annealed material property discontinuity 
(3DHGT100P25Ins) formed two lobes in midsection 2 and 3, with a third lobe being formed 
in midsection 4.  A single lobe formed at the top and bottom of the partially annealed 
material property discontinuity (HGT100P25InsB) in Figure 4.191 , with a second starting to 
form in midsection 3. 
 
4.5.5 Comparison of results 
In this section the results are compared between the different geometries of the numerical 
investigation and presented in sections 4.5.5.1 and 4.5.5.2.  The numerically investigated 
tubes will be compared with the normal tube during the comparison in section 4.5.5.1.  In 
section 4.5.5.2 a comparison between the normal tube and the parametric investigated 
models will be made.  
 
4.5.5.1 Experimentally verified numerical models 
In this section the results will be compared between the normal tube, horizontal grooved 
tube with a pitch of 12.5 mm, horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm, spiral grooved 
tube with a pitch of 10 mm and a spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 13 mm.  In Figure 4.192 
the load vs. displacement graph is given for the 3D numerical investigation model results of 






















Reaction force (3DNT100D) Reaction force (3D HGT100P125)
Reaction Force (3D HGT100P25E) Reaction Force (SGT100P10)
Reaction Force (SGT100P13)
 
Figure 4.192 Load vs. displacement plot for the numerical investigation 
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In Figure 4.192 it is indicated that the normal tube (3DNT100D has the highest reaction 
force value of 131.079 kN at a compressed distance of 6.99 mm.  The value for the spiral 
grooved tube with a pitch of 10 mm (SGT100P10) after a compressed distance of 45 mm is 
unrealistic, and does not correspond with the experimentally obtained results.  These values 
are therefore ignored in the comparison of the results.  The lowest reaction force value is 
























External work (3DNT100D) External work  (3DHGT100P125)
External work (3DHGT100P25E) External Work (SGT100P10)
External work (SGT100P13)
 
Figure 4.193 Energy vs. displacement plot for the numerical investigation 
 
In Figure 4.193 it is indicated that the normal tube absorbed the most energy of 4821.85 J as 
compared to the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm which absorbed 4346.34 J at 
a compressed distance of 50 mm.  The absorbed energy value of the spiral grooved tube with 
a pitch of 10 mm was ignored in this comparison. 
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Normal tube Horizontal grooved tube 
with a pitch of 12.5 mm 
Horizontal grooved tube 
with a pitch of 25 mm 
Figure 4.194 Photograph set 1 of sectioned experimental investigated tubes 
 
Normal tube Spiral grooved tube with a 
pitch of 10 mm 
Spiral grooved tube with a 
pitch of 13 mm 
Figure 4.195 Photograph set 2 of sectioned experimental investigated tubes 
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4.5.5.2 Parametric investigated models 
In this section the results will be compared between the normal tube, horizontal grooved 
tube with a pitch of 50 mm, horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm and material 
property discontinuities, spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm and a spiral grooved tube 
with a pitch of 50 mm.  In Figure 4.196 the load vs. displacement graph is given for the 3D 


























Reaction force (3DNT100D) Reaction Force (HGT100P50E)
Reaction Force (3DHGT100P25Ins) Reaction Force (HGT100P25InsB)
Reaction Force (SGT100P25) Reaction Force (SGT100P50)
 
Figure 4.196 Load vs. displacement plot for the parametric investigated models 
 
Figure 4.196 indicates that the fully annealed material property discontinuity model 
(3DHGT100P25Ins), has the highest reaction force value of 134.546 kN at a compressed 
distance of 48.5 mm.  The lowest reaction force value indicated in the Figure 4.196 is 42.151 
kN at a compressed distance of 19.5 mm for the partially annealed material property 
discontinuity model (HGT100P25InsB) 
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External work (3DNT100D) External work (3DHGT100P50E)
External work (3DHGT100P25Ins) External Work (HGT100P25InsB)
External Work (SGT100P25) External work (SGT100P50)
 
Figure 4.197 Energy vs. displacement plot for the numerical investigation 
 
Figure 4.197 indicates that the normal tube (3DNT100D) absorbed the most energy of 
4821.85 J as compared to the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 50 mm which absorbed 
4240.18 J at a compressed distance of 50 mm.  In Figure 4.198-199 the sectioned deformed 
shape plots are given for the parametric investigated geometries of the tubes. 
 
 
Normal tube Horizontal grooved tube with 
a pitch of 50 mm 
Horizontal grooved tube 
with a pitch of 25 mm and 
fully annealed material 
property discontinuity  
Figure 4.198 Deformed shape plot set 1 of sectioned parametric investigated tubes 
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Horizontal grooved tube with 
a pitch of 25 mm and partially  
annealed material property 
discontinuity 
Spiral grooved tube with a 
pitch of 25 mm 
Spiral grooved tube with a pitch 
of 50 mm 
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4.6 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
In section 4.6.1 conclusions will be made on the numerical investigation done in this chapter, 
and in section 4.6.2 recommendations will be given based on the numerical investigation 




In this section conclusions will be drawn on the numerical investigation done in this chapter, 
as well as the comparison between the values of the experimental and numerical 
investigations done in this chapter and in Chapter 3.  The Finite Element Method software 
ABAQUS® was used in the generation of the numerical models [77, 81-82].  The numerical 
investigations have shown that the following conclusions can be drawn: 
• Distinctive deformation patterns were seen with the introduction of the grooves in the 
tubes, either in the horizontal or spiral configuration as shown in Figure 4.194-195 and 
Figure 4.198-199 
• The deformation pattern was dependant on the pitch of the groove for both the 
horizontal and spiral grooved tubes as shown in Figure 4.194-195 and Figure 4.198-199 
• Convolution forming started underneath the top plate of the normal tube, and 
progressed further from this point till two complete lobes were formed as shown in 
Figure 4.157 and 4.159 
• Localized buckling is introduced in the grooves of the horizontal and spiral grooved 
tube.  In the numerical investigation the groove was meshed with a finer mesh to capture 
the localised buckling. 
• The cut section that forms the groove first buckles, and then moves toward the inner 
solid bar till it touches the outer surface of the inner bar  
• The initial buckling load is increased with an increase in the groove pitch for the 
horizontal grooved bar as indicated in Figure 4.192 
• An increase in absorbed energy is obtained with an increase in the groove pitch for the 
horizontal grooved bar as indicated in Figure 4.193 
• Lower initial buckling load and absorbed energy values are observed in comparison with 
the normal tube values from the experimental investigation.  Shearing of the grooves and 
brittle breaking of these grooves occurred in the experimental investigation. 
• A decrease in absorbed energy is observed when the material is removed by the creation  
of the grooves in the tube section as indicated in Figure 4.192 and Figure 4.196 
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• A distinctive control of the deformation shape is achieved by the introduction of the 
grooves and by the use of the solid bar 
• The numerical model values are within reasonable accuracy with the experimental 
investigation values as indicated in the various section of section 4.5 
• The spiral grooved tube showed a constant increase in the load values as the grooves 
were closed during compression process. 
• The parametric study in the material property discontinuities showed that the fully 
annealed condition gave a higher load value as compared to the partially annealed 
condition 
• A similar deformation pattern is observed for the material property discontinuity as 
compared to the horizontal grooved tubes shown in Figure 4.194-195 and Figure 4.198-
199 
• An increase in the pitch of the spiral grooved tube lead to an increase in the buckling 
load of the tube  
• Regression analysis can be used to determine the energy absorption capabilities of each 
of the tubes that were investigated.  The obtained function can be used to design energy 




In this section recommendations will be made on the numerical investigation done in this 
chapter, as well as the comparison between the values of the experimental and numerical 
investigations done in this chapter and in Chapter 3. 
 
The following refinements can be used to advance the work described in this chapter 
• Increase the length of the tube to 400 mm to observe the effect that the introduction 
of the grooves has on the deformation pattern for the numerical investigation 
• Repeat the experiments and FEM work with other aluminium’s in the 60 XX series 
• A change in the groove profile from rectangular to round or triangular can be further 
investigated experimentally and numerically in both the spiral and horizontal grooved 
sections using different turning tips 
• Use the numerical investigation models to do parametric studies on the  width and 
cut depth for the horizontal and spiral grooves for the existing verified experimental 
investigation models using the rectangular profile of the parting tool 
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• Change the material properties by heating, either by induction or blow torch heating, 
the groove sections to the pitches used for the horizontal grooved tube in the 
experimental investigation.  This is done to eliminate the removal of material from 
the tube section, and induce a section where local buckling can take place 
• Increase the width of the material property discontinuity zone from 3.5 mm to 10 
mm, and increase or decrease the depth of the zone to study the influence these 
parameters have on the energy absorption capabilities of the specific tube and 
material selection. 
• Use the numerical investigation models to do parametric studies on the  width and 
cut depth for the horizontal and spiral grooves 
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CHAPTER 5 APPLICATION OF A GROOVED TUBE AS AN 
ENERGY ABSORBER IN THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The current chapter describes an application of the investigated tubes, as described in Chapter 3 
and 4, to an energy absorption structure for the automotive sector.    
 
Relevant theories regarding to structural crashworthiness and energy management are introduced 
in section 5.2.  In section 5.3 an energy absorption structure as utilised in car truck trailer rear 
impact situations is designed taking into account the available experimental results. 
 
Section 5.4 concludes this chapter on the conceptual design based on the mechanical behaviour 
of imperfect aluminium tubes. 
5.2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this section a literature review is given for the conceptual design of section 5.3.  Section 5.2.1 
focuses on structural crashworthiness, and the parameters used to define the energy absorption 
capabilities from structural collapse of different shapes.  In section 5.2.2 crash energy 
management is reviewed from a design view point.  Section 5.2.3 focusses on vehicle assessment 
during a collision. 
 
5.2.1 Structural crashworthiness  




• Mode of collapse 
• Transition from plastic deformation to fracture [44] 
 
Jones and Wierzbicki [44] described the following terms to assist in the design of 
crashworthiness structures according to Figure 5.1.  In the figure a definition is given for the 
different collapse efficiencies according to the relevant parameters generated from the structures 
collapse of a structural member.  The collapse load is defined as the load that will permanently 
deflect or distort the structural section being compressed [44].  Energy absorbed by a structure is 
determined by calculating the area under the load vs. displacement curve, and is dependent on 
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the direction of the applied load.  Specific absorbed energy is defined as the absorbed energy 
divided by the weight of the structure that is being used by the designer.  This value can be used 
to evaluate different structures for design purposes. 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Load vs. displacement curve [44] 
 
From Figure 5.1 the following equations are derived: 









1         (5.1) 





δ=           (5.2) 














       (5.3) 
with 
A – area under the load-compressiong graph 
eE – energy efficiency 
eG – geometric efficiency 
eL – load efficiency 
lo – original length  
ΔP – difference between the mean maximum and minimum load values 
PL – mean value of the minimum loads 
Pm – mean crush load 
Pu – mean value of the maximum loads 
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Pδ – maximum load 
δc – total compression distance 
 
Equation 5.1-5.3 will be used to evaluate the experimental and numerical investigated tubes of 
Chapter 3 and 4 respectively for the concept designs of section 5.3.1-5.3.3.    
 
Two methods for defining the efficiency of an energy absorber in crashworthiness design is the 
following [1, 46] : 
• Specific energy, which is defined as the absorbed energy per unit weight : 
m
ESE =           (5.4) 




V cE =          (5.5) 
In Equation 5.4 the total energy absorbed during compression is given by E, and the mass is 
determined using the CAD software SolidWorks® [75], as seen in Table 5.7.   
 
5.2.2 Crash energy management 
In the crash energy management of vehicles collisions, the component layout and stiffness, load 
path and load transfer are major factors influencing the energy absorption capabilities of the 
vehicle structure [155].  A brief description is given for the different components of energy 
management during a crash 
• The components in the front end of a vehicle are designed to collapse in a predefined 
mode and to maximize the amount of energy that the vehicle can absorb during a crash 
[155].  Figure 5.2 shows the typical layout of a front wheel driven car.    
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Figure 5.2 General layout for a front wheel driven vehicle [155] 
 
• Component stiffness, axial and bending, determines the mean load for axial collapse and 
the peak load for the components designed to bend.  Both axial and bending loads are a 
direct function of the axial and bending stiffness of the specific components respectively 
[155]. 
• Load path is used to characterize the progress of the crash event from one component to 
the next, and can be axial, bending, shear or combined loading path [155] 
• Load transfer describes how the load is transferred from one component to the next 
during the crash as it progresses.  Type of loading and the level of loading are important 
considerations in describing the load transfer [155] 
• Packaging constraints limit the available space for energy absorber layout and crush 
space, and influences the safety of the vehicle and occupants [155] 
• Crush zones are described as the distance in which the absorber is compressed in a 
predefined manner and at a specific mean load, as shown in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.2 Crush zones [152] 
 
• Mean crush load is defined as the ratio of the total crush energy to the crush distance for 
axially compressed members 
• The crash pulse or “G” response during a crash is defined as the deceleration versus the 
crash time or plotted as the deceleration vs displaced distance (crash distance).   
• Readings taken after a crash include  the following 
• if a component has crushed 
• crash load  
• deceleration levels  
• crush distance  
• mode of collapse  
• crash event duration 
• For design purposes a square pulse response is used with an average 20-25 G’s 
decelaration as shown in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3 Deceleration vs. time [155] 
 
• A new design approach is to have a stiffer front end structure to generate high “G’s” 
early in the crash event for more energy to be absorbed before the occupants of the 
vehicle feel the deceleration of the vehicle. 
• The vehicle kinetic energy is calculated in the normal manner, i.e. 
2
2
1 vmE vKE =          (5.6) 
with mv the mass of the vehicle in kg and v the velocity of the vehicle in m/s.  The 
European New Car Assessment Program [156] tests at speeds of 64 km/h in a 40% 
offset barrier.  The American New Car Assessment Programme requires an impact 
velocity of 56.32  km/h (35 mph) [155]. 
 
Impact speeds of 64 km/h and 120 km/h are used in section 5.3 for the conceptual design with 
three different vehicle masses. 
• Vehicle weight affects the crash performance of the vehicle, and is a fixed parameter.  If 
the weight increases, a longer vehicle front end must be designed to absorb the extra 
kinetic energy.  A balance must be found between lighter vehicle and a shorter front end 
[155]. 
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5.2.3 Vehicle assessment during collisions 
Johnson and Mamalis [45] classified motor collisions according to load or impact into the 
following types shown in Figure 5.4 - 5.6: 
• Longitudinal shown in Figure 5.4 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Longitudinal impact 
 
In Figure 5.4 the longitudinal impact conditions are shown.  For the conceptual design of section 
5.3 wedging of car under truck, Type 3, and truck cab or vehicle hitting a stationary object 
during impact, Type 4 will be considered.   
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• Transverse collisions shown in Figure 5.5 
 
 
Figure 5.5 Transverse impact 
 
• Vertical impact shown in Figure 5.6 
 
Figure 5.6 Vertical impact 
 
Figure 5.5-5.6 show impact conditions other than Type 3 and 4 which will be used in the 
concept design of the different impact absorbers.  These Figures illustrate the other types of 
impact conditions which are also tested for by organisations like the European New Car 
Assessment Program [156]. 
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5.2.4 Rear impact guards for trailers and semi trailers 
 
The Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) are used by the manufactures of motor 
vehicles and items of motor vehicle equipment as a standard to comply with, and also to assist in 
the certification of compliance to these standards [157].  In the design for crashworthiness of 
vehicles, the following sections of the U.S. code of Federal Regulations 49 CFR 571 will be used 
for rear impact guards 
• § 571.223 Standard No. 223 : Rear impact guards [89].    
The purpose of this standard is to specify the requirements for trailer and semi trailer 
rear impact guards, and the aim is to reduce the number of deaths and serious injuries 
resulting from the collisions between light vehicles and the rear end of trailers and semi 
trailers. 
 
The rear guard must resist the following forces at the specified positions shown in  
Figure 5.7 
• At P1 the rear guard must be able to resist a force of 50 000 N 
• At P2 the rear guard must be able to resist a force of 50 000 N 
• At P3 the rear guard must be able to resist a force of 100 000 N 
 
A total force of 350 000 N or 350 kN must be resisted by the rear guard with out 
deflecting more than 125 mm [89].  For rear impact guards, the guard must absorb 5650 
J during the first 125 mm of compression or deflection by plastic deformation [89].  The 
position at which the energy must be absorbed is point P3 indicated in Figure 5.7, and in 
Figure 5.8 the load vs. displacement graph for the point P3 is shown. 
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Figure 5.7 Position points on rear guard [89] 
 
In Figure 5.7 the horizontal member of the rear guard is shown to illustrate where the loads are 
applied.  Figure 5.9 illustrate the configuration for a truck trailer where the horizontal member is 




Figure 5.8 Absorbed energy at point P3 from the load vs. displacement graph [89] 
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• § 571.224 Standard No. 224 : Rear impact protection [90].    
 
The purpose of this standard is to specify the requirements for installing rear impact 
guards on trailers and semi trailers of gross vehicle mass (GVM) 4536 kg or more. The 
aim being to help reduce the number of deaths and serious injuries, resulting from the 




Figure 5.9 Trailer configuration [90] 
 
The installed rear guard must meet Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard No.223, and 
the installed rear guard must be certified [90].  These rear guards are attached to the 
chassis of the vehicle.  
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5.3 CONCEPT DESIGN 
In section 5.3 the concept design for a rear impact guard according to FMSVSS 223 and 224 [89-
90] is given in section 5.3.1.  Section 5.3.2 focuses on an impact guard in a loading zone in a 
commercial warehouse, while in section 5.3.3 the concept design application will be a stationary 
barrier next to a highway. 
 
5.3.1 Rear impact guard  
In the design of the concept energy absorber for the rear impact guard, the values of the 
experimental and numerical investigation tubes will be evaluated in section 5.3.1.1 to determine 
the most efficient tube to be used in the design based on FMVSS 224 [90].   Boucher and Davis 
[158] investigated the different rear impact guards using FMVSS 223 and 224 as a guideline, and 
classified the guards as follows: 
• Minimum compliant guard (MCG), shown in Figure 5.10 after applying a 100 kN load at 




Figure 5.10 Minimum compliant guard (MCG) after applying 100 kN [158] 
 
• A minimum compliant guard with a device to limit movement of the horizontal member 
in the vertical direction, shown in Figure 5.11 
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Figure 5.11 Displacement limiting guard (DLG) [158] 
 
• A stronger slanted guard (SSG) with the vertical posts slanted and able to rotate through 
an arc meeting the ground clearance of 560 mm at the initial and final positions.  Figure 




Figure 5.12 Stronger slanted guard (SSG) [158] 
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5.3.1.1. Tube comparison for design purposes 
 
In the numerical and experimental investigations of chapter 4 and 3 respectively, the tubes were 
compressed to half their original lengths, where the original length was either 100 or 400 mm.  
Using Eq. 5.2 to determine the geometric efficiency, the values are as follow for the  

























 or 50% 
This value was chosen during the experimental investigation, but can be changed if the design 
requires a change in the compressed distance of the tube, or if there is a limit on the available 
space to install the energy absorber. 
 
In Table 5.1 the comparison values are given for the 100 mm experimental and numerical 
investigated tubes, and in Table 5.3 the comparison values for the 400 mm experimental tubes.   
Both sets of tubes were axially crushed, as described in Chapter 3 and 4 using a solid bar to 
enable progressive yielding of the tubes. 
 
For equation 5.3 the mean load, Pm , and maximum load, Pδ , is needed to determine the energy 
efficiency for the design purposes, and the geometric efficiency.  Only the experimental tubes 
that were verified numerically will be used for comparison purposes.  Refer to section 4.5 for a 
comparison between the different tubes that were experimentally and numerically investigated, 
and in Table 5.2 the different sections are given. 
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Tube Type Experimental Numerical  Mean load
Pm (kN) 





Normal tube NT100A  83.8 124.6 33.6 
  3DNT100D 91.5 131.1 34.9 
Horizontal grooved tubes 
with a pitch of 12.5 mm 
HGTSBTestH  86.1 127.6 33.7 
  HGT100P125 82.9 119.5 34.7 
Horizontal grooved tubes 
with a pitch of 25 mm 
HGTSBTestG  81.9 125.1 32.7 
  HGT100P25E 82.3 130.8 31.5 
Spiral grooved tubes with 
a pitch of 10 mm 
TestH1  68.6 86.9 39.5 
  SGT100P10 72.7 250.6 14.5* 
Spiral grooved tubes with 
a pitch of 13 mm 
TestG3  79.1 112.1 35.3 
  SGT100P13 73.6 96.2 38.3 
 
Table 5.1 Energy efficiency comparison for 100 mm tubes 
 
Tube Type Relevant sections 
Normal tube 4.5.1 
Horizontal grooved tubes with a pitch of 12.5 mm 4.5.2.1 
Horizontal grooved tubes with a pitch of 25 mm 4.5.2.2 
Spiral grooved tubes with a pitch of 10 mm 4.5.3.1 
Spiral grooved tubes with a pitch of 13 mm 4.5.3.2 
 
Table 5.2 Relevant sections in Chapter 4 for 100 mm tubes 
*- see section 4.5.3.1 Figure 4.170 
 
In Figure 5.13 the comparison graph for the energy efficiency for the 100 mm tubes are shown 
from the values obtained in Table 5.1.  An improvement in this value is seen when the normal 
tube is compared with the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 13 mm.  An increase of 1.65% for 
the experimental and 3.36% for the numerical comparison is obtained using Table 5.1 and Figure 
5.13.   
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Figure 5.13 Energy efficiency comparison graph for 100 mm tubes 
 
The experimental test spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 10 mm had the highest energy 
efficiency of 39.46 % in the graph and table. 
 
In Table 5.3 the energy efficiency for the experimental 400 mm tubes are given.  All the tubes 
were compressed axially to a distance of 200 mm giving a geometric efficiency of 50%. 
 
Tube Type Test name Mean load 
Pm (kN) 





Normal tube NTSBTestA 98.8 140.4 35.2 
Horizontal grooved tubes with a pitch of 12.5 mm HGTSBTestB 102.8 175.4 29.3 
Horizontal grooved tubes with a pitch of 25 mm HGTSBTestA 77.5 122.6 31.6 
Spiral grooved tubes with a pitch of 7 mm SGTSBTestC 52.9 71.6 36.9 
Spiral grooved tubes with a pitch of 10 mm SGTSBTestB 102.1 142.8 35.7 
Spiral grooved tubes with a pitch of 13 mm SGTSBTestA 101.3 167.1 30.3 
 
Table 5.3 Energy efficiency comparison for the experimental evaluated 400 mm tubes 
 
In Table 5.3 the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 12.5 mm had the highest maximum load 
of 175.4 kN, as well as the highest mean load of 102.78 kN, but the lowest energy efficiency of 
29.3%. 
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Energy efficiency  
Figure 5.14 Energy efficiency comparison graph for the experimental investigated 400 mm tubes 
 
In Figure 5.14 the comparison graph for the energy efficiency for the 400 mm tubes are shown 
from the values obtained in Table 5.3.  An improvement in this value is seen when the normal 
tube is compared with the spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 7 mm.  An increase of 1.74% for 
the experimental tube is obtained using Table 5.3 and Figure 5.14.  Increasing the pitch 
decreased the energy efficiency for the spiral grooved tubes, while for the horizontal grooved 
tubes an increase was obtained with an increase in the pitch for these tubes. 
 
For FMVSS 223 [89] a compressed distance is specified for the rear guard.  Using the values 
from Table 5.3 and focusing on the compressed distance of 125 mm as specified by the 
standard, Table 5.4 is generated from the experimental compressed 500 mm tube.  Changing the 
compressed distance of the 400 mm, changes the geometric efficiency from 0.5 to 0.3125 using 
Eq. 5.2.   
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Tube Type Test name Mean load 
Pm (kN) 





Normal tube NTSBTestA 93.7 134.6 21.8 
Horizontal grooved tubes with a pitch of 12.5 mm HGTSBTestB 82.1 104.5 24.6 
Horizontal grooved tubes with a pitch of 25 mm HGTSBTestA 73.3 122.5 18.7 
Spiral grooved tubes with a pitch of 7 mm SGTSBTestC 52.9 71.6 23.1 
Spiral grooved tubes with a pitch of 10 mm SGTSBTestB 86.3 112.8 23.9 
Spiral grooved tubes with a pitch of 13 mm SGTSBTestA 81.7 98.4 25.9 
 
Table 5.4 Energy efficiency comparison for the experimental evaluated 400 mm tubes compressed 
to a distance of 125 mm 
 
Figure 5.15 show the comparison between the energy efficiency for the compressed distance of 








































Figure 5.15 Energy efficiency comparison graph for the experimental investigated 400 mm tubes 
compressed 125 mm 
 
Increasing the pitch increased the energy efficiency for the spiral grooved tubes, while for the 
horizontal grooved tubes a decrease is obtained for the energy efficiency values with an increase 
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in the pitch.  A comparison is made in Table 5.5 for the absorbed energy at the compressed 
distance of 125 mm and 200 mm respectively, and graphically shown in Figure 5.16. 
 
Tube Type Test name Absorbed energy 
at 125 mm (kJ) 
Absorbed energy 
at 200 mm (kJ) 
Normal tube NTSBTestA 11.9 19.9 
Horizontal grooved tubes with a pitch of 12.5 mm HGTSBTestB 10.4 18.6 
Horizontal grooved tubes with a pitch of 25 mm HGTSBTestA 9.3 15.6 
Spiral grooved tubes with a pitch of 7 mm SGTSBTestC 6.7 10.3 
Spiral grooved tubes with a pitch of 10 mm SGTSBTestB 10.9 18.8 
Spiral grooved tubes with a pitch of 13 mm SGTSBTestA 10.2 18.9 
 
Table 5.5 Absorbed energy comparison for the experimental evaluated 400 mm tubes compressed 
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Figure 5.16 Absorbed energy comparison graph for the experimental investigated 400 mm tubes 
compressed to a distance of 125 mm and 200 mm 
 
In Table 5.6-7 the specific energy is given for the 100 mm and 400 mm tubes respectively.  The 
mass was determined using the drawing package SolidWorks® [75]. 
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Tube Type Experimental Numerical  Mass 
(kg) 
Absorbed energy 




Normal tube NT100A  0.13 4211.15 32594.07 
  3DNT100D 0.13 4821.85 37320.82 
Horizontal grooved tubes 
with a pitch of 12.5 mm 
HGTSBTestH  0.11 4311.403 39438.37 
  HGT100P125 0.11 4146.66 37931.39 
Horizontal grooved tubes 
with a pitch of 25 mm 
HGTSBTestG  0.12 4127.746 34060.12 
  HGT100P25E 0.12 4346.34 35863.85 
Spiral grooved tubes with 
a pitch of 10 mm 
TestH1  0.11 3440.29 32736.61 
  SGT100P10 0.11 5946.61 56585.88* 
Spiral grooved tubes with 
a pitch of 13 mm 
TestG3  0.11 3968.603 35934.47 
  SGT100P13 0.11 3808.56 34485.33 
 
Table 5.6 Specific energy comparison for the 100 mm tubes evaluated  
 
In Table 5.6 the specific energy for the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 12.5 mm is the 
highest at 39438.37 J/kg if the value of the numerical investigated spiral tube with a pitch of 10 
mm is ignored.  A decrease in the pitch for the horizontal grooved tubes led to an increase in the 
specific energy.  For the spiral grooved tubes a pitch increase led to an increase in the specific 
energy as shown in Table 5.6 for the 100 mm tubes. 
 
Tube Type Test name Mass 
(kg) 
Absorbed energy 




Normal tube NTSBTestA 0.52 19877.6 22830.44 
Horizontal grooved tubes with a pitch of 12.5 mm HGTSBTestB 0.44 18602.43 23537.07 
Horizontal grooved tubes with a pitch of 25 mm HGTSBTestA 0.48 15590.04 19331.35 
Spiral grooved tubes with a pitch of 7 mm SGTSBTestC 0.38 10336.07 17674.71 
Spiral grooved tubes with a pitch of 10 mm SGTSBTestB 0.42 18803.99 25984.48 
Spiral grooved tubes with a pitch of 13 mm SGTSBTestA 0.44 18941.43 23171.36 
 
Table 5.7 Specific energy comparison for the 400 mm tubes experimentally evaluated  
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In Table 5.7 an increase in the pitch from 7 to 10 mm for the spiral grooved tubes lead to an 
increase in the specific energy.  Increasing the pitch from 10 to 13 mm lead to a decrease in the 
specific energy value.   The specific energy values for the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 
12.5 mm, spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 10 and 13 mm were higher than the specific energy 
value for the normal tube in table 5.7.   The same observation can be made from Table 5.6. 
 
Based on Tables 5.1 and 5.6 for the energy efficiencies and specific energies for the 100 mm 
tubes, the following tubes will be used in the conceptual design of sections 5.3.1.3, 5.3.2 and 
5.3.3: 
• Horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 12.5 mm 
• Spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 13 mm 
 
Based on Tables 5.3 and 5.7 for the energy efficiencies and specific energies for the 400 mm 
tubes, the following tubes will be used in the conceptual design of sections 5.3.1.3, 5.3.2 and 
5.3.3: 
• Horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 12.5 mm 
• Spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 10 mm 
• Spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 13 mm 
 
In the second scenario the normal tube of 400 mm was ignored due the uncontrolled forming of 
the lobes from both sides of the specific tube during axial compression.  The length of the tubes 
can be adjusted to increase the geometric efficiencies if the 125 mm of FMVSS 223 [89] is used 
as the standard for designing the rear impact guard.  Tube lengths of 175, 200 and 250 mm will 
be used, and the 100 mm tubes will be left out.  In Figure 5.17 the load vs. displacement graph is 
given and in Figure 5.18 the energy vs. displacement graph for the three selected tubes. 
 
A lower yield or buckling load is seen from Figure 5.17 as compared to the normal tube, with a 
gradual rise in the load value during compression of these tubes as compared to the sinusoidal 
form of the normal tube. 
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Figure 5.18 Energy vs. displacement graph for the three selected tube 
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5.3.1.2 Vehicle mass and speed comparison for design purposes 
The vehicle mass and speed is now incorporated in the conceptual design.  The vehicles chosen 
are as follows 
• Mercedes-Benz B200 Turbo AT [ 159] 
• Nissan Tiida 1.6 Acenta hatch [160] 
• Dodge Caliber 1.8 SXT [160] 
The mass of vehicles are presented in Table 5.8.  Source for the vehicle information is Car 
magazine of June and September 2006.  Only passenger cars were used in the Table 5.8.   Speed 
1 is 64 km/h and Speed 2 is 120 km/h. 
 
Car model Mass as tested 
(kg) 
Kinetic energy 
(Speed 1) [kJ] 
Kinetic energy 
(Speed 2) [kJ]
Mercedes-Benz B200 Turbo AT [ 159] 1462 231.0 812.2 
Nissan Tiida 1.6 Acenta hatch [160] 1181 186.6 656.1 
Dodge Caliber 1.8 SXT [160] 1435 226.7 797.2 
 
Table 5.8 Car model mass, impact speeds and kinetic energies 
 
Using the absorbed energy values form Table 5.5 and the kinetic energy value for the different 
vehicle masses and velocities Eq. 5.7 can be derived if an energy balance is used to determine the 
number of tubes, n needed for the rear impact guard to absorb the impact or kinetic energy. 
TubeKE EnE ×=           (5.7) 
 
In Table 5.9 the number of tubes (NOT) needed is given as a function of the compressed 
distance and impact speed.  Distance 1 is 125 mm compressed, and Distance 2 200 mm 
compressed.  
 
 Number of tubes (NOT) 
Car model Distance 1 
(Speed 1) 
Distance 2 




( Speed 2) 
Mercedes-Benz B200 Turbo AT [ 159] 22 12 78 44 
Nissan Tiida 1.6 Acenta hatch [160] 17 10 60 35 
Dodge Caliber 1.8 SXT [160] 22 12 78 42 
 
Table 5.9 Number of tubes required for different compressed distances and impact speeds 
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Number of tubes - 125 mm compressed (Speed 2) Number of tubes - 200 mm compressed ( Speed 2)
 
 
Figure 5.19 Number of tubes required for different compressed distances and impact speeds 
 
Increasing the impact speed increases the number of tubes required as seen in Figure 5.19.  In 
the concept design the Euro NCAP speed of 64 km/h (speed 1) will be used.  The number of 
tubes required is determined as 22 tubes for all three the selected 400 mm long tubes of section 
5.3.1.1.  Using this number of tubes, an additional attachment is made to be fitted to the 
horizontal member for the rear impact guard.  The tube energy absorbing structure (TEAS) is 
similar in construction of the axial compression test assembly used in Chapter 3, and the 
drawings provided in Appendix D. 
 
Depending on the construction of the horizontal member of the rear impact guard, the design 
for the tube energy absorbing structure (TEAS) will be changed accordingly.  
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5.3.1.3 Under ride protection on locally produced trailers 
Under ride, or rear impact guards, on locally produced trailers and semi trailers vary from 
manufacturer to manufacturer.  Figure 5.20–24 show various constructions of under ride 
protection devices on existing trailers found on South African roads.  In Figure 5.20 the Rubicor 
trailer is show from the rear (a), and the side view (b).  Only a 10 mm thick plate is welded to the 
main support beam of the trailer.  Ground clearance for the under ride plate is 460 mm, width of 
plate 2400 mm and the distance from the edge of the rear tyre to the inside of the under ride 
plate is 760 mm.  The trailer width is 2600 mm. 
 
 
(a) Rear view of trailer (b) Side view of trailer 
Figure 5.20 Rubicor trailer 
 
 In Figure 5.21 the Marble Wes construction trailer is show from the rear (a), and the side view 
(b).  Ground clearance for the under ride circular tube is 485 mm, with the distance from the 
edge of the rear tyre to the inside of the under ride circular tube is 350 mm.  The trailer width is 




Under ride plate 
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(a) Rear view of trailer (b) Side view of trailer 
Figure 5.21 Marble Wes construction trailer 
 
(a) Rear view of trailer (b) Side view of trailer 
Figure 5.22  Henred Fraehauf  trailer 
 
In Figure 5.22 the Henred Fraehauf trailer is show from the rear (a), and the side view (b).  
Ground clearance for the under ride circular tube is 400 mm, with the distance from the edge of 
the rear tyre to the inside of the under ride square tube is 730 mm.  The trailer width is 2500 mm 
with a 2020 mm width for the under ride square bar.  A 100x100 mm square tube is welded to 
the main beam of the trailer via two I beams as shown in Figure 5.22 (b). 
 
Figure 5.23 shows the Trailord superlink dropside trailer from the rear (a), and the side view (b).  
Ground clearance for the under ride circular tube is 500 mm, with the distance from the edge of 
2500 
Under ride round tube
I beam sections 
2020 
Under ride square tube 
I beam
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the rear tyre to the inside of the under ride square tube is 1100 mm.  The trailer width is 2600 
mm.  A square tube is welded to the main beam of the trailer via two laser cut profiles. 
 
 
(a) Rear view of trailer (b) Side view of trailer 
Figure 5.23 Trailord superlink dropside trailer 
 
In Figure 5.24 the Busaf Bauer trailer is show from the rear (a), and the side view (b).  Ground 
clearance for the under ride square tube is 480 mm, with the distance from the edge of the rear 
tyre to the inside of the under ride square tube is 910 mm.  The trailer width is 2590 mm.  A 
square tube, 100x100 mm, is bolted to the main beam of the trailer via two mounting sections 
shown in Figure 5.24. 
 
(a) Rear view of trailer (b) Side view of trailer 
Figure 5.24 Busaf Bauer trailer 
2530 
Under ride square tube 
2510 
Under ride square tube 
Mounting I beam sections 
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5.3.1.4 General layout for the Tube Energy Absorbing structure (TEAS) on commercial trailers and 
semi trailers 
In all the under ride protection trailers shown in Figure 5.20-24, the rear impact guard or under  
ride protection structures are in line with the end of the trailers, which is different from the 
mounting  of the rear impact guards of Figure 5.9.  According to FMVSS 224 the guard surface 
should not be more than 305 mm from the rear end of the trailer.  If the locally produced trailers 
were fitted with the concept Tube Energy Absorbing Structure (TEAS), an overhang of 400 mm 
will be created.  This addition of the structure will be illegal due to local road and vehicle 
legislation.  The structure, onto which the structure will be welded, must be moved towards the 
set of rear wheels of the vehicle to accommodate the structure.  
 
Figure 5.25 show the illegal layout for the Tube Energy Absorbing Structure (TEAS).  In Figure 
5.25 the dimensions of the Busaf Bauer construction is used for placement of the Tube Energy 
Absorbing Structure (TEAS) on the construction.  22 Spiral grooved tubes with a pitch of 13 
mm are used in the figure, with 8 either side of the vertical I beams.  6 tubes are placed in the 
centre between the two vertical I beams.   The Teflon bushing is omitted from both figures. 
 
(a) Side view (b) Isometric view 
 
Figure 5.25 Busaf Bauer trailer with TEAS welded to the horizontal member 
 
Figure 5.26 show the suggested layout for the Tube Energy Absorbing Structure (TEAS).  In 
Figure 5.26 the dimensions of the Busaf Bauer construction is used for placement of the Tube 
Energy Absorbing Structure (TEAS) on the construction.  Dimensions for the horizontal 
member was taken using standard steel sections from the Southern African Steel Construction 
handbook [161], and the Macsteel website [162]. 
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(a) Side view (b) Isometric view 
Figure 5.26 Busaf Bauer trailer with adjusted TEAS welded the horizontal member 
 
A side view of the Tube Energy Absorbing Structure is given in Figure 5.27, and in Figure 5.28 
an isometric view is shown of the structure. 
 
 
Figure 5.27 Tube Energy Absorbing Structure (TEAS) side view 
 
In accordance with the National Road Traffic Act, 1996 (Act No. 93 of 1996), and the National 
Road traffic regulations of 1999, the overall width of a goods vehicle with the gross vehicle mass 
of 12 000 kg or more should not exceed 2.6 m [163].  The maximum width will be used, and 100 
mm from each side will be deducted to give a total width for TEAS as 2.4 m.  Placement of 
TEAS with regard to the rear end of the trailer or semi-trailer will be vertical with the end of the 
trailer or semi-trailer as indicated in Figure 5.9.  A horizontal distance of 510 mm will be needed 
for placement of the tube energy absorbing structure (TEAS), and 560 mm from the ground to 
the bottom of tube energy absorbing structure.   Figure 5.28 shows the dimensions for the rear 
under run protection device according to SANS 1055:2003 for category M,N and O vehicles 
having a gross vehicle mass (GVM) of 3500 kg or more. 
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(a) Side view (b) Rear view 




Figure 5.29 Tube Energy Absorbing Structure (TEAS) isometric view 
 
A design variable which needs to be taken into account is the width of the motor vehicle, and 
the height of the bumper.  The height of the bumper gives an indication of the placement of the 
s-rails which act as crumple zones during an impact event. 
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5.3.2 Loading zone protection barriers 
Protection of loading aprons is done using protection barriers or guard rails as illustrated in 
Figure 5.30. The main purpose of these guards are to prevent injuries and accidents in industry 
from moving vehicles [165]. 
 
 
Figure 5.30 Guard rails [164] 
 
Various manufacturers of industrial guard rails are found on the Internet, and some of the 




Figure 5.31 Omega industrial guard rails [165] 
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Office guard protection Outdoor equipment protection 
Figure 5.32 Material flow steel guard guardrail systems [167] 
 
In the loading zone protection barriers, standard profiles will be used, and the tube energy 
absorbing structure (TEAS) will be added to the existing structure as shown in Figure 5.33.  The 
design parameters which need to be taken into account are as follows: 
• Height of impact between the structure and the vehicle 
• Direction in which the impact will occur between the structure and the vehicle 
• Impact speed between the structure and the vehicle 
• Space between the barrier and the structure it will protect 
• Width of the structure to be protected 
• Type of structure to be protected 
 
In the concept design only truck loading zones are investigated, and the direction of impact is 
the reverse movement of a truck or trailer towards the loading zone.   A vehicle height of 
between 0.55 m and 1.550 m is used, with a vehicle width of 2.6 m in the concept design.  The 
guard post in Figure 5.32 is 100x100x5 mm, with a selected height of 1.8 m.  24 Spiral grooved 
tubes with a pitch of 13 mm are used.  Tube length for the assembly is 400 mm, which can be 
adjusted accordingly.   Tube energy absorbing structures are placed 450 and 1450 from the base 
plate top surface to the bottom surface of the parallel flange channel section.   In Figure 5.34 the 
loading zone barrier assembly is shown.  A gap of 350 mm exists between the loading platform 
and the protection barrier zone. 
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(a)  Side view (b.) Isometric view 
Figure 5.33 Loading zone protection barriers  
 
No guide bushes are shown in the figure for display purposes.   Figure 5.34 shows the loading 
bay with the installed protection barrier with a trailer with a under run protection device.  No 
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(a.) Side view of loading zone protection barrier and trailer 
 
(b.) Isometric view of loading zone protection barrier and trailer  
 
Figure 5.34 Loading zone protection barrier and trailer assembly  
 
Various trailer and semi-trailer manufacturers exist locally and the loading zone protection 
barrier needs to be adapted to specific trailer or semi trailer that will visit the loading zone the 
most frequent.  An adjustable mechanism can be designed to assist in the protection of the 
loading zones instead of welding the barrier to the guard post.   Length of the tubes can also be 
changed if there are dimensional constraints.  A loading plate can be used to bridge the gap 
between the loading platform and trailer. 
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5.3.3 Guard rail 
Guard rails are usually found next to road surfaces, either gravel or tar.  Figure 5.35 shows the 
construction of a guard rail element from Gautrans [168], and in Figure 5.36 the mounting and 
erection detail of the guard rail is illustrated.  The vertical posts are made out of gum or pine 
poles.  The guardrail is manufactured from galvanised rolled steel plate as shown in Figure 5.37. 
 
 
Figure 5.35 Guard rail mounting and erection detail – sheet 1 of 2 [168] 
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Figure 5.36 Guard rail mounting and erection detail – sheet 2 of 2 [168] 
 




Figure 5.37 Cross section of guard rail [168] 
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Different profiles exist for the guard rails that are being used in South Africa, with the most 
common profile shown in Figure 5.37. 
 
 
Figure 5.38 Guard rail pole distance [169] 
 
For the conceptual design of the tube energy absorbing structure that will be added to the guard 
rail assembly, the following method is proposed: 
• Use a 200 mm spiral grooved tube with a pitch of 13 mm for the tube energy absorbing 
structure (TEAS) assembly giving a 100 mm compressed distance if two PFC 100x50 
channels are used 
• Post bolt to be lengthened to accommodate the tube energy absorbing structure (TEAS) 
assembly 
• Slot to be made in the wooden spacer block to accommodate the tube energy absorbing 
structure (TEAS) assembly PFC 100x50 channel.  The wooden spacer block is shown in 
Figure 5.38. 
• Guard rail to be bolted to tube energy absorbing structure (TEAS) assembly via to holes 
drilled into the guard rail posts. 
• An additional PFC 100x50 channel will host the Teflon or visconite bushing  
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Figure 5.39 Wooden post and spacer block [168] 
 
Figure 5.40 shows the assembly of the guard rail and the tube energy absorbing structure (TEAS) 
without the Teflon of visconite bushing and channel between the two wooden posts. 
 
 
(a.) Side view of guard rail (b.) Isometric view of guard rail 
Figure 5.40 Guard rail assembly 
Post spacer 
wooden block
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5.4 CONCLUSION 
In Chapter 5 a literature review was done on rear impact guards for trailers and semi trailers in 
section 5.2.4, where after a concept design for a rear impact guard was conceptually designed in 
section 5.3.1.  Three different motor vehicles were chosen, and the best tube selected to 
determine the number of tubes needed to fully absorbed the impact energy of the chosen 
vehicles at 60 km/h and 120 km/h.  A tube energy absorbing structure (TEAS) was developed 
to be mounted on the underrun protection devices of current trailers and semi trailers. 
 
Section 5.3.2 focussed on the loading zone protection barrier where the tube energy absorbing 
structure (TEAS) was mounted on two guard posts to prevent loading bays from being damaged 
by reversing truck, trailers and semi trailers. 
 
Guard rails were modified in section 5.3.3 to include the tube energy absorbing structure (TEAS) 
between two guard rail poles in a straight section of the rail as shown in Figure 5.40.  Curved 
guard rails were not considered for the conceptual design.    
 
Only concepts were generated in this chapter, and no actual testing was done on the three 
concepts presented in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this chapter is to compare and discuss the results from the experimental and 
numerical investigations to make some conclusions and recommendations.  In section 6.2 the 
experimental results are discussed, and in section 6.3 the numerical results.  Finally in section 6.4 
some conclusions are made, while in section 6.5 recommendations are made for possible further 
investigation into grooved tube progressive buckling as a means of energy absorption.  
 
6.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
In Chapter 3 various tubes were manufactured that were axially compressed using the axial 
compression experimental set-up.  Drawings of the axial compression experimental set up are 
given in Appendix D.  From the experimental investigation, load vs. displacement and energy vs. 
displacement graphs were created, and the energy absorption capabilities of the various tubes 
were compared.  Photographs were taken of the various tubes during the axial compression to 
capture the deformation patterns. 
 
6.3 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In Chapter 4 various tubes were numerically evaluated using the Finite Element Method (FEM).  
Models were created for the experimentally investigated tubes of Chapter 3, as well as parametric 
models.  All the analysed models were compared to determine their energy absorption 
capabilities, and these values were used in three concepts designs described in Chapter 5. 
 
6.4 CONCLUSIONS 
The experimental and numerical investigations have shown that the following conclusions 
can be drawn: 
• Distinctive deformation patterns were seen with the introduction of the grooves in 
the tubes, either in the horizontal or spiral configuration shown in Figure 4.194-195 
and Figure 4.198-199 
• The deformation pattern was dependant on the pitch of the groove for both the 
horizontal and spiral grooved tubes as shown in Figure 4.194-195 and Figure 4.198-
199 
• Convolution forming started underneath the top plate of the normal tube, and 
progressed further from this point till two complete lobes were formed as shown in 
Figure 4.157 and 4.159 
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• Localized buckling is introduced in the grooves of the horizontal and spiral grooved 
tube.  In the numerical investigation the groove was meshed with a finer mesh to 
capture the localised buckling  
• The cut section buckles and forms the groove, and  moves toward the inner solid 
bar till it touches the outer surface of the inner bar [Fig. 4 76 and 96] 
• The initial buckling load is increased with an increase in the groove pitch for the 
horizontal grooved bar as indicated in Fig. 4 14, 18 and 192 
• An increase in absorbed energy is obtained with an increase in the groove pitch for 
the horizontal grooved bar as indicated in Figure 4.193 
• Lower initial buckling load and absorbed energy values are observed in comparison 
with the normal tube values from the experimental investigation.  Shearing of the 
grooves and brittle break of these grooves occurred in the experimental 
investigation 
• A decrease in absorbed energy is observed when the material is removed by the 
creation of the grooves in the tube section as indicated in Figure 4.192 and Figure 
4.196 
• A distinctive control of the deformation shape is achieved by the introduction of 
the grooves and by the use of the solid bar in both the experimental and numerical 
investigated tubes 
• The numerical model values are within reasonable accuracy with the experimental 
investigation values as indicated in the various section of section 4.5 
• The spiral grooved tube showed a constant increase in the load values as the 
grooves were closed during compression process.  
• The parametric study in the material property discontinuities showed that the fully 
annealed condition gave a higher load value as compared to the partially annealed 
condition 
• A similar deformation pattern was observed for the material property discontinuity 
as compared to the horizontal grooved tubes shown in Figure 4.194-195 and Figure 
4.198-199 
• An increase in the pitch of the spiral grooved tube lead to an increase in the 
buckling load of the tube 
• Regression analysis can be used to determine the energy absorption capabilities of 
each of the tubes that were investigated.  The obtained function can be used to 
design energy absorbers in future. 
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A general conclusion that needs to be emphasized is that the numerically and 
experimentally results are within reasonable accuracy,  on a qualitative and quantative basis 
taking into account the constraints of the investigation.   This is illustrated by the 
comparison of the difference in the load or energy values of the spiral grooved tube with a 
pitch of 13 mm in section 4.5.3.2. The difference in the load value between the numerical 
and experimental results at a compressed distance of 35 mm is 4.86% in Table 4.36, and 
1.93% for the energy value in Table 4.37. 
 
6.5 RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following activities can be used to advance the work described in this thesis: 
• Increase the length of the tube to 400 mm to observe the effect the introduction of the 
grooves have on the deformation pattern for the numerical investigation 
• Repeat the experiments and FEM work with other grades of aluminium in the 60 XX 
series which can be drawn to the same dimensions as the tubes used in this thesis 
• Increase the groove pitch for the spiral grooves for both the 100 mm and 400 mm tubes 
to 25 and 50 mm  
• Vary the length of the tubes for the numerical investigations for all the geometric 
configurations 
• A change in the groove profile from rectangular to round or triangular can be further 
investigated experimentally and numerically in both the spiral and horizontal grooved 
sections using different cutting bits 
• Indent the horizontal grooves by using an indenter mounted on a lathe chuck 
• Change the profile on the indenter to round, 45° , 60° or 75° angles or a round profile 
• Investigate the possibility of extending the indenting of the groove section to the spiral 
grooves with a process similar to thread rolling using dies 
• Change the material properties by heating, either by induction or blow torch heating, the 
groove sections to the pitches used.  This is done to eliminate the removal of material 
from the tube section and induce section where local buckling can take place 
• Increase the material property discontinuity zone from 3.5 mm to 25 mm, and increase 
or decrease the depth of the zone to study the influence these parameters have on the 
energy absorption capabilities 
• Use the numerical investigation models to do parametric studies on the influence the 
pitch, width and cut depth for the horizontal and spiral grooves have on the energy 
absorption capabilities 
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• Experimentally test the concept designs described in Section 5.3 either quasi statically or 
using a vertical impact test machine 
• Apply the testing procedure specified in SANS 1055:2003 [166] to test the tube energy 
absorbing structure mounted on a rear under run protection device of a commercial 
trailer or semi trailer 
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“The preacher sought acceptable words, even to write down rightly words of truth or correct sentiment.  The words 
of the wise are like prodding goads, and firmly fixed (in the mind) like nails are the collected sayings which are 
given (as proceeding) from one Shepherd.  But about going further (than the words given by one Shepherd), my son, 
be warned.   Of many books there is no en (so do not believe everything you read), and much study is a weariness 
of the flesh.  All has been heard, the end of the matter is: Fear God (revere and worship Him, knowing that He 
is) and keep His commandments, for this is the whole of man and the whole (duty) of man.   For God shall bring 
every work into judgment, with every secret thing, whether it is good or evil.” 
Ecclesiastes 12:10-14 (Amplified Bible) 
 
“Hy het daarna gestrewe om hom raak uit te druk en die waarheid getrou op te teken.   Die woorde van mense 
met wysheid is soos skerp stokke, versamelde spreuke is soos spykers wat ingeslaan is.  Hulle is deur die een 
Herder gegee.  Die belangrikste van alles is : My seun, wees versigtig ! Daar kon nie `n einde aan die skryf van 
baie boeke nie, te veel studie ooreis die liggaam.  Die slotsom van alles wat jy gehoor het, is dit: Dien God en 
gehoorsaam Sy gebooie.  Dit is wat van die mense gevra word.  God sal rekenskap eis oor alles wat gedoen moet 
word, ook oor wat wat in die geheim gedoen word, of dit goed is of kwaad.” 
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APPENDIX A : ABAQUS INPUT FILES 
In the following sections the input file ( *.inp) will be given only for the 2D models for the 
normal tube, section A.1., for the horizontal groove with a pitch of 12.5 mm, section A.2, and 
for the horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm.  The parametric models, section 4.4.4, 
and the 3D model input files are given in Appendix H, the CD written with the input, CAE and 
journal files for each of the models analysed. 
 
All the nodes and elements that were generated during the meshing of the parts, are omitted in 
the given input files of section A.1-A.3.   Complete input files are given in Appendix H on the 
CD. 
A.1.  NORMAL TUBE 
In this section the input file is given for the NT100C model as, and is as follows: 
*Heading 
 Seed size 0.8 mm.  Quadratic elements used with reduced integration 
** Job name: NT100C Model name: Model-1 














**   
*Instance, name=InnerTube-1, part=InnerTube 
*Node 
      1,      0.02125,         0.11,           0. 
*Nset, nset=InnerTube-1-RefPt_, internal 
1,  
*Surface, type=SEGMENTS, name=ITRS 
START,      0.02125,         0.11 
 LINE,      0.02125,           0. 
*Rigid Body, ref node=InnerTube-1-RefPt_, analytical surface=ITRS 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name=NT100-1, part=NT100 
*Element, type=CAX8R 
** Region: (Tube:Picked) 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet3, internal, generate 
   1,  500,    1 
** Section: Tube 
*Solid Section, elset=_PickedSet3, material="Al 6063-T6" 
1., 
*End Instance 
**   
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*Instance, name=Plate-1, part=Plate 
*Node 
      1,         0.05,           0.,           0. 
*Nset, nset=Plate-1-RefPt_, internal 
1,  
*Surface, type=SEGMENTS, name=BPTS 
START,           0.,           0. 
 LINE,         0.05,           0. 
*Rigid Body, ref node=Plate-1-RefPt_, analytical surface=BPTS 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name=Plate-2, part=Plate 
          0.,          0.1,           0. 
*Node 
      1,         0.05,           0.,           0. 
*Nset, nset=Plate-2-RefPt_, internal 
1,  
*Surface, type=SEGMENTS, name=TPBS 
START,         0.05,           0. 
 LINE,           0.,           0. 
*Rigid Body, ref node=Plate-2-RefPt_, analytical surface=TPBS 
*End Instance 
*Nset, nset=ITRP, instance=InnerTube-1 
 1, 
*Nset, nset=TPRP, instance=Plate-2 
 1, 
*Nset, nset=BPRP, instance=Plate-1 
 1, 
*Elset, elset=_TubeLS_S1, internal, instance=NT100-1, generate 
   1,  125,    1 
*Surface, type=ELEMENT, name=TubeLS 
_TubeLS_S1, S1 
*Elset, elset=_TubeRS_S3, internal, instance=NT100-1, generate 
 376,  500,    1 
*Surface, type=ELEMENT, name=TubeRS 
_TubeRS_S3, S3 
*Elset, elset=_TubeBS_S2, internal, instance=NT100-1, generate 
 125,  500,  125 
*Surface, type=ELEMENT, name=TubeBS 
_TubeBS_S2, S2 
*Elset, elset=_TubeTS_S4, internal, instance=NT100-1, generate 
   1,  376,  125 
*Surface, type=ELEMENT, name=TubeTS 
_TubeTS_S4, S4 
*Elset, elset=__PickedSurf20_S3, internal, instance=NT100-1, generate 
 376,  500,    1 
*Surface, type=ELEMENT, name=_PickedSurf20, internal 
__PickedSurf20_S3, S3 
*Elset, elset=__PickedSurf21_S3, internal, instance=NT100-1, generate 
 376,  500,    1 










 6.689e+10, 0.33 
*Plastic 
 2.012e+08,         0. 
 2.027e+08, 0.00219193 
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 2.034e+08, 0.00228218 
 2.047e+08,  0.0024726 
 2.059e+08, 0.00267338 
 2.066e+08, 0.00277403 
 2.076e+08, 0.00298562 
 2.086e+08, 0.00320412 
 2.095e+08, 0.00342095 
 2.108e+08, 0.00375636 
 2.118e+08, 0.00410009 
 2.127e+08, 0.00444019 
 2.138e+08, 0.00490163 
 2.148e+08, 0.00546691 
 2.159e+08, 0.00614417 
 2.169e+08, 0.00694509 
 2.179e+08, 0.00787635 
 2.189e+08, 0.00894933 
 2.199e+08,  0.0101639 
 2.209e+08,  0.0115239 
 2.219e+08,  0.0129854 
 2.229e+08,  0.0141586 
 2.233e+08,   0.014709 
     3e+08,        0.1 
**  
** INTERACTION PROPERTIES 
**  
*Surface Interaction, name=Contact1 
1., 
*Friction, slip tolerance=0.001 
 0.1, 
*Surface Behavior, pressure-overclosure=HARD 
*Surface Interaction, name=Contact2 
1., 
*Friction, slip tolerance=0.001 
 0.45, 
*Surface Behavior, pressure-overclosure=HARD 




*Surface Behavior, pressure-overclosure=HARD 
*Surface Interaction, name=Contact4 
1., 
*Friction, slip tolerance=0.005 
 0.3, 
*Surface Behavior, pressure-overclosure=HARD 
*Surface Interaction, name=Contact5 
1., 
*Friction, slip tolerance=0.005 
 0.6, 
*Surface Behavior, pressure-overclosure=HARD 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BPRPBC Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
BPRP, 1, 1 
BPRP, 2, 2 
BPRP, 6, 6 
** Name: ITRPBC Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
ITRP, 1, 1 
ITRP, 2, 2 
ITRP, 6, 6 
** Name: TPRPBC Type: Displacement/Rotation 
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*Boundary 
TPRP, 1, 1 
TPRP, 2, 2 




** Interaction: SC1 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact1 
TubeLS, 
** Interaction: SC2 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact1 
TubeRS, 
** Interaction: STS1 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact1 
TubeLS, InnerTube-1.ITRS 
** Interaction: STS2 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact3 
TubeBS, Plate-1.BPTS 
** Interaction: STS3 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact4 
_PickedSurf20, Plate-1.BPTS 
** Interaction: STS4 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact4 
_PickedSurf21, Plate-2.TPBS 
** Interaction: STS5 




** STEP: Axial compression 
**  
*Step, name="Axial compression", nlgeom=YES, inc=1000 
Normal tube with length of 100 mm 
*Static, riks 
0.001, 1., 1e-08, 1000., , TPRP, 2, -0.05 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: TPRPBC Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
TPRP, 2, 2, -0.05 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=1 
*Print, contact=YES, plasticity=YES, solve=YES 
*Monitor, dof=2, node=TPRP, frequency=1 
**  




CF, RF, U 
*Element Output 
LE, PE, PEEQ, PEMAG, S 
**  




ALLAE, ALLFD, ALLIE, ALLKE, ALLPD, ALLSE, ALLWK, ETOTAL 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-2 
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**  
*Node Output, nset=BPRP 
RF2,  
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-3 
**  
*Node Output, nset=TPRP 
CF2, RF2, U2 
*El Print, freq=999999 
*Node Print, freq=999999 
*End Step 
A.2.  HORIZONTAL GROOVED TUBE WITH PITCH OF 12.5 MM 
In this section the input file is given for the HGT100P125 model as, and is as follows: 
 
*Heading 
 Seed size 0.8 mm.  Quadratic elements used with reduced integration 
** Job name: HGT100P125A Model name: Model-1 






**   
*Part, name="Inner Tube" 
*End Part 
**   
*Part, name=Plate 
*End Part 





**   
*Instance, name=HGT100P125CD16ver6m-1, part=HGT100P125CD16ver6m 
*Element, type=CAX8R 
*Nset, nset=Tube, generate 
    1,  1563,     1 
*Elset, elset=Tube, generate 
   1,  428,    1 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet3, internal, generate 
    1,  1563,     1 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet3, internal, generate 
   1,  428,    1 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet4, internal, generate 
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    1,  1563,     1 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet4, internal, generate 
   1,  428,    1 
*Nset, nset=_PickedSet5, internal, generate 
    1,  1563,     1 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet5, internal, generate 
   1,  428,    1 
** Region: (Tube:Picked) 
*Elset, elset=_PickedSet5, internal, generate 
   1,  428,    1 
** Section: Tube 
*Solid Section, elset=_PickedSet5, material="Al 6063-T6 (AR 1)" 
1., 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name="Inner Tube-1", part="Inner Tube" 
*Node 
      1, 0.0212500002,  0.109999999,           0. 
*Nset, nset="Inner Tube-1-RefPt_", internal 
1,  
*Surface, type=SEGMENTS, name=ITSF 
START,      0.02125,         0.11 
 LINE,      0.02125,           0. 
*Rigid Body, ref node="Inner Tube-1-RefPt_", analytical surface=ITSF 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name=Plate-1, part=Plate 
*Node 
      1, 0.0500000007,           0.,           0. 
*Nset, nset=Plate-1-RefPt_, internal 
1,  
*Surface, type=SEGMENTS, name=BPTS 
START,           0.,           0. 
 LINE,         0.05,           0. 
*Rigid Body, ref node=Plate-1-RefPt_, analytical surface=BPTS 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name=Plate-2, part=Plate 
          0.,          0.1,           0. 
*Node 
      1, 0.0500000007,           0.,           0. 
*Nset, nset=Plate-2-RefPt_, internal 
1,  
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*Surface, type=SEGMENTS, name=TPBS 
START,         0.05,           0. 
 LINE,           0.,           0. 
*Rigid Body, ref node=Plate-2-RefPt_, analytical surface=TPBS 
*End Instance 
**   
*Nset, nset=BPRP, instance=Plate-1 
 1, 
*Nset, nset=TPRP, instance=Plate-2 
 1, 
*Nset, nset=ITRP, instance="Inner Tube-1" 
 1, 
*Nset, nset=Tube, instance=HGT100P125CD16ver6m-1, generate 
    1,  1563,     1 
*Elset, elset=Tube, instance=HGT100P125CD16ver6m-1, generate 
   1,  428,    1 
*Elset, elset=_TubeRS_S4, internal, instance=HGT100P125CD16ver6m-1 
   1,   5,   9,  13,  17,  21,  25,  29,  33,  37,  41,  45,  49,  53,  57,  
61 
  65,  67,  69,  71, 117, 119, 121, 123, 125, 129, 133, 137, 141, 145, 149, 
153 
 157, 161, 165, 169, 171, 173, 175, 229, 233, 237, 241, 245, 249, 253, 257, 
261 
 265, 269, 281, 285, 289, 293, 297, 301, 305, 309, 313, 317, 321, 333, 337, 
341 
 345, 349, 353, 357, 361, 365, 369, 373, 377, 379, 381, 383 
*Elset, elset=_TubeRS_S1, internal, instance=HGT100P125CD16ver6m-1 
  73,  74,  75,  76,  77,  78,  79,  80,  81,  82,  83, 177, 178, 179, 180, 
181 
 182, 183, 184, 185, 186, 187, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389, 390, 391, 392, 393, 
394 
 395, 
*Elset, elset=_TubeRS_S2, internal, instance=HGT100P125CD16ver6m-1 
 222, 224, 226, 228, 274, 276, 278, 280, 326, 328, 330, 332 




*Elset, elset=_TubeLS_S3, internal, instance=HGT100P125CD16ver6m-1 
  61,  62,  63,  64, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 
167 
 168, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 271, 272, 323, 
324 
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 375, 376, 418, 419, 420, 421, 422, 423, 424, 425, 426, 427, 428 
*Elset, elset=_TubeLS_S4, internal, instance=HGT100P125CD16ver6m-1 
  95, 106, 199, 210, 221, 223, 225, 227, 273, 275, 277, 279, 325, 327, 329, 
331 
 407, 418 
*Elset, elset=_TubeLS_S2, internal, instance=HGT100P125CD16ver6m-1 
   4,   8,  12,  16,  20,  24,  28,  32,  36,  40,  44,  48,  52,  56,  60,  
64 
  66,  68,  70,  72, 105, 116, 118, 120, 122, 124, 128, 132, 136, 140, 144, 
148 
 152, 156, 160, 164, 168, 170, 172, 174, 176, 209, 220, 232, 236, 240, 244, 
248 
 252, 256, 260, 264, 268, 272, 284, 288, 292, 296, 300, 304, 308, 312, 316, 
320 
 324, 336, 340, 344, 348, 352, 356, 360, 364, 368, 372, 376, 378, 380, 382, 
384 
*Elset, elset=_TubeLS_S1, internal, instance=HGT100P125CD16ver6m-1 
   3,   4, 127, 128, 231, 232, 283, 284, 335, 336 





*Elset, elset=_TubeBS_S2, internal, instance=HGT100P125CD16ver6m-1, 
generate 
 395,  428,   11 
*Surface, type=ELEMENT, name=TubeBS 
_TubeBS_S2, S2 
*Elset, elset=_TubeTS_S3, internal, instance=HGT100P125CD16ver6m-1, 
generate 
 61,  64,   1 
*Surface, type=ELEMENT, name=TubeTS 
_TubeTS_S3, S3 
*Elset, elset=_TubeBQSF_S3, internal, instance=HGT100P125CD16ver6m-1, 
generate 
 418,  428,    1 
*Surface, type=ELEMENT, name=TubeBQSF 
_TubeBQSF_S3, S3 
*Elset, elset=_TubeTQSF_S2, internal, instance=HGT100P125CD16ver6m-1, 
generate 
  4,  64,   4 
*Surface, type=ELEMENT, name=TubeTQSF 
_TubeTQSF_S2, S2 
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 7.272e+10, 0.31 
*Plastic 
 2.05e+08,         0. 
 2.06e+08, 0.00212884 
 2.06e+08, 0.00214031 
 2.07e+08, 0.00220907 
 2.07e+08, 0.00227826 
 2.08e+08, 0.00234162 
 2.08e+08, 0.00241164 
 2.09e+08, 0.00248486 
 2.09e+08, 0.00255718 
  2.1e+08,  0.0026309 
  2.1e+08, 0.00270287 
  2.1e+08, 0.00278152 
 2.11e+08,  0.0028605 
 2.11e+08, 0.00294087 
 2.12e+08, 0.00302255 
 2.12e+08, 0.00310437 
 2.12e+08, 0.00318535 
 2.13e+08, 0.00326755 
 2.13e+08,  0.0033532 
 2.13e+08, 0.00343652 
 2.14e+08, 0.00352129 
 2.14e+08, 0.00360746 
 2.14e+08, 0.00368998 
 2.14e+08, 0.00377265 
 2.15e+08,  0.0038556 
 2.15e+08, 0.00394135 
 2.15e+08, 0.00402634 
 2.15e+08, 0.00411065 
 2.16e+08, 0.00419379 
 2.16e+08, 0.00427778 
 2.16e+08, 0.00435789 
 2.16e+08, 0.00443867 
 2.16e+08, 0.00452185 
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 2.16e+08, 0.00460559 
 2.17e+08, 0.00468958 
 2.17e+08, 0.00477128 
 2.17e+08, 0.00485482 
 2.17e+08, 0.00493812 
 2.17e+08, 0.00502225 
 2.17e+08, 0.00510762 
 2.18e+08, 0.00519283 
 2.18e+08, 0.00527582 
 2.18e+08,  0.0053635 
 2.18e+08, 0.00544872 
 2.18e+08, 0.00553369 
 2.18e+08, 0.00562077 
 2.18e+08, 0.00570652 
 2.18e+08, 0.00579563 
 2.19e+08, 0.00588606 
 2.19e+08, 0.00597372 
 2.19e+08, 0.00606395 
 2.19e+08, 0.00614474 
 2.19e+08, 0.00623532 
 2.19e+08, 0.00632773 
 2.19e+08, 0.00641836 
 2.19e+08, 0.00651226 
 2.19e+08, 0.00660682 
  2.2e+08, 0.00670161 
  2.2e+08, 0.00679365 
  2.2e+08, 0.00688811 
  2.2e+08, 0.00698466 
  2.2e+08, 0.00717323 
  2.2e+08,  0.0072324 
  2.2e+08, 0.00731775 
  2.2e+08, 0.00741384 
  2.2e+08,  0.0075103 
 2.21e+08, 0.00760774 
 2.21e+08, 0.00770771 
 2.21e+08, 0.00781272 
 2.21e+08, 0.00806914 
 2.21e+08, 0.00816053 
 2.21e+08, 0.00825774 
 2.21e+08, 0.00835423 
 2.21e+08, 0.00844915 
 2.21e+08, 0.00854789 
 2.21e+08, 0.00864845 
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 2.22e+08, 0.00885125 
 2.22e+08, 0.00890659 
 2.22e+08, 0.00895231 
 2.22e+08, 0.00899962 
    3e+08,        0.1 
**  
** INTERACTION PROPERTIES 
**  
*Surface Interaction, name=SelfContact 
1., 
*Friction, slip tolerance=0.001 
 0.1, 
*Surface Behavior, pressure-overclosure=HARD 
*Surface Interaction, name=SurfaceContact 
1., 
*Friction, slip tolerance=0.001 
 0.3, 
*Surface Behavior, pressure-overclosure=HARD 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BPRPBC Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
BPRP, 1, 1 
BPRP, 2, 2 
BPRP, 6, 6 
** Name: ITRPBC Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
ITRP, 1, 1 
ITRP, 2, 2 
ITRP, 6, 6 
** Name: TPRPBC Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
TPRP, 1, 1 
TPRP, 2, 2 




** Interaction: SC1 
*Contact Pair, interaction=SelfContact 
TubeLS, 
** Interaction: SC2 
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*Contact Pair, interaction=SelfContact 
TubeRS, 
** Interaction: STS1 
*Contact Pair, interaction=SurfaceContact 
TubeRS, "Inner Tube-1".ITSF 
** Interaction: STS2 
*Contact Pair, interaction=SurfaceContact 
TubeBS, Plate-1.BPTS 
** Interaction: STS3 




** STEP: Axial compression 
**  
*Step, name="Axial compression", nlgeom=YES, inc=1000 
Horizontal grooved tube with pitch of 12.5 mm, and cut depth of 1.6 mm 
*Static, riks 
0.001, 10., 1e-08, 1000., , TPRP, 2, -0.05 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: TPRPBC Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
TPRP, 2, 2, -0.05 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=1 
*Print, contact=YES, plasticity=YES, solve=YES 
*Monitor, dof=2, node=TPRP, frequency=1 
**  




CF, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
PE, PEEQ, PEMAG, S 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1 
**  
*Output, history 
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*Energy Output 
ALLIE, ALLKE, ALLPD, ALLSE, ALLWK, ETOTAL 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-3 
**  
*Node Output, nset=BPRP 
RF2,  
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-2 
**  
*Node Output, nset=TPRP 
RF2, U2 
*End Step 
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A.3.  HORIZONTAL GROOVED TUBE WITH PITCH OF 25 MM 
*Heading 
 Seed size 0.8 mm.  Quadratic elements used with reduces integration 
** Job name: HGT100P25 Model name: Model-1 






**   
*Part, name="Inner Tube" 
*End Part 
**   
*Part, name=Plate 
*End Part 





**   
*Instance, name=HGT100P25CD16VER6M-1, part=HGT100P25CD16VER6M 
* 
*Element, type=CAX8R 
*Nset, nset=Tube, generate 
    1,  1685,     1 
*Elset, elset=Tube, generate 
   1,  472,    1 
** Region: (Tube:Tube) 
** Section: Tube 
*Solid Section, elset=Tube, material="Al 6063-T6 (AR1)" 
1., 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name="Inner Tube-1", part="Inner Tube" 
*Node 
      1, 0.0212500002,  0.109999999,           0. 
*Nset, nset="Inner Tube-1-RefPt_", internal 
1,  
*Surface, type=SEGMENTS, name=ITSF 
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START,      0.02125,         0.11 
 LINE,      0.02125,           0. 
*Rigid Body, ref node="Inner Tube-1-RefPt_", analytical surface=ITSF 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name=Plate-1, part=Plate 
*Node 
      1, 0.0500000007,           0.,           0. 
*Nset, nset=Plate-1-RefPt_, internal 
1,  
*Surface, type=SEGMENTS, name=BPTS 
START,           0.,           0. 
 LINE,         0.05,           0. 
*Rigid Body, ref node=Plate-1-RefPt_, analytical surface=BPTS 
*End Instance 
**   
*Instance, name=Plate-2, part=Plate 
          0.,          0.1,           0. 
*Node 
      1, 0.0500000007,           0.,           0. 
*Nset, nset=Plate-2-RefPt_, internal 
1,  
*Surface, type=SEGMENTS, name=TPBS 
START,         0.05,           0. 
 LINE,           0.,           0. 
*Rigid Body, ref node=Plate-2-RefPt_, analytical surface=TPBS 
*End Instance 
**   
*Nset, nset=BPRP, instance=Plate-1 
 1, 
*Nset, nset=TPRP, instance=Plate-2 
 1, 
*Nset, nset=ITRP, instance="Inner Tube-1" 
 1, 
*Nset, nset=Tube, instance=HGT100P25CD16VER6M-1, generate 
    1,  1685,     1 
*Elset, elset=Tube, instance=HGT100P25CD16VER6M-1, generate 
   1,  472,    1 
*Elset, elset=_TubeRS_S4, internal, instance=HGT100P25CD16VER6M-1 
 109, 111, 113, 115, 225, 227, 229, 231, 341, 343, 345, 347, 349, 353, 357, 
361 
 365, 369, 373, 377, 381, 385, 389, 393, 397, 401, 405, 409, 413, 417, 421, 
425 
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 429, 433, 437, 441, 445, 449, 453, 457, 461, 465, 469 
*Elset, elset=_TubeRS_S1, internal, instance=HGT100P25CD16VER6M-1 
   1,   2,   3,   4,   5,   6,   7,   8,   9,  10,  11,  12,  13,  14,  15,  
16 
  17,  18,  19,  20,  21,  22,  23,  24,  25,  26,  27, 117, 118, 119, 120, 
121 
 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 136, 
137 
 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 238, 239, 240, 241, 
242 
 243, 244, 245, 246, 247, 248, 249, 250, 251, 252, 253, 254, 255, 256, 257, 
258 
 259, 
*Surface, type=ELEMENT, name=TubeRS 
_TubeRS_S4, S4 
_TubeRS_S1, S1 
*Elset, elset=_TubeLS_S3, internal, instance=HGT100P25CD16VER6M-1 
  82,  83,  84,  85,  86,  87,  88,  89,  90,  91,  92,  93,  94,  95,  96,  
97 
  98,  99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 198, 199, 200, 201, 
202 
 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 
218 
 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319, 320, 321, 322, 
323 
 324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337, 338, 
339 
 340, 
*Elset, elset=_TubeLS_S4, internal, instance=HGT100P25CD16VER6M-1 
  55,  82, 171, 198, 287, 314 
*Elset, elset=_TubeLS_S2, internal, instance=HGT100P25CD16VER6M-1 
 110, 112, 114, 116, 197, 224, 226, 228, 230, 232, 313, 340, 342, 344, 346, 
348 
 352, 356, 360, 364, 368, 372, 376, 380, 384, 388, 392, 396, 400, 404, 408, 
412 
 416, 420, 424, 428, 432, 436, 440, 444, 448, 452, 456, 460, 464, 468, 472 
*Elset, elset=_TubeLS_S1, internal, instance=HGT100P25CD16VER6M-1 
 351, 352 
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*Elset, elset=_TubeBS_S2, internal, instance=HGT100P25CD16VER6M-1, generate 
  27,  108,   27 
*Surface, type=ELEMENT, name=TubeBS 
_TubeBS_S2, S2 
*Elset, elset=_TubeTS_S3, internal, instance=HGT100P25CD16VER6M-1, generate 
 469,  472,    1 










 7.272e+10, 0.33 
*Plastic 
 2.05e+08,         0. 
 2.06e+08, 0.00212884 
 2.06e+08, 0.00214031 
 2.07e+08, 0.00220907 
 2.07e+08, 0.00227826 
 2.08e+08, 0.00234162 
 2.08e+08, 0.00241164 
 2.09e+08, 0.00248486 
 2.09e+08, 0.00255718 
  2.1e+08,  0.0026309 
  2.1e+08, 0.00270287 
  2.1e+08, 0.00278152 
 2.11e+08, 0.0028605 
 2.11e+08, 0.00294087 
 2.12e+08, 0.00302255 
 2.12e+08, 0.00310437 
 2.12e+08, 0.00318535 
 2.13e+08, 0.00326755 
 2.13e+08, 0.0033532 
 2.13e+08, 0.00343652 
 2.14e+08, 0.00352129 
 2.14e+08, 0.00360746 
 2.14e+08, 0.00368998 
 2.14e+08, 0.00377265 
 2.15e+08,  0.0038556 
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 2.15e+08, 0.00394135 
 2.15e+08, 0.00402634 
 2.15e+08, 0.00411065 
 2.16e+08, 0.00419379 
 2.16e+08, 0.00427778 
 2.16e+08, 0.00435789 
 2.16e+08, 0.00443867 
 2.16e+08, 0.00452185 
 2.16e+08, 0.00460559 
 2.17e+08, 0.00468958 
 2.17e+08, 0.00477128 
 2.17e+08, 0.00485482 
 2.17e+08, 0.00493812 
 2.17e+08, 0.00502225 
 2.17e+08, 0.00510762 
 2.18e+08, 0.00519283 
 2.18e+08, 0.00527582 
 2.18e+08,  0.0053635 
 2.18e+08, 0.00544872 
 2.18e+08, 0.00553369 
 2.18e+08, 0.00562077 
 2.18e+08, 0.00570652 
 2.18e+08, 0.00579563 
 2.19e+08, 0.00588606 
 2.19e+08, 0.00597372 
 2.19e+08, 0.00606395 
 2.19e+08, 0.00614474 
 2.19e+08, 0.00623532 
 2.19e+08, 0.00632773 
 2.19e+08, 0.00641836 
 2.19e+08, 0.00651226 
 2.19e+08, 0.00660682 
  2.2e+08, 0.00670161 
  2.2e+08, 0.00679365 
  2.2e+08, 0.00688811 
  2.2e+08, 0.00698466 
  2.2e+08, 0.00717323 
  2.2e+08,  0.0072324 
  2.2e+08, 0.00731775 
  2.2e+08, 0.00741384 
  2.2e+08,  0.0075103 
 2.21e+08, 0.00760774 
 2.21e+08, 0.00770771 
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 2.21e+08, 0.00781272 
 2.21e+08, 0.00806914 
 2.21e+08, 0.00816053 
 2.21e+08, 0.00825774 
 2.21e+08, 0.00835423 
 2.21e+08, 0.00844915 
 2.21e+08, 0.00854789 
 2.21e+08, 0.00864845 
 2.22e+08, 0.00885125 
 2.22e+08, 0.00890659 
 2.22e+08, 0.00895231 
 2.22e+08, 0.00899962 
    3e+08,        0.1 
**  
** INTERACTION PROPERTIES 
**  
*Surface Interaction, name=SelfContact 
1., 
*Friction, slip tolerance=0.001 
 0.1, 
*Surface Behavior, pressure-overclosure=HARD 
*Surface Interaction, name=SurfaceContact 
1., 
*Friction, slip tolerance=0.001 
 0.3, 
*Surface Behavior, pressure-overclosure=HARD 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: BPRPBC Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
BPRP, 1, 1 
BPRP, 2, 2 
BPRP, 6, 6 
** Name: ITRPBC Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
ITRP, 1, 1 
ITRP, 2, 2 
ITRP, 6, 6 
** Name: TPRPBC Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
TPRP, 1, 1 
TPRP, 2, 2 
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** Interaction: SC1 
*Contact Pair, interaction=SelfContact 
TubeRS, 
** Interaction: SC2 
*Contact Pair, interaction=SurfaceContact 
TubeLS, 
** Interaction: STS1 
*Contact Pair, interaction=SurfaceContact 
TubeRS, "Inner Tube-1".ITSF 
** Interaction: STS2 
*Contact Pair, interaction=SurfaceContact 
TubeBS, Plate-1.BPTS 
** Interaction: STS3 




** STEP: Axial compression 
**  
*Step, name="Axial compression", nlgeom=YES, inc=1000 
Axial compression of a horizontal grooved tube with pitch of 25 mm, and cut 
depth of 1.6 mm 
*Static, riks 
0.001, 10., 1e-08, 1000., , TPRP, 2, -0.05 
**  
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
**  
** Name: TPRPBC Type: Displacement/Rotation 
*Boundary 
TPRP, 2, 2, -0.05 
**  
** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
**  
*Restart, write, frequency=1 
*Print, contact=YES, plasticity=YES, solve=YES 
*Monitor, dof=2, node=TPRP, frequency=1 
**  
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 
**  
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*Output, field 
*Node Output 
CF, RF, U 
*Element Output, directions=YES 
LE, PE, PEEQ, PEMAG, S 
**  




ALLIE, ALLKE, ALLPD, ALLSE, ALLWK, ETOTAL 
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-3 
**  
*Node Output, nset=BPRP 
RF2,  
**  
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-2 
**  
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APPENDIX B: MODELS COMPARISON GRAPHS 
In the following paragraphs the results for the different parameters varied in the models will be 
given, for each of the tube geometries under investigation.  A table of these parameters that were 
varied will be shown in each of these paragraphs. 
 
B.1 NORMAL TUBE MODELS 
In the 2D model a mesh sensitivity analysis was done for the first three models, while in the next 
two models different friction coefficient values were used on different surface combinations.   In 
the 3D models the mass scale factor [MSF] was varied, while the compression speed and the 
sliding friction coefficient or tangential friction coefficient were kept constant.   A comparison is 
made only for the reaction force values calculated at the reference points on the rigid surface in 
the models for both investigations. 
 
B.1.1  2D Normal tube models 
An axi symmetric model was generated as described in section 4.3, and a quasi static analysis 
done on the created model, using the Riks algorithm to predict the post buckling behaviour of 
the tube during axial compression.    
 
B.1.1.1 Parameters used in the models 
A mesh sensitivity analysis was done by varying the seed size for the first three models, and there 
after keeping the seed size constant for the following two models.  See section 4.2 for a 
description of the term seed size. In Table B.1 the seed sizes are shown for the three models that 
were investigated in the mesh sensitivity analysis.   The result 
 
Model legend Seed 
size 
Number of elements Run time 
(h:min:s) 
NT100A 1.2 252 00:13:09 
NT100B 1 300 00:15:18 
NT100C 0.8 504 00:20:04 
 
Table B.1 Mesh sensitivity parameters for the NT100 models 
 
In table B.2 the three models are described in which the tangential friction is varied for the 
different surfaces of the tube, inner tube and rigid surfaces/ plates.  Table B.3 indicates the 
combination in which these two friction coefficient was used in. 
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Legends for the surfaces are shown in Figure B.1 – B.3 for the different parts, and for the 
assembly in Figure B.4.   The rigid surfaces / plates and the inner tube are represented as lines in 
the analysis, but are shown as block for better graphical representation in the sketches of these 
parts and the assembly of the normal tube in Figure B.1-3.   
 
In Figure B.1 the surface legends are shown for the normal tube used in the numerical 




Figure B.1  NT100 tube surfaces legends 
 
In Figure B.1 the tube right surface [TubeRS] is partition into two halves to simulate the top 
halve of the surface [TubeTRS] that makes contact with the top plate bottom surface [TPBS] 
during the formation of the first lobe.   Table B.3 gives the friction coefficient values for models 
D and E in section B.1.1.2. 
Two types of contact were modelled: 
1. Self contact – where the tube surface made contact with itself.   The tube right and left 
surfaces were are assigned self contact 
2. Surface to surface contact  - where two surfaces of different parts made contact through 
normal and tangential movement between these surfaces 
See table B.3 for the assigned contact properties of the models.  In Figure B.2 the inner tube 
right surface [ITRS] is indicated that is used in the investigation. 
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Figure B.3   NT100 rigid surface / plate legends 
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Figure B.4   NT100 assembly legends 
 
Figure B.4 indicated the assembly and the surface legends used in the analysis 
 
Model legend Seed size Number of elements Contact legends 
NT100C 0.8 504 Contact 1,3 and 4 
NT100D 0.8 504 Contact 1,2 and 3 
NT100E 0.8 504 Contact 1,3 and 5 
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No. Friction formulation Friction coefficient Pressure over closure formulation
1 Penalty 0.1 “Hard” contact 
2 Penalty 0.45 “Hard” contact 
3 Frictionless  “Hard” contact 
4 Penalty 0.3 “Hard” contact 
5 Penalty 0.6 “Hard” contact 
 
Table B.3 Tangential friction coefficients combinations used 
 
The interaction conditions are showed in Table B.4 for the three models in which the tangential 
friction coefficient were evaluated for.  The model surface legends given in Fig. B.1-4, are also 
indicated in the table. 
 
NT100C NT100D NT100E 
** INTERACTIONS 
**  
** Interaction: SC1 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact1 
TubeLS, 
** Interaction: SC2 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact1 
TubeRS, 
** Interaction: STS1 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact1 
TubeLS, InnerTube-1.ITRS 
** Interaction: STS2 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact3 
TubeBS, Plate-1.BPTS 
** Interaction: STS3 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact4 
_PickedSurf20, Plate-1.BPTS 
** Interaction: STS4 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact4 
_PickedSurf21, Plate-2.TPBS 
** Interaction: STS5 




** Interaction: SC1 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact1 
TubeLS, 
** Interaction: SC2 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact1 
TubeRS, 
** Interaction: STS1 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact1 
TubeLS, InnerTube-1.ITRS 
** Interaction: STS2 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact3 
TubeBS, Plate-1.BPTS 
** Interaction: STS3 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact2 
_PickedSurf20, Plate-1.BPTS 
** Interaction: STS4 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact2 
_PickedSurf21, Plate-2.TPBS 
** Interaction: STS5 




** Interaction: SC1 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact1 
TubeLS, 
** Interaction: SC2 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact1 
TubeRS, 
** Interaction: STS1 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact1 
TubeLS, InnerTube-1.ITRS 
** Interaction: STS2 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact3 
TubeBS, Plate-1.BPTS 
** Interaction: STS3 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact5 
_PickedSurf20, Plate-1.BPTS 
** Interaction: STS4 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact5 
_PickedSurf21, Plate-2.TPBS 
** Interaction: STS5 
*Contact Pair, interaction=Contact5 
TubeTS, Plate-2.TPBS 
 
Table B.4 Interactions as specified for each model under investigation 
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B.1.1.2 Method followed  
 
In the normal tube the reaction force value for the top plate reference point [TPRP] was saved 
as a history output, as well as the displacement of the top plate reference point [TPRP] as a 
function of time.  These values were combined in ABAQUS® CAE using the absolute values of 
the recorded values, exported as a data file that was manipulated in Microsoft® Excel to produce 
a reaction force-displacement graph.  No energy graphs were generated because they are derived 
from the reaction force graphs. 
 
B.1.1.3  Results 
Figure B.5 gives the Reaction force vs. displacement graph for the mesh sensitivity done on the 
models which are described in Table B.1.   
 























Reaction Force [NT100A] Reaction Force [NT100B] Reaction Force [NT100C]
 
Figure B.5   Mesh sensitivity reaction force values for the NT100 models 
 
In Figure B.5 the reaction force values are the highest for model NT100A as compared to the 
other two models, with model NT100 C the most consistent of the three models.  It can be 
concluded from Fig. B.5 that a decrease in the seed size, leads to an increase in the simulation 
time, and better representation of the experimental values.   
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Figure B.6 is a comparison between the mesh sensitivity models, and the final experimental 
result for the normal tube. 
 


















Reaction Force [NT100A] Reaction Force [NT100B] Reaction Force [NT100C] Load [NT100C-Experimental]
 
Figure B.6 Comparison between mesh sensitivity analysis and experimental values 
 
Figure B.6 indicates that the numerical analysis values are higher than the experimental values.   
A higher yield force is experienced by the numerical models 130.457 kN at a compressed 
distance of 6.392 mm for model NT100B, while the yield force for the experimental model is 
112.6 kN at 7.833 mm, which gives an over estimation of 13.68 %.  At a compressed distance of 
29.8123 mm the numerical reaction force value is 139,247 kN, and the experimental load value 
are 125, 3 kN for a compressed distance of 30, 8321 mm, which results in an over estimation of 
10,016 %. 
 
In Table B.5 a comparison is given for the numerical and experimental values based on the mesh 
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Point 1 Numerical 130.457 6.392 13.68 Numerical value is bigger 
than experimental value 
 Experimental 112.6 7.833   
Point 2 Numerical 43.549 22.8057 17.67 Experimental value is bigger 
than numerical value 
 Experimental 52.9 21.415   
Point 3 Numerical 139.247 29.8123 10.016 Numerical value is bigger 
than experimental value 
 Experimental 125.3 30.8321   
Point 4 Numerical 77.5958 49.8826 19.58 Numerical value is bigger 
than experimental value 
 Experimental 62.4 49.998   
 
Table B.5 Difference between numerical and experimental values 
 
In Figure B.7 the tangential friction coefficient analysis is shown for the models described in 
Table B.2-4.  The results form the numerical analysis is compared with the experimental results 
to determine the effect the change in friction coefficient has on the results. 
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Reaction Force [NT100C] Reaction Force [NT100D] Reaction Force [NT100E] Load [NT100C-Experimental]
 
Figure B.7 Tangential friction coefficient comparison with experimental results 
 
Figure B.7 indicates that a change in the friction coefficient has decreased the reaction force 
values.  The numerical values are higher than the experimental reaction force values. 
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B.1.2  MASS SCALE FACTOR COMPARISON FOR THE 3D NORMAL 
MODELS 
B.1.2.1. Introduction 
In Section 4.3.4.2 the compression process is modelled as a quasi static process, which means 
that the natural time scale is not important for rate independent material behaviour, which is 
common feature of aluminium [1].  To obtain an economical solution for the analyses of the 3D 
models, the time period can be reduced or the mass of the model increased [82].  In the 
numerical analysis of the 3D models for the normal, horizontal and spiral grooved tubes, a 
combination of mass scaling and reduction in time period were used to reduce the 
computational cost of each simulation [82].   
 
Mass scaling can be used for computational efficiency in these analyses, and the mass scaling was 
used only on the mass of the tube sections for the different types of tubes analysed, not on the 
whole model [82].  In section B.2.2 the time period reduction is evaluated by varying the 
compression speed for the tube being axially compressed, and in section B.2.3 the influence the 
variance of the mass scale factor has on the number of increments is evaluated.   A general rule 
that needs to be adhere to is that the kinetic energy (ALLKE) must be less than 10 % of the 
internal energy (ALLIE) for the whole model [82] 
 
B.1.2.2. Time period reduction 
To calculate the time period reduction, the time period for the experimental compression 
process is calculated first using the kinematic linear motion equation B.1 
T
sv =         (B.1) 
where  
v  the compression speed in mm/min 
s the compressed distance in mm 
T time period in seconds 
For a compression speed of 5 mm/min, and a compressed distance of 50 mm, the time period is 






In Table B.6 the time period is given for three compression speeds selected with a constant 
compressed distance of 0.05 m, as was used in the experimental investigation.  These values are 
compared with the experimental compression speed of 0.000833 m/s, or 5 mm/min, in the 
table. 
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Compression speed (m/s) Time period (min) Time period (s) 
0.000833 10 600 
1 0.000833333 0.05 
5 0.000166667 0.01 
10 0.0000833 0.005 
 
Table B.6 Time period three compression speeds 
 
In Table B.6 the time period is reduced from 600 s to 0.005 seconds.   Care must be taken not to 
speed up the simulation to much, or to decrease the time period, because the response of the 
model might change due to the inertia forces [82].  The reduced time period is used to calculate 
the number of increments, n, and the computational time is proportional to the time period of 
the process being modelled.  In Eq. B.2 the time increment is calculated using the characteristic 
element length, Le, and the Lamé constants defined in Eq.B.3 and B.4.  This time increment is 








min eLt       (B.2) 
The Lamé constants can be defined in terms of the Young`s modulus, E, and the Poison ratio,ν, 






E        (B.3) 
( )νμμ +== 12ˆ 0
E        (B.4) 
For 
ρ = 2710 kg/m3 – from Table 3.1  
E = 72.72 GPa – from tensile test on the AR 2 specimen 
ν = 0.33  
Le = 0.8 mm – seed size of the groove section 
Substituting the values into Eq.B.2 the minimum time increment is Δt = 0.0000001273 or 
1.27269E-07. 
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Tn       (B.5) 
In table B.7 the number of increments, n, is given for the three selected compression speeds of 










0.000833 10 600 4714414541 
1 0.000833333 0.05 392867.8785 
5 0.000166667 0.01 78573.57569 
10 0.0000833 0.005 39286.78785 
 
Table B.7 Number of increments for selected compression speeds 
 
In Table B.7 the reduction in the number of increments is shown.  Increasing the compression 
speed from 1 m/s to 10 m/s reduced the number of increments by 353581.0907 increments.  It 
must however be taken into consideration that Le is not a constant value due to the compression 
of the elements during the simulation. 
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B.1.2.3. Mass scale factor 
Fixed mass scaling is used at the beginning of the analysis by specifying a mass scale factor 
(MSF), α , directly.  In Table B.8 the mass scale factors (MSF’s) are evaluated for two different 
friction coefficients of 0.3 and 0.1 respectively.  In the different models the compression speed 
was kept constant at 1 m/s. 
 































       (B. 7) 
 
No Model name MSF Reduction in 
number of 
increments 
Friction coefficient Solution time 
[hr:min:ss] 
1 3DNT100A 5000 n/√5000 0.3 02:31:46 
2 3DNT100B 2500 n/√2500 0.3 04:16:18 
3 3DNT100C 1000 n/√1000 0.3 05:32:20 
4 3DNT100D 1 n 0.3 222:25:52 
5 3DNT100E 5000 n/√5000 0.1 02:31:17 
6 3DNT100F 2500 n/√2500 0.1 03:38:03 
7 3DNT100G 1000 n/√1000 0.1 05:28:04 
8 3DNT100H 1 n 0.1 180:54:21 
9 3DNT100I 100 n/√100 0.3 17:27:11 
10 3DNT100J 100 n/√100 0.1 17:51:21 
 
Table B.8 Mass scale factor comparison for 3D normal tube models 
 
An increase in the solution time of each is achieved by decreasing the mass scale factor is can be 
seen in Table B.8.  In Table B.8 the mass scale factor of 5000 result in a simulation time of 2 
hours, 31 minutes and 46 seconds for model 3DNT100A, while a mass scale factor  of 1 result in 
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a simulation time of 222 hours,25 minutes and 52 seconds for model 3DNT100D.   It took the 
3DNT100D model 111 times longer to complete as compared to model 3DNT100A. 
 
In Figure B.8 and B.9 the force vs. displacement graphs are shown for the different mass scale 
factors and the different friction coefficients used given in Table B.8.  Figure B.10 compares the 
friction coefficients for the models 3DNT100C and 3DNT100G with each other.  In Figure B.8 
– 10 the numerical analysed models are compared with the experimental results obtained during 
the axial compression of the tube.  Figure B.11 compares model 3DNT100D and 3DNT100H 






































Load [Exp - NT100C]
 
Figure B.8 Mass scale comparison with experimental result (μ=0.3) 
 
With an increase in the mass scale factor, higher reaction values are obtained in the graph.  In the 
compressed distance region between 0 and 5 mm, and between 22 and 50 mm, sharp spike 
reaction values are generated in the analysis as compared to the experimental result. 
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Figure B.9 Mass scale comparison with experimental result (μ=0.1) 
 
In Figure B.9 similar high peak values are obtained with an increase in the mass scale factor as 



































Load [Exp - NT100C]
 
Figure B.10 Mass scale factor =1000 comparison with experimental result (μ=0.1 & 0.3) 
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Increasing the friction coefficient from 0.1 to 0.3 in Figure B.10 gave a better result as compared 
with the experimental obtained values for the models analysed.  A decrease in the friction 
































Load [Exp - NT100C]
 
Figure B.11 Mass scale factor =1 comparison with experimental result (μ=0.1 & 0.3) 
 
Decreasing the mass scale factor value to a value of 1 for the two models analysed, increased the 
solution time. See Table B.8 for a comparison of the solution time values.  A better 
representation of the force vs. displacement graph is obtained as compared with the 
experimental values when the mass scale value of 1 is used.    
 
It was decided to use a mass scale factor of 1 with a friction coefficient of 0.3 for the analysis of 
the normal tube as described in section 4.4.1.2.  A constant compression speed of a 1 m/s was 
used in all the analyses done described in this section.  In Figure B.12 the deformation plot is 
shown for the 3DNT100C, and in Figure B.13 the deformation plot of the 3DNT100D.  Lobes 
form from both ends of the tube in Figure B.12, while the lobes formed from the bottom plate 
in Figure B.13.  From the deformation plot in Figure B.12 the simulation with a mass scale factor 
(MSF) of a 1000 was ruled out as a possibility because the deformation pattern was different as 
compared to the experimental observed deformation pattern.   The same deformation pattern 
was observed for the models with a mass scale factor of 100 in Table B.8, and they were also 
ignored. 
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Figure B.12 Deformation plot for the 3DNT100C model 
 
 
Figure B.13 Deformation plot for the 3DNT100D model 
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B.2  ENERGY CALCULATION METHOD 
B.2.1. Introduction 
In calculating the energy for each of the tubes that were experimentally tested, the area under the 
force vs. displacement graph is calculated.  The conservation of energy principal is also used, and 
each of the previously calculated energy values is added to the value currently being calculated.    
 
In determining the area under the load vs. displacement graph integration can be used, where the 
integration is the summing together of all the parts making up the area under the graph [88].  
The area under the graph is the integral of the function.  In the experimental investigation a 
force vs. displacement graph was generated from the measured values of force and displacement.  
In determining the work done on the model, the area under the force vs. displacement graph 
must be determined.  In section B.3.2 the method to determine this area under the force vs. 
displacement graph will be explained. 
 
B.2.2 Energy calculation 
 
In the experimental investigation a constant compression velocity of 5 mm / min was used.  A 
sampling rate of 1 second was used to capture the data during the axial compression of each 
individual tube.  If the trapezium rule is used to approximate the area under the force vs. 
displacement graph, the area must be divided into a number of equal strips [88].  In Figure B.12 
the method is shown of slicing the area, and in Figure B.13 the applied trapezium approximation 




Figure B.12 Area sliced into equal widths [88] 
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Figure B.13 Applied trapezium approximation to 1 strip in the area [88] 
 
If the sum rule of integration is used, and applied on Figure B.12 and 13, the following equation 
is obtained: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )





































  (B.6) 
 
The trapezium rule is given by equation B.7 
 ( ) ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝







1210   (B.7) 
with  
h = (b-a)/n – width of the strip  
n – Intervals 
In the experimental investigation the width of the strip is determined as follows: 
tesamplingranspeedcompressio tvh ×=   (B.8) 
And with a compression speed of 5 mm /min or 0.083333 mm/s, the width of the strip from 
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In Figure B.14 the trapezium is divided further into a triangle and rectangle.  The absolute values 
are taken for the difference in the values (f2 – f1).  
 
 
Figure B.14  Trapezium area divided into a triangle and rectangle 
 
Equation B.9 the formula is given for determining the area under the force vs. displacement 
graph which is equal to the work done on the tube. 
( )( )nnn ffhfhWork −+×= +121       (B.9) 






For n=0,1…..600, equation B.9 can be further expanded 





1121 =−+×+−+×= ++++ nffhfhffhfhWork nnnnnn
 
In Figure B.15 a screen shot is shown of the Excel® spreadsheet of the external work done 
calculations for the normal tube in the numerical investigation of Test C1, section 3.5.2.1.    
f1
f2
f2 – f1 
x1 x2
h 
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Figure B.15  Screenshot of Tect C1 energy calculation spreadsheet 
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APPENDIX C : DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURE 
In this Appendix the procedure followed to process the load values from the captured data will 
be explained in section C.1, and the transformation of the load values into the energy values is 
explained in section C.2.  All the captured data is from the numerical experimental and numerical 
investigations of Chapter 3 and 4.  Refer to Chapter 3 and 4, as well as to Appendix B.3. 
C.1. LOAD VALUE PROCESSING 
In section C.1.1 the processing procedure of the experimental is explained, and in section C.2.2 
the numerical investigation is given 
 
C.1.1 Experimental investigation 
The captured data for the experimental investigation was saved as a *.prn file.  This text file 
format is a formatted text file which is space delimited [57].   A reading was taken each second 
during the compression process of the tube, and stored in the first column of the file.  Figure 
C.1 show the Excel® file after it was opened as a delimited file type for the captured data. 
 
Figure C.1 Captured data import window 1 [57] 
 
In Figure C.2 the data delimiters were selected to be commas for the three columns of captured 
data, for the second step of the text import wizard. 
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Figure C.2 Captured data import window 2 [57] 
 
The column data was selected to be text as shown in Figure C.3 in the third step of the text 
import wizard, and the imported data is shown in Figure C.4. 
 
 
Figure C.3 Captured data import window 3 [57] 
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Figure C.4 Captured data after it was imported into Excel®[57] 
 
A compression speed of 5 mm/min or 0.083333 mm/s was used in the compression of the 
tubes with a length of 100 mm.  The following equation was used to transform the time 
increment into displacement: 
tvs cs *=          (C.1) 
with  
s – displacement in mm 
vcs – compression speed in mm/s 
t – time in seconds [s] 
 
In the load processing a certain load per volt division was specified and multiplied with the volt 
reading recorded in column C of Figure C.4 with the following equation: 
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( ) WXYF ×=         (C.2) 
with  
Y/X = Load/Volt  (kN/V) 
W = Volt reading  (V) 




Figure C.5 Force processing in Excel® 
 
In Figure C.5 the value of Y/X = 25 kN/V, and Channel 21 the volt reading for the load as 
measured by die load cell. 
 
The load vs. displacement graph was generated from the calculated values using equations C.1 
and C.2.  See Appendix H for the Data folder containing the load and displacement values for 
the experimental investigation analysed tubes. 
 
C.1.2 Numerical investigation 
The geometry of the tube was saved in meter in SolidWorks®, before it was imported as a *.sat 
file into ABAQUS® CAE.  A node was selected, either a reference point or a node on the 
correct surface, and a set was created for this node.   In the History Output the displacement of 
the selected node was specified to be an output value.  In most of the analyses the reference 
point of the top plate [TPRP] was selected for the history displacement output, and the bottom 
plate reference point [BPRP] for the history reaction force (RF) output.   Each of these history 
output data sets were saved, and created when operated on in the XY data creator option.   The 
following equation was used to generate the reaction force vs. displacement graph; 
( ) ( )( )BPRPRFabsTPRPUabscombine 2,2       (C.3) 
where  
  
U2TPRP –  displacement of Top Plate Reference Point (TPRP) in the y direction, and this 
displacement is either a function of arc length (2D analysis), or time (3D analysis) 
RF2 –  reaction force of Bottom Plate Reference Point (BPRP) in the y direction, and this 
reaction force is either a function of arc length (2D analysis), or time (3D analysis) 
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The absolute value (abs()) function was used to eliminate negative values for the displacement 
based on the orientation  of the tube. 
 
A name was given to the combined values for the displacement and the reaction force when it 
was saved.   The XY generated reaction force vs. displacement graph was saved as an *.prn file, 
which was imported into Microsoft® Excel® as described above, with the delimited option 
changed to fixed width, see Figure C.1.  The imported data had to be manipulated in Excel® 
since the displacement were given is mm, and the reaction force in N.  In Figure C.6-C.7 the 
manipulation of the imported data is shown for the reaction force vs. displacement graph. 
 
 
Figure C.6 Displacement value manipulation 
 
 
Figure C.7 Reaction Force value manipulation 
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C.2. ENERGY VALUE PROCESSING 
In this section the manipulation of the work done on the tube in the experimental investigation 
will be given is section C.2.1, and the external work (ALLWK) for the whole model in the 
numerical investigation in section C.2.2 
 
C.2.1 Experimental investigation 
The generated load data for the experimental investigation was saved copied to a new worksheet 
in Excel®.   The following steps were used after the new worksheet was assigned a name: 
1. The load values was copied and pasted in column B and assigned the name y1, and the 
values renamed a  shown in Figure C.8 
2. The load values was copied and pasted in column C , the first load value deleted, and 
assigned the name y2 shown in Figure C.8 
 
 
Figure C.8   Energy value worksheet 
 
3. Column D was assigned the name y2-y1, and the values renamed b shown in Figure C.8 
4. The load values of y1 was subtracted from the load values of y2 as shown in Figure C.8 
5. The formula used is shown in Figure C.9  where the absolute value of the subtraction 
was used in the calculation of the energy 
 
 
Figure C.9  Subtraction of the load values 
 
6. The distance is calculated using equation C.1, and column F was named Distance and the 
values renamed cc.   This value is constant due to the fact that a constant compression 
speed of 5 mm/min was used, and the data was sampled at every second during the 
compression process 
7. Column G was named Energy , where the energy is the work done on the tube, and is 
given by the equation C.4 for the second row shown in Figure C.10 
( )ccbccaE ×+×=
2
1          (C.4) 
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Figure C.10 Energy value calculation equation 
 




Figure C.11 Energy value calculation for row G3 
 
9. The function used in row G3 is copied for all the load difference values of column E 
10. The Energy/External work vs. displacement graph is generated from the displacement 




Figure C.12 Columns used for the energy vs. displacement graph 
 
The procedure described above was used for all the experimentally tested tubes investigated in 
the thesis. 
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C.2.2 Numerical investigation 
 
The geometry of the tube was saved in meter in SolidWorks®, before it was imported as a *.sat 
file into ABAQUS® CAE.  A node was selected, either a reference point or a node on the 
correct surface, and a set was created for this node.  In the History Output the displacement of 
the selected node was specified to be an output value.  In most of the analyses the reference 
point of the top plate [TPRP] was selected for the history displacement output, and the ALLWK 
option selected for the whole model.   The simulation was run with the two selected history 
output values. 
 
Each of these history output data sets were saved in the Visualization module, and the XY graph 
was created in the XY data creator option.  The following equation was used to generate the 
reaction force vs. displacement graph; 
( ) ( )( )ALLWKabsTPRPUabscombine ,2       (C.5) 
where  
U2TPRP –  displacement of Top Plate Reference Point (TPRP) in the y direction, and this 
displacement is either a function of arc length (2D analysis), or time (3D analysis)
ALLWK –  External Work for the whole model, and this external work is either a function of 
arc length (2D analysis),  or time (3D analysis) 
 
The absolute value (abs()) function was used to eliminate negative values for the displacement 
based on the orientation  of the tube. 
 
A name was given to the combined values for the displacement and the external work when it 
was saved.  The XY generated reaction force vs. displacement graph was saved as an *.prn file, 
which was imported into Microsoft® Excel® as described above, with the delimited option 
changed to fixed width, see Figure C.1.  The imported data had to be manipulated in Excel® 
since the displacement was given in m, and had to be changed to mm.  See Figure C.6 for the 
manipulation of the displacement value.  This procedure was used for all the numerical 
investigated tubes in this thesis. 
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APPENDIX D: DRAWINGS OF THE QUASI STATIC TESTING EQUIPMENT 
D.1 DRAWING REGISTER 
DRAWING NUMBER DESCRIPTION REVISION PAGE 
PHD0001 Pipe turning mandrel - left 1 LIII 
PHD0002 Pipe turning mandrel - right 1 LIV 
PHD0003 Axial compression test top disk 1 LV 
PHD0004 Axial compression test solid shaft 1 LVI 
PHD0005 Axial compression test solid shaft assembly 0 LVII 
PHD0006 Axial compression test positioning plate 0 LVIII 
PHD0007 Pipe turning mandrel assembly with normal pipe – Sheet 1 0 LIX 
PHD0007 Pipe turning mandrel assembly with normal pipe – Sheet 2 0 LX 
PHD0008 Axial compression test bottom positioning plate 0 LXI 
PHD0009 Phosphor bronze bush 0 LXII 
PHD0010 Axial compression test sleeve 0 LXIII 
PHD0011 Axial compression test sleeve – Extension 2 0 LXIV 
PHD0012 Axial compression test sleeve – Extension 1 0 LXV 
PHD0013 Axial compression test sleeve – Experimental set-up assembly 0 LXVI 
 
Table D.1 Drawing register 
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In Table D.1 the scale on the drawings are not applicable due to insertion of these drawings from SolidWorks® in to document.  All drawings were 
drawn on an A3 size paper in the drawing package. 
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APPENDIX E: TENSILE MATERIAL TEST RESULTS  
E.1 INTRODUCTION  
In this appendix the tensile test results are shown for each of the batches of material bought 
during the experimental investigation of Chapter 4.  The results of the tensile tests for the four 
batches are given in section E.2.  Comparisons of the tensile test results are made in section E.3 
for all four the received batches. 
 
E.2 TENSILE TEST RESULTS 
In section E.2.1 the test piece dimensions are given, and in section E.2.2 the results for batch 1 
tested on 2002-03-08 is given, for batch 2 tested on 2002-07-05 in section E.2.3, batch 3 on 
2003-04-08 in section E.2.4 and for batch 4 tested on 2004-04-23 in section E.2.5. 
 
E.2.1. Test piece dimensions 
 
Test pieces were prepared from each of the batches received to determine material properties of 
the extruded tubes, in the received condition.  Figure E.1 show one of the prepared test pieces 
from the fourth batch tested on 2004-04-23. 
 
 
Figure E.1 Dog bone shape tensile specimen photo 
 
In Figure E.1 a test piece is shown with total length of 210 mm.  An average total length of 210 
mm was measured for the four test pieces used in each of the tensile tests. 
 
 
Figure E.2 Test specimen dimensions [55] 
Length of test piece = 210 mm 
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In Figure E.2 the dimensions is given as described in SABS ISO 6892 [55], and tabulated in 
Table E.1: 
 
No. Description Value Unit 
L1 Total length of test pieces 210 mm 
L2 Parallel length 110 mm 
L3 Original gauge length 60 mm 
H1 Width of parallel section 15.75 mm 
H2 Width of test piece at jaw side 25 mm 
W1 Wall thickness 3.05 mm 
 
Table E.1.  Test specimen dimension table 
 




Figure E.3 Tensile test pieces of batch 3 after the test 
 
E.2.2  Batch 1 tensile test results 
A tensile test was done on 2002-03-08 on batch 1 of the received extruded Al 6063-T6 tubes.  
Four tensile test pieces were prepared according to SABS ISO 6892 [55], and the results are 
shown in Figure E.4.  
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Stress  (Test 1)
Stress ( Test 2)
Stress (Test 3)
Stress  (Test 4)
 
Figure E.4 Nominal stress vs. strain plot for batch 1 
 
Test 3 terminated prematurely due to a strain gauge that came loose during the test, and Test 1 
showed signs of work hardening before breaking brittle as shown in Figure E.4 
 
 
Figure E.5 Test piece 1 brittle break 
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E.2.3  Batch 2 tensile test results 
A tensile test was done on 2002-07-05 on batch 2 of the received extruded Al 6063-T6 tubes.  
Two tensile test pieces were prepared according to SABS ISO 6892 [55], and the results are 




























Stress (Test 1) 
Stress (Test 2) 
 
Figure E.6 Nominal stress vs. strain plot for batch 2 
 
Test 1 recorded higher tensile stress values than the second test piece as shown in Figure E.6.   
Figure E.7 shows the two test pieces after the tests were completed. 
 
 
Figure E.7 Test pieces after the test for batch 2 
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E.2.4  Batch 3 tensile test results 
A tensile test was done on 2003-04-08 on batch 3 of the received extruded Al 6063-T6 tubes.  
Two tensile test pieces were prepared according to SABS ISO 6892 [55], and the results are 






























Figure E.8 Nominal stress vs. strain plot for batch 3 
 
Test 1 terminated prematurely due to a strain gauge that came loose during the test.   Test 2 
terminated at a nominal strain of 0.021.    
 
E.2.5  Batch 4 tensile test results 
A tensile test was done on 2004-04-23 on batch 4 of the received extruded Al 6063-T6 tubes.  
Six tensile test pieces were prepared according to SABS ISO 6892 [55], and the results are shown 
in Figure E.9-11.  The tensile test results of the two test pieces in the as received condition (AR) 
are shown in Figure E.9, and for two test pieces in the partially annealed (PA) condition in 
Figure E.10, and finally in Figure E.10 for two pieces for the fully annealed (FA) condition. 
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Figure E.10 Nominal stress vs. strain plot for the partially annealed condition for batch 4 
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Figure E.11 Nominal stress vs. strain plot for the as fully annealed condition for batch 4 
 
The introduction of the partially and fully annealed conditions on the tensile test pieces has 
lowered the nominal stress and strain values as shown in Figure E. 10-11, as compared to the 
results for the as received condition shown in Figure E.9. 
 
The obtained tensile values of the test specimens in this section will be used in Chapter 4 for 
the Finite Element Method elastic-plastic material model for the three conditions as shown in 
Figure E.9-11.   
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E.3 TENSILE TEST RESULTS COMPARISON 
In this section the tensile test results for the test pieces in the as received condition are shown in 




























Stress (AR1) Stress (AR2 ) Stress (AL1) 
Stress (AL2) Stress (HenMT1) Stress (HenMT2)
Stress (HenMT3A) Stress (HenMT4) Stress(Trek1) 
Stress (Trek2) 
 
Figure E.12 Nominal stress vs. strain plot for all four batches 
 
Legend Batch  Test no. Section 
AR1 Batch 4 AR1 E.2.5 
AR2 Batch 4 AR1 E.2.5 
AL1 Batch 3 Test 1 E.2.4 
AL2 Batch 3 Test 2 E.2.4 
HenMT1 Batch 1 Test 1 E.2.2 
HenMT2 Batch 1 Test 2 E.2.2 
HenMT3A Batch 1 Test 3 E.2.2 
HenMT4 Batch 1 Test 4 E.2.2 
Trek1 Batch 2 Test 1 E.2.3 
Trek2 Batch 2 Test 1 E.2.4 
 
Table E.2.  Legends for Figure E.12 
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APPENDIX F : INSTRON 1195 SPECIFICATIONS 
F-1 MODEL 1195 PHOTGRAPHS 
In Figure F-1 the system set-up is shown for the model in the manual provide for installation, 
operating and setting-up instruction for the 1195 model [56].   In Figure F-2 the set-up is shown 
as used during the tensile test done as described in Appendix E. 
 
 
Figure F-1 Model 1195 universal testing equipment set-up [56] 
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   A       C 
Figure F-3 Model 1195 after software and hardware upgrade 
 
In Figure F-3 the Model 1195 set-up is shown after the software upgrade.  Figure F-3 A shows 
the total system after upgrade, and in Figure F-3 B the controller system, and in Fig F-3 C the 
horizontal bar for the moving crosshead. 
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Figure F-4 Instron 5500 data hardware identification label 
 
In Figure F-4 the label is shown for data hardware after the upgrade.  In Figure F-5 the Model 




Figure F-5 Model 1195 tensile test experimental set-up after upgrade 
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F-2 OPERATION OF THE MACHINE 
The movement of the cross head of the machine is achieved by applying torque 
electromechanically to the precision ball screws, resulting in linear motion [83]. 
 
F-3 CALIBRATION CERTIFICATE FOR THE 1195 MODEL 
In Figure F-6~F-8 the calibration certificate is shown for the 1195 model after an upgrade was 
done on the control and data software.   The data software was changed to the 5500 series 
advanced materials testing system [83], and the load cell calibrate on 2003/07/31.  This 
certificate is inserted due to the fact that a final tensile test was done on 2004/04/23 using the 
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Figure F-6 Calibration certificate for Model 1195 universal testing machine – page 1 [84] 
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Figure F-7  Calibration certificate for Model 1195 universal testing machine – page 2 [84] 
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Figure F-8 Calibration certificate for Model 1195 universal testing machine – page 3 [84] 
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APPENDIX G : INSTRON 250 KN UNIVERSAL HYDRAULIC 
TESTING SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS 
 
G-1 UNIVERSAL HYDRALIC SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS 
The Instron 250 kN hydraulic cylinder identification label is shown in Figure G-1.   The system 
is controlled by an IST 8800 control system [83].  The actuator has a dynamic load capacity of 




Figure G-1 Hydraulic actuator identification label 
 
The hydraulic actuator is of series 3375 and is an electro-hydraulic actuator with catalogue 
number 3375-1100-4-5.  See Figure G-2 for the catalogue numbering that is used to describe the 
hydraulic actuator. 
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APPENDIX H: CD CONTENTS 
H.1 CD CONTENS REGISTER 
DOCUMENT DESCRIPTION FOLDER 
Articles 
SACAM2004Paper.pdf SACAM 2004 paper presented at the Fourth 
South African Computanional and Applied 
Mechanics (SACAM) conference, SACAM 
2004, Muldersdrift, Johannesburg, South Africa 
, 12-14 January 2004 
Articles 
ASME2005Paper.pdf ASME paper published in the ASME’s 2005 
International Mechanical Engineering Congress 
& Exposition proceedings in PDF format 
Articles 
 
SACAM2006Paper.pdf SACAM 2006 paper presented at the Fifth 
South African Computanional and Applied 
Mechanics (SACAM) Conference at Cape 




HGT100P25CD1620040626 Graphs and pictures FEM Data 
HGT100P25CInserts20040901 Graphs and pictures FEM Data 
HGT100P50CD1620050107 Graphs and pictures FEM Data 
HGT100P125CD1620040626 Graphs and pictures FEM Data 
NT10020050305 Graphs and pictures FEM Data 
3DHGT100P25CD162004116 Graphs and pictures FEM Data 
3DHGT100P25CInserts20041120 Graphs and pictures FEM Data 
3DHGT100P50CD1620050705 Graphs and pictures FEM Data 
3DHGT100P125CD1620041119 Graphs and pictures FEM Data 
3DNT10020060203 Graphs and pictures FEM Data 
3DSGT100P10CD1620050623 Graphs and pictures FEM Data 
3DSGT100P13CD1620050514 Graphs and pictures FEM Data 
3DSGT100P25CD1620050114 Graphs and pictures FEM Data 
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3DSGT100P50CD1620050117 Graphs and pictures FEM Data 
 
Drawings 
PHD0001.pdf Pipe turning mandrel - left Drawings 
PHD0002.pdf Pipe turning mandrel - right Drawings 
PHD0003.pdf Axial compression test top disk Drawings 
PHD0004.pdf Axial compression test solid shaft Drawings 
PHD0005.pdf Axial compression test solid shaft assembly Drawings 
PHD0006.pdf Axial compression test positioning plate Drawings 
PHD0007.pdf Pipe turning mandrel assembly with normal 
pipe – Sheet 1 
Drawings 
PHD0007.pdf Pipe turning mandrel assembly with normal 
pipe – Sheet 2 
Drawings 
PHD0008.pdf Axial compression test bottom positioning 
plate 
Drawings 
PHD0009.pdf Phosphor bronze bush Drawings 
PHD0010.pdf Axial compression test sleeve Drawings 
PHD0011.pdf Axial compression test sleeve – Extension 2 Drawings 
PHD0012.pdf Axial compression test sleeve – Extension 1 Drawings 
PHD0013.pdf Axial compression test sleeve – Experimental 
set-up assembly 
Drawings 
   
Master document 




   
Model input files 
NT100C.inp Normal tube 2D model input file Model Input 
Files 
HGT100P25.inp Horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 25 mm Model Input 
Files 
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2DHGT100P125Ins.inp Fully annealed properties Model Input 
Files 
2DHGT100P125InsA.inp Partially annealed properties Model Input 
Files 
HGT100P50.inp Horizontal grooved tube with a pitch of 50 mm Model Input 
Files 
   
Tensile test data 
HENMT1-4.xls Tensile tests for HENMT1-4 TensileTest200
20308 




AL1-2.xls Tensile tests for AL1 and AL2 Tensile2003040
8 
ALRev1-2, ALU20060603,AR2, 
AR Combined graph, 
FACombinedGraph, 
PACombinedGraph 
Tensile test for AR,PA, FA test specimens AL6063-
T620040423 
 
Table H.1 CD contents file register 
 
